GO TO MASTER HISTORY OF QUAKERISM
FRIEND JOHN, THE 1ST GREAT QUAKER POLITICIAN1
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1. John Greenleaf Whittier was distantly related to Benjamin Franklin, Friend Lucretia Mott, Octavius Brooks Frothingham, and
Henry Adams.
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1253
The rights and liberties affirmed by the Magna Charta were, during this 13th Century, being deemed of such
importance, that the Bishops, twice a year, with tapers burning, and in their pontifical robes, were pronouncing,
in the presence of the king and the representatives of the estates of England, the greater excommunication
against any infringer of that instrument. This imposing ceremony took place in the great Hall of Westminster.
The curse, as pronounced in this year, declared that “by the authority of Almighty God, and the blessed
Apostles and Martyrs, and all the saints in heaven, all those who violate the English liberties, and secretly or
openly, by deed, word, or counsel, do make statutes, or observe them being made, against said liberties, are
accursed and sequestered from the company of heaven and the sacraments of the Holy Church.”
Friend William Penn, in his political pamphlet ENGLAND’S PRESENT INTEREST CONSIDERED, would allude to

the curse of the Charterbreakers, writing: “I am no Roman Catholic, and little value their other curses; yet I
declare I would not for the world incur this curse, as every man deservedly doth, who offers violence to the
fundamental freedom thereby repeated and confirmed.”

Friend John Greenleaf Whittier would, in 1848, create the following poem:

THE CURSE OF THE CHARTER-BREAKERS.
IN Westminster’s royal halls,
Robed in their pontificals,
England’s ancient prelates stood
For the people’s right and good.
Closed around the waiting crowd,
Dark and still, like winter’s cloud;
King and council, lord and knight,
Squire and yeoman, stood in sight;
Stood to hear the priest rehearse,
In God’s name, the Church’s curse,
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By the tapers round them lit,
Slowly, sternly uttering it.
“Right of voice in framing laws,
Right of peers to try each cause;
Peasant homestead, mean and small,
Sacred as the monarch’s hall, —
“Whoso lays his hand on these,
England’s ancient liberties;
Whoso breaks, by word or deed,
England’s vow at Runnymede;
“Be he Prince or belted knight,
Whatsoe’er his rank or might,
If the highest, then the worst,
Let him live and die accursed.
“Thou, who to Thy Church hast given
Keys alike, of hell and heaven,
Make our word and witness sure,
Let the curse we speak endure!”
Silent, while that curse was said,
Every bare and listening head
Bowed in reverent awe, and then
All the people said, Amen!
Seven times the bells have tolled,
For the centuries gray and old,
Since that stoled and mitred band
Cursed the tyrants of their land.
Since the priesthood, like a tower,
Stood between the poor and power;
And the wronged and trodden down
Blessed the abbot’s shaven crown.
Gone, thank God, their wizard spell,
Lost, their keys of heaven and hell;
Yet I sigh for men as bold
As those bearded priests of old.
Now, too oft the priesthood wait
At the threshold of the state;
Waiting for the beck and nod
Of its power as law and God.
Fraud exults, while solemn words
Sanctify his stolen hoards;
Slavery laughs, while ghostly lips
Bless his manacles and whips.
Not on them the poor rely,
Not to them looks liberty,
Who with fawning falsehood cower
To the wrong, when clothed with power.
Oh, to see them meanly cling,
Round the master, round the king,
Sported with, and sold and bought, —
Pitifuller sight is not!
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Tell me not that this must be:
God’s true priest is always free;
Free, the needed truth to speak,
Right the wronged, and raise the weak.
Not to fawn on wealth and state,
Leaving Lazarus at the gate;
Not to peddle creeds like wares;
Got to mutter hireling prayers;
Nor to paint the new life’s bliss
On the sable ground of this;
Golden streets for idle knave,
Sabbath rest for weary slave!
Not for words and works like these,
Priest of God, thy mission is;
But to make earth’s desert glad,
In its Eden greenness clad;
And to level manhood bring
Lord and peasant, serf and king;
And the Christ of God to find
In the humblest of thy kind!.
Thine to work as well as pray,
Clearing thorny wrongs away;
Plucking up the weeds of sin,
Letting heaven’s warm sunshine in;
Watching on the hills of Faith.;
Listening what the spirit saith,
Of the dim-seen light afar,
Growing like a nearing star.
God’s interpreter art thou,
To the waiting ones below;
’Twixt them and its light midway
Heralding the better day;
Catching gleams of temple spires,
Hearing notes of angel choirs,
Where, as yet unseen of them,
Comes the New Jerusalem!
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Like the seer of Patmos gazing,
On the glory downward blazing;
Till upon Earth’s grateful sod
Rests the City of our God!

1657
August 20: According to Joseph Dow’s HISTORY OF THE TOWN OF HAMPTON, NEW HAMPSHIRE. FROM ITS
SETTLEMENT IN 1638, TO THE AUTUMN OF 1892, this was the actual 1st report of a shipwreck — one which
eventually would inspire a poem by Friend John Greenleaf Whittier (included below):
The: 20th of the 8 mo 1657
The sad Hand of God upon Eight p[er]sons
goeing in a small vessell by Sea from Hampton to boston
Who wear all swallowed up i[n] the ocian
sone after they ware out of the Harbour
the p[er]sons wear by name as Followeth
Robert Read
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Sargent: Will Swaine
Manewell: Hilyard
John: Philbrick
& Ann: Philbrick His wife
Sarah: Philbrick their daught
Alice the wife of moses Cocks:
and John Cocks their sonn:
who ware all Drowned the: 20th of the 8 mo: 1657
TIMELINE OF ACCIDENTS
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THE WRECK OF RIVERMOUTH
IVERMOUTH ROCKS are fair to see,
By dawn or sunset shone across,
When the ebb of the sea has left them free,
To dry their fringes of gold-green moss:
For there the river comes winding down
From salt sea-meadows and uplands brown,
And waves on the outer rocks afoam
Shout to its waters, “Welcome home!”
And fair are the sunny isles in view
East of the grisly Head of the Boar,
And Agamenticus lifts its blue
Disk of a cloud the woodlands o’er;
And, southerly, when the tide is down,
“Twixt white sea-waves and sand-hills brown,
The beach-birds dance and the gray gulls wheel
Over a floor of burnished steel.
Once, in the old Colonial days,
Two hundred years ago and more,
A boat sailed down through the winding ways
Of Hampton River to that low shore,
Full of goodly company
Sailing out on the summer sea,
Veering to catch the land-breeze light,
With the Boar to left and the Rocks to right.
In Hampton meadows, where mowers laid
Their scythes to the swaths of salted grass,
“Ah, well-a-day! our hay must be made!”
A young man sighed, who saw them pass,
Loud laughed his fellows to see him stand
Whetting his scythe with a listless hand,
Hearing a voice in a far-off song,
Watching a white hand beckoning long.
“Fie on the witch!” cried a merry girl,
As they rounded the point where Goody Cole
Sat by her door with her wheel atwirl,
A bent and blear-eyed poor old soul.
“Oho!” she muttered, “ye’re brave to-day!
But I hear the little waves laugh and say,
’The broth will be cold that waits at home;
For it’s one to go, but another to come!’”
“She’s cursed,” said the skipper; “speak her fair:
I’m scary always to see her shake
Her wicked head, with its wild gray hair,
And nose like a hawk, and eyes like a snake.”
But merrily still, with laugh and shout,
From Hampton River the boat sailed out,
Till the huts and the flakes on Star seemed nigh,
And they lost the scent of the pines of Rye.
They dropped their lines in the lazy tide,
Drawing up haddock and mottled cod;
They saw not the Shadow that walked beside,
They heard not the feet with silence shod.
But thicker and thicker a hot mist grew,
Shot by the lightnings through and through:
And muffled growls, like the growl of a beast,
Ran along the sky from west to east.
Then the skipper looked from the darkening sea
Up to the dimmed and wading sun;
But he spake like a brave man cheerily,
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“Yet there is time for our homeward run.”
Veering and tacking, they backward wore;
And just as a breath from the woods ashore
Blew out to whisper of danger past,
The wrath of the storm came down at last!
The skipper hauled at the heavy sail:
“God be our help! he only cried,
As the roaring gale, like the stroke of a flail,
Smote the boat on its starboard side.
The Shoalsmen looked, but saw alone
Dark films of rain-cloud slantwise blown,
Wild rocks lit up by the lightning’s glare,
The strife and torment of sea and air.
Goody Cole looked out from her door:
The Isles of Shoals were drowned and gone,
Scarcely she saw the Head of the Boar
Toss the foam from tusks of stone.
She clasped her hands with a grip of pain,
The tear on her cheek was not of rain:
“They are lost,” she muttered, “boat and crew!
Lord, forgive me! my words were true!”
Suddenly seaward swept the squall;
The low sun smote through cloudy rack;
The Shoals stood clear in the light, and all
The trend of the coast lay hard and black.
But far and wide as eye could reach,
No life was seen upon wave or beach;
The boat that went out at morning never
Sailed back again into Hampton River.
O mower, lean on thy bended snath,
Look from the meadows green and low:
The wind of the sea is a waft of death,
The waves are singing a song of woe!
By silent river, by moaning sea,
Long and vain shall thy watching be:
Never again shall the sweet voice call,
Never the white hand rise and fall!
O Rivermouth Rocks, how sad a sight
Ye saw in the light of breaking day!
Dead faces looking up cold and white
From sand and sea-weed where they lay.
The mad old witch-wife wailed and wept,
And cursed the tide as it backward crept:
Crawl back, crawl back, blue water-snake!
Leave your dead for the hearts that break!”
Solemn it was in that old day
In Hampton town and its log-built church,
Where side by side the coffins lay
And the mourners stood in aisle and porch.
In the singing-seats young eyes were dim,
The voices faltered that raised the hymn,
And Father Dalton, grave and stern,
Sobbed through his prayer and wept in turn.
But his ancient colleague did not pray,
Because of his sin at fourscore years:
He stood apart, with the iron-gray
Of his strong brows knitted to hide his tears.
And a wretched woman, holding her breath
In the awful presence of sin and death,
Cowered and shrank, while her neighbors thronged
To look on the dead her shame had wronged.
Apart with them, like them forbid,
Old Goody Cole looked drearily round,
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As, two by two, with their faces hid,
The mourners walked to the burying-ground.
She let the staff from her clasped hands fall:
“Lord, forgive us! we’re sinners all!”
And the voice of the old man answered her:
“Amen!” said Father Bachiler.
So, as I sat upon Appledore
In the calm of a closing summer day,
And the broken lines of Hampton shore
In purple mist of cloud-land lay,
The Rivermouth Rocks their story told;
And waves aglow with sunset gold,
Rising and breaking in steady chime,
Beat the rhythm and kept the time.
And the sunset paled, and warmed once more
With a softer, tenderer after-glow;
In the east was moon-rise, with boats off shore
And sails in the distance drifting slow.
The beacon glimmered from Portsmouth bar,
The White Isle kindled its great red star;
And life and death in my old-time lay
Mingled in peace like the night and day!
TIMELINE OF ACCIDENTS

1661
November: A shipload of Quakers arrived in Boston harbor, among them Friend Samuel Shattuck. He appeared before
Governor John Endecott with his hat on, and his hat was struck off. When he presented the king’s writ,
the governor, sweeping off his own hat, ordered that Shattuck’s hat be replaced upon his head. A new era of
tolerance of dissenting opinion seemed to have arrived nonviolently, through sheer patience in suffering, for
rather than submit to the authority of the mother country by sending its religious prisoners to England for trial,
the Boston authorities clearly preferred to take no more religious prisoners, and to release all religious
prisoners then in custody. (Friend Samuel Shattuck had managed to arrive just in time to intercept the planned
hanging of Friend Winlock Christian. This new era of tolerance would endure all of ten months.)
The obstreperous Quaker witness of this era, which involved the constant disruption of the church services of
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other groups, may well be the origin of New England’s “come outer” tradition:
Upon a lecture day at Boston in New England, I was much pressed
to Spirit to go into their Worshiphouse among them, where
I stood silent until the Man had done Preaching, then my mouth
was opened to the People with a word of Exhortation, but
through the violence of some of the People was haled to Prison,
from whence, about three hours after, they fetched me out to
the Court, where I was examined, and so returned to Prison
again until the Morning: and into the Court I was brought
again, where they had drawn up a Paper against me, as they
thought, of what I had said the day before: and they said, Come
thou Vagabond, and hear this paper read with two Witnesses,
their Hands to it, for we will handle thee: and I said, Read on;
Where I stood until they had done: And they asked me, Whether
I owned it, or no: and I said, Yea, every Word and would make
it good by sound Proof if I might have Liberty to speak.
But they cried, Away with him; and some took me by the Throat
and would not suffer me to answer it, but hurried me down
Stairs, to the Carriage of a great Gun, which stood in the
Market-Place, where I was stripped and tied to the Wheel and
whipped with Ten Stripes, and then loosed, and tied to a
Cart’s-tail; and whipped with Ten more to the Town’s End; and
at Roxbury, at a Cart’s-tail, with other Ten; and at Dedham,
at a Cart’s-tail, with Ten more, and then sent into the Woods.
—Thomas Newhouse, per AN ADDITION TO THE BOOK... by Ellis Hookes
Prior to the manifesto that had been issued by Friend George Fox and a few other elder Quaker males on
January 21st of this year, Quakers had not been predominantly pacifist. George Bishop had, in NEW ENGLAND
JUDGED, PART I, described in detail the treatment accorded to such unregulable religious dissenters in New
England, and this book had come to Charles II’s attention. Upon the urging of one of the Quakers who had
been expelled from Boston, subsequent to his coronation on April 23rd the king had signed a mandamus
requiring that henceforth all such cases should be forwarded to England for their trial, and had entrusted this
paper to Friend Samuel Shattuck of Salem, who had himself recently been expelled from the Bay Colony.
In result of this communication from the king, the death penalty for Quakers would be rescinded, the only thing
left being a somewhat less Draconian “Cart and Whip Act.” When Friend Wenlock Christison and 27 other
Quakers would be dragged from the prison behind carts and whipped to the borders of the colony, they would
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there find themselves untied and released rather than martyred by the neck until dead.

Eventually, in 1884, a memorial would be created in Boston in honor of Friend Nathaniel Sylvester of Shelter
Island (so named because he sheltered Quakers there), and the four hanged Quaker ministers William Ledra,
Marmaduke Stevenson, William Robinson, and Mary Dyer:

In a somewhat related piece of news, this year Massachusetts was censuring the Reverend John Eliot for an
antimonarchical attitude.
In another somewhat related piece of news, the town meeting of Hartford CT in this year would vote to extend
a limited degree of tolerance toward a particular family of wayfarers, despite the fact that they were
Unchristians: “The Jews, which at present live in John Marsh his house, have liberty to sojourn in the town
seven months.”
To oversimplify perhaps, the town meeting solved the
problem of enforcement by evading it. The meeting gave
institutional expression to the imperatives of peace.
In the meetings consensus was reached, and individual
consent and group opinion were placed in the service of
social conformity.
— Michael Zuckerman, ALMOST CHOSEN PEOPLE:
OBLIQUE BIOGRAPHIES IN THE AMERICAN GRAIN,
1993, page 59
Now here is Friend John Greenleaf Whittier’s somewhat tendentious and overly positive later rendition of the
main dramatic scene of this year:
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THE KING’S MISSIVE
Under the great hill sloping bare
To cove and meadow and Common lot,
In his council chamber and oaken chair,
Sat the worshipful Governor Endicott.

1661

“Off with the knave’s hat!” An angry hand
Smote down the offence; but the wearer said,
With a quiet smile, “By the king’s command
I bear his message and stand in his stead.”

A grave, strong man, who knew no peer,
In the Pilgrim land, where he ruled in fear
Of God, not man, and for good or ill
Held his trust with an iron will.

In the Governor’s hand a missive he laid
With the royal arms on its seal displayed,
And the proud man spake as he gazed thereat,
Uncovering, “Give Mr. Shattuck his hat.”

He had shorn with his sword the cross from out
The flag and cloven the may-pole down,
Harried the heathen round about
And whipped the Quakers from town to town.

He turned to the Quaker, bowing low,—
“The king commandeth your friends’ release;
Doubt not he shall be obeyed, although
To his subjects’ sorrow and sin’s increase.

His brow was clouded, his eye was stern,
With a look of mingled sorrow and wrath;
“Woe’s me,” he murmured: “at every turn
The pestilent Quakers are in my path!

What he here enjoineth, John Endicott,
His loyal servant, questioneth not.
You are free! God grant the spirit you own
May take you from us, to parts unknown.”

Some we have scourged, and banished some,
Some hanged, more doomed, and still they come,
Fast as the tide of yon bay sets in,
Sowing their heresy’s seed of sin.

So the door of the jail was open cast,
And like Daniel out of the lion’s den
Tender youth and girlhood passed,
With age-bowed women and gray-locked men.

“Did we count on this? Did we leave behind
The graves of our kin, the comfort and ease
Of our English hearths and homes, to find
Troublers of Israel such as these?

And the voice of one appointed to die
Was lifted in praise and thanks on high.
Broad in the sunshine stretched away
With its capes and islands, the turquoise bay...

Shall I spare? Shall I pity them? God forbid!
I will do as the prophet to Agag did:
They come to poison the wells of the Word,
I will hew them in pieces before the Lord!”

But as they who see not, the Quakers saw
The world about them; they only thought
With deep thanksgiving and pious awe
On the great deliverance God had wrought.

The door swung open, and Rawson the clerk
Entered, and whispered under breath,
“There waits below for the hangman’s work
A fellow banished on pain of death—

Through lane and alley the gazing town
Noisily followed them up and down;
Some with scoffing and brutal jeer,
Some with pity and words of cheer.

Shattuck, of Salem, unhealed of the whip,
Brought over in Master Goldsmith’s ship
At anchor here in a Christian port,
With freight of the devil and all his sort!”

So passed the Quakers through Boston town,
Whose painful ministers sighed to see
The walls of their sheep-fold falling down,
And wolves of heresy prowling free.

Twice and thrice on the chamber floor
Striding fiercely from wall to wall,
“The Lord do so to me and more,”
The Governor cried, “if I hang not all!”

But the years went on and brought no wrong;
With milder counsel the State grew strong,
As outward Letter and inward Light
Kept the balance of truth aright.

“Bring hither the Quaker.” Calm, sedate,
With the look of a man at ease with fate,
Into that presence, grim and dread,
Came Samuel Shattuck, with hat on head.
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It was all well and good that King Charles II had prohibited further executions of Quakers in the Massachusetts
... Edward Burrough named Samuel Shattuck, who, being an inhabitant of
New England, was banished by their law, to be hanged if he came again;
and to him the deputation was granted. Then he sent for Ralph Goldsmith,
an honest Friend, who was master of a good ship, and agreed with him for
three hundred pounds (goods or no goods) to sail in ten days. He
forthwith prepared to set sail, and with a prosperous gale, in about six
weeks’ time, arrived before the town of Boston in New England, upon a
First-day morning.
With him went many passengers, both of New and Old England, Friends,
whom the Lord moved to go to bear their testimony against those bloody
persecutors, who had exceeded all the world in that age in their
bloody persecutions.
The townsmen at Boston, seeing a ship come into the bay with English
colours, soon came on board and asked for the captain. Ralph Goldsmith
told them he was the commander. They asked him if he had any letters.
He said, “Yes.” They asked if he would deliver them. He said,
“No; not to-day.”
So they went ashore and reported that there was a ship full of Quakers,
and that Samuel Shattuck, who they knew was by their law to be put
to death if he came again after banishment, was among them, but they
knew not his errand nor his authority. [Friend Mary Dyer, Friend William
Ledra, Friend Marmaduke Stevenson, and Friend William Robinson had
already been executed.]
So all were kept close that day, and none of the ship’s company suffered
to go on shore. Next morning Samuel Shattuck, the King’s deputy,
and Ralph Goldsmith, went on shore, and, sending back to the ship
the men that landed them, they two went through the town to
Governor John Endicott’s door, and knocked. He sent out a man to know
their business. They sent him word that their business was from the King
of England, and that they would deliver their message to no one but
the Governor himself.
Thereupon they were admitted, and the Governor came to them; and having
received the deputation and the mandamus, he put off his hat and looked
upon them. Then, going out, he bade the Friends follow him. He went
to the deputy-governor, and after a short consultation came out to the
Friends, and said, “We shall obey his majesty’s commands.”
After this the master gave liberty to the passengers to come on shore,
and presently the noise of the business flew about the town; and the
Friends of the town and the passengers of the ship met together to offer
up their praises and thanksgivings to God, who had so wonderfully
delivered them from the teeth of the devourer.
While they were thus met, in came a poor Friend, who, being sentenced
by their bloody law to die, had lain some time in irons expecting
execution. This added to their joy, and caused them to lift up their
hearts in high praise to God, who is worthy for ever to have the praise,
the glory, and the honour; for He only is able to deliver, to save,
and support all that sincerely put their trust in Him.
FOX’S JOURNAL
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Bay colony, but they weren’t about to take that lying down. The Puritans of the colony sent the Reverend John
Norton to London at an expense of £66 to reason with their monarch. The General Court of the colony feared
that heretics were being tolerated to “ruin sincere servants of God,” and declared a Day of Humiliation.

1676
September 6: The “black sachem” of the Namasket, Tuspaquin, had been offered an amnesty by Captain Benjamin
Church, who had just captured his wife “Amie,” Metacom’s sister, and Tuspaquin’s and Amie’s children.
When Tuspaquin turned himself in at Agawam (today’s Wareham MA), however, agreeing to switch sides and
fight with the English, Captain Church was not present. He would be taken to Plymouth and beheaded, and his
wife and son would be sold into slavery. Church would profess to be grieved upon finding out that this had
happened.
“As the star of the Indian descended,
that of the Puritans rose ever higher.”
— Tourtellot, Arthur Bernon, THE CHARLES,
NY: Farrar & Rinehart, 1941, page 63
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With several hundred native survivors of King Phillip’s War having fled to the Cochecho area and having
mingled with the Abenaki there, it fell to the lot of Major Richard Waldron to capture them and turn them over
to visiting Boston authorities. This was a tricky situation, since he had just renewed a peace treaty with the
Sagamore Wonalancet of the local Abenaki, and since 200 local treaty warriors were just then gathered in the
Dover NH mill area. The major’s inspired solution was to suggest a “sham battle” in which white soldiers and
Indian warriors could participate. In what is today a drugstore parking lot, Cochecho and Boston militia
surrounded the Indians after they had on cue discharged their weapons in a volley into the air and, likely
without loss of life, separated the local natives from the refugees. These 200 refugees were marched to Boston,
where some were hanged and some sold into slavery.2 After this, the Abenaki would be required to lay down
their firearms as soon as they sighted any English person, and no native American would be able to travel on
any path east of the Merrimack River without a written pass from Major Richard Waldron.
“KING PHILLIP’S WAR”
A few Nashua would take refuge in the Pennacook villages, but this would be all the excuse the English would
need, and an expedition under Captain Samuel Mosely would be sent out after them. The Pennacook would
withdraw before the English reached them, but Mosely’s men would burn their village. A similar unprovoked
attack would be made against the Ossipee and would draw the Penobscot and Kennebec into the fighting.
Wanalancet still wanted to avoid a war with the English, so at this point he led his people to St. Francois in

2. Imagine, if you will, a celebratory sham battle of Civil War survivors, in which the men dressed in Southern gray would be
encouraged to fire off their rifles in volley — and would then be disarmed and marched away by the Civil War survivors in blue,
to be executed or sold into slavery.
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Canada, taking the Nashua survivors with him.

What
goes
around
keeps
coming
around
and
around
and
around...

From Friend John Greenleaf Whittier’s beloved 1866 poem “Snowbound”:
Told how the Indian hordes came down
At midnight on Cochecho town,
And how her own great-uncle bore
His cruel scalp-mark to fourscore.
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John Evelyn’s diary entry for this day was in part as follows:

Supp’d at L[ord] Chamberlains, where also supped the famous beauty & errant Lady, the
Dutchesse of Mazarine (all the world knows her storie) the Duke of Monmouth, Countesse of
Sussex, both natural Children of the Kings, by that infamous Adulteresse the Dut[chess] of
Cleaveland: & the Countesse of Derby a vertuous Lady, daughter to my best friend, the Earle
of Ossorie; I returned next day:

September 12 (Old Style): To Lond[on] to take order about the building of an house, or rather
an appartment, which had all the conveniences of an house; for my deare friend Mr. Godolphin
& Lady: which I undertooke to Contrive, & Survey, & employ workmen in, til it shold be quite
finished: It being just over against his Majesties Wood-yard, by the Thames side, leading to
Scotland yard: I din’d with P pr[ivately] [returned.]
September 17 (Old Style): Viccar on 3.Joh[n]16: There dined with me Mr. Flamested the
learned Astrologer & Mathematitian, whom now his Majestie had established in the new
Observatorie in Greenewich Park, and furnish’d with the choicest Instruments: an honest,
sincere man &c: Pomerid: Curate, as before:
September 18 (Old Style): 18 To Lond, to survey my Workemen, dined with P - pr[ivately] and
[19] then with Mrs. Godolphin to Lambeth, to that rare magazine of Marble, to take order for
chimny-pieces &c: The Owner of the workes, had built him a pretty dwelling: This Dutchman,
had contracted with the Genoezes for all their Marble &c: We also saw the Duke of
Bouckingams Glasse worke, where they made huge Vasas of mettal as cleare & pondrous &
thick as Chrystal, also Looking-glasses far larger & better than any that come from Venice: I
din’d with Mr. Godolphin & his Wife:
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1677
July 8, Sunday: The Massachusetts Bay Colony had begun to require that all give an oath of allegiance to the state.
Friend Margaret Brewster,3 to protest this, appeared in the Old South Church for Sunday morning worship
with her hair down and her face colored black, attired in sackcloth and ashes. The authorities would have her
tied her behind a cart, stripped to the waist, and lashed from the church’s door through the town of Boston.

In the “Old South,” by John Greenleaf Whittier
On the 8th of July, 1677, Margaret Brewster with four other
Friends went into the South Church in time of meeting, “in sackcloth, with ashes upon her head, barefoot, and her face
blackened,” and delivered “a warning from the great God of
Heaven and Earth to the Rulers and Magistrates of Boston.” For
the offence she was sentenced to be “whipped at a cart’s tail
up and down the Town, with twenty lashes.”
SHE came and stood in the Old South Church,
A wonder and a sign,
With a look the old-time sibyls wore,
Half-crazed and half-divine.

Save the mournful sackcloth about her wound,
Unclothed as the primal mother,
With limbs that trembled and eyes that blazed
With a fire she dare not smother.
Loose on her shoulders fell her hair,
With sprinkled ashes gray;
She stood in the broad aisle strange and weird
As a soul at the judgment day.
And the minister paused in his sermon’s midst,
And the people held their breath,
For these were the words the maiden spoke
3. There is no “Margaret” listed in the first three generations of the Mayflower family Brewster. This Quaker, therefore, would not
have been a convert to Quakerism from that founding family, but an unrelated immigrant.
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Through lips as the lips of death:
“Thus saith the Lord, with equal feet
All men my courts shall tread,
And priest and ruler no more shall eat
My people up like bread!
“Repent! repent! ere the Lord shall speak
In thunder and breaking seals
Let all souls worship Him in the way
His light within reveals.”
She shook the dust from her naked feet,
And her sackcloth closer drew,
And into the porch of the awe-hushed church
She passed like a ghost from view.
They whipped her away at the tail o’ the cart
Through half the streets of the town,
But the words she uttered that day nor fire
Could burn nor water drown.
And now the aisles of the ancient church
By equal feet are trod,
And the bell that swings in its belfry rings
Freedom to worship God!
And now whenever a wrong is done
It thrills the conscious walls;
The stone from the basement cries aloud
And the beam from the timber calls.
There are steeple-houses on every hand,
And pulpits that bless and ban,
And the Lord will not grudge the single church
That is set apart for man.
For in two commandments are all the law
And the prophets under the sun,
And the first is last and the last is first,
And the twain are verily one.
So, long as Boston shall Boston be,
And her bay-tides rise and fall,
Shall freedom stand in the Old South Church
And plead for the rights of all!

1688
The Whittier family home was built by Thomas Whittier in Haverhill, near the Merrimack River that by royal
decree divided the Massachusetts Bay colony from the New Hampshire colony.4

4. This house has been open to the public since 1893 and is even at present substantially the same as when John Greenleaf Whittier
was born there in 1807, the 5th generation of the family to live there.
Many of the furnishings are original. It is the setting for Whittier’s “Snow Bound.”
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1693
During this year there would be yet another spasm of witchcraft hysteria. It would occur in Amesbury MA, a
town on the Merrimack River in Massachusetts at the New Hampshire border which had been settled in 1642
as part of Salisbury NH and named in honor of Amesbury in England. The last person to be executed for
witchcraft in Massachusetts would hang during this year.5

5. Amesbury MA had become a separate precinct in 1654, and had been incorporated as a township in 1666. It later would thrive
as a shipbuilding port and an early manufacturing centre (iron, nails, hats, carriages). John Greenleaf Whittier would live in
Amesbury from 1836 to 1876, and many of his poems describe the surrounding country and life of that community; his house is
preserved and his grave is in Union Cemetery. Textile production would flourish after 1812 but decline in the 1920s. The town’s
economy is now based on light manufacturing rather than poetry, and all the witches have quite gone away.
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1711
The Religious Society of Friends in Pennsylvania agreed with the righteousness of, and agreed to implement,
the petition “against the traffic of menbody” with which they had been being struggling since 1688.6
“... the Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia, on a representation
from the Quarterly Meeting of Chester, that the buying and
encouraging the importation of negroes was still practised by
some of the members of the society, again repeated and enforced
the observance of the advice issued in 1696, and further
directed all merchants and factors to write to their
correspondents and discourage their sending any more negroes.”
Bettle, “Notices of Negro Slavery,” in PENN. HIST. SOC. MEM.
(1864), I. 386.
Two of the original four signers were still alive7 and as far as the people of Pennsylvania were concerned,
the days of international slave trade and of slave trading in general were over. Done done done. Been there
done that got the T-shirt!

6. Unfortunately, the Quakers of Rhode Island would not initially be in accord with this new sentiment against the traffic in
menbody. Below appears the rotting hulk of the slave ship Jem, as of the Year of Our Lord 1891 at Fort Adams near Newport
on Aquidneck Island:

7. Refer to the poem “The Pennsylvania Pilgrim” by Friend John Greenleaf Whittier about one of the four original signers of this
petition, Francis Daniel Pastorius: “The world forgets, but the wise angels know.”
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1780
May 19, Friday, mid-morning: As Friend John Greenleaf Whittier would later record it, this was “the famous Dark Day
of New England,” which was “a physical puzzle for many years to our ancestors”:
’Twas on a May-day of the far old year
Seventeen hundred eighty, that there fell
Over the bloom and sweet life of the Spring,
Over the fresh earth and the heaven of noon,
A horror of great darkness, like the night....

For days the sun had been shining on the northeastern United States from New Jersey to Maine with a reddish
hue out of a sky of dull yellow. At mid-morning on this day a blanket of darkness descended and the birds sang
their evening songs and the cows began walking back to their barns. Noon was nearly as dark as night, and
outdoor travel became difficult. New Haven’s Connecticut Journal reported that inside houses, candles were
lit as if it were evening. Samuel Williams of Bradford, Connecticut would report that “In some places, the
darkness was so great, that persons could not see to read common print in the open air.... The extent of this
darkness was very remarkable.” The Reverend Timothy Dwight, Yale College president, would report that
“It was the general opinion that the day of judgment was at hand.”
The followers of “Universal Friend” Jemimah Wilkinson, having been disappointed that the millennium had
not appeared on April 1st, wondered whether this “Dark Day” might be the end, but again they were
disappointed, and again they fell back and regrouped:

People were supposing that a biblical prophecy had come true and Judgement Day had arrived (Abanes,
Richard. END-TIME VISIONS. NY: Four Walls Eight Windows, 1998, page 217).
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The House of Representatives in Hartford, Connecticut adjourned on account of the darkness. At the urging of
Colonel Abraham Davenport, however, the governor’s council continued its meeting: “Either the day of
judgment is at hand or it is not. If it is not, there is no cause for adjournment. If it is, I wish to be found in the
line of my duty.”
The Reverend William Miller and others would not be able to resist seeing in such heavenly displays a
fulfillment of words associated with Jesus Christ, “Immediately after the tribulation in those days shall the sun
be darkened and the moon shall not give her light, and the stars shall fall from heaven and the powers of heaven
shall be shaken” (MATTHEW 24:29). This darkening of the sun, combined with the stars falling in November
1833, would convince many devout believers that the second advent of Jesus was indeed near.
HERE COME DA JUDGE!
From the town records of Ipswich we learn that:
Darkness came on like that of an eclipse. By 9 o’clock, A.M.,
persons could not see to weave. Candles were lighted to dine by.
As the day began prematurely to put on the appearance of twilight,
cattle lowed, and fowls went to roost. The darkness of the
succeeding evening was almost palpable. Many feared and trembled,
lest the end of all things had come. They alone are truly wise,
who seek the Lord when the bow of his mercy is over them, as well
as when they hear his thunders, and behold his lightnings.
From the diary of Phineas Sprague, as well as from many, many other sources, we can be assured that this day
was indeed a quite unusual and memorable one:
This day was the most Remarkable day that ever my eyes
beheld the air had bin so full of smoak to an uncommon
degree So that wee could scairce see a mountain at two
miles distance for 3 or 4 days Past till this day after
Noon the smoak all went off to the South at sunset a
very black bank of a cloud appeared in the south and
west the Nex morning cloudey and thundered in the west
about ten oclock it began to Rain and grew vere dark
and at 12 was allmost as dark as Nite so that wee was
obliged to lite our candels and Eate our dinner by
candel lite at Noon day but between 1 and 2 oclock it
grew lite again but in the Evening the cloud caim over
us again the moon was about the full it was the darkest
Nite that ever was seen by us in the world.
This atmospheric effect probably was caused by numerous forest fires in upstate New York and in Canada.
In Boston the air was observed to smell like a “malt-house or coal-kiln,” and something resembling ashes
settled on pools of rainwater. However, refer also to the date October 15, 1785 for a comparison volcanic
phenomenon.
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1781
July 13: The British had had a long-standing policy of promising after-war freedom to any able-bodied American black
slaves who would do wartime heavy lifting for the army of occupation in what were known as “Black Pioneer”
brigades. On this date General Alexander Leslie wrote to General Charles Cornwallis:
Above 700 Negroes are come down the River in the Small
Pox. I shall distribute them about the Rebell
Plantations.
For the final defeat of the besieged army under General Cornwallis at Yorktown, the revolutionary forces had
made use of funds collected from people living in the area of the present states of Texas, New Mexico,
Arizona, and California, which were at that time part of Mejico. This siege at Yorktown in which the British
finally were defeated had been planned by Captain Francisco de Saavedra and had involved expenditure not
only of £500,000 from Cuba but also of £1,000,000 donated to the Continental Congress by King Carlos of
Spain. During the withdrawal of the army, pursuing revolutionaries began to notice numbers of sick or dying
blacks along the sides of the road and very correctly began to suspect that germ warfare was being conducted
against them:
Within these days past, I have marched by 18 or 20
Negroes that lay dead by the way-side, putrifying with
the small pox ... [abandoned by the Brits to] spread
smallpox thro’ the country.
VARIOLA

The comment that has been made about this by Elizabeth A. Fenn, writing on the topic of biological warfare
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for the New York Times on April 11, 1998, OP-ED page A25, column 5, is:
Not only did the British perpetrate biological
warfare, but they used desperate slaves to commit the
deed.
Dr. Thacher, surgeon in Scammel’s regiment, in his description of this siege, would write: “The labor on the
Virginia plantations is performed altogether by a species of the human race cruelly wrested from their native
country, and doomed to perpetual bondage, while their masters are manfully contending for freedom and the
natural rights of man. Such is the inconsistency of human nature.” After the surrender at Yorktown, some 1,800
slaves would be collected by the revolutionary forces and restored to their American masters. Well was it said
by Dr. Barnes, in his late work on Slavery: “No slave was any nearer his freedom after the surrender of
Yorktown than when Patrick Henry first taught the notes of liberty to echo among the hills and vales of
Virginia.” On the basis of this sad history of human abuse of humans, in 1847 Friend John Greenleaf Whittier
would write:

YORKTOWN.
FROM Yorktown’s ruins, ranked and still,
Two lines stretch far o’er vale and hill:
Who curbs his steed at head of one?
Hark! the low murmur: Washington!
Who bends his keen, approving glance,
Where down the gorgeous line of France
Shine knightly star and plume of snow?
Thou too art victor, Rochambeau!
The earth which bears this calm array
Shook with the war-charge yesterday,
Ploughed deep with hurrying hoof and wheel,
Shot-sown and bladed thick with steel;
October’s clear and noonday sun
Paled in the breath-smoke of the gun,
And down night’s double blackness fell,
Like a dropped star, the blazing shell.
Now all is hushed: the gleaming lines
Stand moveless as the neighboring pines;
While through them, sullen, grim, and slow,
The conquered hosts of England go:
O’Hara’s brow belies his dress,
Gay Tarleton’s troop rides bannerless:
Shout, from thy fired and wasted homes,
Thy scourge, Virginia, captive comes!
Nor thou alone: with one glad voice
Let all thy sister States rejoice;
Let Freedom, in whatever clime
She waits with sleepless eye her time,
Shouting from cave and mountain wood
Make glad her desert solitude,
While they who hunt her quail with fear;
The New World’s chain lies broken here!
But who are they, who, cowering, wait
Within the shattered fortress gate?
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Dark tillers of Virginia’s soil,
Classed with the battle’s common spoil,
With household stuffs, and fowl, and swine,
With Indian weed and planters’ wine,
With stolen beeves, and foraged corn, —
Are they not men, Virginian born?
Oh, veil your faces, young and brave!
Sleep, Scammel, in thy soldier grave!
Sons of the Northland, ye who set
Stout hearts against the bayonet,
And pressed with steady footfall near
The moated battery’s blazing tier,
Turn your scarred faces from the sight,
Let shame do homage to the right!
Lo! fourscore years have passed; and where
The Gallic bugles stirred the air,
And, through breached batteries, side by side,
To victory stormed the hosts allied,
And brave foes grounded, pale with pain,
The arms they might not lift again,
As abject as in that old day
The slave still toils his life away.
Oh, fields still green and fresh in story,
Old days of pride, old names of glory,
Old marvels of the tongue and pen,
Old thoughts which stirred the hearts of men,
Ye spared the wrong; and over all
Behold the avenging shadow fall!
Your world-wide honor stained with shame, —
Your freedom’s self a hollow name!
Where’s now the flag of that old war?
Where flows its stripe? Where burns its star?
Bear witness, Palo Alto’s day,
Dark Vale of Palms, red Monterey,
Where Mexic Freedom, young and weak,
Fleshes the Northern eagle’s beak;
Symbol of terror and despair,
Of chains and slaves, go seek it there!
Laugh, Prussia, midst thy iron ranks!
Laugh, Russia, from thy Neva’s banks!
Brave sport to see the fledgling born
Of freedom by its parent torn!
Safe now is Speilberg’s dungeon cell,
Safe drear Siberia’s frozen hell:
With Slavery’s flag o’er both unrolled,
What of the New World fears the Old?
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1805
General Eaton’s band of 9 USers, 40 Greeks, and a bunch of Turks and Arabs captured the city of Derne:

Derne, by John Greenleaf Whittier
NIGHT on the city of the Moor!
On mosque and tomb, and white-walled shore,
On sea-waves, to whose ceaseless knock
The narrow harbor gates unlock,
On corsair’s galley, carack tall,
And plundered Christian caraval!
The sounds of Moslem life are still;
No mule-bell tinkles down the hill;
Stretched in the broad court of the khan,
The dusty Bornou caravan
Lies heaped in slumber, beast and man;
The Sheik is dreaming in his tent,
His noisy Arab tongue o’erspent;
The kiosk’s glimmering lights are gone,
The merchant with his wares withdrawn;
Rough pillowed on some pirate breast,
The dancing-girl has sunk to rest;
And, save where measured footsteps fall
Along the Bashaw’s guarded wall,
Or where, like some bad dream, the Jew
Creeps stealthily his quarter through,
Or counts with fear his golden heaps,
The City of the Corsair sleeps!
But where yon prison long and low
Stands black against the pale star-glow,
Chafed by the ceaseless wash of waves,
There watch and pine the Christian slaves;
Rough-bearded men, whose far-off wives
Wear out with grief their lonely lives;
And youth, still flashing from his eyes
The clear blue of New England skies,
A treasured lock of whose soft hair
Now wakes some sorrowing mother’s prayer;
Or, worn upon some maiden breast,
Stirs with the loving heart’s unrest!
A bitter cup each life must drain,
The groaning earth is cursed with pain,
And, like the scroll the angel bore
The shuddering Hebrew seer before,
O’erwrit alike, without, within,
With all the woes which follow sin;
But, bitterest of the ills beneath
Whose load man totters down to death,
Is that which plucks the regal crown
Of Freedom from his forehead down,
And snatches from his powerless hand
The sceptred sign of self-command,
Effacing with the chain and rod
The image and the seal of God;
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Till from his nature, day by day,
The manly virtues fall away,
And leave him naked, blind and mute,
The godlike merging in the brute!
Why mourn the quiet ones who die
Beneath affection’s tender eye,
Unto their household and their kin
Like ripened corn-sheaves gathered in?
O weeper, from that tranquil sod,
That holy harvest-home of God,
Turn to the quick and suffering, shed
Thy tears upon the living dead!
Thank God above thy dear ones’ graves,
They sleep with Him, they are not slaves.
What dark mass, down the mountain-sides
Swift-pouring, like a stream divides?
A long, loose, straggling caravan,
Camel and horse and arm’d man.
The moon’s low crescent, glimmering o’er
Its grave of waters to the shore,
Lights up that mountain cavalcade,
And gleams from gun and spear and blade
Near and more near! now o’er them falls
The shadow of the city walls.
Hark to the sentry’s challenge, drowned
In the fierce trumpet’s charging sound!
The rush of men, the musket’s peal,
The short, sharp clang of meeting steel!
Vain, Moslem, vain thy lifeblood poured
So freely on thy foeman’s sword!
Not to the swift nor to the strong
The battles of the right belong;
For he who strikes for Freedom wears
The armor of the captive’s prayers,
And Nature proffers to his cause
The strength of her eternal laws;
While he whose arm essays to bind
And herd with common brutes his kind
Strives evermore at fearful odds
With Nature and the jealous gods,
And dares the dread recoil which late
Or soon their right shall vindicate.
’T is done, the horn’d crescent falls!
The star-flag flouts the broken walls!
Joy to the captive husband! joy
To thy sick heart, O brown-locked boy!
In sullen wrath the conquered Moor
Wide open flings your dungeon-door,
And leaves ye free from cell and chain,
The owners of yourselves again.
Dark as his allies desert-born,
Soiled with the battle’s stain, and worn
With the long marches of his band
Through hottest wastes of rock and sand,
Scorched by the sun and furnace-breath
Of the red desert’s wind of death,
With welcome words and grasping hands,
The victor and deliverer stands!
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The tale is one of distant skies;
The dust of half a century lies
Upon it; yet its hero’s name
Still lingers on the lips of Fame.
Men speak the praise of him who gave
Deliverance to the Moorman’s slave,
Yet dare to brand with shame and crime
The heroes of our land and time, —
The self-forgetful ones, who stake
Home, name, and life for Freedom’s sake.
God mend his heart who cannot feel
The impulse of a holy zeal,
And sees not, with his sordid eyes,
The beauty of self-sacrifice!
Though in the sacred place he stands,
Uplifting consecrated hands,
Unworthy are his lips to tell
Of Jesus’ martyr-miracle,
Or name aright that dread embrace
Of suffering for a fallen race!

1807
December 17, Thursday: The Emperor Napoléon issued the Milan Decrees: all neutral shipping which
submitted to British search or visited British ports would be banned from continental ports.
In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
5th day 17 of 12 M 1807 / It was a silent meeting, & to me a
close searching season but I trust not the worst of times - Just
now heard my brother James had arrived in NewYork after a passage
of 29 days from Liverpool In the eveng walked out to D Buffums
to wait on my H & sister A [?] home RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
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John Greenleaf Whittier was born to a Quaker family of Huguenot ancestry (John and Abigail Hussey
Whittier)8 living in an old hand-hewn oak cabin near Haverhill north of Boston. He was their 2d child, the 1st
having been Mary, born in the previous year.

This was one family that would not be claiming, like some, to be blond-haired and blue-eyed and hereditarily

8.Using statistical methods, Abraham D. Lavender has calculated in his FRENCH HUGUENOTS: FROM MEDITERRANEAN CATHOLICS
TO WHITE ANGLO-SAXON PROTESTANTS (New York: Peter Lang, 1990, page 171) that as of the middle of the 19th Century there
were perhaps a million people in the US who had credentials similar to Thoreau’s and Whittier’s for descent, with considerable
outmarriage, from French Huguenot religious refugees.

WIKIPEDIA’S LIST OF HUGUENOTS
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privileged and to have come over in the Mayflower.9

JOHN GREENLEAF WHITTIER
WIKIPEDIA’S LIST OF HUGUENOTS

9. Henry Wadsworth Longfellow had been born on February 27th of that year in the Massachusetts town of Portland (Portland not
yet having been assigned to Maine), to parents who did claim such distinction. According to the American Methodist Monthly,
Volume II, page 229, John Greenleaf Whittier was descended from a religious refugee named Fouillevert who had fled from
Brittagne in the early states of the persecution by the French government. John Greenleaf Whittier was distantly related to Benjamin
Franklin, Friend Lucretia Mott, Octavius Brooks Frothingham, and Henry Adams.
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When Friend John would belatedly enroll at the Haverhill Academy, he would need to support himself
by odd jobs and by crafting slippers for other students at $0.25 per pair. Due to poor health, as well as to lack
of financial backing and to being quite a bit older than the other students, he would be quite unable to proceed
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from the academy to college.
I was born on the 17th of December, 1807, in the easterly part
of Haverhill, Mass., in the house built by my first American
ancestor, two hundred years ago. My father was a farmer,
in moderate circumstances,—a man of good natural ability,
and sound judgment. For a great many years he was one of the
Selectmen of the town, and was often called upon to act as
arbitrator in matters at issue between neighbors. My mother was
Abigail Hussey, of Rollinsford, N.H. A bachelor uncle and
a maiden aunt, both of whom I remember with much affection,
lived in the family. The farm was not a very profitable one; it
was burdened with debt and we had no spare money; but with strict
economy we lived comfortably and respectably. Both my parents
were members of the Society of Friends. I had a brother and two
sisters. Our home was somewhat lonely, half hidden in oak woods,
with no house in sight, and we had few companions of our age, and
few occasions of recreation. Our school was only for twelve weeks
in a year,— in the depth of winter, and half a mile distant. At
an early age I was set at work on the farm, and doing errands for
my mother, who, in addition to her ordinary house duties, was
busy in spinning and weaving the linen and woolen cloth needed
in the family. On First-days. father and mother, and sometimes
one of the children, rode down to the Friends’ Meeting-house in
Amesbury, eight miles distant. I think I rather enjoyed staying
at home and wandering in the woods, or climbing Job’s hill, which
rose abruptly from the brook which rippled down at the foot of
our garden. From the top of the hill I could see the blue outline
of the Deerfield mountains in New Hampshire, and the solitary
peak of Agamenticus on the coast of Maine. A curving line of
morning mist marked the course of the Merrimac, and Great Pond,
or Kenoza, stretched away from the foot of the hill towards the
village of Haverhill hidden from sight by intervening hills and
woods, but which sent to us the sound of its two church bells.
We had only about twenty volumes of books, most of them the
journals of pioneer ministers in our society. Our only annual was
an almanac. I was early fond of reading, and now and then heard
of a book of biography or travel, and walked miles to borrow it.
When I was fourteen years old my first school-master, Joshua
Coffin, the able, eccentric historian of Newbury, brought with
him to our house a volume of Burns’ poems, from which he read,
greatly to my delight. I begged him to leave the book with me;
and set myself at once to the task of mastering the glossary of
the Scottish dialect at its close. This was about the first
poetry I had ever read, (with the exception of that of the Bible,
of which I had been a close student,) and it had a lasting
influence upon me I began to make rhymes myself, and to imagine
stories and adventures. In fact I lived a sort of dual life, and
in a world of fancy, as well as in the world of plain matter-offact about me.
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1812
Matthew Whittier, Friend John Greenleaf Whittier’s brother, was born.

1815
Elizabeth Hussey Whittier, Friend John Greenleaf Whittier’s sister, was born.

1817
Joshua Coffin graduated from Dartmouth College. He would become a teacher.
When I was fourteen years old my first school-master, Joshua
Coffin, the able, eccentric historian of Newbury, brought with
him to our house a volume of Burns’ poems, from which he read,
greatly to my delight. I begged him to leave the book with me;
and set myself at once to the task of mastering the glossary of
the Scottish dialect at its close. This was about the first
poetry I had ever read, (with the exception of that of the Bible,
of which I had been a close student,) and it had a lasting
influence upon me I began to make rhymes myself, and to imagine
stories and adventures. —Friend John Greenleaf Whittier
Let me, in closing, pay something of the debt I have owed from
boyhood, by expressing a sentiment in which I trust every son
of the ancient town will unite: Joshua Coffin, historian of
Newbury, teacher, scholar, and antiquarian, and one of the
earliest advocates of slave emancipation. May his memory be kept
green, to use the words of Judge Sewall, “so long as Plum island
keeps its post and a sturgeon leaps in Merrimac River.” —Friend
John Greenleaf Whittier

1819
June 21, Monday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
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2nd day 21st of 6 M 1819 / A little settled from the stir of Y
Meeting & beginning to look round to see what is necessary to
do in my lawful calling. — My Mother spent a part of the
Afternoon & took tea with us. — Our friend E Walker has gone to
Providence, but expects to be in town on 4th day to attend a
public meeting for the inhabitants of the Town at 4 OC in the
Afternoon
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
According to a report in the Bibliotheque Ophthalmologique, that summer in the midst of the dreadful fears of
the sailors of the French slaver Le Rodeur, lest the solitary crew member whose sight remained unaffected and
who was steering them should also be seized with the malady, they had come upon a Spanish slaver, the Leon.
Every member of that crew had, it turned out, also been blinded by the ailment; unable to assist each other, the
vessels had been parted and the Leon not again be heard of. The Le Rodeur reached the port of Guadeloupe on
this date and the only crewman who had escaped the disease, and had thus been enabled to steer the ship into
port, three days later would exhibit its symptoms. In 1834, Friend John Greenleaf Whittier would compose the
following poem:

THE SLAVE-SHIPS.
“That fatal, that perfidious bark,
Built i’ the eclipse, and rigged with curses dark.”
— MILTON’S Lycidas.
“ALL ready?” cried the captain;
“Ay, ay!” the seamen said;
“Heave up the worthless lubbers, —
The dying and the dead.”
Up from the slave-ship’s prison
Fierce, bearded heads were thrust
“Now let the sharks look to it,—
Toss up the dead ones first!”
Corpse after corpse came.up, —
Death had been busy there;
Where every blow is mercy,
Why should the spoiler spare?
Corpse after corpse they cast
Sullenly from the ship,
Yet bloody with the traces
Of fetter-link and whip.
Gloomily stood the captain,
With his arms upon his breast,
With his cold brow sternly knotted,
And his iron lip compressed.
“Are all the dead dogs over?”
Growled through that matted lip;
“The blind ones are no better,
Let’s lighten the good ship.”
Hark! from the ship’s dark bosom,
The very sounds of hell!
The ringing clank of iron,
The maniac’s short, sharp yell!
The hoarse, low curse, throat-stifled;
The starving infant’s moan,
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The horror of a breaking heart
Poured through a mother’s groan.
Up from that loathsome prison
The stricken blind ones came:
Below, had all been darkness,
Above, was still the same.
Yet the holy breath of heaven
Was sweetly breathing there,
And the heated brow of fever
Cooled in the soft sea air.
“Overboard with them, shipmates!”
Cutlass and dirk were plied;
Fettered and blind, one after one,
Plunged down the vessel’s side.
The sabre smote above,.
Beneath, the lean shark lay,
Waiting with wide and bloody jaw
His quick and human prey.
God of the earth! what cries
Rang upward unto thee?
Voices of agony and blood,
From ship-deck and from sea.
The last dull plunge was heard,
The last wave caught its stain,
And the unsated shark looked up
For human hearts in vain.
Red glowed the western waters,
The setting sun was there,
Scattering alike on wave and cloud
His fiery mesh of hair.
Amidst a group in blindness,
A solitary eye
Gazed, from the burdened slaver’s deck,
Into that burning sky.
“A storm,” spoke out the gazer,
“Is gathering and at hand;
Curse on’t, I’d give my other eye
For one firm rood of land.”
And then he laughed, but only
His echoed laugh replied,
For the blinded and the suffering
Alone were at his side.
Night settled on the waters,
And on a stormy heaven,
While fiercely on that lone ship’s track
The thunder-gust was driven.
“A sail! — thank God, a sail!”
And as the helmsman spoke,
Up through the stormy murmur
A shout of gladness broke.
Down came the stranger vessel,
Unheeding on her way,
So near that on the slaver’s deck
Fell off her driven spray.
“Ho! for the love of mercy,
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We’re perishing and blind!”
A wail of utter agony
Came back upon the wind:
“Help us! for we are stricken
With blindness every one;
Ten days we’ve floated fearfully,
Unnoting star or sun.
Our ship’s the slaver Leon, —
We’re but a score on board;
Our slaves are all gone over, —
Help, for the love of God!”
On livid brows of agony
The broad red lightning shone;
But the roar of wind and thunder
Stifled the answering groan;
Wailed from the broken waters
A last despairing cry,
As, kindling in the stormy light,
The stranger ship went by.
In the sunny Guadeloupe
A dark-hulled vessel lay,
With a crew who noted never
The nightfall or the day.
The blossom of the orange
Was white by every stream,
And tropic leaf, and flower, and bird
Were in the warm sunbeam.
And the sky was bright as ever,
And the moonlight slept as well,
On the palm-trees by the hillside,
And the streamlet of the dell:
And the glances of the Creole
Were still as archly deep,
And her smiles as full as ever
Of passion and of sleep.
But vain were bird and blossom,
The green earth and the sky,
And the smile of human faces,
To the slaver’s darkened eye;
At the breaking of the morning,
At the star-lit evening time,
O’er a world of light and beauty
Fell the blackness of his crime.
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1826
Spring: William Lloyd Garrison having satisfactorily completed his 7-year apprentice as a printer, his
employer loaned him funds with which to purchase the Essex Courant, a Newburyport MA newspaper that had
been founded a few years earlier by the Democratic-Republicans in opposition to the High Federalist stance
of the Herald. Garrison changed the name of the paper to the Free Press and changed its politics to High
Federalist. Its new slogan was “Our Country, Our Whole Country and Nothing But Our Country.” (At the age
of 21, Garrison began encouraging John Greenleaf Whittier, a local 19-year-old Quaker farm boy, to submit
poems for publication in his Free Press.) The 1st of Friend John’s early efforts to see publication was
“The Exile’s Departure,” a poem that had been sent to the press not by him but on his behalf by his sister Mary.
At some point during this year, William Lloyd Garrison and several friends would hike in from Newburyport
to Boston to see the sights. This was a 2-day excursion each way, and the 1st day out the group managed 24
miles.
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When I was fourteen years old my first school-master, Joshua
Coffin, the able, eccentric historian of Newbury, brought with
him to our house a volume of Burns’ poems, from which he read,
greatly to my delight. I begged him to leave the book with me;
and set myself at once to the task of mastering the glossary
of the Scottish dialect at its close. This was about the first
poetry I had ever read, (with the exception of that of the
Bible, of which I had been a close student,) and it had a
lasting influence upon me I began to make rhymes myself,
and to imagine stories and adventures. In fact I lived a sort
of dual life, and in a world of fancy, as well as in the world
of plain matter-of-fact about me. My father always had a weekly
newspaper, and when young Garrison started his “Free Press”
at Newburyport, he took it in the place of the “Haverhill
Gazette.” My sister, who was two years older than myself,
sent one of my poetical attempts to the editor. Some weeks
afterwards the news-carrier came along on horse-back and threw
the paper out from his saddle-bags. My uncle and I were mending
fences. I took up the sheet, and was surprised and overjoyed
to see my lines in the “Poet’s Corner.” I stood gazing at them
in wonder, and my uncle had to call me several times to my work
before I could recover myself. Soon after, Garrison came to our
farm-house, and I was called in from hoeing in the corn-field
to see him. He encouraged me, and urged my father to send me
to school. I longed for education, but the means to procure it
were wanting. Luckily, the young man who worked for us on the
farm in summer, eked out his small income by making ladies’
shoes and slippers in the winter; and I learned enough of him
to earn a sum sufficient to carry me through a term of six
months in the Haverhill Academy. The next winter I ventured
upon another expedient for raising money, and kept a district
school in the adjoining town of Amesbury, thereby enabling me
to have another academy term. The next winter I spent in
Boston, writing for a paper. Returning in the spring, while at
work on the farm, I was surprised by an invitation to take
charge of the Hartford (Ct.) “Review,” in the place of
the famous George D. Prentice, who had removed to Kentucky.
I had sent him some of my school “compositions,” which he had
received favorably. I was unwilling to lose the chance of doing
something more in accordance with my taste, and, though I felt
my unfitness for the place, I accepted it, and remained nearly
two years, when I was called home by the illness of my father,
who died soon after. I then took charge of the farm, and worked
hard to “make both ends meet;” and, aided by my mother’s
and sister’s thrift and economy, in some measure succeeded.
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1827
Friend John Greenleaf Whittier enrolled at the Haverhill Academy.

1828
Friend John Greenleaf Whittier became editor of a pro-Clay gazette in Boston, the American Manufacturer.

1830
In this year Friend John Greenleaf Whittier wrote his poem “Monte Video.” He became the editor of the
Haverhill Gazette. His father John Whittier died.
June: Having edited newspapers in Boston and in Haverhill, Friend John Greenleaf Whittier was selected to
become the next editor of the prime political organ of the Whigs of New England, Hartford, Connecticut’s
New England Weekly Review.
July 19, Monday: A “shy Quaker boy” dressed in homespun, Friend John Greenleaf Whittier, replaced
“debonair, aggressive” editor George D. Prentice at the Whiggish, powerful Hartford, Connecticut New
England Weekly Review. His annual salary was to be $500.
.Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
2nd day 19 of 7 M 1830 / Our fr Moses Brown called to See us &
after tea took a ride to the South part of the Town with my wife
& called round to the North to set a little while with Phebe
Holden. — This evening Benjamin F Hardy returned from his home
at Wolfborough on his way to Ohio to enter the employment of
Abel W Townsend with whom he contracted at Yearly Meeting time
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

July 20, Tuesday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
3rd day 20th of 7 M / Was very buisy this Morning in puting up
a box of Books & Sundrys - & writing letters to go by Benjamin
F Hardy - & about 11 OClock I set out with him in a Chaise for
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the Steam Boat President, in which he took his Passage. —
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

1831
February: The Quaker poet John Greenleaf Whittier developed the captivity narrative of Hannah Emerson
Duston as recounted by the Reverend Cotton Mather and others, in his tale “The Mother’s Revenge” in his 1st
book-length publication, LEGENDS OF NEW-ENGLAND IN PROSE AND VERSE. Not as convinced as the Reverend
Mather had been in the previous century that the authority of ancient Jews was superior over the authority of
the author of the Sermon on the Mount, this Quaker poet evaded some of the complexity of the narrative by
masking the fact that six of the persons killed and scalped in that pre-dawn act of vengefulness had been
children, and by masking the fact that these children before lying down to sleep that night had recited their
Christian prayers.
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Table of Altitudes
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Yoda

2 ' 0 ''

Lavinia Warren

2 ' 8 ''

Tom Thumb, Jr.

3 ' 4 ''

Lucy (Australopithecus Afarensis)

3 ' 8 ''

Hervé Villechaize (“Fantasy Island”)

3 ' 11''

Charles Proteus Steinmetz

4 ' 0 ''

Mary Moody Emerson per FBS (1)

4 ' 3 ''

Alexander Pope

4 ' 6 ''

Benjamin Lay

4 ' 7 ''

Gary Coleman (“Arnold Jackson”)

4 ' 8 ''

Queen Victoria with osteoporosis

4 ' 8 ''

Queen Victoria as adult

4 ' 10 ''

Margaret Mitchell

4 ' 10 ''

length of newer military musket

4 ' 10''

Charlotte Brontë

4 ' 10-11''

Harriet Beecher Stowe

4 ' 11''

Laura Ingalls Wilder

4 ' 11''

a rather tall adult Pygmy male

4 ' 11''

John Keats

5 ' 0 ''

Clara Barton

5 ' 0 ''

Isambard Kingdom Brunel

5 ' 0 ''

Andrew Carnegie

5 ' 0 ''

Thomas de Quincey

5 ' 0 ''

Stephen A. Douglas

5 ' 0 ''

Danny DeVito

5 ' 0 ''

Immanuel Kant

5 ' 0 ''

William Wilberforce

5 ' 0 ''

Mae West

5 ' 0 ''

Mother Teresa

5 ' 0 ''

Deng Xiaoping

5 ' 0 ''

Dred Scott

5 ' 0 '' (±)

Captain William Bligh of HMS Bounty

5 ' 0 '' (±)

Harriet Tubman

5 ' 0 '' (±)

Mary Moody Emerson per FBS (2)

5 ' 0 '' (±)

John Brown of Providence, Rhode Island

5 ' 0 '' (+)
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Bette Midler

5 ' 1 ''

Jemmy Button

5 ' 2 ''

Margaret Mead

5 ' 2 ''

R. Buckminster “Bucky” Fuller

5 ' 2 ''

Yuri Gagarin the astronaut

5 ' 2 ''

William Walker

5 ' 2 ''

Horatio Alger, Jr.

5 ' 2 ''

length of older military musket

5 ' 2 ''

the artist formerly known as Prince

5 ' 21/2''

typical female of Thoreau's period

5 ' 21/2''

Francis of Assisi

5 ' 3 ''

Voltaire

5 ' 3 ''

Mohandas Gandhi

5 ' 3 ''

Sammy Davis, Jr.

5 ' 3 ''

Kahlil Gibran

5 ' 3 ''

Friend Daniel Ricketson

5 ' 3 ''

The Reverend Gilbert White

5 ' 3 ''

Nikita Khrushchev

5 ' 3 ''

Sammy Davis, Jr.

5 ' 3 ''

Truman Capote

5 ' 3 ''

Kim Jong Il (North Korea)

5 ' 3 ''

Stephen A. “Little Giant” Douglas

5 ' 4 ''

Francisco Franco

5 ' 4 ''

President James Madison

5 ' 4 ''

Iosef Vissarionovich Dzugashvili “Stalin”

5 ' 4 ''

Alan Ladd

5 ' 4 ''

Pablo Picasso

5 ' 4 ''

Truman Capote

5 ' 4 ''

Queen Elizabeth

5 ' 4 ''

Ludwig van Beethoven

5 ' 4 ''

Typical Homo Erectus

5 ' 4 ''

typical Neanderthal adult male

5 ' 41/2''

Alan Ladd

5 ' 41/2''

comte de Buffon

5 ' 5 '' (-)

Captain Nathaniel Gordon

5 ' 5 ''

Charles Manson

5 ' 5 ''

Audie Murphy

5 ' 5 ''

Harry Houdini

5 ' 5 ''
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Hung Hsiu-ch'üan

5 ' 5 ''

Marilyn Monroe

5 ' 51/2''

T.E. Lawrence “of Arabia”

5 ' 51/2''

average runaway male American slave

5 ' 5-6 ''

Charles Dickens

5 ' 6? ''

President Benjamin Harrison

5 ' 6 ''

President Martin Van Buren

5 ' 6 ''

James Smithson

5 ' 6 ''

Louisa May Alcott

5 ' 6 ''

Johann Wolfgang von Goethe

5 ' 61/2''

Napoleon Bonaparte

5 ' 61/2''

Emily Brontë

5 ' 6-7 ''

Henry Wadsworth Longfellow

5 ' ? ''

average height, seaman of 1812

5 ' 6.85 ''

Oliver Reed Smoot, Jr.

5 ' 7 ''

minimum height, British soldier

5 ' 7 ''

President John Adams

5 ' 7 ''

President John Quincy Adams

5 ' 7 ''

President William McKinley

5 ' 7 ''

“Charley” Parkhurst (a female)

5 ' 7 ''

Ulysses S. Grant

5 ' 7 ''

Henry Thoreau

5 ' 7 ''

the average male of Thoreau's period

5 ' 71/2 ''

Edgar Allan Poe

5 ' 8 ''

President Ulysses S. Grant

5 ' 8 ''

President William H. Harrison

5 ' 8 ''

President James Polk

5 ' 8 ''

President Zachary Taylor

5 ' 8 ''

average height, soldier of 1812

5 ' 8.35 ''

President Rutherford B. Hayes

5 ' 81/2''

President Millard Fillmore

5 ' 9 ''

President Harry S Truman

5 ' 9 ''

President Jimmy Carter

5 ' 91/2''

Herman Melville

5 ' 93/4''

Calvin Coolidge

5 ' 10''

Andrew Johnson

5 ' 10''

Theodore Roosevelt

5 ' 10''

Thomas Paine

5 ' 10''
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Franklin Pierce

5 ' 10''

Abby May Alcott

5 ' 10''

Reverend Henry C. Wright

5 ' 10''

Nathaniel Hawthorne

5 ' 101/2''

Louis “Deerfoot” Bennett

5 ' 101/2''

Friend John Greenleaf Whittier

5 ' 101/2''

President Dwight D. Eisenhower

5 ' 101/2''

Sojourner Truth

5 ' 11''

President Grover Cleveland

5 ' 11''

President Herbert Hoover

5 ' 11''

President Woodrow Wilson

5 ' 11''

President Jefferson Davis

5 ' 11''

President Richard M. Nixon

5 ' 111/2''

Robert Voorhis the hermit of Rhode Island

<6'

Frederick Douglass

6 ' (-)

Anthony Burns

6 ' 0 ''

Waldo Emerson

6 ' 0 ''

Joseph Smith, Jr.

6 ' 0 ''

David Walker

6 ' 0 ''

Sarah F. Wakefield

6 ' 0 ''

Thomas Wentworth Higginson

6 ' 0 ''

President James Buchanan

6 ' 0 ''

President Gerald R. Ford

6 ' 0 ''

President James Garfield

6 ' 0 ''

President Warren Harding

6 ' 0 ''

President John F. Kennedy

6 ' 0 ''

President James Monroe

6 ' 0 ''

President William H. Taft

6 ' 0 ''

President John Tyler

6 ' 0 ''

John Brown

6 ' 0 (+)''

President Andrew Jackson

6 ' 1''

Alfred Russel Wallace

6 ' 1''

President Ronald Reagan

6 ' 1''

Venture Smith

6 ' 11/2''

John Camel Heenan

6 ' 2 ''

Crispus Attucks

6 ' 2 ''

President Chester A. Arthur

6 ' 2 ''

President George Bush, Senior

6 ' 2 ''
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President Franklin D. Roosevelt

6 ' 2 ''

President George Washington

6 ' 2 ''

Gabriel Prosser

6 ' 2 ''

Dangerfield Newby

6 ' 2 ''

Charles Augustus Lindbergh

6 ' 2 ''

President Bill Clinton

6 ' 21/2''

President Thomas Jefferson

6 ' 21/2''

President Lyndon B. Johnson

6 ' 3 ''

Oliver Wendell Holmes, Jr.

6 ' 3 ''

Richard “King Dick” Seaver

6 ' 31/4''

President Abraham Lincoln

6 ' 4 ''

Marion Morrison (AKA John Wayne)

6 ' 4 ''

Elisha Reynolds Potter, Senior

6 ' 4 ''

Thomas Cholmondeley

6 ' 4 '' (?)

Franklin Benjamin Sanborn

6 ' 5 ''

Peter the Great of Russia

6 ' 7 ''

Giovanni Battista Belzoni

6 ' 7 ''

Thomas Jefferson (the statue)

7 ' 6''

Jefferson Davis (the statue)

7 ' 7''

Martin Van Buren Bates

7 ' 111/2''

M. Bihin, a Belgian exhibited in Boston in 1840

8'

Anna Haining Swan

8 ' 1''
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1832
Friend John Greenleaf Whittier’s poem about the famous Lynn resident Moll Pitcher nine years subsequent to
her death, about whom Hawthorne also eventually would write:
Among them was an Indian chief, with blanket, feathers and war-paint,
and uplifted tomahawk; and near him, looking fit to be his woodland-bride,
the goddess Diana, with the crescent on her head, and attended by our big,
lazy dog, in lack of any fleeter hound. Drawing an arrow from her quiver,
she let it fly, at a venture, and hit the very tree behind which I happened to be
lurking. Another group consisted of a Bavarian broom-girl, a negro of the Jim
Crow order, one or two foresters of the middle-ages, a Kentucky woodsman
in his trimmed hunting-shirt and deerskin leggings, and a Shaker elder,
quaint, demure, broad-brimmed, and square-skirted. Shepherds of Arcadia,
and allegoric figures from the Faerie Queen, were oddly mixed up with these.
Arm in arm, or [page 815] otherwise huddled together, in strange
discrepancy, stood grim Puritans, gay Cavaliers, and Revolutionary officers,
with three-cornered cocked-hats, and queues longer than their swords.
A bright-complexioned, dark-haired, vivacious little gipsy, with a red shawl
over her head, went from one group to another, telling fortunes by palmistry;
and Moll Pitcher, the renowned old witch of Lynn, broomstick in hand,
showed herself prominently in the midst, as if announcing all these
apparitions to be the offspring of her necromantic art. But Silas Foster,
who leaned against a tree near by, in his customary blue frock, and smoking
a short pipe, did more to disenchant the scene, with his look of shrewd, acrid,
Yankee observation, than twenty witches and necromancers could have done,
in the way of rendering it weird and fantastic.

However, according to an anonymous writer in the Encyclopædia Britannica there was a “failed romance”
during this period, unspecified as to whether with a male or a female, not to mention ill health, and so Whittier
resigned from his duties as editor of the prime political organ of the Whigs of New England, Hartford CT’s
New England Weekly Review, and retreated to his family’s home in Haverhill.
During this year William Lloyd Garrison converted Friend John to abolitionism.

TO WILLIAM LLOYD GARRISON.
CHAMPION of those who groan beneath
Oppression’s iron hand:
In view of penury, hate, and death,
I see thee fearless stand.
Still bearing up thy lofty brow,
In the steadfast strength of truth,
In manhood sealing well the vow
And promise of thy youth.
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Go on, for thou hast chosen well;
On in the strength of God!
Long as one human heart shall swell
Beneath the tyrant’s rod.
Speak in a slumbering nation’s ear,
As thou hast ever spoken,
Until the dead in sin shall hear,
The fetter’s link be broken!
I love thee with a brother’s love,
I feel my pulses thrill,
To mark thy Spirit soar above
The cloud of human ill.
My heart hath leaped to answer thine,
And echo back thy words,
As leaps the warrior’s at the shine
And flash of kindred swords!
They tell me thou art rash and vain,
A searcher after fame;
That thou art striving but to gain
A long-enduring name;
That thou hast nerved the Afric’s hand
And steeled the Afric’s heart,
To shake aloft his vengeful brand,
And rend his chain apart.
Have I not known thee well, and read
Thy mighty purpose long?
And watched the trials which have made
Thy human spirit strong?
And shall the slanderer’s demon breath
Avail with one like me,
To dim the sunshine of my faith
And earnest trust in thee?
Go on, the dagger’s point may glare
Amid thy pathway’s gloom;
The fate which sternly threatens there
Is glorious martyrdom!
Then onward with a martyr’s zeal;
And wait thy sure reward
When man to man no more shall kneel,
And God alone be Lord!

Benjamin L. Mirick’s HISTORY OF HAVERHILL, MASSACHUSETTS recounted the captivity narrative
of a white woman, Hannah Emerson Duston.10

10. It is very possible that John Greenleaf Whittier had a hand in the production of this book, but that his contribution was not
properly credited by Mirick.
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1833
Elizur Wright, Junior would go to New-York upon being appointed secretary to the American Anti-Slavery
Society.
Friend John Greenleaf Whittier published, at his own expense, while serving in the Massachusetts legislature,
a pamphlet titled “Justice and Expediency”:
In 1833 I printed at my own expense, an edition of my first
pamphlet, “Justice and Expediency.” With the exception of a few
dollars from the “Democratic Review” and “Buckingham’s
Magazine,” I received nothing for my poems and literary
articles. Indeed, my pronounced views on Slavery made my name
too unpopular for a publisher’s uses.

He represented the Commonwealth of Massachusetts at the 1st meeting of the American Anti-Slavery
Society.11
In 1833 I was a delegate to the first National Anti-Slavery
Convention, at Philadelphia. I was one of the Secretaries of
the Convention and signed its Declaration.
He prepared a poem about Toussaint L’Ouverture, who in 1791 as a slave on the plantation “de Libertas,” had
11. Friend John would later indicate that drafting and signing the resolutions of this convention meant more to him than having his
name on any of his books.

Strictly speaking, Whittier did not care much for
literature.
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not begun to participate in the revolution until he had aided the white owner M. Bayou and his family to escape
to Baltimore:12

’T WAS night. The tranquil moonlight smile
With which Heaven dreams of Earth, shed down
Its beauty on the Indian isle, —
On broad green field and white-walled town;
And inland waste of rock and wood,
In searching sunshine, wild and rude,
Rose, mellowed through the silver gleam,
Soft as the landscape of a dream.
All motionless and dewy wet,
Tree, vine, and flower in shadow met:
The myrtle with its snowy bloom,
Crossing the nightshade’s solemn gloom, —
The white cecropia’s silver rind
Relieved by deeper green behind,
The orange with its fruit of gold,
The lithe paullinia’s verdant fold,
The passion-flower, with symbol holy,
Twining its tendrils long and lowly,
The rhexias dark, and cassia tall,
And proudly rising over all,
The kingly palm’s imperial stem,.
Crowned with its leafy diadem,
Star-like, beneath whose sombre shade,
The fiery-winged cucullo played!
12. William Wordsworth would address a sonnet to L’Ouverture during his confinement in France:
Toussaint! — thou most unhappy man of men!
Whether the whistling rustic tends his plough
Within thy hearing, or thou liest now
Buried in some deep dungeon’s earless den;
O miserable chieftain! — where and when
Wilt thou find patience? — Yet, die not, do thou
Wear rather in thy bonds a cheerful brow;
Though fallen thyself, never to rise again,
Live and take comfort. Thou hast left behind
Powers that will work for thee; air, earth, and skies, —
There’s not a breathing of the common wind
That will forget thee; thou hast great allies.
Thy friends are exultations, agonies,
And love, and man’s unconquerable mind.
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How lovely was thine aspect, then,
Fair island of the Western Sea!
Lavish of beauty, even when
Thy brutes were happier than thy men,
For they, at least, were free!
Regardless of thy glorious clime,
Unmindful of thy soil of flowers,
The toiling negro sighed, that Time
No faster sped his hours.
For, by the dewy moonlight still,
He fed the weary-turning mill,
Or bent him in the chill morass,
To pluck the long and tangled grass,
And hear above his scar-worn back
The heavy slave-whip’s frequent crack:
While in his heart one evil thought
In solitary madness wrought,
One baleful fire surviving still
The quenching of the immortal mind,
One sterner passion of his kind,
Which even fetters could not kill,
The savage hope, to deal, erelong,
A vengeance bitterer than his wrong!
Hark to that cry! long, loud, and shrill,
From field and forest, rock and hill,
Thrilling and horrible it rang,
Around, beneath, above;
The wild beast from his cavern sprang,
The wild bird from her grove!
Nor fear, nor joy, nor agony
Were mingled in that midnight cry;
But like the lion’s growl of wrath,
When falls that hunter in his path
Whose barbed arrow, deeply set,
Is rankling in his bosom yet,
It told of hate, full, deep, and strong,
Of vengeance kindling out of wrong;
It was as if the crimes of years —
The unrequited toil, the tears,
The shame and hate, which liken well
Earth’s garden to the nether hell—
Had found in nature’s self a tongue,
On which the gathered horror hung;
As if from cliff, and stream, and glen
Burst on the startled ears of men
That voice which rises unto God,
Solemn and stern, —the cry of blood!
It ceased, and all was still once more,
Save ocean chafing on his shore,
The sighing of the wind between
The broad banana’s leaves of green,
Or bough by restless plumage shook,
Or murmuring voice of mountain brook.
Brief was the silence. Once again
Pealed to the skies that frantic yell,
Glowed on the heavens a fiery stain,
And flashes rose and fell;
And painted on the blood-red sky,
Dark, naked arms were tossed on high;
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And, round the white man’s lordly hall,
Trod, fierce and free, the brute he made;
And those who crept along the wall,
And answered to his lightest call
With more than spaniel dread,
The creatures of his lawless beck,
Were trampling on his very neck!
And on the night-air, wild and clear,
Rose woman’s shriek of more than fear;
For bloodied arms were round her thrown,
And dark cheeks pressed against her own!
Then, injured Afric! for the shame
Of thy own daughters, vengeance came
Full on the scornful hearts of those,
Who mocked thee in thy nameless woes,
And to thy hapless children gave
One choice,—pollution or the grave!
Where then was he whose fiery zeal
Had taught the trampled heart to feel,
Until despair itself grew strong,
And vengeance fed its torch from wrong?
Now, when the thunderbolt is speeding;
Now, when oppression’s heart is bleeding;
Now, when the latent curse of Time
Is raining down in fire and blood,
That curse which, through long years of crime,
Has gathered, drop by drop, its flood, —
Why strikes he not, the foremost one,
Where murder’s sternest deeds are done?
He stood the aged palms beneath,
That shadowed o’er his humble door,
Listening, with half-suspended breath,
To the wild sounds of fear and death,
Toussaint L’Ouverture!
What marvel that his heart beat high!
The blow for freedom had been given,
And blood had answered to the cry
Which Earth sent up to Heaven!
What marvel that a fierce delight
Smiled grimly o’er his brow of night,
As groan and shout and bursting flame
Told where the midnight tempest came,
With blood and fire along its van,
And death behind! he was a Man!
Yes, dark-souled chieftain! if the light
Of mild Religion’s heavenly ray
Unveiled not to thy mental sight
The lowlier and the purer way,
In which the Holy Sufferer trod,
Meekly amidst the sons of crime;
That calm reliance upon God
For justice in His own good time;
That gentleness to which belongs
Forgiveness for its many wrongs,
Even as the primal martyr, kneeling
For mercy on the evil-dealing;
Let not the favored white man name
Thy stern appeal, with words of blame.
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Has he not, with the light of heaven
Broadly around him, made the same?
Yea, on his thousand war-fields striven,
And gloried in his ghastly shame?
Kneeling amidst his brother’s blood,
To offer mockery unto God,
As if the High and Holy One
Could smile on deeds of murder done!
As if a human sacrifice
Were purer in His holy eyes,
Though offered up by Christian hands,
Than the foul rites of Pagan lands!
........
Sternly, amidst his household band,
His carbine grasped within his hand,
The white man stood, prepared and still,
Waiting the shock of maddened men,
Unchained, and fierce as tigers, when
The horn winds through their caverned hill.
And one was weeping in his sight,
The sweetest flower of all the isle,
The bride who seemed but yesternight
Love’s fair embodied smile.
And, clinging to her trembling knee,
Looked up the form of infancy,
With tearful glance in either face
The secret of its fear to trace.
“Ha! stand or die!” The white man’s eye
His steady musket gleamed along,
As a tall Negro hastened nigh,
With fearless step and strong.
“What, ho, Toussaint!” A moment more,
His shadow crossed the lighted floor.
“Away!” he shouted; “fly with me,
The white man’s bark is on the sea;
Her sails must catch the seaward wind,
For sudden vengeance sweeps behind.
Our brethren from their graves have spoken,
The yoke is spurned, the chain is broken;
On all the hills our fires are glowing,
Through all the vales red blood is flowing!
No more the mocking White shall rest
His foot upon the Negro’s breast;
No more, at morn or eve, shall drip
The warm blood from the driver’s whip:
Yet, though Toussaint has vengeance sworn
For all the wrongs his race have borne,
Though for each drop of Negro blood
The white man’s veins shall pour a flood;
Not all alone the sense of ill
Around his heart is lingering still,
Nor deeper can the white man feel
The generous warmth of grateful zeal.
Friends of the Negro! fly with me,
The path is open to the sea:
Away, for life!” He spoke, and pressed
The young child to his manly breast,
As, headlong, through the cracking cane,
Down swept the dark insurgent train,
Drunken and grim, with shout and yell
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Howled through the dark, like sounds from hell.
Far out, in peace, the white man’s sail
Swayed free before the sunrise gale.
Cloud-like that island hung afar,
Along the bright horizon’s verge,
O’er which the curse of servile war
Rolled its red torrent, surge on surge;
And he, the Negro champion, where
In the fierce tumult struggled he?
Go trace him by the fiery glare
Of dwellings in the midnight air,
The yells of triumph and despair,
The streams that crimson to the sea!
Sleep calmly in thy dungeon-tomb,
Beneath Besançon’s alien sky,
Dark Haytien! for the time shall come,
Yea, even now is nigh,
When, everywhere, thy name shall be
Redeemed from color’s infamy;
And men shall learn to speak of thee
As one of earth’s great spirits, born
In servitude, and nursed in scorn,
Casting aside the weary weight
And fetters of its low estate,
In that strong majesty of soul
Which knows no color, tongue, or clime,
Which still hath spurned the base control
Of tyrants through all time!
Far other hands than mine may wreathe
The laurel round thy brow of death,
And speak thy praise, as one whose word
A thousand fiery spirits stirred,
Who crushed his foeman as a worm,
Whose step on human hearts fell firm:
Be mine the better task to find
A tribute for thy lofty mind,
Amidst whose gloomy vengeance shone
Some milder virtues all thine own,
Some gleams of feeling pure and warm,
Like sunshine on a sky of storm,
Proofs that the Negro’s heart retains
Some nobleness amid its chains, —
That kindness to the wronged is never
Without its excellent reward,
Holy to human-kind and ever
Acceptable to God.

In 1874 Friend John Greenleaf Whittier would reminisce about “The Anti-Slavery Convention of 1833”
(published originally in Whittier’s “Prose Works,” the following is merely an excerpt — he reviews how the
convention’s “Declaration of Sentiments” came into being and his narrative evokes the earnest and solemn
nature of the occasion):
Committees were chosen to draft a constitution for a national
Anti-Slavery Society, nominate a list of officers, and prepare
a declaration of principles to be signed by the members. Dr.
A.L. Cox of New York, while these committees were absent, read
something from my pen eulogistic of William Lloyd Garrison; and
Lewis Tappan and Amos A. Phelps, a Congregational clergyman of
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Boston, afterwards one of the most devoted laborers in the
cause, followed in generous commendation of the zeal, courage,
and devotion of the young pioneer. The president, after calling
James McCrummell, one of the two or three colored members of the
convention, to the chair, made some eloquent remarks upon those
editors who had ventured to advocate emancipation. At the close
of his speech a young man rose to speak, whose appearance at
once arrested my attention. I think I have never seen a finer
face and figure; and his manner, words, and bearing were in
keeping. “Who is he?” I asked of one of the Pennsylvania
delegates. “Robert Purvis, of this city, a colored man,” was the
answer. He began by uttering his heart-felt thanks to the
delegates who had convened for the deliverance of his people.
He spoke of Garrison in terms of warmest eulogy, as one who had
stirred the heart of the nation, broken the tomb-like slumber
of the Church, and compelled it to listen to the story of the
slave’s wrongs. He closed by declaring that the friends of
colored Americans would not be forgotten. “Their memories,” he
said, “will be cherished when pyramids and monuments shall have
crumbled in dust. The flood of time, which is sweeping away the
refuge of lies, is bearing on the advocates of our cause to a
glorious immortality.”
The committee on the constitution made their report, which after
discussion was adopted. It disclaimed any right or intention of
interfering, otherwise than by persuasion and Christian
expostulation, with slavery as it existed in the States, but
affirming the duty of Congress to abolish it in the District of
Columbia and Territories, and to put an end to the domestic
slave-trade. A list of officers of the new society was then
chosen: Arthur Tappan, of New York, president, and Elizur
Wright, Jr., William Lloyd Garrison, and A.L. Cox, secretaries.
Among the vice-presidents was Dr. Lord, of Dartmouth College,
then professedly in favor of emancipation, but who afterwards
turned a moral somersault, a self-inversion which left him ever
after on his head instead of his feet. He became a querulous
advocate of slavery as a divine institution, and denounced woe
upon the abolitionists for interfering with the will and purpose
of the Creator. As the cause of freedom gained ground, the poor
man’s heart failed him, and his hope for Church and State grew
fainter and fainter. A sad prophet of the evangel of slavery,
he testified in the unwilling ears of an unbelieving generation,
and died at last, despairing of a world which seemed determined
that Canaan should no longer be cursed, nor Onesimus sent back
to Philemon.
The committee on the declaration of principles, of which I was
a member, held a long session discussing the proper scope and
tenor of the document. But little progress being made, it was
finally decided to intrust the matter to a sub-committee,
consisting of William Lloyd Garrison, S.J. May, and myself; and,
after a brief consultation and comparison of each other’s views
the drafting of the important paper was assigned to the former
gentleman. We agreed to meet him at his lodgings in the house
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of a colored friend early the next morning. It was still dark
when we climbed up to his room, and the lamp was still burning
by the light of which he was writing the last sentence of the
declaration. We read it carefully, made a few verbal changes,
and submitted it to the large committee, who unanimously agreed
to report it to the convention.
The paper was read to the convention by Dr. Atlee, chairman of
the committee, and listened to with the profoundest interest.
Commencing with a reference to the time, fifty-seven years
before, when, in the same city of Philadelphia, our fathers
announced to the world their Declaration of Independence, —based
on the self-evident truths of human equality and rights,— and
appealed to arms for its defence, it spoke of the new enterprise
as one “without which that of our fathers is incomplete,” and
as transcending theirs in magnitude, solemnity, and probable
results as much “as moral truth does physical force.” It spoke
of the difference of the two in the means and ends proposed, and
of the trifling grievances of our fathers compared with the
wrongs and sufferings of the slaves, which it forcibly
characterized as unequalled by any others on the face of the
earth. It claimed that the nation was bound to repent at once,
to let the oppressed go free, and to admit them to all the rights
and privileges of others; because, it asserted, no man has a
right to enslave or imbrute his brother; because liberty is
inalienable; because there is no difference in principle between
slave-holding and man-stealing, which the law brands as piracy;
and because no length of bondage can invalidate man’s claim to
himself, or render slave laws anything but “an audacious
usurpation.”
It maintained that no compensation should be given to planters
emancipating slaves, because that would be a surrender of
fundamental principles. “Slavery is a crime, and is, therefore,
not an article to be sold”; because slave-holders are not just
proprietors of what they claim; because emancipation would
destroy only nominal, not real, property; and because
compensation, if given at all, should be given to the slaves.
It declared any “scheme of expatriation” to be “delusive, cruel,
and dangerous.” It fully recognized the right of each state to
legislate exclusively on the subject of slavery within its
limits, and conceded that Congress, under the present national
compact, had no right to interfere, though still contending that
it had the power, and should exercise it, “to suppress the
domestic slave-trade between the several states,” and “to
abolish slavery in the District of Columbia, and in those
portions of our territory which the Constitution has placed
under
its
exclusive
jurisdiction.”
After
clearly
and
emphatically avowing the principles underlying the enterprise,
and guarding with scrupulous care the rights of persons and
states under the Constitution, in prosecuting it, the
declaration closed with these eloquent words: We also maintain that there are at the present time the
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highest obligations resting upon the people of the free
states to remove slavery by moral and political action,
as prescribed in the Constitution of the United States.
They are now living under a pledge of their tremendous
physical force to fasten the galling fetters of tyranny
upon the limbs of millions in the Southern states; they
are liable to be called at any moment to suppress a
general insurrection of the slaves; they authorize the
slave-holder to vote on three-fifths of his slaves as
property, and thus enable him to perpetuate his
oppression; they support a standing army at the South
for its protection: and they seize the slave who has
escaped into their territories, and send him back to be
tortured by an enraged master or a brutal driver. This
relation to slavery is criminal and full of danger. It
must be broken up.
These are our views and principles, — these our designs
and measures. With entire confidence in the overruling
justice of God, we plant ourselves upon the Declaration
of Independence and the truths of divine revelation as
upon the everlasting rock.
We shall organize anti-slavery societies, if possible,
in every city, town, and village in our land.
We shall send forth agents to lift up the voice of
remonstrance, of warning, of entreaty and rebuke.
We shall circulate unsparingly and extensively antislavery tracts and periodicals.
We shall enlist the pulpit and the press in the cause
of the suffering and the dumb.
We shall aim at a purification of the churches from all
participation in the guilt of slavery.
We shall encourage the labor of freemen over that of the
slaves, by giving a preference to their productions; and
We shall spare no exertions nor means to bring the whole
nation to speedy repentance.
Our trust for victory is solely in God. We may be
personally defeated, but our principles never. Truth,
justice, reason, humanity, must and will gloriously
triumph. Already a host is coming up to the help of the
Lord against the mighty, and the prospect before us is
full of encouragement.
Submitting this declaration to the candid examination
of the people of this country and of the friends of
liberty all over the world, we hereby affix our
signatures to it, pledging ourselves that, under the
guidance and by the help of Almighty God, we will do all
that in us lies, consistently with this declaration of
our principles, to overthrow the most execrable system
of slavery that has ever been witnessed upon earth, to
deliver our land from its deadliest curse, to wipe out
the foulest stain which rests upon our national
escutcheon, and to secure to the colored population of
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the United States all the rights and privileges which
belong to them as men and as Americans, come what may
to our persons, our interests, or our reputations,
whether we live to witness the triumph of justice,
liberty, and humanity, or perish untimely as martyrs in
this great, benevolent, and holy cause.
The reading of the paper was followed by a discussion which
lasted several hours. A member of the Society of Friends moved
its immediate adoption. “We have,” he said, “all given it our
assent: every heart here responds to it. It is a doctrine of
Friends that these strong and deep impressions should be
heeded.” The convention, nevertheless, deemed it important to
go over the declaration carefully, paragraph by paragraph.
During the discussion one of the spectators asked leave to say
a few words. A beautiful and graceful woman, in the prime of
life, with a face beneath her plain cap as finely intellectual
as that of Madame Roland, offered some wise and valuable
suggestions, in a clear, sweet voice, the charm of which I have
never forgotten. It was Lucretia Mott, of Philadelphia. The
president courteously thanked her, and encouraged her to take a
part in the discussion. On the morning of the last day of our
session the declaration, with its few verbal amendments,
carefully engrossed on parchment, was brought before the
convention. Samuel J. May rose to read it for the last time. His
sweet, persuasive voice faltered with the intensity of his
emotions as he repeated the solemn pledges of the concluding
paragraphs. After a season of silence, David Thurston, of Maine,
rose as his name was called by one of the secretaries, and
affixed his name to the document. One after another passed up
to the platform, signed, and retired in silence. All felt the
deep responsibility of the occasion: the shadow and forecast of
a lifelong struggle rested upon every countenance.
Our work as a convention was now done. President Green arose to
make the concluding address. The circumstances under which it
was uttered may have lent it an impressiveness not its own; but,
as I now recall it, it seems to me the most powerful and eloquent
speech to which I have ever listened. He passed in review the
work that had been done, the constitution of the new society,
the declaration of sentiments, and the union and earnestness
which had marked the proceedings. His closing words will never
be forgotten by those who heard them:—
Brethren, it has been good to be here. In this hallowed
atmosphere I have been revived and refreshed. This brief
interview has more than repaid me for all that I have
ever suffered. I have here met congenial minds. I have
rejoiced in sympathies delightful to the soul. Heart has
beat responsive to heart, and the holy work of seeking
to benefit the outraged and despised has proved the most
blessed employment.
But now we must retire from these balmy influences, and
breathe another atmosphere. The chill hoar frost will
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be upon us. The storm and tempest will rise, and the
waves of persecution will dash against our souls. Let
us be prepared for the worst. Let us fasten ourselves
to the throne of God as with hooks of steel. If we cling
not to him, our names to that document will be but as
dust.
Let us court no applause, indulge in no spirit of vain
boasting. Let us be assured that our only hope in
grappling with the bony monster is in an Arm that is
stronger than ours. Let us fix our gaze on God, and walk
in the light of his countenance. If our cause be just,
— and we know it is, — his omnipotence is pledged to its
triumph. Let this cause be entwined around the very
fibres of our hearts. Let our hearts grow to it, so that
nothing but death can sunder the bond.
He ceased, and then, amidst a silence broken only by the deepdrawn breath of emotion in the assembly, lifted up his voice in
a prayer to Almighty God, full of fervor and feeling, imploring
his blessing and sanctification upon the convention and its
labors. And with the solemnity of this supplication in our
hearts we clasped hands in farewell, and went forth each man to
his place of duty, not knowing the things that should befall us
as individuals, but with a confidence never shaken by abuse and
persecution in the certain triumph of our cause.
December 4, Wednesday: The Calculational Engine project had soaked up to date some £17,000 in tax
revenues, a truly enormous sum of money, and there was nothing whatever to show for it. Charles Babbage
ordered his contractor Joseph Clement, as preparations for removal of the engine were completed: To move
all parts of the engine except the large platform for the calculating end and the large columns; all the drawings,
(the 27 still attached to drawing boards were not be taken off them, the contractor was to include cost of the
boards if necessary); all the rough sketches, small notebook on contrivances determined upon and the several
loose sheets of mechanical notations of the Calculational Engine; and all the patterns from which castings had
been made and thus were no longer required. He was to oil and pack all steel parts to avoid rust, and list the
parts remaining at his workshop that were the property of the Government (these materials would be removed
in 1843 to King’s College, London).
In Philadelphia, a group of black and white male abolitionists organized the American Anti-Slavery Society
and Arthur Tappan became its 1st president. The Reverend Samuel Joseph May attended, and William Lloyd
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Garrison, and also Friend John Greenleaf Whittier, Lewis Tappan and Arthur Tappan, Friends James and
Lucretia Mott, etc. Of the about 60 people in attendance only 21 were members of the Religious Society of
Friends, because conservative Quakers would have been keeping their distance from all involvement in outside
organizations, even those such as this one whose aims they generally greatly respected. The Reverend Daniel
Starr Southmayd, not of Concord but “of Lowell, Massachusetts,” was a delegate. On the last day of the
meeting, the new society urged that white females should also set up their own auxiliary anti-slavery societies.
In that period the claim was being made, that True Womanhood would restrict itself to the home, and this claim
was being hotly contested by women who would insist that the True Woman was merely following her natural
True Womanly inclination, in seeking to succor the defenseless in such institutions as the Samaritan Asylum
for Indigent Colored Children in Boston.
As wives and mothers, as sisters and daughters, we are
bound to urge men to cease to do evil.
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There were three blacks present, including a Philadelphia barber and dentist named James McCrummill and
the well-to-do Robert Purvis of Philadelphia — who although he appeared white:

was known locally to be actually not a white man at all.13 Purvis signed the Declaration of Sentiments.

13. This would be by way of contrast with Senator Daniel Webster, who was so dark-complected that once he was actually turned
away by a commercial establishment that imagined it was dealing with a black American, but who was generally known to be,
actually, a white man through and through.
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(Notice that although white men of this period generally feared social contamination
by inferior blacks, even an intimate touching, as by a barber, could be permissible,
as depicted here in a Virginia barbershop — so long as the relationship was one clearly
marked as an intransitive one, between a superior or customer and an inferior or servant.)
There were two or three Unitarians. At one point during the convention a young man at the door was speaking
of his desire to dip his hand in Garrison’s blood but the Philadelphia police, rather than take such a person into
detention, warned the convention organizers that the path of discretion would be for them to meet only during
hours of daylight.

Garrison authored the broadside “Declaration of Sentiments” of the meeting (Declaration of the Anti-Slavery
Convention), which under an image of Samson strangling the lion included a renunciation of “the use of carnal
weapons” and a declaration that “doing evil that good may come” represented the antithesis of Christian ethics.
At one point Friend Lucretia Mott rose to suggest from the back of the room that in the draft of this resolution,
the mention of God be placed before rather than after the mention of the Declaration of Independence.
As a woman and a non-delegate she spoke with such diffidence that the chairman had to encourage her.
This could very well have been the 1st time that many in the room had heard a woman speak in a public
meeting.14
After silence in the Quaker manner, it was time for the actual delegates, that is, the menfolk, to file forward
and affix their signatures to the declaration — this would be the signature that Whittier would later say he was
more proud of, than of his signature on the title page of any of his books.
The broadside manifesto “Declaration of the Anti-Slavery Convention Assembled in Philadelphia, December
4, 1833,” as so nicely illustrated by Rueben S. Gilbert of Merrihew & Gunn (his work excerpted above),
announced the reasons for formation of the society and enumerated its goals:

14. As a woman she would not of course have been officially a delegate to this convention, but a mere spectator accompanying her
spouse. Of course no-one thought of the idea of having women as delegates, let alone to solicit the signatures of women, nor is it
likely that any of the women even contemplated the possibility of a woman’s adding her own signature Such things were not just
unheard-of, in this period, but also, very clearly, they went unthought as well. For a woman to have sported a signature would have
been like for a woman to have sported a beard. During this month Abba Alcott, pregnant wife of Bronson Alcott and mother of an
infant author-to-be Louisa May Alcott, was helping Lucretia Mott form the Philadelphia Female Anti-Slavery Society.

THE ALCOTT FAMILY
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Constitution of the American Anti-Slavery Society
Whereas the Most High God “hath made of one blood all nations of men
to dwell on all the face of the earth,” and hath commanded them to
love their neighbors as themselves; and whereas, our National
Existence is based upon this principle, as recognized in the
Declaration of Independence, “that all mankind are created equal, and
that they are endowed by their Creator with certain inalienable
rights, among which are life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness”;
and whereas, after the lapse of nearly sixty years, since the faith
and honor of the American people were pledged to this avowal, before
Almighty God and the World, nearly one-sixth part of the nation are
held in bondage by their fellow-citizens; and whereas, Slavery is
contrary to the principles of natural justice, of our republican form
of government, and of the Christian religion, and is destructive of
the prosperity of the country, while it is endangering the peace,
union, and liberties of the States; and whereas, we believe it the
duty and interest of the masters immediately to emancipate their
slaves, and that no scheme of expatriation, either voluntary or by
compulsion, can remove this great and increasing evil; and whereas,
we believe that it is practicable, by appeals to the consciences,
hearts, and interests of the people, to awaken a public sentiment
throughout the nation that will be opposed to the continuance of
Slavery in any part of the Republic, and by effecting the speedy
abolition of Slavery, prevent a general convulsion; and whereas, we
believe we owe it to the oppressed, to our fellow-citizens who hold
slaves, to our whole country, to posterity, and to God, to do all that
is lawfully in our power to bring about the extinction of Slavery, we
do hereby agree, with a prayerful reliance on the Divine aid, to form
ourselves into a society, to be governed by the following
Constitution: —
ARTICLE I. — This Society shall be called the AMERICAN ANTI-SLAVERY
SOCIETY.
ARTICLE II. — The objects of this Society are the entire abolition of
Slavery in the United States. While it admits that each State, in which
Slavery exists, has, by the Constitution of the United States, the
exclusive right to legislate in regard to its abolition in said State,
it shall aim to convince all our fellow-citizens, by arguments
addressed to their understandings and consciences, that Slaveholding
is a heinous crime in the sight of God, and that the duty, safety, and
best interests of all concerned, require its immediate abandonment,
without expatriation. The Society will also endeavor, in a
constitutional way, to influence Congress to put an end to the domestic
Slave trade, and to abolish Slavery in all those portions of our common
country which come under its control, especially in the District of
Columbia, -- and likewise to prevent the extension of it to any State
that may be hereafter admitted to the Union.
ARTICLE III. — This Society shall aim to elevate the character and
condition of the people of color, by encouraging their intellectual,
moral, and religious improvement, and by removing public prejudice,
that thus they may, according to their intellectual and moral worth,
share an equality with the whites, of civil and religious privileges;
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but this Society will never, in any way, countenance the oppressed in
vindicating their rights by resorting to physical force.
ARTICLE IV. — Any person who consents to the principles of this
Constitution, who contributes to the funds of this Society, and is not
a Slaveholder, may be a member of this Society, and shall be entitled
to vote at the meetings....

1834
In the USA, Friend John Greenleaf Whittier self-published a 23-page pamphlet arguing for emancipation on
moral grounds.
SLAVERY

“It is simply crazy that there should ever have come
into being a world with such a sin in it, in which a man
is set apart because of his color — the superficial fact
about a human being. Who could want such a world? For
an American fighting for his love of country, that the
last hope of earth should from its beginning have
swallowed slavery, is an irony so withering, a justice
so intimate in its rebuke of pride, as to measure only
with God.”
— Stanley Cavell, MUST WE MEAN WHAT WE SAY?
1976, page 141
(In this year the English Parliament estimated that the cost of such an abolition of slavery would be in the range
of £20,000,000 sterling, because this would involve freeing some 700,000 persons.)
(At the annual meeting of the American Colonization Society there was general agreement among the white
philanthropists that there should be no Black Emancipation until arrangements for expatriation were in place.
While they are over here in White America — they are going to be here as slaves and as nothing else!)
Friend John would be moved to create the following poem:

THE HUNTERS OF MEN.
HAVE ye heard of our hunting, o’er mountain and glen,
Through cane-brake and forest, — the hunting of men?
The lords of our land to this hunting have gone,
As the fox-hunter follows the sound of the horn;
Hark! the cheer and the hallo! the crack of the whip,
And the yell of the hound as he fastens his grip!
All blithe are our hunters, and noble their match,
Though hundreds are caught, there are millions to catch.
So speed to their hunting, o’er mountain and glen,
Through cane-brake and forest, — the hunting of men!
Gay luck to our hunters! how nobly they ride
In the glow of their zeal, and the strength of their pride!
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The priest with his cassock flung back on the wind,
Just screening the politic statesman behind;
The saint and the sinner, with cursing and prayer,
The drunk and the sober, ride merrily there.
And woman, kind woman, wife, widow, and maid,
For the good of the hunted, is lending her aid:
Her foot’s in the stirrup, her hand on the rein,
How blithely she rides to the hunting of men!
Oh, goodly and grand is our hunting to see,
In this “land of the brave and this home of the free.”
Priest, warrior, and statesman, from Georgia to Maine,
All mounting the saddle, all grasping the rein;
Right merrily hunting the black man, whose sin
Is the curl of his hair and the hue of his skin!
Woe, now, to the hunted who turns him at bay!
Will our hunters be turned from their purpose and prey?
Will their hearts fail within them? their nerves tremble, when
All roughly they ride to the hunting of men?
Ho! alms for our hunters! all weary and faint,
Wax the curse of the sinner and prayer of the saint.
The horn is wound faintly, the echoes are still,
Over cane-brake and river, and forest and hill.
Haste, alms for our hunters! the hunted once more
Have turned from their flight with their backs to the shore:
What right have they here in the home of the white,
Shadowed o’er by our banner of Freedom and Right?
Ho! alms for the hunters! or never again
Will they ride in their pomp to the hunting of men!
Alms, alms for our hunters! why will ye delay,
When their pride and their glory are melting away?
The parson has turned; for, on charge of his own,
Who goeth a warfare, or hunting, alone?
The politic statesman looks back with a sigh,
There is doubt in his heart, there is fear in his eye.
Oh, haste, lest that doubting and fear shall prevail,
And the head of his steed take the place of the tail.
Oh, haste, ere he leave us! for who will ride then,
For pleasure or gain, to the hunting of men?

May: For the first meeting of the New England Anti-Slavery Society, in Boston, the Reverend Samuel Joseph
May orated:
Genius of America — Spirit of our free institutions! — where art
thou? How art thou fallen, O Lucifer! son of the morning, — how
art thou fallen from Heaven! Hell from beneath is moved for thee,
to meet thee at thy coming! The kings of the earth cry out to
thee, Aha! Aha! Art thou become like unto us?
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At this convention, Harvard College’s Professor of German, the Reverend Charles Follen, inferred from the
Declaration of Independence to certain principles of republican freedom: “Shall a republic be less free than a
monarchy?” he asked, pointing out that England, a monarchy, had already outlawed slavery. “If you are
republicans in principle, then let the avenues, all the avenues of light and liberty, of truth and love, be opened
wide to every one within the nation.” By “every one,” he meant to be really radical and really to shock: “every
one” meant, he suggested, not only black people but also American Indians and even human females. Toward
the close of the learned German-American’s address occurred a passage which would suggest the following
lines:
The despotism which our fathers could not bear in their native
country is expiring, and the sword of justice in her reformed
hands has applied its exterminating edge to slavery. Shall the
United States —the free United States, which could not bear the
bonds of a king— cradle the bondage which a king is abolishing?
Shall a Republic be less free than a Monarchy? Shall we, in the
vigor and buoyancy of our manhood, be less energetic in
righteousness than a kingdom in its age?
Friend John Greenleaf Whittier would prepare the following poem:

FOLLEN.
OUR fellow-countrymen in chains!
Slaves, in a land of light and law!
Slaves, crouching on the very plains
Where rolled the storm of Freedom’s war!
A groan from Eutaw’s haunted wood,
A wail where Camden’s martyrs fell,
By every shrine of patriot blood,
From Moultrie’s wall and Jasper’s well!
By storied hill and hallowed grot,
By mossy wood and marshy glen,
Whence rang of old the rifle-shot,
And hurrying shout of Marion’s men!
The groan of breaking hearts is there,
The falling lash, the fetter’s clank!
Slaves, slaves are breathing in that air
Which old De Kalb and Sumter drank!
What, ho! our countrymen in chains!
The whip on woman’s shrinking flesh!
Our soil yet reddening with the stains
Caught from her scourging, warm and fresh!
What! mothers from their children riven!
What! God’s own image bought and sold!
Americans to market driven,
And bartered as the brute for gold!
Speak! shall their agony of prayer
Come thrilling to our hearts in vain?
To us whose fathers scorned to bear
The paltry menace of a chain;
To us, whose boast is loud and long
Of holy Liberty and Light;
Say, shall these writhing slaves of Wrong
Plead vainly for their plundered Right?
What! shall we send, with lavish breath,
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Our sympathies across the wave,
Where Manhood, on the field of death,
Strikes for his freedom or a grave?
Shall prayers go up, and hymns be sung
For Greece, the Moslem fetter spurning,
And millions hail with pen and tongue
Our light on all her altars burning?
Shall Belgium feel, and gallant France,
By Vendome’s pile and Schoenbrun’s wall,
And Poland, gasping on her lance,
The impulse of our cheering call?
And shall the slave, beneath our eye,
Clank o’er our fields his hateful chain?
And toss his fettered arms on high,
And groan for Freedom’s gift, in vain?
Oh, say, shall Prussia’s banner be
A refuge for the stricken slave?
And shall the Russian serf go free
By Baikal’s lake and Neva’s wave?
And shall the wintry-bosomed Dane
Relax the iron hand of pride,
And bid his bondmen cast the chain
From fettered soul and limb aside?
Shall every flap of England’s flag
Proclaim that all around are free,
From farthest Ind to each blue crag
That beetles o’er the Western Sea?
And shall we scoff at Europe’s kings,
When Freedom’s fire is dim with us,
And round our country’s altar clings
The damning shade of Slavery’s curse?
Go, let us ask of Constantine
To loose his grasp on Poland’s throat;
And beg the lord of Mahmoud’s line
To spare the struggling Suliote;
Will not the scorching answer come
From turbaned Turk, and scornful Russ:
“Go, loose your lettered slaves at home,
Then turn, and ask the like of us!”
Just God! and shall we calmly rest,
The Christian’s scorn, the heathen’s mirth,
Content to live the lingering jest
And by-word of a mocking Earth?
Shall our own glorious land retain
That curse which Europe scorns to bear?
Shall our own brethren drag the chain
Which not even Russia’s menials wear?
Up, then, in Freedom’s manly part,
From graybeard eld to fiery youth,
And on the nation’s naked heart
Scatter the living coals of Truth!
Up! while ye slumber, deeper yet
The shadow of our fame is growing!
Up! while ye pause, our sun may set
In blood, around our altars flowing!
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Oh! rouse ye, ere the storm comes forth,
The gathered wrath of God and man,
Like that which wasted Egypt’s earth,
When hail and fire above it ran.
Hear ye no warnings in the air?
Feel ye no earthquake underneath?
Up, up! why will ye slumber where
The sleeper only wakes in death?
Rise now for Freedom! not in strife
Like that your sterner fathers saw,
The awful waste of human life,
The glory and the guilt of war:
But break the chain, the yoke remove,
And smite to earth Oppression’s rod,
With those mild arms of Truth and Love,
Made mighty through the living God!
Down let the shrine of Moloch sink,
And leave no traces where it stood;
Nor longer let its idol drink
His daily cup of human blood;
But rear another altar there,
To Truth and Love and Mercy given,
And Freedom’s gift, and freedom’s prayer,
Shall call an answer down from Heaven!

Our national birthday, the 4th of July, Friday: A man who was at both the battle of Lexington and the battle
of Bunker Hill attended ceremonies in New Haven, Connecticut — in the original coat he had then worn.
At the Hermitage Inn in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, the traditional 4th-of- July address was delivered by
David Crockett, and anti-abolitionist Americans destroyed the homes of more than 36 black Americans.
On this day, elsewhere, Richard Henry Dana, Sr. was delivering an oration upon The Law.
In Plymouth, it having been decided that the glacial erratic known as “Forefathers Rock” in the town square
was rapidly becoming small, that it needed to be moved to protect it from all the souvenir sellers, it had been
relocated. During the move it had rolled off its conveyance in front of the City Hall and broken again — but
in this escape attempt it didn’t get far and we had simply cemented it back together. On this date the installation
of the rock in its new milieu was suitably celebrated.15
PLYMOUTH ROCK
New-York’s annual Convention of People of Color set July 4th as a day of prayer and contemplation of the
condition of blacks. Meanwhile, a group of white laboring men broke up an amalgamated meeting of the Anti-

15. On some date unknown to me, Elizabeth Barrett Browning would create a poem “The Runaway Slave at Pilgrim’s Point” which
would implausibly pose a runaway slave before this rock, pouring out to the “pilgrim-souls” the sadness of her own personal
pilgrimage to a new land. She had murdered her infant because it had displayed the features of the white master who had raped her.
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Slavery Society at the Chatham Street Chapel in New-York to protest blacks and whites sitting in the same
audience (they were resentful, of course, of the presence in America of free black Americans to drive down
their wages and benefits). Here is a hymn written by Friend John Greenleaf Whittier for the occasion:
O Thou, whose presence went before
Our fathers in their weary way,
As with Thy chosen moved of yore,
The fire by night, the cloud by day!

But oh, for those this day can bring,
As unto us, no joyful thrill;
For those who, under Freedom’s wing,
Are bound in Slavery’s fetters still:

When from each temple of the free,
A nation’s song ascend to Heaven,
Most Holy Father! unto Thee,
May not our humble prayer be given?

For those to whom Thy written word
Of light and love is never given;
For those whose ears have never heard
The promise and the hope of heaven!

Thy children still, though hue and form
Are varied in Thine own good will,
With Thy own holy breathings warm.
And fashioned in Thine image still.

For broken heart, and clouded mind,
Whereon no human mercies fall;
Oh, be Thy gracious love inclined,
Who, as a Father, pitiest all!

We thank Thee, Father! hill land plain
Around us wave their fruits once more,
And clustered vine and blossomed grain
Are bending round each cottage door.

And grant, O Father! that the time
Of Earth’s deliverance may be near,
When every land and tongue and clime
The message of Thy love shall hear;

And peace is here; and hope and love
Are round us as a mantle thrown,
And unto Thee, supreme above,
The knee of prayer is bowed alone.

When, smitten as with fire from heaven,
The captive’s chains shall sink in dust,
And to his fettered soul be given
The glorious freedom of the just!

This protest would break out, again, on the 10th and 11th of the month, with the trashing not only of 60 black
homes and 6 black churches but also of homes of white people known to be seeking to abolish human slavery
— this was, after all, the year in which the song “Old Zip Coon,” the minstrel song which eventually would
evolve into “Turkey in the Straw,” was born!
RACISM

POPULAR SONGS
Samuel Ringgold Ward was present, as he had been intending to hear an antislavery lecture by David Paul
Brown of Philadelphia, but in his account of the rioting he would prefer to point up the fact that this violence
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had been organized by members of the local merchant class:
A lawyer well known to fame, David Paul Brown, Esq., of
Philadelphia, was always ready to render his peerless services
in defence of any person claimed as a slave. On the fourth day
of July, 1834, this gentleman was invited to deliver an antislavery oration in Chatham Chapel, and, of course, the coloured
people mustered in strong array to hear so well known a champion
of freedom; but the meeting was dispersed by a mob, gathered and
sustained by the leading commercial and political men and
journals of that great city. It was Independence Day — a day,
of all days, sacred to freedom. What Mr. Brown came to tell us
was, that the principles, enunciated in few words, in the
Declaration of Independence — “We hold these truths to be selfevident truths, that all men are created equal, and are endowed
by their Creator with certain inalienable rights, among which
are life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness” — applied as
well to black men as to white men. This the aristocracy of New
York could not endure; and therefore, just fifty-eight years
from the very hour that the Declaration of 1776 was made, the
mob of the New York merchants broke up this assembly.
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Here is a view of our nation’s capital city during this year, a painting by George Cooke as transformed into an
aquatint engraving by W.J. Bennett. This should be available on 13 1/4” x 16 7/8” cover stock paper in a heavy
mailing tube from Historic Urban Plans, Inc., Box 276, Ithaca NY 14851 (607 272-MAPS), for roughly $16.50
inclusive of postage.

In Washington DC, the first Trades Union celebration occurred.
CELEBRATING OUR
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On this day, elsewhere, Nathaniel Hawthorne, who detested American blacks, was having his 30th birthday.
Publication of Die Schule des Legato und Staccato op.335 by Carl Czerny was announced in the Wiener
Zeitung.

1835
Friend Lucretia Mott, who had been born a Coffin on Nantucket Island, held four appointed meetings and two
meetings for worship on the island. For one of these appointed meetings, all island blacks were specifically
invited to attend.

Friend John Greenleaf Whittier was elected to the Massachusetts legislature.

THE YANKEE GIRL, by Whittier
SHE sings by her wheel at that low cottage-door,
Which the long evening shadow is stretching before,
With a music as sweet as the music which seems
Breathed softly and faint in the ear of our dreams!
How brilliant and mirthful the light of her eye,
Like a star glancing out from the blue of the sky!
And lightly and freely her dark tresses play
O’er a brow and a bosom as lovely as they!
Who comes in his pride to that low cottage-door,
The haughty and rich to the humble and poor?
’T is the great Southern planter, the master who waves
His whip of dominion o’er hundreds of slaves.
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“Nay, Ellen, for shame! Let those Yankee fools spin,
Who would pass for our slaves with a change of their skin;
Let them toil as they will at the loom or the wheel,
Too stupid for shame, and too vulgar to feel!
“But thou art too lovely and precious a gem
To be bound to their burdens and sullied by them;
For shame, Ellen, shame, cast thy bondage aside,
And away to the South, as my blessing and pride.
“Oh, come where no winter thy footsteps can wrong,
But where flowers are blossoming all the year long,
Where the shade of the palm-tree is over my home,
And the lemon and orange are white in their bloom!
“Oh, come to my home, where my servants shall all
Depart at thy bidding and come at thy call;
They shall heed thee as mistress with trembling and awe,
And each wish of thy heart shall be felt as a law.”
Oh, could ye have seen her — that pride of our girls —
Arise and cast back the dark wealth of her curls,
With a scorn in her eye which the gazer could feel,
And a glance like the sunshine that flashes on steel!
“Go back, haughty Southron! thy treasures of gold
Are dim with the blood of the hearts thou hast sold;
Thy home may be lovely, but round it I hear
The crack of the whip and the footsteps of fear!
“And the sky of thy South may be brighter than ours,
And greener thy landscapes, and fairer thy flowers;
But dearer the blast round our mountains which raves,
Than the sweet summer zephyr which breathes over slaves!
“Full low at thy bidding thy negroes may kneel,
With the iron of bondage on spirit and heel;
Yet know that the Yankee girl sooner would be
In fetters with them, than in freedom with thee!”

August: When the Reverend Samuel Joseph May was mobbed by some angry local proslavery men and boys
in Haverhill, two well-known local women, Friend Elizabeth Hussey Whittier and her friend Harriet Minot,
flanked him closely, each holding his hand, so that he might safely make his exit through the mob.
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August 30, Sunday: Felix Mendelssohn arrived in Leipzig to take up directorship of the Gewandhaus
Orchestra.
Friend Angelina Emily Grimké wrote to William Lloyd Garrison informing him that she had made a
commitment to abolitionism.
Friend John Greenleaf Whittier and the Englishman George Thompson were egged and stoned in Concord NH,
on account of their having favored “the niggers” in a speech they had just made in Plymouth, New Hampshire:
“I maintained the testimony and resisted not — I gave place unto wrath.”16
One of the thrown stones injured Whittier’s leg. Afterward, the two stopped off at an inn where the landlord
asked if they had heard of the ruckus. As they left, stepping into their chaise, Whittier introduced Thompson,
then Thompson introduced Whittier, and they drove off with the innkeeper “standing, mouth wide open,
gazing after us.” However, Whittier would comment repeatedly, elsewhere, that one cannot expect “that
because men are reformers, they will therefore be better than other people.”
[According to Russel B. Nye’s FETTERED FREEDOM: CIVIL LIBERTIES AND THE SLAVERY CONTROVERSY,
1830-1860 (Michigan: Michigan State UP, 1963, page 203), it was Whittier and Samuel May and they were
stoned. Would this have been a separate occasion, in New-York earlier, or in Boston later?]
I was mobbed in Concord, N.H., in company with George Thompson,
afterwards member of the British Parliament, and narrowly
escaped from great danger. I kept Thompson, whose life was
hunted for, concealed in our lonely farm-house for two weeks.
I was in Boston during the great mob in Washington Street, soon
after, and was threatened with personal violence.
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
1st day 30 of 8M / Both Meetings were solid & very good ones to
me, & after the Afternoon Meeting Attended the funeral of John
H Barbers Child - in both Meetings & at the funeral Father had
short testimonies & I thought at the funeral was particularly
favoured. —
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
September 4: There was a pro-slavery meeting in Charleston, South Carolina. The proceedings would be
published in the Courier of that city: “The clergy of all denominations attended in a body, lending their sanction
to the proceedings, and adding by their presence to the impressive character of the scene!” Eventually Friend
John Greenleaf Whittier would turn this into material for a poem:

CLERICAL OPPRESSORS.
JUST God! and these are they
Who minister at thine altar, God of Right!
Men who their hands with prayer and blessing lay
On Israel’s Ark of light!
16. To the people who were engaging in the antislavery struggle, this year of 1835 would become known as “the mob year.”
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What! preach, and kidnap men?
Give thanks, and rob thy own afflicted poor?
Talk of thy glorious liberty, and then
Bolt hard the captive’s door?
What! servants of thy own
Merciful Son, who came to seek and save
The homeless and the outcast, fettering down
The tasked and plundered slave!
Pilate and Herod, friends!
Chief priests and rulers, as of old, combine!
Just God and holy! is that church, which lends
Strength to the spoiler, thine?
Paid hypocrites, who turn
Judgment aside, and rob the Holy Book
Of those high words of truth which search and burn
In warning and rebuke;
Feed fat, ye locusts, feed!
And, in your tasselled pulpits, thank the Lord
That, from the toiling bondman’s utter need,
Ye pile your own full board.
How long, O Lord! how long
Shall such a priesthood barter truth away,
And in Thy name, for robbery and wrong
At Thy own altars pray?
Is not Thy hand stretched forth
Visibly in the heavens, to awe and smite?
Shall not the living God of all the earth,
And heaven above, do right?
Woe, then, to all who grind
Their brethren of a common Father down!
To all who plunder from the immortal mind
Its bright and glorious crown!
Woe to the priesthood! woe
To those whose hire is with the price of blood;
Perverting, darkening, changing, as they go,
The searching truths of God!
Their glory and their might.
Shall perish; and their very names shall be
Vile before all the people, in the light
Of a world’s liberty.
Oh, speed the moment on
When Wrong shall cease, and Liberty and Love
And Truth and Right throughout the earth be known
As in their home above.
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1836
Publication of Friend John Greenleaf Whittier’s MOGG MEGONE.

Friend John again became the editor of the Haverhill Gazette. He sold the family farm and moved to
Amesbury.
In Philadelphia, Benjamin Lundy founded the National Enquirer, that after 1838 would be edited by Whittier
as the Pennsylvania Freeman, and afterward would be edited by Charles Calistus Burleigh.
When Governor Ritner addressed the Pennsylvania legislature, Friend John was moved to commit
political poetry:

RITNER
THANK God for the token! one lip is still free,
One spirit untrammelled, unbending one knee!
Like the oak of the mountain, deep-rooted and firm,
Erect, when the multitude bends to the storm;
When traitors to Freedom, and Honor, and God,
Are bowed at an Idol polluted with blood;
When the recreant North has forgotten her trust,
And the lip of her honor is low in the dust, —
Thank God, that one arm from the shackle has broken!
Thank God, that one man as a freeman has spoken!
O’er thy crags, Alleghany, a blast has been blown!
Down thy tide, Susquehanna, the murmur has gone!
To the land of the South, of the charter and chain,
Of Liberty sweetened with Slavery’s pain;
Where the cant of Democracy dwells on the lips
Of the forgers of fetters, and wielders of whips!
Where “chivalric” honor means really no more
Than scourging of women, and robbing the poor!
Where the Moloch of Slavery sitteth on high,
And the words which he utters, are — Worship, or die!
Right onward, oh, speed it! Wherever the blood
Of the wronged and the guiltless is crying to God;
Wherever a slave in his fetters is pining;
Wherever the lash of the driver is twining;
Wherever from kindred, torn rudely apart,
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Comes the sorrowful wail of the broken of heart;
Wherever the shackles of tyranny bind,
In silence and darkness, the God-given mind;
There, God speed it onward! its truth will be felt,
The bonds shall be loosened, the iron shall melt!
And oh, will the land where the free soul of Penn
Still lingers and breathes over mountain and glen;
Will the land where a Benezet’s spirit went forth
To the peeled and the meted, and outcast of Earth;
Where the words of the Charter of Liberty first
From the soul of the sage and the patriot burst;
Where first for the wronged and the weak of their kind,
The Christian and statesman their efforts combined;
Will that land of the free and the good wear a chain?
Will the call to the rescue of Freedom be vain?
No, Ritner! her “Friends” at thy warning shall stand
Erect for the truth, like their ancestral band;
Forgetting the feuds and the strife of past time,
Counting coldness injustice, and silence a crime;
Turning back from the cavil of creeds, to unite
Once again for the poor in defence of the Right;
Breasting calmly, but firmly, the full tide of Wrong,
Overwhelmed, but not borne on its surges along;
Unappalled by the danger, the shame, and the pain,
And counting each trial for Truth as their gain!
And that bold-hearted yeomanry, honest and true,
Who, haters of fraud, give to labor its due;
Whose fathers, of old, sang in concert with thine,
On the banks of Swetara, the songs of the Rhine, —
The German-born pilgrims, who first dared to brave
The scorn of the proud in the cause of the slave;
Will the sons of such men yield the lords of the South
One brow for the brand, for the padlock one mouth?
They cater to tyrants? They rivet the chain,
Which their fathers smote off, on the negro again?
No, never! one voice, like the sound in the cloud,
When the roar of the storm waxes loud and more loud,
Wherever the foot of the freeman hath pressed
From the Delaware’s marge to the Lake of the West,
On the South-going breezes shall deepen and grow
Till the land it sweeps over shall tremble below!
The voice of a people, uprisen, awake,
Pennsylvania’s watchword, with Freedom at stake,
Thrilling up from each valley, flung down from each height,
“Our Country and Liberty! God for the Right!”

To the Memory of Thomas Shipley, by John Greenleaf Whittier. (1836)
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Thomas Shipley of Philadelphia was a lifelong Christian philanthropist, and advocate of emancipation. At his
funeral thousands of colored people came to take their last look at their friend and protector. He died September
17, 1836.
GONE to thy Heavenly Father’s rest!
The flowers of Eden round thee blowing,
And on thine ear the murmurs blest
Of Siloa’s waters softly flowing!
Beneath that Tree of Life which gives
To all the earth its healing leaves
In the white robe of angels clad,
And wandering by that sacred river,
Whose streams of holiness make glad
The city of our God forever!
Gentlest of spirits! not for thee
Our tears are shed, our sighs are given;
Why mourn to know thou art a free
Partaker of the joys of heaven?
Finished thy work, and kept thy faith
In Christian firmness unto death;
And beautiful as sky and earth,
When autumn’s sun is downward going,
The blessed memory of thy worth
Around thy place of slumber glowing!
But woe for us! who linger still
With feebler strength and hearts less lowly,
And minds less steadfast to the will
Of Him whose every work is holy.
For not like thine, is crucified
The spirit of our human pride:
And at the bondman’s tale of woe,
And for the outcast and forsaken,
Not warm like thine, but cold and slow,
Our weaker sympathies awaken.
Darkly upon our struggling way
The storm of human hate is sweeping;
Hunted and branded, and a prey,
Our watch amidst the darkness keeping,
Oh, for that hidden strength which can
Nerve unto death the inner man!
Oh, for thy spirit, tried and true,
And constant in the hour of trial,
Prepared to suffer, or to do,
In meekness and in self-denial.
Oh, for that spirit, meek and mild,
Derided, spurned, yet uncomplaining;
By man deserted and reviled,
Yet faithful to its trust remaining.
Still prompt and resolute to save
From scourge and chain the hunted slave;
Unwavering in the Truth’s defence,
Even where the fires of Hate were burning,
The unquailing eye of innocence
Alone upon the oppressor turning!
O loved of thousands! to thy grave,
Sorrowing of heart, thy brethren bore thee.
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The poor man and the rescued slave
Wept as the broken earth closed o’er thee;
And grateful tears, like summer rain,
Quickened its dying grass again!
And there, as to some pilgrim-shrine,
Shall come the outcast and the lowly,
Of gentle deeds and words of thine
Recalling memories sweet and holy!
Oh, for the death the righteous die!
An end, like autumn’s day declining,
On human hearts, as on the sky,
With holier, tenderer beauty shining;
As to the parting soul were given
The radiance of an opening heaven!
As if that pure and blessed light,
From off the Eternal altar flowing,
Were bathing, in its upward flight,
The spirit to its worship going!

The Moral Warfare, by John Greenleaf Whittier. (1836)
WHEN Freedom, on her natal day,
Within her war-rocked cradle lay,
An iron race around her stood,
Baptized her infant brow in blood;
And, through the storm which round her swept,
Their constant ward and watching kept.
Then, where our quiet herds repose,
The roar of baleful battle rose,
And brethren of a common tongue
To mortal strife as tigers sprung,
And every gift on Freedom’s shrine
Was man for beast, and blood for wine!
Our fathers to their graves have gone;
Their strife is past, their triumph won;
But sterner trials wait the race
Which rises in their honored place;
A moral warfare with the crime
And folly of an evil time.
So let it be. In God’s own might
We gird us for the coming fight,
And, strong in Him whose cause is ours
In conflict with unholy powers,
We grasp the weapons He has given, —
The Light, and Truth, and Love of Heaven.
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Publication of the initial volume Richard Hildreth’s THE SLAVE, OR MEMOIRS OF A FUGITIVE (THE SLAVE:
MEMOIRS OF ARCHY MOORE), considered the 1st American antislavery novel (fictionalized in the mode
of autobiography).17 The voice the author constructed for his point-of-view character has been considered by
some commentators to be “uncannily similar in many ways” to the voice which would later appear as Frederick
Douglass. Despite fragile health, the author returned to Massachusetts and to Boston’s The Atlas. To Maria
Weston Chapman, a friend and a fellow abolitionist, he would write, “I am impelled by an irresistible impulse
to act –or rather to write– for the sharpened point of a goose quill is the most potent instrument in my power
to employ.” He would add, “To perish in the breach in the assault against tyranny and error is not the worst
death a man might die.”
OR,

MEMOIRS OF ARCHY MOORE
The issues occupying him would include not only human slavery but also the dispossession of the Cherokee
and other native tribes of the southeast, the movement to annex the slaveholding sovereign nation of Texas,
the banking crisis, and the Massachusetts liquor license law of 1838. While serving as a court reporter for The
Atlas and as its correspondent in Washington DC, Hildreth would churn out articles and pamphlets on political
issues, found a short-lived temperance newspaper, and author two monographs on the economic collapse of
1837.
A literature so diffuse obviously varies widely in style,
purpose, and competence. Some books are works of enduring value
from a literary as well as a “protest” perspective. The
autobiographies of Frederick Douglass, Henry Bibb, and Solomon
Northup fuse imaginative style with keenness of insight. They
are penetrating and self-critical, superior autobiography by any
standards. The quality of mind and spirit of their authors is
apparent.... The majority of slave narratives, like most
autobiographies, are more parochial and weaker in literary
quality. Many are confused.... The very shortcomings of their
books as literature in part testify to their authenticity as
historical sources. The style of their books is a product of
their schooling. A number of slave narratives are of such
doubtful validity that they may be shelved at the start. When
the authenticity of a “memoir,” THE NARRATIVE OF JAMES WILLIAMS
(1838), dictated by one black man to the Quaker poet John
Greenleaf Whittier, was questioned, Williams was nowhere to be
found. The book was withdrawn from publication. James Williams
seems to have been a free Negro who culled stories from neighbors
and invented others for a little ready cash. The antislavery
press is full of warnings against such bogus fugitives. Two
other books, THE SLAVE: OR THE MEMOIRS OF ARCHIE MOORE (1836) and THE
AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF A FEMALE SLAVE (1856), were works of antislavery
fiction. The first was written by the American historian Richard
Hildreth; the second was composed by Mattie Griffith, the white
daughter of a Kentucky slaveholder. Such potential hoaxes led
to careful investigation of the stories fugitives wrote for
publication. Narrators were subjected to detailed questioning
by committees of knowledgeable people; letters were written to
former masters and neighbors for corroboration. A tale so
seemingly improbable as the life of Henry Bibb led to an
17. An expanded version of this novelistic “autobiography” would be produced in 1852.
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extensive correspondence with white Southerners, all of whom
verified Bibb’s account — the improbable was the real. Solomon
Northup’s fantastic experiences were verified by a basketful of
legal documents. Because few slaves were literate enough to
write their names, much less their autobiographies, and were
thus forced to rely on amanuenses, usually abolitionists,
scholars have rightly wondered where the slave’s experience
began and that of the antislavery recorder left off. Some have
maintained that the typical slave narrative is so doctored that
all are suspect as sources. Ulrich B. Phillips, for example,
believed that such narratives “were issued with so much
abolitionist editing that as a class their authenticity is
doubtful.”18
From this year into 1838, the slave Freddy Bailey who eventually would become known to the world as
Frederick Douglass, working for the time being under the name Stanley, would be an apprentice in the calking
trade in Baltimore. One of the conditions of this servitude was, of course, being brutally beaten by gangs of
white calkers whose livelihoods were being threatened by slave labor simply because a slave can be induced
to survive and continue laboring at a lesser standard of consumption than any free person. Douglass reported
that they felt it “degrading to them to work with me” for $1.50 a day all of which they got to keep and spend,
when from his salary his owner was deducting the sum of $3.00 per week “not because he possessed the
slightest shadow of a right to it; but solely because he had the power to compel me to give it up.”19 When Hugh
Auld saw the damage that the other calkers had done to his slave, he was outraged. How dare they infringe
upon his “rights of property”? He tried to take the case to the magistrate, but the magistrate pointed out quite
reasonably that the only evidence he could produce was the testimony of a black man, and testimony by a black
against a white was not admissible in court.

18.

Osofsky, Gilbert, comp. PUTTIN’ ON OLE MASSA; THE SLAVE NARRATIVES OF HENRY BIBB, WILLIAM WELLS
BROWN, AND SOLOMON NORTHUP. NY: Harper & Row, 1969

19. To get a sense of what that amounted to in today’s money, consult <http://www.measuringworth.com/exchange/>
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Douglass was helping construct the ships Delorez, Teayer, and Eagle. These ships were being fitted out with
calked and coated bilge compartments that were to contain stores of fresh water as ballast — rather than the
usual salt water for ballast. These ships were also being fitted out with horizontal racks in their holds, some
15 inches apart. As Douglass well knew, therefore, he was helping fit out these ships to compete in the
allegedly illegal American slave trade, and was participating in bringing even more unfortunate black people
from Africa to America in bondage.20

These new recruits into the condition of slavery would be forced to lie on these racks, on their sides, chained,
and the water in the ballast tanks was to be their drinking water during the voyage. It is an interesting comment
on Douglass’s situation in life later, as an anti-slavery orator, that he would never be able to foreground the
fact that as a slave he had been reduced to helping in the construction of such slave ships.

20. Although the international slave trade was supposed at this point to have been illegal (since 1824 at least), illegal to the point of
being classified as a capital crime, one punishable by death, actually all the white people were merely looking the other way while
it continued. The whole thing was amounting to a colossal fraud. No white American had ever, ever been punished for such a
crime as the illegal importation of slaves, nor anything even remotely similar to this. During the entire period, only one white
American would be executed for this capital crime, and this one solitary execution would not occur until after the US Civil
War had begun. The whole thing even now continues as a colossal fraud, as our children are still being misinformed in our public
schools that our original constitution had contemplated that the importation of slaves would automatically become illegal in about
1808 — when in point of fact what the Constitution actually says, for anyone who dares to actually inspect that document, is that
at least until the year 1808 the importation of slaves instead was to be considered as a legitimate wholesale enterprise
constitutionally protected against any and all government interference, and could not be rendered illegal by the federal
congress. You should therefore once and for all clear your mind of such sponsored misconceptions!
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Who would have understood? What white person could have sympathized with such an ultimate degradation?
—Well, maybe Friend John Greenleaf Whittier. During this year would appear his poem “Clerical
Oppressors,” eventually to be quoted by Frederick Douglass:
“Just God! and these are they,
Who minister at thine altar, God of right!
Men who their hands, with prayer and blessing, lay
On Israel’s ark of light.
“What! preach, and kidnap men?
Give thanks, and rob thy own afflicted poor?
Talk of thy glorious liberty, and then
Bolt hard the captive’s door?
“What! servants of thy own
Merciful Son, who came to seek and save
The homeless and the outcast, fettering down
The tasked and plundered slave!
“Pilate and Herod friends!
Chief priests and rulers, as of old, combine!
Just God and holy! is that church which lends
Strength to the spoiler thine?”

It is an open question whether Henry C. Wright, in reading Richard Hildreth’s THE MEMOIRS OF ARCHY
MOORE, realized that he was reading a novel written by a white man rather than an autobiographical narrative
written by a mulatto: “No man can read this book & not feel that a desire to hold power over a fellow being,
is in itself most wicked & possession of power most corrupting to the heart.”

May 26, Thursday: The proposals made by Representative Henry Laurens Pinckney of South Carolina,21
that the federal Congress had no authority to interfere in any way with slavery in the States and that it ought
not to interfere with it in the District of Columbia, including his gag rule according to which any and all
petitions about slavery were automatically to be “laid on the table” of the House of Representatives and thus
denied further consideration, were enacted by a vote of 117 over 68. Meanwhile, in the Senate, Calhoun’s
“Bill for excluding Papers written or printed, touching the subject of Slavery, from the U.S. Post-office,”
a piece of criminal legislation which made it a penal offence for postmasters in any State, District, or Territory
“knowingly to deliver, to any person whatever, any pamphlet, newspaper, handbill, or other printed paper or
pictorial representation, touching the subject of slavery, where, by the laws of the said State, District,
or Territory, their circulation was prohibited,” was being enacted.
In this circumstance, Friend John Greenleaf Whittier resorted to poetry:

A SUMMONS.
MEN of the North-land! where’s the manly spirit
Of the true-hearted and the unshackled gone?
Sons of old freemen, do we but inherit
Their names alone?
21. Note the famous name: Henry Laurens, like Whittier a Huguenot, had been the biggest slave trader in Charleston, and while we
were establishing our freedom over here, had served in the Continental Congress.
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Is the old Pilgrim spirit quenched within us,
Stoops the strong manhood of our souls so low,
That Mammon’s lure or Party’s wile can win us
To silence now?
Now, when our land to ruin’s brink is verging,
In God’s name, let us speak while there is time!
Now, when the padlocks for our lips are forging,
Silence is crime!
What! shall we henceforth humbly ask as favors
Rights all our own? In madness shall we barter,
For treacherous peace, the freedom Nature gave us,
God and our charter?
Here shall the statesman forge his human fetters,
Here the false jurist human rights deny,
And in the church, their proud and skilled abettors.
Make truth a lie?
Torture the pages of the hallowed Bible,
To sanction crime, and robbery, and blood?
And, in Oppression’s hateful service, libel
Both man and God?
Shall our New England stand erect no longer,
But stoop in chains upon her downward way,
Thicker to gather on her limbs and stronger
Day after day?
Oh no; methinks from all her wild, green mountains;
From valleys where her slumbering fathers lie;
From her blue rivers and her welling fountains,
And clear, cold sky;
From her rough coast, and isles, which hungry Ocean
Gnaws with his surges; from the fisher’s skiff,
With white sail swaying to the billows’ motion
Round rock and cliff;
From the free fireside of her unbought farmer;
From her free laborer at his loom and wheel;
From the brown smith-shop, where, beneath the hammer,
Rings the red steel;
From each and all, if God hath not forsaken
Our land, and left us to an evil choice,
Loud as the summer thunderbolt shall waken
A People’s voice.
Startling and stern! the Northern winds shall bear it
Over Potomac’s to St. Mary’s wave;
And buried Freedom shall awake to hear it
Within her grave.
Oh, let that voice go forth! The bondman sighing
By Santee’s wave, in Mississippi’s cane,
Shall feel the hope, within his bosom dying,
Revive again.
Let it go forth! The millions who are gazing
Sadly upon us from afar shall smile,
And unto God devout thanksgiving raising,
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Bless us the while.
Oh for your ancient freedom, pure and holy,
For the deliverance of a groaning earth,
For the wronged captive, bleeding, crushed, and lowly,
Let it go forth!
Sons of the best of fathers! will ye falter
With all they left ye perilled and at stake?
Ho! once again on Freedom’s holy altar
The fire awake!
Prayer-strengthened for the trial, come together,
Put on the harness for the moral fight,
And, with the blessing of your Heavenly Father,
Maintain the right!

Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
5 day 26th of 5 M / Our Moy [Monthly] Meeting held in town was
attended by Mary Card — Anna Macomber returned home this Morning
with Joseph Gifford she being too unwell to prosecute her
journey
Mary Hicks first appeared in testimony in a lively & well adapted
communication, then Mary Card followed her in a lively &
acceptable testimony & the Meeting concluded shortly after the
Meeting broke - In the last meeting we had but little buisness
& the Meeting did not sit long - - Mary Card expects to go to
Connanicut tomorrow to visit the few families there. — Had a
letter from our dear John in the Afternoon. —
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
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1837
Friend John Greenleaf Whittier was elected to the Massachusetts legislature,
and his POEMS WRITTEN DURING THE PROGRESS OF THE ABOLITION QUESTION IN THE UNITED STATES was
published:
In 1837 an edition of my complete poems, up to that time,
was published by Ticknor & Fields.

Friend William Bassett joined the antislavery society of Lynn, Massachusetts, thus going directly against the
Quaker reluctance to insist upon a public condemnation of the institution of slavery, and also running a
considerable risk of being disciplined for joining an association outside the Society of Friends. He published
a pamphlet in defense of this membership. (Eventually he would in fact be disowned.)

The Pastoral Letter, by Whittier
The General Association of Congregational ministers in Massachusetts met at Brookfield, June 27, 1837, and
issued a Pastoral Letter to the churches under its care. The immediate occasion of it was the profound sensation
produced by the recent public lecture in Massachusetts by Angelina and Sarah Grimké, two noble women from
South Carolina who bore their testimony against slavery. The Letter demanded that “the perplexed and agitating
subjects which are now common amongst us should not be forced upon any church as matters for debate, at the
hazard of alienation and division,” and called attention to the dangers now seeming “to threaten the female
character with widespread and permanent injury.”
So, this is all, — the utmost reach
Of priestly power the mind to fetter!
When laymen think, when women preach,
A war of words, a “Pastoral Letter!”
Now, shame upon ye, parish Popes!
Was it thus with those, your predecessors,
Who sealed with racks, and fire, and ropes
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Their loving-kindness to transgressors?
A “Pastoral Letter,” grave and dull;
Alas! in hoof and horns and features,
How different is your Brookfield bull
From him who bellows from St. Peter’s!
Your pastoral rights and powers from harm,
Think ye, can words alone preserve them?
Your wiser fathers taught the arm
And sword of temporal power to serve them.
Oh, glorious days, when Church and State
Were wedded by your spiritual fathers!
And on submissive shoulders sat
Your Wilsons and your Cotton Mathers,
No vile “itinerant” then could mar
The beauty of your tranquil Zion,
But at his peril of the scar
Of hangman’s whip and branding-iron.
Then, wholesome laws relieved the Church
Of heretic and mischief-maker,
And priest and bailiff joined in search,
By turns, of Papist, witch, and Quaker!
The stocks were at each church’s door,
The gallows stood on Boston Common,
A Papist’s ears the pillory bore, —
The gallows-rope, a Quaker woman!
Your fathers dealt not as ye deal
With “non-professing” frantic teachers;
They bored the tongue with red-hot steel,
And flayed the backs of “female preachers.”
Old Hampton, had her fields a tongue,
And Salem’s streets could tell their story,
Of fainting woman dragged along,
Gashed by the whip accursed and gory!
And will ye ask me, why this taunt
Of memories sacred from the scorner?
And why with reckless hand I plant
A nettle on the graves ye honor?
Not to reproach New England’s dead
This record from the past I summon,
Of manhood to the scaffold led,
And suffering and heroic woman.
No, for yourselves alone, I turn
The pages of intolerance over,
That, in their spirit, dark and stern,
Ye haply may your own discover!
For, if ye claim the “pastoral right”
To silence Freedom’s voice of warning,
And from your precincts shut the light
Of Freedom’s day around ye dawning;
If when an earthquake voice of power
And signs in earth and heaven are showing
That forth, in its appointed hour,
The Spirit of the Lord is going!
And, with that Spirit, Freedom’s light
On kindred, tongue, and people breaking,
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Whose slumbering millions, at the sight,
In glory and in strength are waking!
When for the sighing of the poor,
And for the needy, God hath risen,
And chains are breaking, and a door
Is opening for the souls in prison!
If then ye would, with puny hands,
Arrest the very work of Heaven,
And bind anew the evil bands
Which God’s right arm of power hath riven;
What marvel that, in many a mind,
Those darker deeds of bigot madness
Are closely with your own combined,
Yet “less in anger than in sadness “?
What marvel, if the people learn
To claim the right of free opinion?
What marvel, if at times they spurn
The ancient yoke of your dominion?
A glorious remnant linger yet,
Whose lips are wet at Freedom’s fountains,
The coming of whose welcome feet
Is beautiful upon our mountains!
Men, who the gospel tidings bring
Of Liberty and Love forever,
Whose joy is an abiding spring,
Whose peace is as a gentle river!
But ye, who scorn the thrilling tale
Of Carolina’s high-souled daughters,
Which echoes here the mournful wail
Of sorrow from Edisto’s waters,
Close while ye may the public ear,
With malice vex, with slander wound them,
The pure and good shall throng to hear,
And tried and manly hearts surround them.
Oh, ever may the power which led
Their way to such a fiery trial,
And strengthened womanhood to tread
The wine-press of such self-denial,
Be round them in an evil land,
With wisdom and with strength from Heaven,
With Miriam’s voice, and Judith’s hand,
And Deborah’s song, for triumph given!
And what are ye who strive with God
Against the ark of His salvation,
Moved by the breath of prayer abroad,
With blessings for a dying nation?
What, but the stubble and the hay
To perish, even as flax consuming,
With all that bars His glorious way,
Before the brightness of His coming?
And thou, sad Angel, who so long
Hast waited for the glorious token,
That Earth from all her bonds of wrong
To liberty and light has broken, —
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Angel of Freedom! soon to thee
The sounding trumpet shall be given,
And over Earth’s full jubilee
Shall deeper joy be felt in Heaven!

Hymn, by John Greenleaf Whittier.
Written for the celebration of the third anniversary of British emancipation at the Broadway Tabernacle,
New York, first of August, 1837.
O HOLY FATHER! just and true
Are all Thy works and words and ways,
And unto Thee alone are due
Thanksgiving and eternal praise!
As children of Thy gracious care,
We veil the eye, we bend the knee,
With broken words of praise and prayer,
Father and God, we come to Thee.
For Thou hast heard, O God of Right,
The sighing of the island slave;
And stretched for him the arm of might,
Not shortened that it could not save.
The laborer sits beneath his vine,
The shackled soul and hand are free;
Thanksgiving! for the work is Thine!
Praise! for the blessing is of Thee!
And oh, we feel Thy presence here,
Thy awful arm in judgment bare!
Thine eye hath seen the bondman’s tear;
Thine ear hath heard the bondman’s prayer.
Praise! for the pride of man is low,
The counsels of the wise are naught,
The fountains of repentance flow;
What hath our God in mercy wrought?
Speed on Thy work, Lord God of Hosts!
And when the bondman’s chain is riven,
And swells from all our guilty coasts
The anthem of the free to Heaven,
Oh, not to those whom Thou hast led,
As with Thy cloud and fire before,
But. unto Thee, in fear and dread,
Be praise and glory evermore.
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August 1, Wednesday: In New Bedford, on this anniversary of the emancipation of the slaves of the British
West Indies, a newspaper article called for the formation of an anti-slavery organization.
Here is the hymn written by Friend John Greenleaf Whittier for the celebration at the Broadway Tabernacle in
New-York of the 3rd anniversary of the emancipation of the slaves of the British West Indies:
O Holy Father! just and true
Are all Thy works and words and ways,
And unto Thee alone is due
Thanksgiving and eternal praise!

And oh, we feel Thy presence here,
Thy awful arm of judgment bare!
Thine eye hath seen the bondman's tear;
Thine ear hath heard the bondman's prayer!

As children of Thy gracious care,
We veil the eye, we bend the knee,
With broken words of praise and prayer,
Father and God, we come to Thee.

Praise! for the pride of man is low,
The counsels of the wise are naught,
The fountains of repentance flow;
What hath our God in mercy wrought?

For Thou has heard, O God of Right,
The sighing of the island slave;
And stretched for him the arm of might,
Not shortened that is could not save.

Speed on Thy work, Lord God of Hosts!
And when the bondman's chain is riven,
And swells from all our guilty coasts
The anthem of the free to Heaven,

The laborer sits beneath his vine.
The shackled soul and hand are free;
Thanksgiving! for the work is Thine!
Praise! for the blessing is of Thee!

Oh, not to those whom Thou hast led,
As with Thy cloud and fire before,
But unto Thee, in fear and dread,
Be praise and glory evermore.

In 1837 I was in New York, in conjunction with Henry B. Stanton
and Theodore D. Weld, in the office of the American AntiSlavery Society.
THEODORE DWIGHT WELD
ABOLITIONISM

September: Friend John Greenleaf Whittier, Theodore Dwight Weld, and a number of others having come to
regard him as nothing more than a self-promoting troublemaker, the Reverend Henry C. Wright was formally
notified by the American Anti-Slavery Society that they would no longer be using him as an agent.

1838
Friend John Greenleaf Whittier restored Friend Benjamin Lundy’s Philadelphia journal, the National Enquirer
and Constitutional Advocate of Universal Liberty, as the Pennsylvania Freeman.
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During this year in which Friend John Greenleaf Whittier was being re-elected to his seat in the Massachusetts
legislature,

Henry Wadsworth Longfellow was issuing his “A Psalm of Life / What The Heart Of The Young Man Said To
The Psalmist” (the “Psalmist” in question of course being King David) which Friend John would describe as
the “moral engine of an age of action,”
And things are not what they seem.

A PSALM OF LIFE ...
Since Professor Charles Follen was no longer teaching German literature at Harvard College, Professor
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Longfellow began to lecture on Johann Wolfgang von Goethe’s FAUSTUS.

The Reverend Follen became the minister of a Unitarian congregation in New-York (now All Souls), but
quickly lost that position due to conflicts with his parishioners over his radical anti-slavery views.
Friend John Greenleaf Whittier’s “The Farewell of a Virginia Slave Mother to Her Daughters Sold into
Southern Bondage” appeared. This was the poem the 1st 12 lines of which would be quoted in Frederick
Douglass’s 1845 narrative as similar to the fate of the generations of children reared by his grandmother Bets:
Gone, gone, sold and gone
To the rice swamp dank and lone,
Where the slave-whip ceaseless swings,
Where the noisome insect stings,
Where the fever-demon strews
Poison with the falling dews,
Where the sickly sunbeams glare
Through the hot and misty air:—
Gone, gone, sold and gone
To the rice swamp dank and lone,
From Virginia hills and waters—
Woe is me, my stolen daughters!

NARRATIVE

The Farewell of a Virginia Slave Mother to her Daughters
sold into Southern Bondage, by Whittier
GONE, gone, — sold and gone,
To the rice-swamp dank and lone.
Where the slave-whip ceaseless swings,
Where the noisome insect stings,
Where the fever demon strews
Poison with the falling dews,
Where the sickly sunbeams glare
Through the hot and misty air;
Gone, gone, — sold and gone,
To the rice-swamp dank and lone,
From Virginia’s hills and waters;
Woe is me, my stolen daughters!
Gone, gone, — sold and gone,
To the rice-swamp dank and lone.
There no mother’s eye is near them,
There no mother’s ear can hear them;
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Never, when the torturing lash
Seams their back with many a gash,
Shall a mother’s kindness bless them,
Or a mother’s arms caress them.
Gone, gone, — sold and gone,
To the rice-swamp dank and lone,
From Virginia’s hills and waters;
Woe is me, my stolen daughters!
Gone, gone, — sold and gone,
To the rice-swamp dank and lone.
Oh, when weary, sad, and slow,
From the fields at night they go,
Faint with toil, and racked with pain,
To their cheerless homes again,
There no brother’s voice shall greet them;
There no father’s welcome meet them.
Gone, gone, — sold and gone,
To the rice-swamp dank and lone,
From Virginia’s hills and waters;
Woe is me, my stolen daughters!
Gone, gone, — sold and gone,
To the rice-swamp dank and lone.
From the tree whose shadow lay
On their childhood’s place of play;
From the cool spring where they drank;
Rock, and hill, and rivulet bank;
From the solemn house of prayer,
And the holy counsels there;
Gone, gone, — sold and gone,
To the rice-swamp dank and lone,
From Virginia’s hills and waters;
Woe is me, my stolen daughters!
Gone, gone, — sold and gone,
To the rice-swamp dank and lone;
Toiling through the weary day,
And at night the spoiler’s prey.
Oh, that they had earlier died,
Sleeping calmly, side by side,
Where the tyrant’s power is o’er,
And the fetter galls no more!
Gone, gone, — sold and gone,
To the rice-swamp dank and lone,
From Virginia’s hills and waters;
Woe is me, my stolen daughters!
Gone, gone, — sold and gone,
To the rice-swamp dank and lone.
By the holy love He beareth;
By the bruised reed He spareth;
Oh, may He, to whom alone
All their cruel wrongs are known,
Still their hope and refuge prove,
With a more than mother’s love.
Gone, gone, — sold and gone,
To the rice-swamp dank and lone,
From Virginia’s hills and waters;
Woe is me, my stolen daughters!
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January 24, Wednesday: The American Anti-Slavery Society put out the 6th issue of its “omnibus” entitled
The Anti-Slavery Examiner, incautiously presenting a “Narrative of James Williams, an American Slave” that
had been narrated to Friend John Greenleaf Whittier by a black man (this was also appearing in book form as
NARRATIVE OF JAMES WILLIAMS, AN AMERICAN SLAVE; WHO WAS FOR SEVERAL YEARS A DRIVER ON A
COTTON PLANTATION IN ALABAMA). The authenticity of what Friend John had produced would immediately
be challenged and suddenly this Williams dude, native informant — would be nowhere to be found. –The book
would need to be withdrawn from the bookstores. It would come to appear that “Williams” had been a free
black American who had culled stories from neighbors, and invented others, for a little ready cash. (The
antislavery press of the period is full of warnings against such bogus fugitives, a fact of life which may help
us understand how, when Thoreau would make reference to helping “escaping slaves,” he would need to
include the telling modifier “real.”).
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
5th day 25th of 1st M 1838 / In our first Meeting Father Rodman
was engaged in a few words which I thought well adapted —
In the last Meeting the buisness that came before us got along
with some rubbing but things did as well as I expected - We had
several friends to dine with us.
Mother Rodman remains weak & low, & it does not seem as if she
can remain long —
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
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May 14, Monday: Friend Abby Kelley and four other delegates from the Lynn Female Society had come to
Philadelphia to attend the 2nd Women’s meeting, along with William Lloyd Garrison, Henry B. Stanton, Henry
C. Wright, and women from the Boston and New-York female societies. It would be at this meeting that Abby
would address her first promiscuous audience, amid the shouts and stones shattering the glass windows from
the pro-slavery mobs. On that basis Theodore Weld would decide to invite Abby to join the speaking circuit.
Although some had expected her to marry “a great strapping nigger” if she married at all, Friend Angelina
Emily Grimké married Theodore Dwight Weld, an emphatic white abolitionist unsympathetic to the “nonresistance” cause, on the evening before the Anti-Slavery Convention of American Women was to meet at the
grand new Pennsylvania Hall.22

One of Angelina’s woman friends had said to her face that “no man would wish to have such a wife.”
(Surely, with friends like that, these people didn’t need their enemies.) Friend Angelina omitted “obey” from
her vow! For marrying a man who was not a member of the Religious Society of Friends, she was of course
disowned by her worship group. Friend Lucretia Mott and other Quakers decided not to be present at this
wedding because had they been in attendance they likely would also have been disowned. Whittier solved the
problem by waiting outside the door until the official part of the event was complete, so he could truthfully say
he was not present for such a wedding ceremony. Friend Abby, however, as always afraid of nothing, defied
the discipline of her worship group, openly attending the entire ceremony, and in fact made herself the 1st
woman to sign the traditional parchment certificate.
Though the Grimké sisters at first felt they had found their
home in Quakerism, they later found there was “no openness among
Friends” on the issue of working against enslavement. Biographer
Gerda Lerner says that their “blind loyalty to the Quakers had
turned into bitter disappointment.” Their reception at meetings
was increasingly “chilly” and they were no longer welcome in the
homes of Quaker Friends. At the yearly meeting in 1836,
presiding elder Jonathan Edwards stopped Sarah as she rose to
speak. Sarah elected to use the incident as a “means of
releasing” her “from those bonds which almost destroyed my
mind.” As the sisters expected, Angelina Grimké’s 1838 marriage
to Theodore Weld provided the pretext for disowning her, and her
sister’s membership was revoked for attending the ceremony.23

22. This expensive new building dedicated to the right of freedom of speech had a pillared marble entry facing 6th Street,
and provided offices and a “free produce” store from which vegetables grown by slave labor were excluded, in addition to its
“great saloon” containing blue plush seating for 3,000 people and a platform with a blue damask sofa. The auditorium and offices
and store were brilliantly lit with gas, a new innovation.
23. Page 91 in Donna McDaniel’s and Vanessa Julye’s FIT FOR FREEDOM, NOT FOR FRIENDSHIP: QUAKERS, AFRICAN
AMERICANS, AND THE MYTH OF RACIAL JUSTICE (Philadelphia: Quaker Press of Friends General Conference, 2009).
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Friend John Greenleaf Whittier presented a “humorous” poem in which he protested that his buddy Theodore
was abandoning him “alone at the desolate shrine,” for he and Weld had once, apparently in bachelor
playfulness, taken a joint solemn vow that they would never marry. It would certainly be unsubstantiated,
however, and would probably be incorrect, that they had had a homosexual relationship. What is very much
more probable is that Whittier, like Henry Thoreau, never experienced sexual congress, even with members of
the opposite sex. Thoreau was, we must admit, both small and unhandsome, and, although he confessed to
abundant libido, may never really have had significant opportunity. Whittier, on the other hand, although he
was tall and slender and striking and attracted many friends both male and female, in his private
correspondence gives no particular indication of libido: “my heart is untouched — cold and motionless as a
Jutland lake lighted up by the moonlight. I know that they are beautiful — very, but they are nothing to me.”
May 15, Tuesday: In Philadelphia, a mammoth hall had been erected “that the citizens of Philadelphia should possess
a room wherein the principles of Liberty, and Equality of Civil Rights, could be freely discussed, and the evils
of slavery fearlessly portrayed.” Friend John Greenleaf Whittier offered a grand poem at the dedication of this
Pennsylvania Hall structure:

PENNSYLVANIA HALL.
NOT with the splendors of the days of old,
The spoil of nations, and barbaric gold;
No weapons wrested from the fields of blood,
Where dark and stern the unyielding Roman stood,
And the proud eagles of his cohorts saw
A world, war-wasted, crouching to his law;
Nor blazoned car, nor banners floating gay,
Like those which swept along the Appian Way,
When, to the welcome of imperial Rome,
The victor warrior came in triumph home,
And trumpet peal, and shoutings wild and high,
Stirred the blue quiet of the Italian sky;
But calm and grateful, prayerful and sincere,
As Christian freemen only, gathering here,
We dedicate our fair and lofty Hall,
Pillar and arch, entablature and wall,
As Virtue’s shrine, as Liberty’s abode,
Sacred to Freedom, and to Freedom’s God!
Far statelier Halls, ’neath brighter skies than these,
Stood darkly mirrored in the Ægean seas,
Pillar and shrine, and life-like statues seen,
Graceful and pure, the marble shafts between;
Where glorious Athens from her rocky hill
Saw Art and Beauty subject to her will;
And the chaste temple, and the classic grove,
The hall of sages, and the bowers of love,
Arch, fane, and column, graced the shores, and gave
Their shadows to the blue Saronic wave;
And statelier rose, on Tiber’s winding side,
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The Pantheon’s dome, the Coliseum’s pride,
The Capitol, whose arches backward flung
The deep, clear cadence of the Roman tongue,
Whence stern decrees, like words of fate, went forth
To the awed nations of a conquered earth,
Where the proud Caesars in their glory came,
And Brutus lightened from his lips of flame!
Yet in tire porches of Athena’s halls,
And in the shadow of her stately walls,
Lurked the sad bondman, and his tears of woe
Wet the cold marble with unheeded flow;
And fetters clanked beneath the silver dome
Of the proud Pantheon of imperious Rome.
Oh, not for him, the chained and stricken slave,
By Tiber’s shore, or blue Ægina’s wave,
In the thronged forum, or the sages’ seat,
The bold lip pleaded, and the warm heart beat;
No soul of sorrow melted at his pain,
No tear of pity rusted on his chain!
But this fair Hall to Truth and Freedom given,
Pledged to the Right before all Earth and Heaven,
A free arena for the strife of mind,
To caste, or sect, or color unconfined,
Shall thrill with echoes such as ne’er of old
From Roman hall or Grecian temple rolled;
Thoughts shall find utterance such as never yet
The Propylea or the Forum met.
Beneath its roof no gladiator’s strife
Shall win applauses with the waste of life;
No lordly lictor urge the barbarous game,
No wanton Lais glory in her shame.
But here the tear of sympathy shall flow,
As the ear listens to the tale of woe;
Here in stern judgment of the oppressor’s wrong
Shall strong rebukings thrill on Freedom’s tongue,
No partial justice hold th’ unequal scale,
No pride of caste a brother’s rights assail,
No tyrant’s mandates echo from this wall,
Holy to Freedom and the Rights of All!
But a fair field, where mind may close with mind,
Free as the sunshine and the chainless wind;
Where the high trust is fixed on Truth alone,
And bonds and fetters from the soul are thrown;
Where wealth, and rank, and worldly pomp, and might,
Yield to the presence of the True and Right.
And fitting is it that this Hall should stand
Where Pennsylvania’s Founder led his band,.
From thy blue waters, Delaware!— to press
The virgin verdure of the wilderness.
Here, where all Europe with amazement saw
The soul’s high freedom trammelled by no law;
Here, where the fierce and warlike forest-men
Gathered, in peace, around the home of Penn,
Awed by the weapons Love alone had given
Drawn from the holy armory of Heaven;
Where Nature’s voice against the bondman’s wrong
First found an earnest and indignant tongue;
Where Lay’s bold message to the proud was borne;
And Keith’s rebuke, and Franklin’s manly scorn!
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Fitting it is that here, where Freedom first
From her fair feet shook off the Old World’s dust,
Spread her white pinions to our Western blast,
And her free tresses to our sunshine cast,
One Hall should rise redeemed from Slavery’s ban,
One Temple sacred to the Rights of Man!
Oh! if the spirits of the parted come,
Visiting angels, to their olden home;
If the dead fathers of the land look forth
From their fair dwellings, to the things of earth,
Is it a dream, that with their eyes of love,
They gaze now on us from the bowers above?
Lay’s ardent soul, and Benezet the mild,
Steadfast in faith, yet gentle as a child,
Meek-hearted Woolman, and that brother-band,
The sorrowing exiles from their “Father land,”
Leaving their homes in Krieshiem’s bowers of vine,
And the blue beauty of their glorious Rhine,
To seek amidst our solemn depths of wood
Freedom from man, and holy peace with God;
Who first of all their testimonial gave
Against the oppressor, for the outcast slave,
Is it a dream that such as these look down,
And with their blessing our rejoicings crown?
Let us rejoice, that while the pulpit’s door
Is barred against the pleaders for the poor;
While the Church, wrangling upon points of faith,
Forgets her bondsmen suffering unto death;
While crafty Traffic and the lust of Gain
Unite to forge Oppression’s triple chain,
One door is open, and one Temple free,
As a resting-place for hunted Liberty!
Where men may speak, unshackled and unawed,
High words of Truth, for Freedom and for God.
And when that truth its perfect work hath done,
And rich with blessings o’er our land hath gone;
When not a slave beneath his yoke shall pine,
From broad Potomac to the far Sabine:
When unto angel lips at last is given
The silver trump of Jubilee in Heaven;

JOHN WOOLMAN

And from Virginia’s plains, Kentucky’s shades,
And through the dim Floridian everglades,
Rises, to meet that angel-trumpet’s sound,
The voice of millions from their chains unbound;
Then, though this Hall be crumbling in decay,
Its strong walls blending with the common clay,
Yet, round the ruins of its strength shall stand
The best and noblest of a ransomed land —
Pilgrims, like these who throng around the shrine
Of Mecca, or of holy Palestine!
A prouder glory shall that ruin own
Than that which lingers round the Parthenon.
Here shall the child of after years be taught
The works of Freedom which his fathers wrought;
Told of the trials of the present hour,
Our weary strife with prejudice and power;
How the high errand quickened woman’s soul,
And touched her lip as with a living coal;
How Freedom’s martyrs kept their lofty faith
True and unwavering, unto bonds and death;
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The pencil’s art shall sketch the ruined Hall,
The Muses’ garland crown its aged wall,
And History’s pen for after times record
Its consecration unto Freedom’s God!

May 17, Thursday: Dr. Daniel Neall was presiding at the antislavery meeting in Pennsylvania Hall –which had been
newly constructed by the abolitionists at a cost of $40,000.00 because of refusal of other hall owners in
Philadelphia to rent existing halls– and Friend John Greenleaf Whittier was standing nearby, when glass from
the windows showered down, and rioters forced their way onto the platform to declare that the meeting was
over:
I am here, the president of this meeting, and I will be torn in
pieces before I leave my place at your dictation. Go back to
those who sent you. I shall do my duty.

Some years after, while visiting in his native State of Delaware, the Doctor would be dragged from the home
of some friends to be abused in the street. After these slaveholders were finished with him, he would tell them
that he forgave them — for it was not they but Slavery which had done the wrong.24
He would suggest that if they should ever be in Philadelphia and in need of hospitality or aid, they should again
call on him. Some years after that, on “6th, 6th month, 1846” to be specific, Friend John would celebrate this
hero of gentlemanliness:

DANIEL NEALL.
I.
FRIEND of the Slave, and yet the friend of all;
Lover of peace, yet ever foremost when
The need of battling Freedom called for men
To plant the banner on the outer wall;
Gentle and kindly, ever at distress
Melted to more than woman’s tenderness,
Yet firm and steadfast, at his duty’s post
Fronting the violence of a maddened host,
Like some-gray rock from which the waves are tossed!
Knowing his deeds of love, men questioned not
The faith of one whose walk and word were right;
Who tranquilly in Life’s great task-field wrought,
And, side by side with evil, scarcely caught
24. Legally, there was a distinction between a slaveowner and a slaveholder. The owner of a slave might rent the custody and use
of that slave out for a year, in which case the distinction would arise and be a meaningful one in law, since the other party to such a
transaction would be the holder but not the owner. However, in this Kouroo database, I will ordinarily be deploying the term
“slaveholder” as the normative term, as we are no longer all that concerned with the making of such fine economic distinctions but
are, rather, concerned almost exclusively with the human issues involved in the enslavement of other human beings. I use the term
“slaveholder” in preference to “slaveowner” not only because no human being can really own another human being but also because
it is important that slavery never be defined as the legal ownership of one person by another — in fact not only had human slavery
existed before the first such legislation but also it has continued long since we abolished all legal deployment of the term “slave.”
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A stain upon his pilgrim garb of white:
Prompt to redress another’s wrong, his own
Leaving to Time and Truth and Penitence alone.

II.
Such was our friend. Formed on the good old plan,
A true and brave and downright honest man!
He blew no trumpet in the market-place,
Nor in the church with hypocritic face
Supplied with cant the lack of Christian grace;
Loathing pretence, he did with cheerful will
What others talked of while their hands were still;
And, while “Lord, Lord!” the pious tyrants cried,
Who, in the poor, their Master crucified,
His daily prayer, far better understood.
In acts than words, was simply doing good.
So calm, so constant was his rectitude,
That by his loss alone we know its worth,
And feel how true a man has walked with us on earth.

As the delegates left Pennsylvania Hall after the mayor of Philadelphia had demanded the keys and canceled
all meetings, at the suggestion of Friend Angelina Emily Grimké the white women delegates took the arms of
the black women delegates in order better to protect them from being grabbed as they passed through the proslavery mob of 17,000 Philadelphians outside the doors. Standing on the steps of the hall, the mayor gave his
lightly coded instructions to the mob:
WE NEVER CALL OUT THE MILITARY. YOU ARE MY POLICE.
How hard was it for the Philadelphia citizens’ mob to figure this? They gave their mayor three cheers and
broke down the doors. In addition to piling the plush chairs and adding abolitionist books and papers to these
piles, they turned on the illuminating gas to full on to help the building burn brightly.25
Friend John Greenleaf Whittier was running the newspaper office of the Pennsylvania Freeman26 in the front
of the building, on an upper story.
I took charge of the “Pennsylvania Freeman,” an organ of the
Anti-Slavery Society. My office was sacked and burned by a mob
soon after, but I continued my paper until my health failed,
when I returned to Massachusetts. The farm in Haverhill had,
in the meantime, been sold, and my mother, aunt and youngest
sister, had moved to Amesbury MA, near the Friends Meetinghouse, and I took up my residence with them. All this time I
had been actively engaged in writing for the anti-slavery
cause.

25. About a decade later the Philadelphia County Commissioners would pay almost $48,000.00 in compensation for this torching
of Pennsylvania Hall.
26. This is the periodical that, later, would publish UNCLE TOM’S CABIN as a serial.
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As the hall burned, volunteer fire brigades pumped streams of water — upon the walls of the surrounding
structures to keep them from igniting.

John Greenleaf27 Whittier

27. According to the American Methodist Monthly, Volume II, page 229, John Greenleaf Whittier was descended from a Fouillevert
who had fled from Brittagne to England in the early states of the persecution of Huguenots by the French government.
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Whittier slapped on a wig and an overcoat and managed to get into and out of the building during the
commotion, while the building was burning, to retrieve some writings he considered of importance.
Some citizens then wanted to continue by torching the home of the Motts, but a friend ran in front of them
shouting “On to the Motts!” — and of course led them down the wrong street. While Friends James and
Lucretia Mott sat unarmed in the parlor of their home, which was on 9th Street between Race and Vine
(this was before the Motts moved to 338 Arch Street), waiting the outcome, he led the mob on up Race Street
and farther and farther away from their home until it dissipated.

The rioters instead turned to burn down Bethel Church (AME) and a nearby Quaker-founded Colored Orphan
Asylum (a structure not yet occupied).
Mrs. Mary Merrick Brooks of Concord had taken her step-daughter Caroline Downes Brooks to Philadelphia
to attend the women’s antislavery convention in this hall. Caroline wrote from Philadelphia to her friend
Elizabeth Prichard to describe the burning. During the late 1830s, presumably during this period, since
Caroline was a Sunday school student in Lidian Emerson’s class at the First Parish, presumably Lidian would
have had a chance to hear all about this event.
Summer: This year’s annual convention of the New England Anti-Slavery Society was the 1st to be held in the
Marlborough Chapel, dedicated to “the cause of humanity and free discussion.” Boston’s proslavery mob
couldn’t burn this hall down because it stood too close to the Marlborough Hotel.
At the meeting, over the protests of a group of ministers of the gospel who were insisting that such a radical
step would be “injurious to the cause of the slave,” through bringing their Society into general disrepute, it was
decided to admit women to membership. Much of the convention’s time and attention would be consumed in
infighting over whether these new female members would be permitted to participate on committees, in
motions to dissolve committees that had a woman member, and in dealing with male members who found
themselves unable to read aloud in public words that had been written by a female member.
A minister pointed to ISAIAH 3:12 to prove that having WOMEN RULE was the ultimate debasement which
a Christian society could undergo, and alleged that since a woman had helped to write the convention’s
declaration and that since women had cast ballots, therefore “Women ruled the convention.”
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[As for] my people, children [are] their oppressors, and women rule over them.
O my people, they which lead thee cause [thee] to err, and destroy the way of thy paths.
MISOGYNY

FEMINISM

Friend John Greenleaf Whittier sided with these ministers who considered women’s rights to be “an irrelevant
topic.”
The Christian Mirror asked its male readers whether they would want their own wives to be shorn of their
honor by allowing them to be “closeted in close consultation with two men, in the preparation of a public
document?” Friend James Mott, a husband not unreasonably afraid of his wife, reasonably commented that the
overarching principle was “human rights” — and proceeded impolitely to draw the obvious parallel between,
on the one hand, the northern gentleman abolitionist struggling for control over his wife, and, on the other,
the southern slavemaster struggling to hold his slave property.
SLAVERY

1839
A cane had been fashioned from a scorched fragment of the wood-work of Pennsylvania Hall and presented
to Friend John Greenleaf Whittier. He wrote:

THE RELIC
TOKEN Of friendship true and tried,
From one whose fiery heart of youth
With mine has beaten, side by side,
For Liberty and Truth;
With honest pride the gift I take,
And prize it for the giver’s sake.
But not alone because it tells
Of generous hand and heart sincere;
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Around that gift of friendship dwells
A memory doubly dear;
Earth’s noblest aim, man’s holiest thought,
With that memorial frail inwrought!
Pure thoughts and sweet like flowers unfold,
And precious memories round it cling,
Even as the Prophet’s rod of old
In beauty blossoming:
And buds of feeling, pure and good,
Spring from its cold unconscious wood.
Relic of Freedom’s shrine! a brand
Plucked from its burning! let it be
Dear as a jewel from the hand
Of a lost friend to me!
Flower of a perished garland left,
Of life and beauty unbereft!
Oh, if the young enthusiast bears,
O’er weary waste and sea, the stone
Which crumbled from the Forum’s stairs,
Or round the Parthenon;
Or olive-bough from some wild tree
Hung over old Thermopylæ:
If leaflets from some hero’s tomb,
Or moss-wreath torn from ruins hoary;
Or faded flowers whose sisters bloom
On fields renowned in story;
Or fragment from the Alhambra’s crest,
Or the gray rock by Druids blessed;
Sad Erin’s shamrock greenly growing
Where Freedom led her stalwart kern,
Or Scotia’s “rough bur thistle” blowing
On Bruce’s Bannockburn;
Or Runnymede’s wild English rose,
Or lichen plucked from Sempach’s snows!
If it be true that things like these
To heart and eye bright visions bring,
Shall not far holier memories
To this memorial cling?
Which needs no mellowing mist of time
To hide the crimson stains of crime!
Wreck of a temple, unprofaned;
Of courts where Peace with Freedom trod,
Lifting on high, with hands unstained,
Thanksgiving unto God;
Where Mercy’s voice of love was pleading
For human hearts in bondage bleeding!
Where, midst the sound of rushing feet
And curses on the night-air flung,
That pleading voice rose calm and sweet
From woman’s earnest tongue;
And Riot turned his scowling glance,
Awed, from her tranquil countenance!
That temple now in ruin lies!
The fire-stain on its shattered wall,
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And open to the changing skies
Its black and roofless hall,
It stands before a nation’s sight
A gravestone over buried Right!
But from that ruin, as of old,
The fire-scorched stones themselves are crying,
And from their ashes white and cold
Its timbers are replying!
A voice which slavery cannot kill
Speaks from the crumbling arches still!
And even this relic from thy shrine,
O holy Freedom! hath to me
A potent power, a voice and sign
To testify of thee;
And, grasping it, methinks I feel
A deeper faith, a stronger zeal.
And not unlike that mystic rod,
Of old stretched o’er the Egyptian wave,
Which opened, in the strength of God,
A pathway for the slave,
It yet may point the bondman’s way,
And turn the spoiler from his prey.
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THE NEW YEAR, BY WHITTIER
Addressed to the Patrons of the Pennsylvania Freeman.
THE wave is breaking on the shore,
The echo fading from the chime;
Again the shadow moveth o’er
The dial-plate of time!
O seer-seen Angel! waiting now
With weary feet on sea and shore,
Impatient for the last dread vow
That time shall be no more!
Once more across thy sleepless eye
The semblance of a smile has passed:
The year departing leaves more nigh
Time’s fearfullest and last.
Oh, in that dying year hath been
The sum of all since time began;
The birth and death, the joy and pain,
Of Nature and of Man.
Spring, with her change of sun and shower,
And streams released from Winter’s chain,
And bursting bud, and opening flower,
And greenly growing grain;
And Summer’s shade, and sunshine warm,
And rainbows o’er her hill-tops bowed,
And voices in her rising storm;
God speaking from His cloud!
And Autumn’s fruits and clustering sheaves,
And soft, warm days of golden light,
The glory of her forest leaves,
And harvest-moon at night;
And Winter with her leafless grove,
And prisoned stream, and drifting snow,
The brilliance of her heaven above
And of her earth below:
And man, in whom an angel’s mind
With earth’s low instincts finds abode,
The highest of the links which bind
Brute nature to her God;
His infant eye hath seen the light,
His childhood’s merriest laughter rung,
And active sports to manlier might
The nerves of boyhood strung!
And quiet love, and passion’s fires,
Have soothed or burned in manhood’s breast,
And lofty aims and low desires
By turns disturbed his rest.
The wailing of the newly-born
Has mingled with the funeral knell;
And o’er the dying’s ear has gone
The merry marriage-bell.
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And Wealth has filled his halls with mirth,
While Want, in many a humble shed,
Toiled, shivering by her cheerless hearth,
The live-long night for bread.
And worse than all, the human slave,
The sport of lust, and pride, and scorn!
Plucked off the crown his Maker gave,
His regal manhood gone!
Oh, still, my country! o’er thy plains,
Blackened with slavery’s blight and ban,
That human chattel drags his chains,
An uncreated man!
And still, where’er to sun and breeze,
My country, is thy flag unrolled,
With scorn, the gazing stranger sees
A stain on every fold.
Oh, tear the gorgeous emblem down!
It gathers scorn from every eye,
And despots smile and good men frown
Whene’er it passes by.
Shame! shame! its starry splendors glow
Above the slaver’s loathsome jail;
Its folds are ruffling even now
His crimson flag of sale.
Still round our country’s proudest hall
The trade in human flesh is driven,
And at each careless hammer-fall
A human heart is riven.
And this, too, sanctioned by the men
Vested with power to shield the right,
And throw each vile and robber den
Wide open to the light.
Yet, shame upon them! there they sit,
Men of the North, subdued and still;
Meek, pliant poltroons, only fit
To work a master’s will.
Sold, bargained off for Southern votes,
A passive herd of Northern mules,
Just braying through their purchased throats
Whate’er their owner rules.
And he,28
the basest of the base
The vilest of the vile, whose name,
Embalmed in infinite disgrace,
Is deathless in its shame!
A tool, to bolt the people’s door
Against the people clamoring there,
An ass, to trample on their floor
A people’s right of prayer!
28.“He” = The Northern author of the Congressional rule against receiving petitions of the people on the subject of Slavery.
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Nailed to his self-made gibbet fast,
Self-pilloried to the public view,
A mark for every passing blast
Of scorn to whistle through;
There let him hang, and hear the boast
Of Southrons o’er their pliant tool, —
A new Stylites on his post,
“Sacred to ridicule!”
Look we at home! our noble hall,
To Freedom’s holy purpose given,
Now rears its black and ruined wall,
Beneath the wintry heaven,
Telling the story of its doom,
The fiendish mob, the prostrate law,
The fiery jet through midnight’s gloom,
Our gazing thousands saw.
Look to our State! the poor man’s right
Torn from him: and the sons of those
Whose blood in Freedom’s sternest fight
Sprinkled the Jersey snows,
Outlawed within the land of Penn,
That Slavery’s guilty fears might cease,
And those whom God created men
Toil on as brutes in peace.
Yet o’er the blackness of the storm
A bow of promise bends on high,
And gleams of sunshine, soft and warm,
Break through our clouded sky.
East, West, and North, the shout is heard,
Of freemen rising for the right:
Each valley hath its rallying word,
Each hill its signal light.
O’er Massachusetts’ rocks of gray,
The strengthening light of freedom shines,
Rhode Island’s Narragansett Bay,
And Vermont’s snow-hung pines!
From Hudson’s frowning palisades
To Alleghany’s laurelled crest,
O’er lakes and prairies, streams and glades,
It shines upon the West.
Speed on the light to those who dwell
In Slavery’s land of woe and sin,
And through the blackness of that hell,
Let Heaven’s own light break in.
So shall the Southern conscience quake
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Before that light poured full and strong,
So shall the Southern heart awake
To all the bondman’s wrong.
And from that rich and sunny land
The song of grateful millions rise,
Like that of Israel’s ransomed band
Beneath Arabians skies:
And all who now are bound beneath
Our banner’s shade, our eagle’s wing,
From Slavery’s night of moral death
To light and life shall spring.
Broken the bondman’s chain, and gone
The master’s guilt, and hate, and fear,
And unto both alike shall dawn
A New and Happy Year.

Friend Joseph Sturge proposed the calling of a world’s anti-slavery convention, and his proposal was promptly
seconded by the American Anti-Slavery Society.

The call was addressed to “friends of the slave of every nation and of every clime,” and Friend John Greenleaf
Whittier would write:

THE WORLD’S CONVENTION
OF THE

FRIENDS OF EMANCIPATION,
HELD IN LONDON
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IN

1840.

YES, let them gather! Summon forth
The pledged philanthropy of Earth.
From every land, whose hills have heard
The bugle blast of Freedom waking;
Or shrieking of her symbol-bird
From out his cloudy eyrie breaking:
Where Justice hath one worshipper,
Or truth one altar built to her;
Where’er a human eye is weeping
O’er wrongs which Earth’s sad children know;
Where’er a single heart is keeping
Its prayerful watch with human woe:
Thence let them come, and greet each other,
And know in each a friend and brother!
Yes, let them come! from each green vale
Where England’s old baronial halls
Still bear upon their storied walls
The grim crusader’s rusted mail,
Battered by Paynim spear and brand
On Malta’s rock or Syria’s sand.!
And mouldering pennon-staves once set
Within the soil of Palestine,
By Jordan and Gennesaret;
Or, borne with England’s battle line,
O’er Acre’s shattered turrets stooping,
Or, midst the camp their banners drooping,
With dews from hallowed Hermon wet,
A holier summons now is given
Than that gray hermit’s voice of old,
Which unto all the winds of heaven
The banners of the Cross unrolled!
Not for the long-deserted shrine;
Not for the dull unconscious sod,
Which tells not by one lingering sign
That there the hope of Israel trod;
But for that truth, for which alone
In pilgrim eyes are sanctified
The garden moss, the mountain stone,
Whereon His holy sandals pressed, —
The fountain which His lip hath blessed, —
Whate’er hath touched His garment’s hem
At Bethany or Bethlehem,
Or Jordan’s river-side.
For Freedom in the name of Him
Who came to raise Earth’s drooping poor,
To break the chain from every limb,
The bolt from every prison door!
For these, o’er all the earth hath passed
An ever-deepening trumpet blast,
As if an angel’s breath had lent
Its vigor to the instrument.
And Wales, from Snowrich’s mountain wall,
Shall startle at that thrilling call,
As if she heard her bards again;
And Erin’s “harp on Tara’s wall”
Give out its ancient strain,
Mirthful and sweet, yet sad withal, —
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The melody which Erin loves,
When o’er that harp, ’mid bursts of gladness
And slogan cries and lyke-wake sadness,
The hand of her O’Connell moves!
Scotland, from lake and tarn and rill,
And mountain hold, and heathery hill,
Shall catch and echo back the note,
As if she heard upon the air
Once more her Cameronian’s prayer.
And song of Freedom float.
And cheering echoes shall reply
From each remote dependency,
Where Britain’s mighty sway is known,
In tropic sea or frozen zone;
Where’er her sunset flag is furling,
Or morning gun-fire’s smoke is curling;
From Indian Bengal’s groves of palm
And rosy fields and gales of balm,
Where Eastern pomp and power are rolled
Through regal Ava’s gates of gold;
And from the lakes and ancient woods
And dim Canadian solitudes,
Whence, sternly from her rocky throne,
Queen of the North, Quebec looks down;
And from those bright and ransomed Isles
Where all unwonted Freedom smiles,
And the dark laborer still retains
The scar of slavery’s broken chains!
From the hoar Alps, which sentinel
The gateways of the land of Tell,
Where morning’s keen and earliest glance
On Jura’s rocky wall is thrown,
And from the olive bowers of France
And vine groves garlanding the Rhone, —
“Friends of the Blacks,” as true and tried
As those who stood by Oge’s side,
And heard the Haytien’s tale of wrong,
Shall gather at that summons strong;
Broglie, Passy, and he whose song
Breathed over Syria’s holy sod,
And in the paths which Jesus trod,
And murmured midst the hills which hem
Crownless and sad Jerusalem,
Hath echoes whereso’er the tone
Of Israel’s prophey-lyre is known.
Still let them come; from Quito’s walls,
And from the Orinoco’s tide,
From Lima’s Inca-haunted halls,
From Santa Fe and Yucatan, —
Men who by swart Guerrero’s side
Proclaimed the deathless rights of man,
Broke every bond and fetter off,
And hailed in every sable serf
A free and brother Mexican!
Chiefs who across the Andes’ chain
Have followed Freedom’s flowing pennon,
And seen on Junin’s fearful plain,
Glare o’er the broken ranks of Spain
The fire-burst of Bolivar’s cannon!
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And Hayti, from her mountain land,
Shall send the sons of those who hurled
Defiance from her blazing strand,
The war-gage from her Petition’s hand,
Alone against a hostile world.
Nor all unmindful, thou, the while,
Land of the dark and mystic Nile!
Thy Moslem mercy yet may shame
All tyrants of a Christian name,
When in the shade of Gizeh’s pile,
Or, where, from Abyssinian hills
El Gerek’s upper fountain fills,
Or where from Mountains of the Moon
El Abiad bears his watery boon,
Where’er thy lotus blossoms swim
Within their ancient hallowed waters;
Where’er is heard the Coptic hymn,
Or song of Nubia’s sable daughters;
The curse of slavery and the crime,
Thy bequest from remotest time,
At thy dark Mehemet’s decree
Forevermore shall pass from thee;
And chains forsake each captive’s limb
Of all those tribes, whose hills around
Have echoed back the cymbal sound
And victor horn of Ibrahim.
And thou whose glory and whose crime
To earth’s remotest bound and clime,
In mingled tones of awe and scorn,
The echoes of a world have borne,
My country! glorious at thy birth,
A day-star flashing brightly forth,
The herald-sign of Freedom’s dawn!
Oh, who could dream that saw thee then,
And watched thy rising from afar,
That vapors from oppression’s fen
Would cloud the upward tending star?
Or, that earth’s tyrant powers, which heard,
Awe-struck, the shout which hailed thy dawning,
Would rise so soon, prince, peer, and king,
To mock thee with their welcoming,
Like Hades when her thrones were stirred
To greet the down-east Star of Morning!
“Aha! and art thou fallen thus?
Art thou become as one of us?”
Land of my fathers! there will stand,
Amidst that world-assembled band,
Those owning thy maternal claim
Unweakened by thy crime and shame;
The sad reprovers of thy wrong;
The children thou hast spurned so long.
Still with affection’s fondest yearning
To their unnatural mother turning.
No traitors they! but tried and leal,
Whose own is but thy general weal,
Still blending with the patriot’s zeal
The Christian’s love for human kind,
To caste and climate unconfined.
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A holy gathering! peaceful all:
No threat of war, no savage call
For vengeance on an erring brother!
But in their stead the godlike plan
To teach the brotherhood of man
To love and reverence one another,
As sharers of a common blood,
The children of a common God!
Yet, even at its lightest word,
Shall Slavery’s darkest depths be stirred:
Spain, watching from her Moro’s keep
Her slave-ships traversing the deep,
And Rio, in her strength and pride,
Lifting, along her mountain-side,
Her snowy battlements and towers,
Her lemon-groves and tropic bowers,
With bitter hate and sullen fear
Its freedom-giving voice shall hear;
And where my country’s flag is flowing,
On breezes from Mount Vernon blowing,
Above the Nation’s council halls,
Where Freedom’s praise is loud and long,
While close beneath the outward walls
The driver plies his reeking thong;
The hammer of the man-thief falls,
O’er hypocritic cheek and brow
The crimson flush of shame shall glow
And all who for their native land
Are pledging life and heart and hand,
Worn watchers o’er her changing weal,
Who for her tarnished honor feel,
Through cottage door and council-hall
Shall thunder an awakening call.
The pen along its page shall burn
With all intolerable scorn;
An eloquent rebuke shall go
On all the winds that Southward blow;
From priestly lips, now sealed and dumb,
Warning and dread appeal shall come,
Like those which Israel heard from him,
The Prophet of the Cherubim;
Or those which sad Esaias hurled
Against a sin-accursed world!
Its wizard leaves the Press shall fling
Unceasing from its iron wing,
With characters inscribed thereon,
As fearful in the despot’s hall
As to the pomp of Babylon
The fire-sign on the palace wall!
And, from her dark iniquities,
Methinks I see my country rise:
Not challenging the nations round
To note her tardy justice done;
Her captives from their chains unbound,
Her prisons opening to the sun:
But tearfully her arms extending
Over the poor and unoffending;
Her regal emblem now no longer
A bird of prey with talons reeking,
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Above the dying captive shrieking,
But, spreading out her ample wing,
A broad, impartial covering,
The weaker sheltered by the stronger!
Oh, then to Faith’s anointed eyes
The promised token shall be given;
And on a nation’s sacrifice,
Atoning for the sin of years,
And wet with penitential tears,
The fire shall fall from Heaven!

1840
During this decade, the antislavery Liberty Party would be in process of forming. Myron Holley would be
instrumental in the formation of this political grouping. Among the founders of this new group was Friend
John Greenleaf Whittier:
I early saw the necessity of separate political action on the
part of Abolitionists. And was one of the founders of the
Liberty Party — the germ of the present Republican Party.
The new political formation would be at first opposed by the Garrisonian abolitionists, but then they would
reconcile with this party just prior to the election of this year in which it was clear that the candidate of the
Whigs, William Henry Harrison, was going to be elected President regardless of the enslavement issue on the
basis of their platform of tax revision, distribution of surplus revenue, passage of a federal bankruptcy bill,
establishment of a new Bank of the United States, and settlement of boundary disputes with British Canada.
Waldo Emerson would label this Whig officeholder an “Indignation President”:
Presidential
Candidate
1840

Political
Party

Electoral
Votes

Popular
Votes

WILLIAM H. HARRISON

Whig

234

1,275,390

MARTIN VAN BUREN

Democratic

60

1,128,854

In his “autobiography,” John Shepard Keyes would reminisce about the drunken partying that had gone down
in Boston as a result of the Harrison/Whig triumph:
The election that resulted in Harrisons victory was a terrible
rain storm in Massachusetts and I recall driving all day and
night about Boston getting returns and waiting at the Atlas
office where I already knew some of the staff and the
jollification that ensued over the bright prospect of success.
Ned Stimson who was with me, and I had a symposium at my room
in honor of it, and a champagne bottle that I tossed hitting him
in the head floored him so instantly that it seemed like death
& sobered the others and frightened me so that I have been
careful since — of bottles!— What a hurrah there was over the
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election and how the excitement kept up till after the
inauguration and death of Gen Harrison The effects of the
debauch for such it was lasted all winter and into the next
spring in the body politic, for it opened a new vein and began
a new era in political management that forty years has hardly
ended. If the temperance movement had then began it was a serious
drawback to its progress and it as I recollect well set the
champagne flowing at private parties as well as in the college
rooms, and more public balls.— But I didnt care for anything or
any body that winter but myself and good times. & I recall a
sleigh ride to a Lexington party at the Phinneys where we drank
bumpers, and I upset in the Wellington yard coming home with a
pretty Miss W. but without harm and another at Danas in east
Lexington where we had magnums of champagne at supper, and I
rode home horseback in the moonlight after finishing I should
not dare to say whether 3 or 4!

J.S. KEYES AUTOBIOGRAPHY
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During this decade Henry C. Wright would be making a transition from nonresistance to spiritualism, that is
to say, to communicating with souls who had passed “beyond the veil.” He would hail Andrew Jackson Davis
of Poughkeepsie, one of the more notorious of the seers or spirit-communicators, as “a Jesus of this day.” He
would shill for the Canadian Fox Sisters and their toe-joint-popping antics.

SPIRITUALISM

(In all fairness to the Reverend Wright, I must add that the Reverend Adin Ballou and Friend John Greenleaf
Whittier were being similarly gullible.)
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Friend John Greenleaf Whittier returned to live in Amesbury, Massachusetts with his mother, aunt, and sister.
My health was never robust; I inherited from both my parents
a sensitive, nervous temperament; and one of my earliest
recollections is of pain in the head, from which I have
suffered all my life. For many years I have not been able to
read or write for more than half an hour at a time; often not
so long. Of late, my hearing has been defective.

Then, while he was attending the Newport, Rhode Island Quarterly Meeting of the Religious Society of
Friends, Friend Richard Mott evidently conveyed an impression to this impressionable young Friend, that the
Lord had laid His hand upon him, and would use him for His purposes.
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1841
3d Month: Quaker meetings at the 1st Mendon meetinghouse were discontinued by Smithfield Monthly Meeting of
Rhode Island.
Abby Kelley wrote to the Uxbridge Monthly Meeting of the Religious Society of Friends:
I hereby disown all connection of fellowship with the
Society of Friends, feeling it a duty to “come out and
be separate.”
To celebrate her break from religious discipline Abby read a novel which she had previously, by the strict
standards of this religious discipline, been unable to bring herself to read simply because as a work of fiction,
it was therefore of the nature of a lie: TRISTRAM SHANDY.
Friend Joseph Sturge came to America with two expressed purposes: the abolition of slavery, and the
promotion of a permanent international peace. Arriving shortly after the American Anti-Slavery Society had
spun off a large portion of its membership into the all-male American and Foreign Anti-Slavery Society over
the question of admitting women to its ranks, Friend Joseph, who did honor the work of female abolitionists,

would take the position that our projects of race and gender fairness were better kept separate. His first stop in
New-York was an orthodox Quaker meeting. Later he would visit Pennsylvania, Connecticut, Baltimore,
Delaware, Vermont, Washington, Virginia, and Massachusetts in the company of John Greenleaf Whittier.

Disarmament, by John Greenleaf Whittier
“Put up the sword!” The voice of Christ once more
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Speaks, in the pauses of the cannon’s roar,
O’er fields of corn by fiery sickles reaped
And left dry ashes; over trenches heaped
With nameless dead; o’er cities starving slow
Under a rain of fire; through wards of woe
Down which a groaning diapason runs
From tortured brothers, husbands, lovers, sons
Of desolate women in their far-off homes
Waiting to hear the step that never comes!
O men and brothers! let that voice be heard.
War fails, try peace; put up the useless sword!
Fear not the end. There is a story told
In Eastern tents, when autumn nights grow cold,
And round the fire the Mongol shepherds sit
With grave responses listening unto it:
Once, on the errands of his mercy bent,
Buddha, the holy and benevolent,
Met a fell monster, huge and fierce of look,
Whose awful voice the hills and forests shook,
“O son of peace!— the giant cried, “thy fate
Is sealed at last, and love shall yield to hate.”
The unarmed Buddha looking, with no trace
Of fear and anger, in the monster’s face,
In pity said, “Poor fiend, even thee I love.”
Lo! as he spake the sky-tall terror sank
To hand-breadth size; the huge abhorrence shrank
Into the form and fashion of a dove
And where the thunder of its rage was heard,
Circling above him sweetly sang the bird:
“Hate hath no harm for love,” so ran the song,
“And peace unweaponed conquers every wrong!”

The Meeting, by John Greenleaf Whittier
The elder folk shook hands at last,
Down seat by seat the signal passed.
To simple ways like ours unused,
Half solemnized and half amused,
With long-drawn breath and shrug, my guest
His sense of glad relief expressed.
Outside, the hills lay warm in sun;
The cattle in the meadow-run
Stood half-leg deep: a single bird
The green repose above us stirred.
``What part or lot have you,” he said,
``In these dull rites of drowsy-head?
Is silence worship? Seek it where
It soothes with dreams the summer air,
Not in this close and rude-benched hall,
But where soft lights and shadows fall,
And all the slow sleep-walking hours,
Glide soundless over grass and flowers!
From time and place and form apart,
Its holy ground the human heart,
Nor ritual-bound nor templeward
Walks the free spirit of the Lord
Our common Master did not pen
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His followers up from other men;
His service liberty indeed,
he built no church, He framed no creed;
But while the saintly Pharisee
Made broader his phylactery,
As from the synagogue was seen
The dusty-sandaled Nazarene
Through ripening cornfields lead the way
Upon the awful Sabbath day,
His sermons were the healthful talk
That shorter made the mountain walk,
His wayside texts were flowers and birds,
Where mingled with His gracious words
The rustle of the tamarisk-tree
And ripple-wash of Galilee.”
``Thy words are well, O friend,” I said;
``Unmeasured and unlimited,
With noiseless slide of stone to stone,
The mystic Church of God has grown.
Invisible and silent stands
The temple never made with hands,
Unheard the voices still and small
Of its unseen confessional.
He needs no special place of prayer
Whose hearing ear is everywhere;
He brings not back the childish days
That ringed the earth with stones of praise,
Roofed Karnak’s hall of gods and laid
The plinths of Philae’s colonnade.
Still less He owns the selfish good
And sickly growth of solitude,—
The worthless grace that, out of sight,
Flowers in the desert anchorite;
Dissevered from the suffering whole
Love hath no power to save a soul.
Not out of self, the origin,
And native air and soil of sin,
The living waters spring and flow,
The trees with leaves of healing grow.
``Dream not, O friend, because I seek
This quiet shelter twice a week,
I better deem its pine-laid floor
Than breezy hill or sea-sung shore;
But nature is not solitude:
She crowds us with her thronging wood;
Her many hands reach out to us,
Her many tongues are garrulous;
Perpetual riddles of surprise
She offers to our ears and eyes;
She will not leave our senses still,
But drags them captive at her will;
And making earth too great for heaven,
She hides the Giver in the given.
``And so I find it well to come
For deeper rest to this still room,
For here the habit of the soul
Feels less the outer world’s control;
The strength of mutual purpose pleads
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More earnestly our common needs;
And from the silence multiplied
By these still forms on either side,
The world that time and sense have known
Falls off and leaves us God alone.
``Yet rarely through the charmed repose
Unmixed the stream of motive flows,
A flavor of its many springs,
The tints of earth and sky it brings;
In the still waters needs must be
Some shade of human sympathy;
And here, in its accustomed place,
I look on memory’s dearest face;
The blind by-sitter guesseth not
What shadow haunts that vacant spot;
No eyes save mine alone can see
The love wherewith it welcomes me!
And still, with those alone my kin,
In doubt and weakness, want and sin,
I bow my head, my heart I bare,
As when that face was living there,
And strive (too oft, alas! in vain)
The peace of simple trust to gain,
Fold fancy’s restless wings, and lay
The idols of my heart away.
``Welcome the silence all unbroken,
Nor less the words of fitness spoken,—
Such golden words as hers for whom
Our autumn flowers have just made room;
Whose hopeful utterance though and through
The freshness of the morning blew;
Who loved not less the earth that light
Fell on it from the heavens in sight,
But saw in all fair forms more fair
The Eternal beauty mirrored there.
Whose eighty years but added grace
And saintlier meaning to her face,—
The look of one who bore away
Glad tidings from the hills of day,
While all our hearts went forth to meet
The coming of her beautiful feet!
Or haply hers, whose pilgrim tread
Is in the path where Jesus led;
Who dreams her childhood’s sabbath dream
By Jordan’s willow-shaded stream,
And, of the hymns of hope and faith,
Sung by the monks of Nazareth,
Hears pious echoes, in the call
To prayer, from Moslem minarets fall.
Repeating where His works were wrought
The lesson that her Master taught,
Of whom an elder sibyl gave,
The prophecies of Cumae’s cave!
``I ask no organ’s soulless breath
To drone the themes of life and death,
No altar candle-lit by day,
No ornate wordsman’s rhetoric-play,
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No cool philosophy to teach
Its bland audacities of speech
To double-tasked idolaters
Themselves their gods and worshippers,
No pulpit hammered by the fist
Of loud-asserting dogmatist,
Who borrows for the Hand of love
the smoking thunderbolts of Jove.
I know how well the fathers taught,
What work the later schoolmen wrought;
I reverence old time faith and men,
But God is near us now as then;
His force of love is still unspent,
His hate of sin as imminent;
And still the measure of our needs,
Outgrows the cramping bounds of creeds;
The manna gathered yesterday
Already savors of decay;
Doubts to the world’s child-heart unknown
Question us now from star and stone;
Too little or too much we know
And sight is swift and faith is slow;
The power is lost to self-deceive
With shallow forms of make-believe.
We walk at high noon, and the bells
Call to a thousand oracles,
But the sound deafens, and the light
Is stronger than our dazzled sight;
The letters of the sacred Book
Glimmer and swim beneath our look;
Still struggles in the Age’s breast
With deepening agony of quest
The old entreaty: `Art thou He,
Or look we to the Christ to be?’
``God should be most where man is least:
So, where is neither church nor priest,
And never rag nor form of creed
To clothe the nakedness of need,—
Where farmer folk in silence meet,—
I turn my bell-unsummoned feet;
I lay the critic’s glass aside,
I tread upon my lettered pride,
And, lowest-seated, testify
To the oneness of humanity;
Confess the universal want,
And share whatever Heaven may grant.
He findeth not who seeks his own,
The soul is lost that’s saved alone.
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June:

Friend John Greenleaf Whittier was on tour with an Englishman, Friend Joseph Sturge, who was going to the
various meetings on the Atlantic seaboard to speak of his experiences in the freeing of the slaves of Jamaica.

When they reached the New England Yearly Meeting held at Newport, they were informed that they would
not be allowed to use the Great Meetinghouse for any such antislavery discussion. The two young men were
considered by this Quaker group to represent the practice of arriving at decisions “by majorities, frequently
after excited discussions,” when what was needed was silence, compassion, unanimity, and a gradualist
approach. Rather than whip up opposition to the evil white people of the South by lecturing among the good
white people of the North, the Rhode Island Friends felt it would be better to appeal directly to the consciences
of the good white people in the South who were most directly involved in this evil. “In order for his peaceful
release, the hearts of those who now control him [the slave] must be touched and softened.” After such a
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rebuff, Friend Whittier for several years would refuse to attend his yearly meeting.

Here are the reactions of Friend Joseph Sturge upon touring a slave trading emporium near Washington DC at
some point during this month:
In the afternoon I proceeded by a steam packet, with one of my
friends, to Alexandria, about six miles distant, on the other
side of the Potomac. A merchant, to whom I had an introduction,
kindly accompanied us to a slave-trading establishment there,
which is considered the principal one in the district. The
proprietor was absent; but the person in charge, a stout, middle
aged man, with a good-natured countenance, which little
indicated his employment, readily consented to show us over the
establishment. On passing behind the house, we looked through a
grated iron door, into a square court or yard, with very high
walls, in which were about fifty slaves. Some of the younger
ones were dancing to a fiddle, an affecting proof, in their
situation, of the degradation caused by slavery. There were, on
the other hand, others who seemed a prey to silent dejection.
Among these was a woman, who had run away from her master twelve
years ago, and had married and lived ever since as a free person.
She was at last discovered, taken and sold, along with her child,
and would shortly be shipped to New Orleans, unless her husband
could raise the means of her redemption, which we understood he
was endeavouring to do. If he failed, they are lost to him for
ever. Another melancholy looking woman was here with her nine
children, the whole family having been sold away from their
husband and father, to this slave-dealer, for two thousand two
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hundred and fifty dollars. This unfeeling separation is but the
beginning of their sorrows. They will, in all probability, be
re-sold at New Orleans, scattered and divided, until not perhaps
two of them are left together. The most able-bodied negro I saw,
cost the slave-dealer six hundred and eighty-five dollars.
Our guide told us that they sometimes sent from this house from
fifteen hundred to two thousand slaves to the south in a year,
and that they occasionally had three hundred to four hundred at
once in their possession. That the trade was not now so brisk,
but that prices were rising. The return and profits of this
traffic appear to be entirely regulated by the fluctuations in
the value of the cotton. Women are worth one-third less than
men. But one instance of complete escape ever occurred from
these premises, though some of the slaves were occasionally
trusted out into the fields. He showed us the substantial
clothing, shoes, &c., with which the slaves were supplied when
sent to the south; a practice, I fear, enforced more by the
cupidity of the buyers, than the humanity of the seller. Our
informant stated, in answer to enquiries, that by the general
testimony of the slaves purchased, they were treated better by
the planters than was the case ten years ago. He also admitted
the evils of the system, and said, with apparent sincerity, he
wished it was put an end to.
July 30: Friend John Greenleaf Whittier took the visiting English Quaker abolitionist Joseph Sturge on a tour of a
Lowell mill:

RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
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On the 30th, in company with JOHN G. WHITTIER and C. STEWART PENSNAW, I went over to Lowell, the chief
seat of the woollen and cotton manufacture in America. Less than twenty years ago, there were not more than
forty or fifty houses on the site of this flourishing city, which now contains upwards of twenty thousand
inhabitants. Its numerous mills are all worked by water power, and belong to incorporated joint-stock
companies. We were obligingly shown over two of the largest woollen and cotton factories, where every stage
of the manufacture was in process, from the cotton, or sheep’s wool, to the finished fabric. We also visited
works, where the printing of cottons is executed in a superior style, besides a new process for dyeing cotton in
the thread, invented by an Englishman, now in the establishment. The following abstract of the manufacturing
statistics of Lowell, on the first of January, 1841, will show the great importance to which this new branch of
industry has attained with such unprecedented rapidity.

Ten joint-stock companies, with a capital of ten
millions of dollars, having thirty-two woollen and
cotton factories, besides print works, et cat., with one
hundred and seventy-eight thousand eight hundred and
sixty-eight spindles, and five thousand five hundred
and eighty-eight looms, employing two thousand one
hundred and seventy-two males, and six thousand nine
hundred and twenty females; who made, in 1840, sixtyfive millions eight hundred and two thousand four
hundred yards of cotton and woollen cloths, in which
were consumed twenty-one millions four hundred and
twenty-four thousand pounds of cotton alone.
The average amount earned by the male hands employed,
exclusive of their board, is four dollars and eighty
cents, or about twenty shillings sterling per week, and
of the females two dollars, or about eight shillings and
sixpence per week.
But the most striking and gratifying feature of Lowell, is the high moral and intellectual condition of its working
population. In looking over the books of the mills we visited, where the operatives entered their names, I
observed very few that were not written by themselves; certainly not five per cent. of the whole number were
signed with a mark, and many of these were evidently Irish. It was impossible to go through the mills, and notice
the respectable appearance and becoming and modest deportment of the “factory girls,” without forming a very
favourable estimate of their character and position in society. But it would be difficult indeed for a passing
observer to rate them so high as they are proved to be by the statistics of the place. The female operatives are
generally boarded in houses built and owned by the “corporations” for whom they work, and which are placed
under the superintendence of matrons of exemplary character, and skilled in housewifery, who pay a low rent
for the houses, and provide all necessaries for their inmates, over whom they exercise a general oversight,
receiving about one dollar and one-third from each per week. Each of these houses accommodates from thirty
to fifty young women, and there is a wholesome rivalry among the mistresses which shall make their inmates
most comfortable. We visited one of the boarding houses, and were highly pleased with its arrangement. A
considerable number of the factory girls are farmers’ daughters, and come hither from the distant States of
Vermont and New Hampshire, et cet., to work for two, three, or four years, when they return to their native hills,
dowered with a little capital of their own earnings. The factory operatives at Lowell form a community that
commands the respect of the neighbourbood, and of all under whose observation they come. No female of an
immoral character could remain a week in any of the mills. The superintendent of the Boote Corporation
informed me, that, during the five and a half years of his superintendence of that factory, employing about nine
hundred and fifty young women, he had known of but one case of an illegitimate birth-and the mother was an
Irish “immigrant.” Any male or female employed, who was known to be in a state of inebriety, would be at once
dismissed.
At the suggestion of the benevolent and intelligent superintendent of the Boote Company, we waited to see the
people turn out to dinner, at half-past twelve o’clock. We stood in a position where many hundreds passed under
our review, whose dress, and quiet and orderly demeanour, would have done credit to any congregation breaking
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up from their place of worship. One of the gentlemen with me, who is from a slave State, where all labour is
considered degrading, remarked, with emotion, “What would I give if-, (naming a near relative in the slave
States,) could witness this only for a quarter of an hour!” We dined with one of our abolition friends at Lowell,
who informed us that many hundreds of the factory girls were members of the Anti-slavery Society; and that,
although activity in this cause has been pretty much suspended by the division in the ranks of its friends, yet
there is no diminution of good feeling on the subject. The following extracts, from a pamphlet published by a
respectable citizen of Lowell, in 1839, will further illustrate the moral statistics of the place, which, I believe,
can be paralleled by no other manufacturing town in the world. The work is dated July, 1839: —

How shall I go to work to satisfy the reader of the high
standard of morals among the female part of our
population? I know of but one method, and that is,
avoiding as much as possible all loose generalities, to
state all such settled, ascertained, undisputed facts
as bear directly on the question.
The amount of strictly religious influences will be best
and most clearly shown, by the number of accessions to
the several churches. The aggregate number of these I
am not able to give, from want of the requisite
materials. I have been able, however, to procure returns
from nine of the fifteen churches in the city. These
churches were organized at different times since the
origin of the city, and the whole number of persons who
have joined them by profession, amounts to five thousand
five hundred and fifty nine. From eight to nine tenths
of these were females, a large proportion of whom were
employed in the mills.
There are now in the city fourteen regularly organized
religious societies, besides one or two others quite
recently established. Ten of these societies constitute
a Sabbath School Union. Their third annual report was
made on the fourth of the present month, and it has been
published within a few days. I derive from it the
following facts. The number of scholars connected with
the ten schools at the time of making the report, was
four thousand nine hundred and thirty-six, and the
number of teachers was four hundred and thirty-three,
making an aggregate of five thousand three hundred and
sixty-nine. The number who joined the schools during the
year, was three thousand seven hundred and seventy, the
number who left was three thousand one hundred and
twenty-nine. About three-fourths of the scholars are
females. A large proportion of the latter are over
fifteen years of age, and consist of girls employed in
the mills. More than five hundred of these scholars
have,
during
the
last
year,
become
personally
interested in practically piety, and more than six
hundred have joined themselves to the several churches.
Now let it be borne in mind, that there are four or five
Sunday Schools in the city, some of which are large and
flourishing, not included in this statement. Let it be
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borne in mind, too, that a great proportion of these
scholars are the factory girls, and furthermore, that
these most gratifying results just given, have nothing
in them extraordinary-they are only the common,
ordinary results of several of the past years. There has
been no unusual excitement; no noise, no commotion.
Silently, quietly, unobtrusively, from Sabbath to
Sabbath, in these little nurseries of truth, duty and
religion, has the good seed been sowing and springing
up-watered by the dews, and warmed by the smiles of
heaven-to everlasting life.
I shall now proceed to enumerate some of the influences
which have been most powerful in bringing about these
results. Among these are the example and watchful care
and oversight of the boarding house keepers, the
superintendents, and the over-seers. But a power vastly
more active, all pervading and efficient, than any and
all of these, is to be found in the jealous and
sleepless watchfulness, over each other, of the girls
themselves. The strongest guardianship of their own
character, as a class, is in their own hands, and they
will not suffer either overseer or superintendent to be
indifferent to this character with impunity.
The relationship which is here established between the
Sunday school scholar and her teacher-between the
member of the church and her pastor-the attachments
which spring up between them, are rendered close and
strong by the very circumstances in which these girls
are placed. These relationships and these attachments
take the place of the domestic ties and the home
affections, and they have something of the strength and
fervency of these.
The next extract shows their prosperity in a pecuniary point.

“The average wages, clear of board, amount to about two
dollars a week. Many an aged father or mother, in the
country, is made happy and comfortable, by the selfsacrificing contributions from the affectionate and
dutiful daughter here. Many an old homestead has been
cleared of its incumbrances, and thus saved to the
family by these liberal and honest earnings. To the many
and most gratifying and cheering facts, which, in the
course of this examination, I have had occasion to
state, I here add a few others relating to the matter
now under discussion, furnished me by Mr. CARNEY, the
treasurer of the Lowell Institution for Savings. The
whole number of depositors in this institution, on the
23rd July, was nineteen hundred and seventy-six; the
whole amount of deposits was three hundred and five
thousand seven hundred and ninety-six dollars and
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seventy
cents
(about
60,000
pounds.)
Of
these
depositors nine hundred and seventy-eight are factory
girls, and the amount of their funds now in the bank,
is estimated by Mr. CARNEY, in round numbers, at one
hundred thousand dollars. It is a common thing for one
of these girls to have five hundred dollars in deposit,
and the only reason why she does not exceed this sum is
the fact, that the institution pays no interest on any
larger sum than this. After reaching this amount, she
invests her remaining funds elsewhere.
In confirmation of this description of the state of the Lowell population, I have obtained, through the kindness
of a friend in Massachusetts, the following parallel statistics to a recent date: —

PUBLIC SCHOOLS.-BY the report of the school committee
for the year ending on the 5th of Fourth Month (April)
1841, it appears that the whole number of pupils in the
schools, who attended during the whole or part of the
year, was 5,830. The whole amount expended by the city
for these schools, during the year, was 18,106 dollars,
51 cents.
SABBATH SCHOOLS.-The number of scholars and teachers in
the Sabbath Schools, connected with the various
religious societies in Lowell, during the year ending
on the 5th of Seventh Month (July) 1841, was 5,493.
SAVINGS’ BANK.-The Lowell Institution for Savings, in
its report of Fifth Month (May), 1840, acknowledges
328,395 dollars, 55 cents, deposits, from 2,137
persons; together with 16,093 dollars, 29 cents nett
amount received for interest on loans and dividends in
stocks, less expense and dividends paid — making in all,
344,488 dollars, 84 cents: net amount of interest,
24,714 dollars, 61 cents. Within the year, 120,175
dollars, 69 cents, had been deposited, and 70,384
dollars, 24 cents, drawn out.
PAUPERS.-The whole expense of the city for the support
of the poor, during the year ending on the 31st of
Twelfth Month (December) 1840, was 2,698 dollars, 61
cents.
As a proof, slight yet significant, of the spread of intellectual cultivation, I ought not to-omit a notice of the
“Lowell Offering,” a little monthly magazine, consisting of original articles, written exclusively by the factory
girls. The editor of the Boston Christian Examiner commends this little periodical to those who consider the

CHRISTIAN EXAMINER
factory system to be degrading and demoralizing; and expresses a doubt “whether a committee of young ladies,
selected from the most refined and best educated families in any of our towns and cities, could make a fairer
appearance in type than these hard-working factory girls.” I have given, in the appendix, an article from this
little periodical.
The city of Lowell has been distinguished by British tourists as the Manchester of the United States; but, in view
of the facts above related, an American has declared it to be “not the Manchester of the United States.”
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Article from “The Lowell Offering,
a Repository of Original Articles,
written by Females employed in the Mills.”
The following article from this miscellany has been selected without reference to literary merit, but as
incidentally affording information respecting the origin, habits, manners, and tone of mind and morals of the
“factory girls” of Lowell.

THE SPIRIT OF DISCONTENT.
“I will not stay in Lowell any longer; I am determined
to give my notice this very day,” said Ellen Collins,
as the earliest bell was tolling to remind us of the
hour for labour.
“Why, what is the matter, Ellen? It seems to me you have
dreamed out a new idea? Where do you think of going? and
what for?”
“I am going home, where I shall not be obliged to rise
so early in the morning, nor be dragged about by the
ringing of a bell, nor confirmed in a close noisy room
from morning till night. I will not stay here; I am
determined to go home in a fortnight.”
Such was our brief morning’s conversation.
In the evening, as I sat alone, reading, my companions
having gone out to public lectures or social meetings,
Ellen entered. I saw that she still wore the same gloomy
expression of countenance, which had been manifested in
the morning; and I was disposed to remove from her mind
the
evil
influence,
by
a
plain
common-sense
conversation.
“And so, Ellen,” said I, “you think it unpleasant to
rise so early in the morning, and be confined in the
noisy mill so many hours during the day. And I think so,
too. All this, and much more, is very annoying, no
doubt. But we must not forget that there are advantages,
as well as disadvantages, in this employment, as in
every other. If we expect to find all sun-shine and
flowers in any station in life, we shall most surely be
disappointed. We are very busily engaged during the day;
but then we have the evening to ourselves, with no one
to dictate to or controul us. I have frequently heard
you say, that you would not be confined to household
duties, and that you disliked the millinery business
altogether, because you could not have your evenings,
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for leisure. You know that in Lowell we have schools,
lectures, and meetings of every description, for moral
and intellectual improvement.”
“All this is very true,” replied Ellen, “but if we were
to attend every public institution, and every evening
school which offers itself for our improvement, we might
spend every farthing of our earnings, and even more.
Then if sickness should overtake us, what are the
probable consequences? Here we are, far from kindred and
home; and if we have an empty purse, we shall be
destitute of friends also.”
“I do not think so, Ellen. I believe there is no place
where there are so many advantages within the reach of
the labouring class of people, as exist here; where
there is so much equality, so few aristocratic
distinctions, and such good fellowship, as may be found
in this community. A person has only to be honest,
industrious, and moral, to secure the respect of the
virtuous and good, though he may not be worth a dollar;
while, on the other hand, an immoral person, though he
should possess wealth, is not respected.”
“As to the morality of the place,” returned Ellen, “I
have no fault to find. I object to the constant hurry
of every thing. We cannot have time to eat, drink, or
sleep; we have only thirty minutes, or at most three
quarters of an hour, allowed us to go from our work,
partake of our food, and return to the noisy clatter of
machinery. Up before day, at the clang of the bell —
and out of the mill by the clang of the bell — into the
mill, and at work, in obedience to that ding-dung of a
bell — just as though we were so many living machines.
I will give my notice to-morrow: go, I will — I won’t
stay here and be a white slave.”
“Ellen,” said I, “do you remember what is said of the
bee, that it gathers honey even in a poisonous flower?
May we not, in like manner, if our hearts are rightly
attuned, find many pleasures connected with our
employment? Why is it, then, that you so obstinately
look altogether on the dark side of a factory life? I
think you thought differently while you were at home,
on a visit, last summer-for you were glad to come back
to the mill, in less than four weeks. Tell me, now-why
were you so glad to return to the ringing of the bell,
the clatter of the machinery, the early rising, the
half-hour dinner, and so on?”
I saw that my discontented friend was not in a humour
to give me an answer-and I therefore went on with my
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talk.
“You are fully aware, Ellen, that a country life does
not exclude people from labour-to say nothing of the
inferior privileges of attending public worship-that
people have often to go a distance to meeting of any
kind-that books cannot be so easily obtained as they can
here-that you cannot always have just such society as
you wish-that you” —
She interrupted me, by saying — “We have no bell, with
its everlasting ding-dung.”
“What difference does it make,” said I, “whether you
shall be awakened by a bell, or the noisy bustle of a
farm-house? For, you know, farmers are generally up as
early in the morning as we are obliged to rise.”
“But there,” said Ellen, “country people have none of
the clattering of machinery constantly dinning in their
ears.”
“True,” I replied, “but they have what is worse-and that
is, a dull, lifeless silence all around them. The hens
may cackle sometimes, and the geese gabble, and the pigs
squeal” —
Ellen’s hearty laugh interrupted my description-and
presently we proceeded, very pleasantly, to compare a
country life with a factory life in Lowell. Her scowl
of discontent had departed, and she was prepared to
consider the subject candidly. We agreed, that since we
must work for a living, the mill, all things considered,
is the most pleasant, and best calculated to promote our
welfare; that we will work diligently during the hours
of labour; improve our leisure to the best advantage,
in the cultivation of the mind,-hoping thereby not only
to increase our own pleasure, but also to add to the
happiness of those around us.
ALMIRA.
GENERAL OBSERVATIONS. Curriculum and Financial Arrangements for Public Education.
THE reader who has accompanied me thus far, will not need to be informed that I have designedly omitted many
of those remarks on scenery, manners, and institutions, which were naturally suggested to my own mind by a
retrospect of my sojourn in the United States. On various subjects of great interest and importance, it would be
difficult for me to add any thing new or valueable to the information contained in other and well known works;
while on those points to which my attention was chiefly directed, I have endeavoured, as far as practicable, to
incorporate the results of my inquiries in the preceding narrative. There remain, however, a few observations,
for which, having found no appropriate place, I would bespeak attention in a concluding chapter.
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In the northern States, education in the common acceptation of the term, may be considered as universal; in
illustration of which it may be mentioned, that on the occasion of the late census, not a single American adult
in the State of Connecticut, was returned as unable to read or write. Funds for education are raised by municipal
taxation in each town or district, to such an amount as the male adults may decide. Their public schools are
universally admitted to be well conducted and efficient, and combine every requisite for affording a sound,
practical, elementary education to the children of the less affluent portion of the community. I need scarcely add
that in a republican government, this important advantage being conceded, the road to wealth and distinction,
or to eminence of whatever kind, is thrown open to all of every class without partiality-the coloured alone
excepted.
The following extract from a letter received since my return from a respected member of the Society of Friends,
residing in Worcester, Massachusetts, will give a lively idea of the general diffusion and practical character of
education in the New England States.

The public schools of the place, like those throughout
the State, are supported by a tax, levied on the people
by themselves, in their primary assemblies or town
meetings, and they are of so excellent a character as
to have driven other schools almost entirely out from
amongst us. They are so numerous as to accommodate amply
all the children, of suitable age to attend. They are
graduated from the infant school, where the A. B. C. is
taught, up to the high school for the languages and
mathematics, where boys are fitted for the University,
and advanced so far, if they choose, as to enter the
University one or two years ahead. These schools are
attended by the children of the whole population
promiscuously; and, in the same class, we find the
children of the governor and the ex-Governor of the
State, and those of their day-labourers, and of parents
who arc so poor that their children are provided with
books and stationery from the school fund. Under this
system, we have no children who do not acquire
sufficient school learning to qualify them for
transacting all the business which is necessary in the
ordinary pursuits of life. A child growing up without
school learning would be an anomaly with us. All
standing thus on a level, as to advantages, talent is
developed, wherever it happens to be; and neither wealth
nor ancestral honours give any advantage in the evenhanded contest which may here be waged for distinction.
It is thus that we find, almost uniformly, that our
first men, either in government or the professions, are
the sons of comparatively poor and obscure persons. In
places where the wealthier portion of the community have
placed their children in select schools, they are found
much less likely to excel, than when placed in contact
and collision with the mass, where they are compelled
to come in competition with those whose physical
condition prepares them for mental labour, and whose
situation in society holds forth every enticement to
their exertion. To this system, which is co-eval with
the foundation of the State, I attribute, in a great
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degree, that wonderful energy of character which
distinguishes the people of New England, and which has
filled the world with the evidences of their enterprise.
The preceding statements refer to New England, the oldest portion of the free Sates. The more recently settled
Northern and Western States are necessarily less advanced, yet their educational statistics would probably bear
comparison with any country in the world, except the most favoured portion of their own. In the slave States
the aspect of things affords a striking contrast. Not only is the slave population, with but few exceptions, in a
condition of heathen barbarism, a condition which it is the express object of those laws of the slave States,
forbidding under the heaviest penalties, the instruction of the slaves, to perpetuate; but the want of common
elementary education among large numbers of the privileged class is notorious. Compare Virginia with
Massachusetts, — The American Almanac for the year 1841, states (page 210,) there are supposed to be hardly
fewer than 30,000 adult white persons in Virginia who cannot read and write! An able writer gives the following
facts.

No one of the slave States has probably so much general
education as Virginia. It is the oldest of them —has
furnished one half of the Presidents of the United
States —has expended more upon her University than any
State in the Union has done during the same time upon
its colleges —sent to Europe nearly twenty years since
for her most learned professors; and in fine, has far
surpassed every other slave State in her efforts to
disseminate education among her citizens; and yet, the
Governor of Virginia in his message to the legislature,
(Jan. 7, 1839) says, that “of four thousand six hundred
and fourteen adult males in that State, who applied to
the country clerks for marriage licenses in the year
1837, one thousand and forty seven were unable to write
their names.” The governor adds, “these statements, it
will be remembered are confined to one sex: the
education of females, it is to be feared, is in a
condition of much greater neglect.” —The editor of the
Virginia Times published at Wheeling, in his paper of
January, 23rd, 1839, says,— “We have every reason to
suppose that one fourth of the people of the State
cannot write their names, and they have not of course,
any other species of education.” The destitution of the
means of moral and religious improvement is in like
manner very great.
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1843
Friend John Greenleaf Whittier’s LAYS OF MY HOME AND OTHER POEMS.

New Hampshire, by John Greenleaf Whittier. (1843)
GOD bless New Hampshire! from her granite peaks
Once more the voice of Stark and Langdon speaks.
The long-bound vassal of the exulting South
For very shame her self-forged chain has broken;
Turn the black seal of slavery from her mouth,
And in the clear tones of her old time spoken!
Oh, all undreamed-of, all unhoped for changes!
The tyrants’s ally proves his sternest foe;
To all his biddings, from her mountain ranges,
New Hampshire thunders an indignant No!
Who is it now despairs? Oh, faint of heart,
Look upward to those Northern mountain cold,
Flouted by Freedom’s victor-flag unrolled
And gather strength to bear a manlier part!
All is not lost. The angel of God’s blessing
Encamps with Freedom on the field of fight;
Still to her banner, day by day, are pressing,
Unlooked-for allies, striking for the right!
Courage, then, Northern hearts! Be firm, be true:
What one brave State hath done, can ye not also do?
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THE CHRISTIAN SLAVE, BY JOHN GREENLEAF WHITTIER. (1843)
In a publication of L. F. Tasistro — Random Shots and Southern Breezes — is a description of a slave auction at
New Orleans, at which the auctioneer recommended the woman on the stand as “A GOOD CHRISTIAN!” It was
not uncommon to see advertisements of slaves for sale, in which they were described as pious or as members of
the church. In one advertisement a slave was noted as “a Baptist preacher.”
A CHRISTIAN! going, gone!
Who bids for God’s own image? for his grace,
Which that poor victim of the market-place
Hath in her suffering won?
My God! can such things be?
Hast Thou not said that whatsoe’er is done
Unto Thy weakest and Thy humblest one
Is even done to Thee?
In that sad victim, then,
Child of Thy pitying love, I see Thee stand;
Once more the jest-word of a mocking band,
Bound, sold, and scourged again!
A Christian up for sale!
Wet with her blood your whips, o’ertask her frame,
Make her life loathsome with your wrong and shame,
Her patience shall not fail!
A heathen hand might deal
Back on your heads the gathered wrong of years:
But her low, broken prayer and nightly tears,
Ye neither heed nor feel.
Con well thy lesson o’er,
Thou prudent teacher, tell the toiling slave
No dangerous tale of Him who came to save
The outcast and the poor.
But wisely shut the ray
Of God’s free Gospel from her simple heart,
And to her darkened mind alone impart
One stern command, Obey!29
So shalt thou deftly raise
The market price of human flesh; and while
On thee, their pampered guest, the planters smile,
Thy church shall praise.
Grave, reverend men shall tell
From Northern pulpits how thy work was blest,
While in that vile South Sodom first and best,
Thy poor disciples. sell.
Oh, shame! the Moslem thrall,
Who, with his master, to the Prophet kneels,
While turning to the sacred Kebla feels
His fetters break and fall.
Cheers for the turbaned Bey
29. There was at the time this poem was written an Association in Liberty County, Georgia, for the religious instruction of negroes.
One of their annual reports contains an address by the Rev. Josiah Spry Law, in which the following passage occurs: “There is a
growing interest in this community in the religious instruction of negroes. There is a conviction that religious instruction promotes
the quiet and order of the people, and the pecuniary interest of the owners.”
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Of robber-peopled Tunis! he hath torn
The dark slave-dungeons open, and hath borne
Their inmates into day:
But our poor slave in vain.
Turns to the Christian shrine his aching eyes;
Its rites will only swell his market price,
And rivet on his chain.
God of all right! how long
Shall priestly robbers at Thine altar stand,
Lifting in prayer to Thee, the bloody hand
And haughty brow of wrong?
Oh, from the fields of cane,
From the low rice-swamp, from the trader’s cell;
From the black slave-ship’s foul and loathsome hell,
And coffle’s weary chain;
Hoarse, horrible, and strong,
Rises to Heaven that agonizing cry,
Filling the arches of the hollow sky,
How long, O God, how long?

January 27, Friday: Despite the fact that Friend John Greenleaf Whittier had broken with William Lloyd Garrison –
having made the judgment call that the goal of the abolitionists could better be accomplished through regular
political channels– the 1st version of his poem “Massachusetts to Virginia” appeared anonymously in The
Liberator (it’s the 1888 version, rather than this early one, which we now ordinarily see, as below). This poem
had been written upon the poet’s reading an account of the proceedings of the citizens of Norfolk VA in
reference to George Latimer, alleged fugitive slave who had been seized without warrant in Boston at the
request of James B. Grey of Norfolk, because Grey was claiming to the authorities there that he owned
Latimer. A petition was being sent to the federal Congress, signed by more than 50,000 citizens of
Massachusetts, calling for such laws and proposed amendments to the US Constitution as should relieve the
Commonwealth from all further participation in such crimes of oppression. The captive would eventually be
granted manumission papers by Grey upon payment of a subscription sum of $400.

MASSACHUSETTS TO VIRGINIA.
THE blast from Freedom’s Northern hills, upon its Southern way,
Bears greeting to Virginia from Massachusetts Bay:
No word of haughty challenging, nor battle bugle’s peal,
Nor steady tread of marching files, nor clang of horsemen’s steel.
No trains of deep-mouthed cannon along our highways go;
Around our silent arsenals untrodden lies the snow;
And to the land-breeze of our ports, upon their errands far,
A thousand sails of commerce swell, but none are spread for war.
We hear thy threats, Virginia! thy stormy words and high,
Swell harshly on the Southern winds which melt along our sky;
Yet, not one brown, hard hand foregoes its honest labor here,
No hewer of our mountain oaks suspends his axe in fear.
Wild are the waves which lash the reefs along St. George’s bank;
Cold on the shore of Labrador the fog lies white and dank;
Through storm, and wave, and blinding mist, stout are the hearts which man
The fishing-smacks of Marblehead, the sea-boats of Cape Ann.
The cold north light and wintry sun glare on their icy forms,
Bent grimly o’er their straining lines or wrestling with the storms;
Free as the winds they drive before, rough as the waves they roam,
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They laugh to scorn the slaver’s threat against their rocky home.
What means the Old Dominion? Hath she forgot the day
When o’er her conquered valleys swept the Briton’s steel array?
How side by side, with sons of hers, the Massachusetts men
Encountered Tarleton’s charge of fire, and stout Cornwallis, then?
Forgets she how the Bay State, in answer to the call
Of her old House of Burgesses, spoke out from Faneuil Hall?
When, echoing back her Henry’s cry, came pulsing on each breath
Of Northern winds, the thrilling sounds of “Liberty or Death!”
What asks the Old Dominion? If now her sons have proved
False to their fathers’ memory, false to the faith they loved;
If she can scoff at Freedom, and its great charter spurn,
Must we of Massachusetts from truth and duty turn?
We hunt your bondmen, flying from Slavery’s hateful hell;
Our voices, at your bidding, take up the bloodhound’s yell;
We gather, at your summons, above our fathers’ graves,
From Freedom’s holy altar-horns to tear your wretched slaves!
Thank God! not yet so vilely can Massachusetts bow;
The spirit of her early time is with her even now;
Dream not because her Pilgrim blood moves slow and calm and cool,
She thus can stoop her chainless neck, a sister’s slave and tool!
All that a sister State should do, all that a free State may,
Heart, hand, and purse we proffer, as in our early day;
But that one dark loathsome burden ye must stagger with alone,
And reap the bitter harvest which ye yourselves have sown!
Hold, while ye may, your struggling slaves, and burden God’s free air
With woman’s shriek beneath the lash, and manhood’s wild despair;
Cling closer to the “cleaving curse” that writes upon your plains
The blasting of Almighty wrath against a land of chains.
Still shame your gallant ancestry, the cavaliers of old,
By watching round the shambles where human flesh is sold;
Gloat o’er the new-born child, and count his market value, when
The maddened mother’s cry of woe shall pierce the slaver’s den!
Lower than plummet soundeth, sink the Virginia name;
Plant, if ye will, your fathers’ graves with rankest weeds of shame;
Be, if ye will, the scandal of God’s fair universe;
We wash our hands forever of your sin and shame and curse.
A voice from lips whereon the coal from Freedom’s shrine hath been,
Thrilled, as but yesterday, the hearts of Berkshire’s mountain men:
The echoes of that solemn voice are sadly lingering still
In all our sunny valleys, on every wind-swept hill.
And when the prowling man-thief came hunting for his prey
Beneath the very shadow of Bunker’s shaft of gray,
How, through the free lips of the son, the father’s warning spoke;
How, from its bonds of trade and sect, the Pilgrim city broke!
A hundred thousand right arms were lifted up on high,
A hundred thousand voices sent back their loud reply;
Through the thronged towns of Essex the startling summons rang,
And up from bench and loom and wheel her young mechanics sprang!
The voice of free, broad Middlesex, of thousands as of one,
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The shaft of Bunker calling to that of Lexington;
From Norfolk’s ancient villages, from Plymouth’s rocky bound
To where Nantucket feels the arms of ocean close her round;
From rich and rural Worcester, where through the calm repose
Of cultured vales and fringing woods the gentle Nashua flows,
To where Wachuset’s wintry blasts the mountain larches stir,
Swelled up to Heaven the thrilling cry of “God save Latimer!”
And sandy Barnstable rose up, wet with the salt sea spray;
And Bristol sent her answering shout down Narragansett Bay!
Along the broad Connecticut old Hampden felt the thrill,
And the cheer of Hampshire’s woodmen swept down from Holyoke Hill.
The voice of Massachusetts! Of her free sons and daughters,
Deep calling unto deep aloud, the sound of many waters!
Against the burden of that voice what tyrant power shall stand?
No fetters in the Bay State! No slave upon her land!
Look to it well, Virginians! In calmness we have borne,
In answer to our faith and trust, your insult and your scorn;
You’ve spurned our kindest counsels; you’ve hunted for our lives;
And shaken round our hearths and homes your manacles and gyves!
We wage no war, we lift no arm, we fling no torch within
The fire-damps of the quaking mine beneath your soil of sin;
We leave ye with your bondmen, to wrestle, while ye can.
With the strong upward tendencies and godlike soul of man!
But for us and for our children, the vow which we have given
For freedom and humanity is registered in heaven;
No slave-hunt in our borders, — no pirate on our strand!
No fetters in the Bay State, —no slave upon our land!
SLAVERY

Fall:

Friend John Greenleaf Whittier wrote to the convention of the Liberty Party at New Bedford:
I have just received your kind invitation to attend the meeting
of the Liberty Party in New Bedford on the 2d of next month.
Believe me, it is with no ordinary feelings of regret that I
find myself under the necessity of foregoing the pleasure of
meeting with you on that occasion. But I need not say to you,
and through you to the convention, that you have my hearty
sympathy.
I am with the Liberty Party because it is the only party in the
country which is striving openly and honestly to reduce to
practice the great truths which lie at the foundation of our
republic:
all
men
created
equal,
endowed
with
rights
inalienable; the security of these rights the only just object
of government; the right of the people to alter or modify
government until this great object is attained. Precious and
glorious truths! Sacred in the sight of their Divine Author,
grateful and beneficent to suffering humanity, essential
elements of that ultimate and universal government of which God
is laying the strong and wide foundations, turning and
overturning, until He whose right it is shall rule. The voice
which calls upon us to sustain them is the voice of God. In the
eloquent language of the lamented Myron Holley, the man who
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first lifted up the standard of the Liberty Party: “He calls
upon us to sustain these truths in the recorded voice of the
holy of ancient times. He calls us to sustain them in the sound
as of many waters and mighty thunderings rising from the fields
of Europe, converted into one vast Aceldama by the exertions of
despots to suppress them; in the persuasive history of the best
thoughts and boldest deeds of all our brave, self- sacrificing
ancestors; in the tender, heart-reaching whispers of our
children, preparing to suffer or enjoy the future, as we leave
it for them; in the broken and disordered but moving accents of
half our race yet groping in darkness and galled by the chains
of bondage. He calls upon us to sustain them by the solemn and
considerate use of all the powers with which He has invested
us.” In a time of almost universal political scepticism, in the
midst of a pervading and growing unbelief in the great
principles enunciated in the revolutionary declaration, the
Liberty Party has dared to avow its belief in these truths, and
to carry them into action as far as it has the power. It is a
protest against the political infidelity of the day, a
recurrence to first principles, a summons once more to that
deserted altar upon which our fathers laid their offerings.
It may be asked why it is that a party resting upon such broad
principles is directing its exclusive exertions against slavery.
“Are there not other great interests?” ask all manner of Whig
and Democrat editors and politicians. “Consider, for instance,”
say the Democrats, “the mighty question which is agitating us,
whether a ‘Northern man with Southern principles’ or a Southern
man with the principles of a Nero or Caligula shall be
President.” “Or look at us,” say the Whigs, “deprived of our
inalienable
right
to
office
by
this
Tyler-Calhoun
administration.” And bethink you, gentlemen, how could your
Liberty Party do better than to vote with us for a man who, if
he does hold some threescore of slaves, and maintain that ‘two
hundred years of legislation has sanctioned and sanctified negro
slavery,’ is, at the same time, the champion of Greek liberty,
and Polish liberty, and South American liberty, and, in short,
of all sorts of liberties, save liberty at home.”
Yes, friends, we have considered all this, and more, namely,
that one sixth part of our entire population are slaves, and
that you, with your subtreasuries and national banks, propose
no relief for them. Nay, farther, it is because both of you,
when in power, have used your authority to rivet closer the
chains of unhappy millions, that we have been compelled to
abandon you, and form a Liberty Party having for its first object
the breaking of these chains.
What is slavery? For upon the answer to this question must the
Liberty Party depend for its justification.
The slave laws of the South tell us that it is the conversion
of men into articles of property; the transformation of sentient
immortal beings into “chattels personal.” The principle of a
reciprocity of benefits, which to some extent characterizes all
other relations, does not exist in that of master and slave. The
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master holds the plough which turns the soil of his plantation,
the horse which draws it, and the slave who guides it by one and
the same tenure. The profit of the master is the great end of
the slave’s existence. For this end he is fed, clothed, and
prescribed for in sickness. He learns nothing, acquires nothing,
for himself. He cannot use his own body for his own benefit. His
very personality is destroyed. He is a mere instrument, a means
in the hands of another for the accomplishment of an end in which
his own interests are not regarded, a machine moved not by his
own will, but by another’s. In him the awful distinction between
a person and a thing is annihilated: he is thrust down from the
place which God and Nature assigned him, from the equal
companionship of rational intelligences, —a man herded with
beasts, an immortal nature classed with the wares of the
merchant!
The relations of parent and child, master and apprentice,
government and subject, are based upon the principle of
benevolence, reciprocal benefits, and the wants of human
society; relations which sacredly respect the rights and
legacies which God has given to all His rational creatures. But
slavery exists only by annihilating or monopolizing these rights
and legacies. In every other modification of society, man’s
personal ownership remains secure. He may be oppressed, deprived
of privileges, loaded with burdens, hemmed about with legal
disabilities, his liberties restrained. But, through all, the
right to his own body and soul remains inviolate. He retains his
inherent, original possession of himself. Even crime cannot
forfeit it, for that law which destroys his personality makes
void its own claims upon him as a moral agent; and the power to
punish ceases with the accountability of the criminal. He may
suffer and die under the penalties of the law, but he suffers
as a man, he perishes as a man, and not as a thing. To the last
moments of his existence the rights of a moral agent are his;
they go with him to the grave; they constitute the ground of his
accountability at the bar of infinite justice, —rights fixed,
eternal, inseparable; attributes of all rational intelligence
in time and eternity; the same in essence, and differing in
degree only, with those of the highest moral being, of God
himself.
Slavery alone lays its grasp upon the right of personal
ownership, that foundation right, the removal of which uncreates
the man; a right which God himself could not take away without
absolving the being thus deprived of all moral accountability;
and so far as that being is concerned, making sin and holiness,
crime and virtue, words without significance, and the promises
and sanctions of revelation, dreams. Hence, the crowning horror
of slavery, that which lifts it above all other iniquities, is
not that it usurps the prerogatives of Deity, but that it
attempts that which even He who has said, “All souls are mine,”
cannot do, without breaking up the foundations of His moral
government. Slavery is, in fact, a struggle with the Almighty
for dominion over His rational creatures. It is leagued with the
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powers of darkness, in wresting man from his Maker. It is
blasphemy lifting brazen brow and violent hand to heaven,
attempting a reversal of God’s laws. Man claiming the right to
uncreate his brother; to undo that last and most glorious work,
which God himself pronounced good, amidst the rejoicing hosts
of heaven! Man arrogating to himself the right to change, for
his own selfish purposes, the beautiful order of created
existences; to pluck the crown of an immortal nature, scarce
lower than that of angels, from the brow of his brother; to erase
the God-like image and superscription stamped upon him by the
hand of his Creator, and to write on the despoiled and desecrated
tablet, “A chattel personal.”
This, then, is slavery. Nature, with her thousand voices, cries
out against it. Against it, divine revelation launches its
thunders. The voice of God condemns it in the deep places of the
human heart. The woes and wrongs unutterable which attend this
dreadful violation of natural justice, the stripes, the
tortures, the sunderings of kindred, the desolation of human
affections, the unchastity and lust, the toil uncompensated, the
abrogated marriage, the legalized heathenism, the burial of the
mind, are but the mere incidentals of the first grand outrage,
that seizure of the entire man, nerve, sinew, and spirit, which
robs him of his body, and God of his soul. These are but the
natural results and outward demonstrations of slavery, the
crystallizations from the chattel principle.
It is against this system, in its active operation upon three
millions of our countrymen, that the Liberty Party is, for the
present, directing all its efforts. With such an object well may
we be “men of one idea.” Nor do we neglect “other great
interests,” for all are colored and controlled by slavery, and
the removal of this disastrous influence would most effectually
benefit them.
Political action is the result and immediate object of moral
suasion on this subject. Action, action, is the spirit’s means
of progress, its sole test of rectitude, its only source of
happiness. And should not decided action follow our deep
convictions of the wrong of slavery? Shall we denounce the
slave-holders of the states, while we retain our slavery in the
District of Columbia? Shall we pray that the God of the oppressed
will turn the hearts of “the rulers” in South Carolina, while
we, the rulers of the District, refuse to open the prisons and
break up the slave-markets on its ten miles square? God keep us
from such hypocrisy! Everybody now professes to be opposed to
slavery. The leaders of the two great political parties are
grievously concerned lest the purity of the antislavery
enterprise will suffer in its connection with politics. In the
midst of grossest pro-slavery action, they are full of antislavery sentiment. They love the cause, but, on the whole, think
it too good for this world. They would keep it sublimated, aloft,
out of vulgar reach or use altogether, intangible as Magellan’s
clouds. Everybody will join us in denouncing slavery, in the
abstract; not a faithless priest nor politician will oppose us;
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abandon action, and forsooth we can have an abolition
millennium; the wolf shall lie down with the lamb, while slavery
in practice clanks, in derision, its three millions of unbroken
chains. Our opponents have no fear of the harmless spectre of
an abstract idea. They dread it only when it puts on the flesh
and sinews of a practical reality, and lifts its right arm in
the strength which God giveth to do as well as theorize.
As honest men, then, we must needs act; let us do so as becomes
men engaged in a great and solemn cause. Not by processions and
idle parades and spasmodic enthusiasms, by shallow tricks and
shows and artifices, can a cause like ours be carried onward.
Leave these to parties contending for office, as the “spoils of
victory.” We need no disguises, nor false pretences, nor
subterfuges; enough for us to present before our fellow-country
men the holy truths of freedom, in their unadorned and native
beauty. Dark as the present may seem, let us remember with hearty
confidence that truth and right are destined to triumph. Let us
blot out the word “discouragement” from the anti-slavery
vocabulary. Let the enemies of freedom be discouraged; let the
advocates of oppression despair; but let those who grapple with
wrong and falsehood, in the name of God and in the power of His
truth, take courage. Slavery must die. The Lord hath spoken it.
The vials of His hot displeasure, like those which chastised the
nations in the Apocalyptic vision, are smoking even now, above
its “habitations of cruelty.” It can no longer be borne with by
Heaven. Universal humanity cries out against it. Let us work,
then, to hasten its downfall, doing whatsoever our hands find
to do “with all our might.”
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1844
Friend John Greenleaf Whittier became associate editor of the The National Era, an abolitionist periodical of
Washington DC.30
I edited in 1844 “The Middlesex Standard,” and afterwards
became associate editor of the “National Era,” at Washington.

Captain Jonathan Walker of Harwich MA was solicited by seven escaping slaves of his religious denomination
at Pensacola FL to carry them in his vessel to the British West Indies. His vessel was seized at sea by an
American vessel, consigned to the authorities at Key West, and thence sent back to Pensacola, where, after a
lengthy confinement, he was branded on his right hand with SS (slave-stealer) and amerced in a heavy fine.

To Massachusetts, by John Greenleaf Whittier. (1844)
WHAT though around thee blazes
No fiery rallying sign?
From all thy own high places,
Give heaven the light of thine!
What though unthrilled, unmoving,
The statesman stand apart,
And comes no warm approving
30. This is the periodical that, later, would publish UNCLE TOM’S CABIN as a serial.
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From Mammon’s crowded mart?
Still, let the land be shaken
By a summons of thine own!
By all save truth forsaken,
Stand fast with that alone!
Shrink not from strife unequal!
With the best is always hope;
And ever in the sequel
God holds the right side up!
But when, with thine uniting,
Come voices long and loud,
And far-off hills are writing
Thy fire-words on the cloud;
When from Penobscot’s fountains
A deep response is heard,
And across the Western mountains
Rolls back thy rallying word;
Shall thy line of battle falter,
With its allies just in view?
Oh, by hearth and holy altar,
My fatherland, be true!
Fling abroad thy scrolls of freedom!
Speed them onward far and fast!
Over hill and valley speed them,
Like the sibyl’s on the blast!
Lo! The Empire State is shaking
The shackles from her hand;
With the rugged North is waking
The level sunset land!
On they come, the free battalions!
East and West and North they come,
And the heart-beat of the millions
Is the beat of Freedom’s drum.
“To the tyrant’s plot no favor!
No heed to place-fed knaves!
Bar and bolt the door forever
Against the land of slaves!”
Hear it, mother Earth, and hear it,
The heavens above us spread!
The land is roused, — its spirit
Was sleeping, but not dead!

Early in this year in South Carolina, John L. Brown, a young white man from Maine who had aided a slave
whom he loved, and had married, “Hetty” the property of Charlotte Hinton employed by her brother John
Taylor, to escape from southern slavery, was captured and tried and sentenced to death.31 Judge O’Neale
addressed this culprit:
You are to die! To die an ignominious death — the death on the
gallows! This announcement is, to you, I know, most appalling.
Little did you dream of it when you stepped into the bar with
an air as if you thought it was a fine frolic. But the
consequences of crime are just such as you are realizing.
Punishment often comes when it is least expected. Let me entreat
31. When a petition arrived in the churches of South Carolina from 1,300 clergymen and church officers in Great Britain,
this death sentence would be commuted to scourging and banishment.
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you to take the present opportunity to commence the work of
reformation. Time will be furnished you to prepare for the great
change just before you. Of your past life I know nothing, except
what your trial furnished. That told me that the crime for which
you are to suffer was the consequence of a want of attention on
your part to the duties of life. The strange woman snared you.
She flattered you with her words, and you became her victim. The
consequence was, that, led on by a desire to serve her, you
committed the offence of aiding a slave to run away and depart
from her master’s service; and now for it you are to die!
You are a young man, and I fear you have been dissolute; and if
so, these kindred vices have contributed a full measure to your
ruin. Reflect on your past life, and make the only useful
devotion of the remnant of your days in preparing for death.
Remember now thy Creator in the days of thy youth is the language
of inspired wisdom. This comes home appropriately to you in this
trying moment.
You are young; quite too young to be where you are. If you had
remembered your Creator in your past days, you would not now be
in a felon’s place, to receive a felon’s judgment. Still, it is
not too late to remember your Creator. He calls early, and He
calls late. He stretches out the arms of a Father’s love to you
—to the vilest sinner— and says: “Come unto me and be saved.”
You can perhaps read. If so, read the Scriptures; read them
without note, and without comment; and pray to God for His
assistance; and you will be able to say when you pass from prison
to execution, as a poor slave said under similar circumstances:
“I am glad my Friday has come.” If you cannot read the
Scriptures, the ministers of our holy religion will be ready to
aid you. They will read and explain to you until you will be
able to understand; and understanding, to call upon the only One
who can help you and save you — Jesus Christ, the Lamb of God,
who taketh away the sin of the world. To Him I commend you. And
through Him may you have that opening of the Day-Spring of mercy
from on high, which shall bless you here, and crown you as a
saint in an everlasting world, forever and ever.
The sentence of the law is that you be taken hence to the place
from whence you came last; thence to the jail of Fairfield
District; and that there you be closely and securely confined
until Friday, the 26th day of April next; on which day, between
the hours of hours ten in the forenoon and two in the afternoon,
you will be taken to the place of public execution, and there
be hanged by the neck till your body be dead. And may God have
mercy on your soul!
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THE SENTENCE OF JOHN L. BROWN, BY JOHN GREENLEAF WHITTIER
Ho! thou who seekest late and long
A License from the Holy Book
For brutal lust and fiendish wrong,
Man of the Pulpit, look!
Lift up those cold and atheist eyes,
This ripe fruit of thy teaching see;
And tell us how to heaven will rise
The incense of this sacrifice —
This blossom of the gallows tree!
Search out for slavery’s hour of need
Some fitting text of sacred writ;
Give heaven the credit of deed
Which shames the nether pit.
Kneel, smooth blasphemer, unto Him
Whose truth is on thy lips a lie;
Ask that His bright winged cherubim
May bend around that scaffold grim
To guard and bless and sanctify.
O champion of the people’s cause!
Suspend thy loud and vain rebuke
Of foreign wrong and Old World’s laws,
Man of the Senate, look!
Was this the promise of the free,
The great hope of our early time,
That slavery’s poison vine should be
Upborne by Freedom’s prayer-nursed tree
O’erclustered with such fruits of crime?
Send out the summons East and West,
And South and North, let all be there
Where he who pitied the oppressed
Swings out in sun and air.
Let not a Democratic hand
The grisly hangman’s task refuse;
There let each loyal patriot stand,
Awaiting slavery’s command,
To twist the rope and draw the noose!
But vain is irony — unmeet
Its cold rebuke for deeds which start
In fiery and indignant beat
The pulses of the heart.
Leave studied wit and guarded phrase
For those who think but do not feel;
Let men speak out in words which raise
Where’er they fall, an answering blaze
Like flints which strike the fire from steel.
Still let a mousing priesthood ply
Their garbled text and gloss of sin,
And make the lettered scroll deny
Its living soul within:
Still let the place-fed, titled knave
Plead robbery’s right with purchased lips,
And tell us that our fathers gave
For Freedom’s pedestal, a slave,
The frieze and moulding, chains and whips!
But ye who own that Higher Law
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Whose tablets in the heart are set,
Speak out in words of power and awe
That God is living yet!
Breathe forth once more those tones sublime
Which thrilled the burdened prophet’s lyre,
And in a dark and evil time
Smote down on Israel’s fast of crime
And gift of blood, a rain of fire!
Oh, not for us the graceful lay
To whose soft measures lightly move
The footsteps of the faun and fay,
O’er-locked by mirth and love!
But such a stern and startling strain
As Britain’s hunted bards flung down
From Snowden to the conquered plain,
Where harshly clanked the Saxon chain,
On trampled field and smoking town.
By Liberty’s dishonored name,
By man’s lost hope and failing trust,
By words and deeds which bow with shame
Our foreheads to the dust,
By the exulting strangers’ sneer,
Borne to us from the Old World’s thrones,
And by their victims’ grief who hear,
In sunless mines and dungeons drear,
How Freedom’s land her faith disowns!
Speak out in acts. The time for words
Has passed, and deeds suffice alone;
In vain against the clang of swords
The wailing pipe is blown!
Act, act in God’s name, while ye may!
Smite from the church her leprous limb!
Throw open to the light of day
The bondman’s cell, and break away
The chains the state has bound on him!
Ho! every true and living soul,
To Freedom’s perilled altar bear
The Freeman’s and the Christian’s whole
Tongue, pen, and vote, and prayer!
One last, great battle for the right —
One short, sharp struggle to be free!
To do is to succeed — our fight
Is waged in Heaven’s approving sight;
The smile of God is Victory.

Upon reading a call by “A Massachusetts Freeman” for a meeting in Faneuil Hall of the citizens of
Massachusetts opposed to the annexation of Texas, and the aggressions of South Carolina, and in favor of
decisive action against slavery, without distinction of party, Friend John Greenleaf Whittier wrote:

TO FANEUIL HALL.
MEN! if manhood still ye claim,
If the Northern pulse can thrill,
Roused by wrong or stung by shame,
Freely, strongly still;
Let the sounds of traffic die:
Shut the mill-gate, leave the stall,
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Fling the axe and hammer by;
Throng to Faneuil Hall!
Wrongs which freemen never brooked,
Dangers grim and fierce as they,
Which, like couching lions, looked
On your fathers’ way;
These your instant zeal demand,
Shaking with their earthquake-call
Every rood of Pilgrim land,
Ho, to Faneuil Hall!
From your capes and sandy bars,
From your mountain-ridges cold,
Through whose pines the westering stars
Stoop their crowns of gold;
Come, and with your footsteps wake
Echoes from that holy wall;
Once again, for Freedom’s sake,
Rock your fathers’ hall!
Up, and tread beneath your feet
Every cord by party spun:
Let your hearts together beat
As the heart of one.
Banks and tarrifs, stocks and trade,
Let them rise or let them fall:
Freedom asks your common aid, —
Up, to Faneuil Hall!
Up, and let each voice that speaks
Ring from thence to Southern plains,
Sharply as the blow which breaks
Prison-bolts and chains!
Speak as well becomes the free:
Dreaded more than steel or ball,
Shall your calmest utterance be,
Heard from Faneuil Hall!
Have they wronged us? Let us then
Render back nor threats nor prayers;
Have they chained our free-born men?
Let us unchain theirs!
Up, your banner leads the van,
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Blazoned, “Liberty for all!”
Finish what your sires began!
Up, to Faneuil Hall!

TEXAS.
VOICE OF NEW ENGLAND.
UP the hillside, down the glen,
Rouse the sleeping citizen;
Summon out the might of men!
Like a lion growling low,
Like a night-storm rising slow,
Like the tread of unseen foe;
It is coming, it is nigh!
Stand your homes and altars by;
On your own free thresholds die.
Clang the bells in all your spires;
On the gray hills of your sires
Fling to heaven your signal-fires.
From Wachuset, lone and bleak,
Unto Berkshire’s tallest peak,
Let the flame-tougued heralds speak.
Oh, for God and duty stand,
Heart to heart and hand to hand,
Round the old graves of the land.
Whoso shrinks or falters now,
Whoso to the yoke would bow,
Brand the craven on his brow!
Freedom’s soil hath only place
For a free and fearless race,
None for traitors false and base.
Perish party, perish clan;
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Strike together while ye can,
Like the arm of one strong man.
Like that angel’s voice sublime,
Heard above a world of crime,
Crying of the end of time;
With one heart and with one mouth,
Let the North unto the South
Speak the word befitting both:
“What though Issachar be strong!
Ye may load his back with wrong
Overmuch and over long:
“Patience with her cup o’errun,
With her weary thread outspun,
Murmurs that her work is done.
“Make our Union-bond a chain,
Weak as tow in Freedom’s strain
Link by link shall snap in twain.
“Vainly shall your sand-wrought rope
Bind the starry cluster up,
Shattered over heaven’s blue cope!
“Give us bright though broken rays,
Rather than eternal haze,
Clouding o’er the full-orbed blaze.
“Take your land of sun and bloom;
Only leave to Freedom room
For her plough, and forge, and loom;
“Take your slavery-blackened vales;
Leave us but our own free gales,
Blowing on our thousand sails.
“Boldly, or with treacherous art,
Strike the blood-wrought chain apart;
Break the Union’s mighty heart;
“Work the ruin, if ye will;
Pluck upon your heads an ill
Which shall grow and deepen still.
“With your bondman’s right arm bare,
With his heart of black despair,
Stand alone, if stand ye dare!
“Onward with your fell design;
Dig the gulf and draw the line:
Fire beneath your feet the mine:
“Deeply, when the wide abyss
Yawns between your land and this,
Shall ye feel your helplessness.
“By the hearth, and in the bed,
Shaken by a look or tread,
Ye shall own a guilty dread.
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“And the curse of unpaid toil,
Downward through your generous soil
Like a fire shall burn and spoil.
“Our bleak hills shall bud and blow,
Vines our rocks shall overgrow,
Plenty in our valleys flow; —
“And when vengeance clouds your skies,
Hither shall ye turn your eyes,
As the lost on Paradise!
“We but ask our rocky strand,
Freedom’s true and brother band,
Freedom’s strong and honest hand;
“Valleys by the slave untrod,
And the Pilgrim’s mountain sod,
Blessed of our fathers’ God!”

September 8, Sunday: Henry Thoreau had helped arrange for the printing of Waldo Emerson’s speech of August 1st
at the annual fair of the Anti-Slavery Society of Middlesex County, celebrating the 1st of August
liberation of the slaves of the British West Indies, by James Munroe & Company. On this day “On the
Anniversary of the Emancipation of the Negroes in the British West Indies” was published in Boston.

[see following screen]
Emerson would forward this American publication on emancipation to his British publisher, John Chapman.
The Concord address, he would comment, although it was responding to a “popular call,” was also an
“intrusion.”32
“EMANCIPATION IN THE BRITISH WEST INDIES”

32. Slater, Joseph, ed. THE CORRESPONDENCE OF EMERSON AND CARLYLE. NY: Columbia UP, 1964, page 373.
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In the course of this lecture Waldo had given an interesting reprise of the early contribution of Granville Sharp:
“EMANCIPATION IN THE BRITISH WEST INDIES”:
Granville
Sharpe
was
accidentally made acquainted with the sufferings of a slave, whom
a West Indian planter had brought with him to London, and had
beaten with a pistol on his head so badly, that his whole body
became diseased, and the man, useless to his master, who left him
to go whither he pleased. The man applied to Mr. William Sharpe,
a charitable surgeon, who attended the diseases of the poor. In
process of time, he was healed. Granville Sharpe found him at his
brother’s, and procured a place for him in an apothecary’s shop.
The master accidentally met his recovered slave, and instantly
endeavored to get possession of him again. Sharpe protected the
slave. In consulting with the lawyers, they told Sharpe the laws
were against him. Sharpe would not believe it; no prescription on
earth could ever render such iniquities legal. “But the decisions
are against you, and Lord Mansfield, now chief justice of England,
leans to the decisions.” Sharpe instantly sat down and gave
himself to the study of English law for more than two years, until
he had proved that the opinions relied on of Talbot and Yorke,
were incompatible with the former English decisions, and with the
whole spirit of English law. He published his book in 1769, and
he so filled the heads and hearts of his advocates, that when he
brought the case of George Somerset, another slave, before Lord
Mansfield, the slavish decisions were set aside, and equity
affirmed. There is a sparkle of God’s righteousness in Lord
Mansfield’s judgment, which does the heart good. Very unwilling
had that great lawyer been to reverse the late decisions; he
suggested twice from the bench, in the course of the trial, how
the question might be got rid of: but the hint was not taken; the
case was adjourned again and again, and judgment delayed. At last
judgment was demanded, and on the 22d June, 1772, Lord Mansfield
is reported to have decided in these words;
Immemorial usage preserves the memory of positive law,
long after all traces of the occasion, reason,
authority, and time of its introduction, are lost; and
in a case so odious as the condition of slaves, must
be taken strictly; (tracing the subject to natural
principles, the claim of slavery never can be
supported.) The power claimed by this return never was
in use here. We cannot say the cause set forth by this
return is allowed or approved of by the laws of this
kingdom; and therefore the man must be discharged.
This decision established the principle that the “air of England
is too pure for any slave to breathe,” but the wrongs in the
islands were not thereby touched.
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Also, in the course of the lecture, Waldo had cited some of the early Quaker involvement:
“EMANCIPATION IN THE BRITISH WEST INDIES”: Six Quakers met in London on
the 6th July, 1783; William Dillwyn, Samuel Hoar, George
Harrison, Thomas Knowles, John Lloyd, Joseph Woods, “to consider
what step they should take for the relief and liberation of the
negro slaves in the West Indies, and for the discouragement of
the slave-trade on the coast of Africa.” They made friends and
raised money for the slave; they interested their Yearly Meeting;
and all English and all American Quakers.
There had been servile insurrections in the Caribbean late in 1843 and earlier in 1844 which must have
reinforced the concerns of revolt Waldo suggested in this address. There had been a nasty insurrection on the
island of Haiti on November 5, 1843,
in which blacks and mulattos had killed six white men, women,
and children in an effort to drive the whites off the island. The National Anti-Slavery Standard had during the
spring and summer reported that in Cuba, a plot for a servile insurrection had been discovered and “The white
population of our island have most narrowly escaped the fate of those of St. Domingo, and even now very little
security is felt by the greater portion, from the impossibility of knowing how far the machinations of the
mulattoes and negroes have been counteracted.” The white backlash was of course amounting to the usual
Cuban bloodbath. The National Anti-Slavery Standard of May 30th had reported that “upwards of 3000”
slaves had been executed for supposed complicity and that the island government was “actually strangling
twenty-five daily, by the public executioner at Mantanzas! There were upwards of 3000 confined in the prisons
at Havana.”

However, Friend John Greenleaf Whittier read Waldo’s address and, supposing the author to be like himself
committed to the cause of abolition (“That thou canst sympathize with us in the great idea which underlies our
machinery of conventions & organizations, I have little doubt after reading thy Address”), asked him to dash
off a letter in support of Charles Torrey. Emerson would respond on September 13th
that he was simply
too busy to get that involved: “Since you are disposed to give so friendly a hearing to opinions of mine, I am
almost ready to promise you as soon as I am free of this present coil of writing, my thought on the best way of
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befriending the slave & ending slavery. We will see.” This, from someone who supposedly had committed
himself to the cause of the abolition of human slavery? — let’s get serious! Emerson would not even include
this address about emancipation in his ESSAYS: SECOND SERIES, which he would publish on October 19, 1844!
–It wasn’t that he was too busy to blow his own horn; this man was not convinced.

Why was Waldo in fact not committed to the abolition of human slavery? We find out in a letter he would send
off to his buddy the stone racist Thomas Carlyle in Britain on December 31, 1844.
In this letter
Emerson would denounce his emancipation speech in no uncertain terms: “though I sometimes accept a
popular call, & preach on Temperance or the Abolition of slavery, as lately on the First of August, I am sure
to feel before I have done with it, what an intrusion it is into another sphere & so much loss of virtue in my
own.” –In other words, Emerson would confirm to Carlyle that he had been merely pandering to an audience.
September 13, Friday: Waldo Emerson’s biographers have uniformly concluded that early in August of this year,
he had committed himself to the cause of the abolition of human slavery. An interesting test of such a nice
hypothesis occurred on this day. Friend John Greenleaf Whittier had read Waldo’s “EMANCIPATION IN THE
BRITISH WEST INDIES” address and, supposing the author to have become like himself committed to the cause
of abolition (“That thou canst sympathize with us in the great idea which underlies our machinery of
conventions & organizations, I have little doubt after reading thy Address”), suggested that Emerson dash off
a letter in support of Charles Torrey. Emerson’s reply was that he was simply too busy to get that involved:
“Since you are disposed to give so friendly a hearing to opinions of mine, I am almost ready to promise you
as soon as I am free of this present coil of writing, my thought on the best way of befriending the slave &
ending slavery. We will see.” This, from someone who supposedly had committed himself to the cause of the
abolition of human slavery? — let’s get serious! Emerson would not even include his address about
emancipation in the new volume ESSAYS: SECOND SERIES, which he would be publishing on October 19th!
–It wasn’t that he was too busy to blow his own horn; this man was not convinced.

Why was Waldo in fact not committed to the abolition of human slavery? We find out in a letter he would send
off to his buddy the stone racist Thomas Carlyle in Britain on December 31, 1844.
In this letter
Emerson would denounce his emancipation speech in no uncertain terms: “though I sometimes accept a
popular call, & preach on Temperance or the Abolition of slavery, as lately on the First of August, I am sure
to feel before I have done with it, what an intrusion it is into another sphere & so much loss of virtue in my
own.” –In other words, Emerson would confirm to Carlyle that he had been merely pandering to an audience.
Dr. Alexander Keith Johnston’s visit to Jardine Hall continued:
Friday, Sept. 13th. Munches is the residence of Mr. Maxwell, a young gentleman married only a few months
since, to the eldest daughter of Sir William Jardine. The house has nothing notable in it, but the grounds are
beautiful, and in the neat flower garden we found a great display of fine flowers, groups of which were likewise
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tastefully planted about the house. I enjoyed a morning stroll in this pretty garden, and over the grounds very
much; and the pleasure was heightened by the company of Mr. Maxwell, who hourly improved upon us. He is
really a very excellent and amiable person, very fond of farming, and anxious to adopt modern improvements,
which from a deficiency of chemical knowledge, he has a difficulty of explaining or comprehending. I never
saw such capital specimens of the Scotch Fir as grow here, and the Beeches too are superlative; all Mr.
Maxwell’s woods were indeed thriving. The hills which bound the grounds are clothed with young wood; and
as they are granitic, very pretty, and much broken up into scaurs and ravines, they presented a very tempting
field to a botanist, which we must leave others to investigate. From the hills about us large quantities of granite
are quarried and exported to Liverpool and other places. We were told that some had been sent even to America.
Yesterday we had to dinner, and this morning to breakfast, a dish of Spirlings or Smelts; the first occasion on
which I had eaten this small but delicate fish. It is taken in abundance in the Urr, a small river, or rather muddy
canal, which bounds the grounds of Munches, and up which the tide runs with considerable velocity. The water
is turbid and drumlie with a fine mud, that makes a smooth bottom to the water. On its banks the Scirpus
maritimus grows in profusion; but to remind me of Munches, I preferred gathering a specimen of the common
Polypody from Craig-Turrock, a picturesque rocky mound in front of the house, and very prettily ornamented
with various shrubs and flowers. About mid-day left Munches and again passed through Dalbeattie; when we
diverged into a new road, which took us straight to Dumfries. The drive was at first not very interesting, and we
had few brambles on the road side. After several miles we entered the pass of the Long-wood; a pass between
the hills, which gives one a lively idea of the difficulties an army must encounter, in forcing a passage through
such a road, defended by troops on the banks on each side, and on the turns in front and behind. The passage is
fine and interesting, and the descent very steep on the Dumfries side. Well, we are once more in the beautiful
town of Dumfries, and we take a stroll down its quay; and after satisfying our admiration of the views up and
down the Nith, we visited the churchyard, remarkable for the great number of its expensive tombstones,
engraved with epitaphs of all sorts and sizes. Some of the stones possess considerable interest; such as those
which commemorate the deaths of the Scotch Martyrs, and the benefits which the town had derived from the
services of a Provost of the time of King James the 6th. But the principal object of interest in the churchyard is
the mausoleum of Burns, where his mortal remains lie; and generations yet unborn will visit the spot, led thither
by the same feelings that led us,— admiration and gratitude, and love, and pride, and mournful sympathy. I
resolve here to re-peruse his everlasting works, and I must some day fulfil my vow. Our curiosity satisfied, we
next went to see the house where he lived the latter years of his life, and in which he died. I like the remarks of
Chambers on visiting this mausoleum (“Picture of Scotland,” p. 104); and am well pleased to have seen it. Guide
books now a days make a traveller’s Journal very short; and so without mention of what other things we saw
there, we leave the town and return to Jardine Hall by the same road which we travelled yesterday. And our long
journey made us enjoy with zest our dinner, to which we had the Vendace; and an epicure may esteem the man
fortunate, who could thus have the good fortune to eat, two days in succession, fishes he had not tasted before.
The Vendace is a very delicate fish.33

33. Sir William Jardine’s account of this fish may be found, along with a figure, in the Edinburgh Journal of Nat. and Geog.
Science, vol. iii., pp 1-5.
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1845
John Greenleaf Whittier became a contributing editor to The National Era, an abolitionist periodical of
Washington DC — where his novel LETTERS FROM MARGARET SMITH’S JOURNAL would eventually be
published.
A white sea captain, Jonathan Walker of Harwich MA, was branded “SS” on the hand at Pensacola FL,
for having attempted to assist several fugitive slaves who had come to him and asked to be conveyed to the
safety of the British West Indies. His vessel had been intercepted at sea by an American ship, consigned to the
authorities at Key West, and thence sent back to Pensacola, where, after a long and rigorous confinement in
prison, he had been sentenced to be branded on his right hand with the letters “S. S.” (slave-stealer) and
amerced in a heavy fine. It is hard for me to understand, but for some reason this particular brand attracted a
lot of attention and was even photographed:

Not Schutz-Staffel But Slave-Stealer
This is hard for me to understand, because lots of people in those days were branded, and having a little “SS”
branded on the palm of one’s hand is no big deal compared to some of the brands that were being inflicted
on people, for instance on their cheek or on their forehead or on their tongue. But this man would become
famous as “The Man with the Branded Hand.” In the following year Friend John would write a poem in which
this brand would become an armorial hatchment to be emblazoned on the Walker family’s noble coat of arms
— and I would suggest that Whittier should also have written some poem in which having one’s foot chopped
off, because you tried to escape from your owner, was depicted as an armorial hatchment!

THE BRANDED HAND.
WELCOME home again, brave seaman! with thy thoughtful brow and gray,
And the old heroic spirit of our earlier, better day;
With that front of calm endurance, on whose steady nerve in vain
Pressed the iron of the prison, smote the fiery shafts of pain!
Is the tyrant’s brand upon thee? Did the brutal cravens aim
To make God’s truth thy falsehood, His holiest work thy shame?
When, all blood-quenched, from the torture the iron was withdrawn,
How laughed their evil angel the baffled fools to scorn!
They change to wrong the duty which God hath written out
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On the great heart of humanity, too legible for doubt!
They, the loathsome moral lepers, blotched from footsole up to crown,
Give to shame what God hath given unto honor and renown!
Why, that brand is highest honor! than its traces never yet
Upon old armorial hatchments was a prouder blazon set;
And thy unborn generations, as they tread our rocky strand,
Shall tell with pride the story of their father’s branded hand!
As the Templar home was welcome, bearing back from Syrian wars
The scars of Arab lances and of Paynim scimitars,
The pallor of the prison, and the shackle’s crimson span,
So we meet thee, so we greet thee, truest friend of God and man.
He suffered for the ransom of the dear Redeemer’s grave,
Thou for His living presence in the bound and bleeding slave;
He for a soil no longer by the feet of angels trod,
Thou for the true Shechinah, the present home of God!
For, while the jurist, sitting with the slave-whip o’er him swung,
From the tortured truths of freedom the lie of slavery wrung,
And the solemn priest to Moloch, on each God-deserted shrine,
Broke the bondman’s heart for bread, poured the bondman’s blood for wine;
While the multitude in blindness to a far-off Saviour knelt
And spurned, the while, the temple where a present Saviour dwelt;
Thou beheld’st Him in the task-field, in the prison shadows dim,
And thy mercy to the bondman, it was mercy unto Him!
In thy lone and long night-watches, sky above and wave below,
Thou didst learn a higher wisdom than the babbling schoolmen know;
God’s stars and silence taught thee, as His angels only can,
That the one sole sacred thing beneath the cope of heaven is Man!
That he who treads profanely on the scrolls of law and creed,
In the depth of God’s great goodness may find mercy in his need;
But woe to him who crushes the soul with chain and rod,
And herds with lower natures the awful form of God!.
Then lift that manly right-hand, bold ploughman of the wave!
Its branded palm shall prophesy, “Salvation to the Slave!”
Hold up its fire-wrought language, that whoso reads may feel
His heart swell strong within him, his sinews change to steel.
Hold it up before our sunshine, up against our Northern air;
Ho! men of Massachusetts, for the love of God, look there!
Take it henceforth for your standard, like the Bruce’s heart of yore,
In the dark strife closing round ye, let that hand be seen before!
And the masters of the slave-land shall tremble at that sign,
When it points its finger Southward along the Puritan line
Can the craft of State avail them? Can a Christless church withstand,
In the van of Freedom’s onset, the coming of that hand?
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September 20, Saturday: John Greenleaf Whittier wrote to Waldo Emerson to explain why, for very practical reasons,
he was not actively espousing disunion:
I see nothing to be gained by an effort –necessarily
limited, sectional and futile– to dissolve [the
federal union]. The moral and political power required
for doing it could far more easily abolish every
vestige of slavery.
Note that his reasoning boiled down to the practical advice that you can’t get there from here.
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1846
Friend John Greenleaf Whittier’s VOICES OF FREEDOM. During this year, also, he wrote his short poem “New
Hampshire” in honor of the Granite State’s bold unique stand against slavery. The final couplet, often quoted,
is a stirring call to arms against human bondage with New Hampshire of course leading the way:
God bless New Hampshire! for her granite peaks
Once more the voice of Stark and Langdon speaks.
The long-bound vassal of the exulting South
For very shame her self-forged chain has broken;
Torn the black seal of slavery from her mouth
And in the clear tones of her old time spoken!
Oh, all undreamed of, all unhoped for changes!
The tyrant’s ally proves his sternest foe;
To all his biddings, from her mountain ranges,
New Hampshire thunders an indignant No!
Who is it now despairs? Oh, faint of heart,
Look upward to those Northern mountains cold,
Flouted by freedom’s victor-flag unrolled,
And gather strength to bear a manlier part!
All is not lost. The angel of God’s blessing
Encamps with Freedom on the field of fight;
Still to her banner, day by day, are pressing
Unlooked for allies, striking for the right!
Courage, then, Northern hearts! Be firm, be true;
What one brave State hath done, can ye not also do?

We need to pay attention to the fact that the Granite State reality was considerably less glorious than as he
depicted. New Hampshire’s early track record in opposing discrimination, if it deserved a poem, deserved no
gold metal. Why would Whittier have gone so overboard? The answer is politics: he was backing Senator John
P. Hale of Dover NH. Hale eventually even would be running for President as the candidate of the Free Soil
Party, which would advocate the creation of no new slave states. Well, but Hale and his “Hale men” would not
oppose slavery as such, but only its spread by way of the annexation of Texas. Hale first made headlines as a
NH legislator when he defied the “Gag Rule” created by another New Hampshire legislator and openly
discussed the topic of slavery. Hale debated against soon-to-be-President Franklin Pierce, another New
Hampshire man. By talking about slavery Hale made himself not only a magnet for Whittier’s praise but also
a target — one of his southern colleagues on the floor of the US Senate would issue a death threat.
After the election of 1856, in which the Free Soil Party would make enormous gains, and presaging its ultimate
victory in the election of 1860, Whittier would write:

A SONG, INSCRIBED TO THE FRÉMONT CLUBS.
BENEATH thy skies, November!
Thy skies of cloud and rain,
Around our blazing camp-fires
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We close our ranks again.
Then sound again the bugles,
Call the muster-roll anew; ...

Some verses by Friend John were published during this year in the Boston Chronotype, in reference to a letter
that supposedly had been written by the chairman of the “Central Clique” at Concord NH to the Honorable
M.N., Jr. of Pittsfield at Washington DC, telling that the abolitionist, John P. Hale, had been elected to the US
Senate:

A LETTER.
’TIS over, Moses! All is lost!
I hear the bells a-ringing;
Of Pharaoh and his Red Sea host
I hear the Free-Wills34 singing.
We’re routed, Moses, horse and foot,
If there be truth in figures,
With Federal Whigs in hot pursuit,
And Hale, and all the “niggers.”
Alack! alas! this month or more
We’ve felt a sad foreboding;
Our very dreams the burden bore
Of central cliques exploding;
Before our eyes a furnace shone,
Where heads of dough were roasting,
And one we took to be your own
The traitor Hale was toasting!
Our Belknap brother35 heard with awe
The Congo minstrels playing;
At Pittsfield Reuben Leavitt saw
The ghost of Storrs a-praying;36
And Carroll’s woods were sad to see,
With black-winged crows a-darting;
And Black Snout looked on Ossipee,
New-glossed with Day and Martin.
We thought the “Old Man of the Notch”
His face seemed changing wholly —
His lips seemed thick; his nose seemed flat;
His misty hair looked woolly;
And Coˆs teamsters, shrieking, fled
From the metamorphosed figure.
“Look there!” they said, “the Old Stone Head
Himself is turning nigger!”
The schoolhouse37 out of Canaan hauled
Seemed turning on its track again,
And like a great swamp-turtle crawled
To Canaan village back again,
Shook off the mud and settled flat
Upon its underpinning;

gone but not forgotten

34. The New Hampshire Legislature had refused to grant incorporation papers to the Free-Will Baptists in Dover NH, because their
newspaper and their leading preachers were abolitionist in sentiment.
35. The senator who edited the Belknap Gazette was offended at what he termed “niggers” and “nigger parties.”
36. Reuben Leavitt was the justice before whom Elder Storrs was brought for preaching abolition on a writ drawn by the Honorable
M.N. Jr., of Pittsfield. The sheriff had served the writ on Storrs while the elder was praying.
37. When the academy at Canaan NH had accepted one or two pupils of color, some racist Democrats had played a little joke by
hooking up teams of horses or oxen and dragging the building into an adjoining swamp.
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A nigger on its ridge-pole sat,
From ear to ear a-grinning.
Gray H—d heard o’ nights the sound
Of rail-cars onward faring;
Right over Democratic ground
The iron horse came tearing.
A flag waved o’er that spectral train,
As high as Pittsfield steeple;
Its emblem was a broken chain;
Its motto: “To the people!”
I dreamed that Charley took his bed,
With Hale for his physician;
His daily dose an old “unread
And unreferred” petition.38
There Hayes and Tuck as nurses sat,
As near as near could be, man;
They leeched him with the “Democrat;”
They blistered with the “Freeman.”
Ah! grisly portents! What avail
Your terrors of forewarning?
We wake to find the nightmare Hale
Astride our breasts at morning!
From Portsmouth lights to Indian stream
Our foes their throats are trying;
The very factory-spindles seem
To mock us while they’re flying.
The hills have bonfires; in our streets
Flags flout us in our faces;
The newsboys, peddling off their sheets,
Are hoarse with our disgraces.
In vain we turn, for gibing wit
And shoutings follow after,
As if old Kearsarge had split
His granite sides with laughter!
What boots it that we pelted out
The anti-slavery women,39
And bravely strewed their hall about
With tattered lace and trimming?
Was it for such a sad reverse
Our mobs became peacemakers,
And kept their tar and wooden horse
For Englishmen and Quakers?
For this did shifty Atherton
Make gag rules for the Great House?
Wiped we for this our feet upon
Petitions in our State House?
Plied we for this our axe of doom,
No stubborn traitor sparing,
Who scoffed at our opinion loom,
And took to homespun wearing?
38. The gag-law introduced in the House by Mr. Atherton ordered that “Papers and memorials touching the subject of slavery shall
be laid on the table without reading, debate or reference.”
39. At the first meeting of the Female Anti-Slavery Society of Concord NH, the building was pelted with stones and brickbats.
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Ah, Moses! hard it is to scan
These crooked providences,
Deducing from the wisest plan
The saddest consequences!
Strange that, in trampling as was meet
The nigger-men’s petition,
We sprung a mine beneath our feet
Which opened up perdition.
How goodly, Moses, was the game
In which we’ve long been actors,
Supplying freedom with the name
And slavery with the practice!
Our smooth words fed the people’s mouth,
Their ears our party rattle;
We kept them headed to the South,
As drovers do their cattle.
But now our game of politics
The world at large is learning;
And men grown gray in all our tricks
State’s evidence are turning.
Votes and preambles subtly spun
They cram with meanings louder,
And load the Democratic gun
With abolition powder.
The ides of June! Woe worth the day
When, turning all things over,
The traitor Hale shall make his hay
From Democratic clover!
Who then shall take him in the law,
Who punish crime so flagrant?
Whose hand shall serve, whose pen shall draw,
A writ against that “vagrant”?
Alas! no hope is left us here,
And one can only pine for
The envied place of overseer
Of slaves in Carolina!
Pray, Moses, give Calhoun the wink,
And see what pay he’s giving!
We’re practised long enough, we think,
To know the art of driving.
And for the faithful rank and file,
Who know their proper stations,
Perhaps it may be worth their while
To try the rice plantations.
Let Hale exult, let Wilson scoff,
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To see us southward scamper;
The slaves, we know, are “better off
Than laborers in New Hampshire!”

Friend John Greenleaf Whittier’s “The Branded Hand”:

WELCOME home again, brave seaman! with thy thoughtful brow and gray,
And the old heroic spirit of our earlier, better day;
With that front of calm endurance, on whose steady nerve in vain
Pressed the iron of the prison, smote the fiery shafts of pain!
Is the tyrant’s brand upon thee? Did the brutal cravens aim
To make God’s truth thy falsehood, His holiest work thy shame?
When, all blood-quenched, from the torture the iron was withdrawn,
How laughed their evil angel the baffled fools to scorn!
They change to wrong the duty which God hath written out
On the great heart of humanity, too legible for doubt!
They, the loathsome moral lepers, blotched from footsole up to crown,
Give to shame what God hath given unto honor and renown!
Why, that brand is highest honor! than its traces never yet
Upon old armorial hatchments was a prouder blazon set;
And thy unborn generations, as they tread our rocky strand,
Shall tell with pride the story of their father’s branded hand!
As the Templar home was welcome, bearing back from Syrian wars
The scars of Arab lances and of Paynim scimitars,
The pallor of the prison, and the shackle’s crimson span,
So we meet thee, so we greet thee, truest friend of God and man.
He suffered for the ransom of the dear Redeemer’s grave,
Thou for His living presence in the bound and bleeding slave;
He for a soil no longer by the feet of angels trod,
Thou for the true Shechinah, the present home of God!
For, while the jurist, sitting with the slave-whip o’er him swung,
From the tortured truths of freedom the lie of slavery wrung,
And the solemn priest to Moloch, on each God-deserted shrine,
Broke the bondman’s heart for bread, poured the bondman’s blood for wine;
While the multitude in blindness to a far-off Saviour knelt
And spurned, the while, the temple where a present Saviour dwelt;
Thou beheld’st Him in the task-field, in the prison shadows dim,
And thy mercy to the bondman, it was mercy unto Him!
In thy lone and long night-watches, sky above and wave below,
Thou didst learn a higher wisdom than the babbling schoolmen know;
God’s stars and silence taught thee, as His angels only can,
That the one sole sacred thing beneath the cope of heaven is Man!
That he who treads profanely on the scrolls of law and creed,
In the depth of God’s great goodness may find mercy in his need;
But woe to him who crushes the soul with chain and rod,
And herds with lower natures the awful form of God!.
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Then lift that manly right-hand, bold ploughman of the wave!
Its branded palm shall prophesy, “Salvation to the Slave!”
Hold up its fire-wrought language, that who so reads may feel
His heart swell strong within him, his sinews change to steel.
Hold it up before our sunshine, up against our Northern air;
Ho! men of Massachusetts, for the love of God, look there!
Take it henceforth for your standard, like the Bruce’s heart of yore,
In the dark strife closing round ye, let that hand be seen before!
And the masters of the slave-land shall tremble at that sign,
When it points its finger Southward along the Puritan line
Can the craft of State avail them? Can a Christless church withstand,
In the van of Freedom’s onset, the coming of that hand?

The Pine Tree, by John Greenleaf Whittier. (1846)
Written on hearing that the Anti-Slavery Resolves of Stephen C. Phillips had been rejected by the Whig
Convention in Faneuil Hall, in 1846.
LIFT again the stately emblem on the Bay State’s rusted shield,
Give to Northern winds the Pine-Tree on our banner’s tattered field.
Sons of men who sat in council with their Bibles round the board,
Answering England’s royal missive with a firm, “Thus saith the Lord!”
Rise again for home and freedom! set the battle in array!
What the fathers did of old time we their sons must do to-day.
Tell us not of banks and tariffs, cease your paltry pedler cries;
Shall the good State sink her honor that your gambling stocks may rise?
Would ye barter man for cotton? That your gains may sum up higher,
Must we kiss the feet of Moloch, pass our children through the fire?
Is the dollar only real? God and truth and right a dream?
Weighed against your lying ledgers must our manhood kick the beam?
O my God! for that free spirit, which of old in Boston town
Smote the Province House with terror, struck the crest of Andros down!
For another strong-voiced Adams in the city’s streets to cry,
“Up for God and Massachusetts! Set your feet on Mammon’s lie!
Perish banks and perish traffic, spin your cotton’s latest pound,
But in Heaven’s name keep your honor, keep the heart o’ the Bay State sound!”
Where’s the man for Massachusetts! Where’s the voice to speak her free?
Where’s the hand to light up bonfires from her mountains to the sea?
Beats her Pilgrim pulse no longer? Sits she dumb in her despair?
Has she none to break the silence? Has she none to do and dare?
O my God! for one right worthy to lift up her rushed shield,
And to plant again the Pine-Tree in her banner’s tattered field!

To a Southern Statesman, by John Greenleaf Whittier. (1846)
John C. Calhoun, who had strongly urged the extension of slave territory by the annexation of Texas, even if it
should involve a war with England, was unwilling to promote the acquisition of Oregon, which would enlarge
the Northern domain of freedom, and pleaded as an excuse the peril of foreign complications which he had defied
when the interests of slavery were involved.
IS this thy voice whose treble notes of fear
Wail in the wind? And dost thou shake to hear,
Actæon-like, the bay of thine own hounds,
Spurning the leash, and leaping o’er their bounds?
Sore-baffled statesman! when thy eager hand,
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With game afoot, unslipped the hungry pack,
To hunt down Freedom in her chosen land,
Hadst thou no fear, that, erelong, doubling back,
These dogs of thine might snuff on Slavery’s track?
Where’s now the boast, which even thy guarded tongue,
Cold, calm, and proud, in the teeth o’ the Senate flung,
O’er the fulfilment of thy baleful plan,
Like Satan’s triumph at the fall of man?
How stood’st thou then, thy feet on Freedom planting,
And pointing to the lurid heaven afar,
Whence all could see, through the south windows slanting,
Crimson as blood, the beams of that Lone Star!
The Fates are just; they give us but our own;
Nemesis ripens what our hands have sown.
There is an Eastern story, not unknown,
Doubtless, to thee, of one whose magic skill
Called demons up his water-jars to fill;
Defty and silently, they did his will,
But, when the task was done, kept pouring still.
In vain with spell and charm the wizard wrought,
Faster and faster were the buckets brought,
Higher and higher rose the flood around,
Till the fiends clapped their hands above their master drowned!
So, Carolinian, it may prove with thee,
For God still overrules man’s schemes, and takes
Craftiness in its self-set snare, and makes
The wrath of man to praise Him. It may be,
That the roused spirits of Democracy
May leave to freer States the same wide door
Through which thy slave-cursed Texas entered in,
From out the blood and fire, the wrong and sin,
Of the stormed city and the ghastly plain,
Beat by hot hail, and wet with bloody rain,
The myriad-handed pioneer may pour,
And the wild West with the roused North combine
And heave the engineer of evil with his mine.

At Washington, by John Greenleaf Whittier.
Suggested by a visit to the city of Washington, in the 12th month of 1845.
WITH a cold and wintry noon-light.
On its roofs and steeples shed,
Shadows weaving with the sunlight
From the gray sky overhead,
Broadly, vaguely, all around me, lies the half-built town outspread.
Through this broad street, restless ever,
Ebbs and flows a human tide,
Wave on wave a living river;
Wealth and fashion side by side;
Toiler, idler, slave and master, in the same quick current glide.
Underneath yon dome, whose coping
Springs above them, vast and tall,
Grave men in the dust are groping.
For the largess, base and small,
Which the hand of Power is scattering, crumbs which from its table fall.
Base of heart! They vilely barter
Honor’s wealth for party’s place;
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Step by step on Freedom’s charter
Leaving footprints of disgrace;
For to-day’s poor pittance turning from the great hope of their race.
Yet, where festal lamps are throwing
Glory round the dancer’s hair,
Gold-tressed, like an angel’s, flowing
Backward on the sunset air;
And the low quick pulse of music beats its measure sweet and rare:
There to-night shall woman’s glances,
Star-like, welcome give to them;
Fawning fools with shy advances
Seek to touch their garments’ hem,
With the tongue of flattery glozing deeds which God and Truth condemn.
From this glittering lie my vision
Takes a broader, sadder range,
Full before me have arisen
Other pictures dark and strange;
From the parlor to the prison must the scene and witness change.
Hark! the heavy gate is swinging
On its hinges, harsh and slow;
One pale prison lamp is flinging
On a fearful group below
Such a light as leaves to terror whatsoe’er it does not show.
Pitying God! Is that a woman
On whose wrist the shackles clash?
Is that shriek she utters human,
Underneath the stinging lash?
Are they men whose eyes of madness from that sad procession flash?
Still the dance goes gayly onward!
What is it to Wealth and Pride
That without the stars are looking
On a scene which earth should hide?
That the slave-ship lies in waiting, rocking on Potomac’s tide!
Vainly to that mean Ambition
Which, upon a rival’s fall,
Winds above its old condition,
With a reptile’s slimy crawl,
Shall the pleading voice of sorrow, shall the slave in anguish call.
Vainly to the child of Fashion,
Giving to ideal woe
Graceful luxury of compassion,
Shall the stricken mourner go;
Hateful seems the earnest sorrow, beautiful the hollow show!
Nay, my words are all too sweeping:
In this crowded human mart,
Feeling is not dead, but sleeping;
Man’s strong will and woman’s heart,
In the coming strife for Freedom, yet shall bear their generous part.
And from yonder sunny valleys,
Southward in the distance lost,
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Freedom yet shall summon allies
Worthier than the North can boast,
With the Evil by their hearth-stones grappling at severer cost.
Now, the soul alone is willing.
Faint the heart and weak the knee;
And as yet no lip is thrilling
With the mighty words, “Be Free!”
Tarrieth long the land’s Good Angel, but his advent is to be!
Meanwhile, turning from the revel
To the prison-cell my sight,
For intenser hate of evil,
For a keener sense of right,
Shaking off thy dust, I thank thee, City of the Slaves, to-night!
“To thy duty now and ever!
Dream no more of rest or stay:
Give to Freedom’s great endeavor
All thou art and hast to-day:”
Thus, above the city’s murmur, saith a Voice, or seems to say.
Ye with heart and vision gifted
To discern and love the right,
Whose worn faces have been lifted
To the slowly-growing light,
Where from Freedom’s sunrise drifted slowly back the murk of night!
Ye who through long years of trial
Still have held your purpose fast,
While a lengthening shade the dial
From the westering sunshine cast,
And of hope each hour’s denial seemed an echo of the last!
O my brothers! O my sisters!
Would to God that ye were near,
Gazing with me down the vistas
Of a sorrow strange and drear;
Would to God that ye were listeners to the Voice I seem to hear!
With the storm above us driving,
With the false earth mined below,
Who shall marvel if thus striving
We have counted friend as foe;
Unto one another giving in the darkness blow for blow.
Well it may be that our natures
Have grown sterner and more hard,
And the freshness of their features
Somewhat harsh and battle-scarred,
And their harmonies of feeling overtasked and rudely jarred.
Be it so. It should not swerve us
From a purpose true and brave;
Dearer Freedom’s rugged service
Than the pastime of the slave;
Better is the storm above it than the quiet of the grave.
Let us then, uniting, bury
All our idle feuds in dust,
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And to future conflicts carry
Mutual faith and common trust;
Always he who most forgiveth in his brother is most just.
From the eternal shadow rounding
All our sun and starlight here,
Voices of our lost ones sounding
Bid us be of heart and cheer,
Through the silence, down the spaces, falling on the inward ear.
Know we not our dead are looking
Downward with a sad surprise,
All our strife of words rebuking
With their mild and loving eyes?
Shall we grieve the holy angels? Shall we cloud their blessed skies?
Let us draw their mantles o’er us,
Which have fallen in our way;
Let us do the work before us,
Cheerly, bravely, while we may,
Ere the long night-silence cometh, and with us it is not day!

The Freed Islands, by John Greenleaf Whittier.
Written for the anniversary celebration of the first of August, at Milton, 1846.
A FEW brief years have passed away
Since Britain drove her million slaves
Beneath the tropic’s fiery ray:
God willed their freedom; and to-day
Life blooms above those island graves!
He spoke! across the Carib Sea,
We heard the clash of breaking chains,
And felt the heart-throb of the free,
The first, strong pulse of liberty
Which thrilled along the bondman’s veins.
Though long delayed, and far, and slow,
The Briton’s triumph shall be ours:
Wears slavery here a prouder brow
Than that which twelve short years ago
Scowled darkly from her island bowers?
Mighty alike for good or ill
With mother-land, we fully share
The Saxon strength, the nerve of steel,
The tireless energy of will,
The power to do, the pride to dare.
What she has done can we not do?
Our hour and men are both at hand;
The blast which Freedom’s angel blew
O’er her green islands, echoes through
Each valley of our forest land.
Hear it, old Europe! we have sworn
The death of slavery. When it falls,
Look to your vassals in their turn,
Your poor dumb millions, crushed and worn,
Your prisons and your palace walls!
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O kingly mockers! scoffing show
What deeds in Freedom’s name we do;
Yet know that every taunt ye throw
Across the waters, goads our slow
Progression towards the right and true.
Not always shall your outraged poor,
Appalled by democratic crime,
Grind as their fathers ground before;
The hour which sees our prison door
Swing wide shall be their triumph time.
On then, my brothers! every blow
Ye deal is felt the wide earth through;
Whatever here uplifts the low
Or humbles Freedom’s hateful foe,
Blesses the Old World through the New.
Take heart! The promised hour draws near;
I hear the downward beat of wings,
And Freedom’s trumpet sounding clear:
“Joy to the people! woe and fear
To new-world tyrants, old-world kings!”

Lines
From a Letter to a Young Clerical Friend, by John Greenleaf Whittier.
A STRENGTH Thy service cannot tire,
A faith which doubt can never dim,
A heart of love, a lip of fire,
O Freedom’s God! be Thou to him!
Speak through him words of power and fear,
As through Thy prophet bards of old,
And let a scornful people hear
Once more Thy Sinai-thunders rolled.
For lying lips Thy blessing seek,
And hands of blood are raised to Thee,
And on Thy children, crushed and weak,
The oppressor plants his kneeling knee.
Let then, O God! Thy servant dare
Thy truth in all its power to tell,
Unmask the priestly thieves, and tear
The Bible from the grasp of hell!
From hollow rite and narrow span
Of law and sect by Thee released,
Oh, teach him that the Christian man
Is holier than the Jewish priest.
Chase back the shadows, gray and old,
Of the dead ages, from his way,
And let his hopeful eyes behold
The dawn of Thy millennial day;
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That day when lettered limb and mind
Shall know the truth which maketh free,
And he alone who loves his kind
Shall, childlike, claim the love of Thee!

March 10: At Sebah, in the Oasis of Fezzan, per Richardson’s JOURNAL IN AFRICA:
This evening the female slaves were unusually excited in
singing, and I had the curiosity to ask my negro servant, Said,
what they were singing about. As many of them were natives of
his own country, he had no difficulty in translating the Mandara
or Bornou language. I had often asked the Moors to translate
their songs for me, but got no satisfactory account from them.
Said at first said, “Oh, they sing of Rubee” (God), “What do you
mean?” I replied, impatiently. “Oh, don’t you know?” he
continued, “they asked God to give them their Atka?”
(certificate of freedom). I inquired, “Is that all?” Said: “No;
they say, ‘Where are we going? The world is large. O God! Where
are we going? O God!’” I inquired, “What else?” Said: “They
remember their country, Bornou, and say, ‘Bornou was a pleasant
country, full of all good things; but this is a bad country, and
we are miserable!’” “Do they say anything else?” Said: “No; they
repeat these words over and over again, and add, ‘O God! give
us our Atka, and let us return again to our dear home.’”
I am not surprised I got little satisfaction when I asked the
Moors about the songs of their slaves. Who will say that the
above words are not a very appropriate song? What could have
been more congenially adapted to their then woful condition? It
is not to be wondered at that these poor bondwomen cheer up their
hearts, in their long, lonely, and painful wanderings over the
desert, with words and sentiments like these; but I have often
observed that their fatigue and sufferings were too great for
them to strike up this melancholy dirge, and many days their
plaintive strains never broke over the silence of the desert.
In 1847 this would be transformed by John Greenleaf Whittier into a poem:

SONG OF SLAVES IN THE DESERT.
WHERE are we going? where are we going,
Where are we going, Rubee?
Lord of peoples, lord of lands,
Look across these shining sands,
Through the furnace of the noon,
Through the white light of the moon.
Strong the Ghiblee wind is blowing,
Strange and large the world is growing!
Speak and tell us where we are going,
Where are we going, Rubee?
Bornou land was rich and good,
Wells of water, fields of food,
Dourra fields, and bloom of bean,
And the palm-tree cool and green:
Bornou land we see no longer,
Here we thirst and here we hunger,
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Here the Moor-man smites in anger:
Where are we going, Rubee?
When we went from Bornou land,
We were like the leaves and sand,
We were many, we are few;
Life has one, and death has two:
Whitened bones our path are showing,
Thou All-seeing, thou All-knowing!
Hear us, tell us, where are we going,
Where are we going, Rubee?
Moons of marches from our eyes
Bornou land behind us lies;
Stranger round us day by day
Bends the desert circle gray;
Wild the waves of sand are flowing,
Hot the winds above them blowing, —
Lord of all things! where are we going?
Where are we going, Rubee?
We are weak, but Thou art strong.;
Short our lives, but Thine is long;
We are blind, but Thou hast eyes;
We are fools, but Thou art wise!
Thou, our morrow’s pathway knowing
Through the strange world round us growing,
Hear us, tell us where are we going,
Where are we going, Rubee?

Winter: While the Delaware legislature was debating a bill for the abolition of slavery in that state, Friend John
Greenleaf Whittier wrote:

TO DELAWARE.
THRICE welcome to thy sisters of the East,
To the strong tillers of a rugged home,
With spray-wet locks to Northern winds released,
And hardy feet o’erswept by ocean’s foam;
And to the young nymphs of the golden West,
Whose harvest mantles, fringed with prairie bloom,
Trail in the sunset, — O redeemed and blest,
To the warm welcome of thy sisters come!
Broad Pennsylvania, down her sail-white bay
Shall give thee joy, and Jersey from her plains,
And the great lakes, where echo, free alway,
Moaned never shoreward with the clank of chains,
Shall weave new sun-bows in their tossing spray,
And all their waves keep grateful holiday.
And, smiling on thee through her mountain rains,
Vermont shall bless thee; and the granite peaks,
And vast Katahdin o’er his woods, shall wear
Their snow-crowns brighter in the cold, keen air;
And Massachusetts, with her rugged cheeks
O’errun with grateful tears, shall turn to thee,
When, at thy bidding, the electric wire
Shall tremble northward with its words of fire;
Glory and praise to God! another State is free!
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1847
Friend John Greenleaf Whittier was wounded in the cheek by a boy, Philip Butler, who was firing a gun not
far from his garden. So that he would not alarm relatives, Whittier bound up his face in a handkerchief, and
had the wound dressed by a doctor before he let them know of it.

(As a Quaker, he of course forgave the boy for this accident.)
TIMELINE OF ACCIDENTS

Whittier’s four-room home at 86 Friend Street in Amesbury MA was enlarged in this year. In 1903, this house
being under renovation, a letter from Lewis Tappan of New York dating to this year would be discovered inside
a wall, and it would be noted that the letter, which had included a check for $100.00 in payment for editorial
work performed, was urging the Quaker poet “judiciously” to invest in real estate.

Randolph of Roanoke, by John Greenleaf Whittier. (1847)
O MOTHER EARTH upon thy lap
Thy weary ones receiving,
And o’er them, silent as a dream,
Thy grassy mantle weaving,
Fold softly in thy long embrace
That heart so worn and broken,
And cool its pulse of fire beneath
Thy shadows old and oaken.
Shut out from him the bitter word
And serpent hiss of scorning;
Nor let the storms of yesterday
Disturb his quiet morning.
Breathe over him forgetfulness
Of all save deeds of kindness,
And, save to smiles of grateful eyes,
Press down his lids in blindness.
There, where with living ear and eye
He heard Potomac’s flowing,
And, through his tall ancestral trees,
Saw autumn’s sunset glowing,
He sleeps, still looking to the west,
Beneath the dark wood shadow,
As if he still would see the sun
Sink down on wave and meadow.
Bard, Sage, and Tribune! in himself
All moods of mind contrasting, —
The tenderest wail of human woe,
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The scorn like lightning blasting;
The pathos which from rival eyes
Unwilling tears could summon,
The stinging taunt, the fiery burst
Of hatred scarcely human!
Mirth, sparkling like a diamond shower,
From lips of life-long sadness;
Clear picturings of majestic thought
Upon a ground of madness;
And over all Romance and Song
A classic beauty throwing,
And laurelled Clio at his side
Her storied pages showing.
All parties feared him: each in turn
Beheld its schemes disjointed,
As right or left his fatal glance
And spectral finger pointed.
Sworn foe of Cant, he smote it down
With trenchant wit unsparing,
And, mocking, rent with ruthless hand
The robe Pretence was wearing.
Too honest or too proud to feign
A love he never cherished,
Beyond Virginia’s border line
His patriotism perished.
While others hailed in distant skies
Our eagle’s dusky pinion,
He only saw the mountain bird
Stoop o’er his Old Dominion!
Still through each change of fortune strange,
Racked nerve, and brain all burning,
His loving faith in Mother-land
Knew never shade of turning;
By Britain’s lakes, by Neva’s tide,
Whatever sky was o’er him,
He heard her rivers’ rushing sound,
Her blue peaks rose before him.
He held his slaves, yet made withal
No false and vain pretences,
Nor paid a lying priest to seek
For Scriptural defences.
His harshest words of proud rebuke,
His bitterest taunt and scorning,
Fell fire-like on the Northern brow
That bent to him in fawning.
He held his slaves; yet kept the while
His reverence for the Human;
In the dark vassals of his will
He saw but Man and Woman!
No hunter of God’s outraged poor
His Roanoke valley entered;
No trader in the souls of men
Across his threshold ventured.
And when the old and wearied man
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Lay down for his last sleeping,
And at his side, a slave no more,
His brother-man stood weeping,
His latest thought, his latest breath,
To Freedom’s duty giving,
With failing tongue and trembling hand
The dying blest the living.
Oh, never bore his ancient State
A truer son or braver!
None trampling with a calmer scorn
On foreign hate or favor.
He knew her faults, yet never stooped
His proud and manly feeling
To poor excuses of the wrong
Or meanness of concealing.
But none beheld with clearer eye
The plague-spot o’er her spreading,
None heard more sure the steps of Doom
Along her future treading.
For her as for himself he spake,
When, his gaunt frame upbracing,
He traced with dying hand “Remorse!”
And perished in the tracing.
As from the grave where Henry sleeps,
From Vernon’s weeping willow,
And from the grassy pall which hides
The Sage of Monticello,
So from the leaf-strewn burial-stone
Of Randolph’s lowly dwelling,
Virginia! o’er thy land of slaves
A warning voice is swelling!
And hark! from thy deserted fields
Are sadder warnings spoken,
From quenched hearths, where thy exiled sons
Their household gods have broken.
The curse is on thee, — wolves for men,
And briers for corn-sheaves giving!
Oh, more than all thy dead renown
Were now one hero living!
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April: Friend John Greenleaf Whittier inquired of Lewis Tappan where his friend Theodore Dwight Weld had
vanished to. He was no longer to be located among the foot soldiers of the anti-slavery crusade.

Tappan response indicated bitterness at his betrayal by someone among his foot soldiers who had come to
believe that the spirit in which the struggle was being waged against slavery by the white abolitionists was the
same spirit which was causing white slaveholders to cling so tenaciously to the institution of slavery:
“Where is Weld?” He is in a ditch opposite his house,
doing the work any Irishman could do for 75 cents
a day. His wife is “suckling fools and chronicling
small beer.” The quakers did it, they say.

Well, bully for them Quakers!
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
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October (on some Monday late in the month): Waldo Emerson arrived at 5 Great Cheyne Row in Chelsea, London,
the home of Thomas Carlyle and Jane Welsh Carlyle.
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Carlyle. I found at Liverpool, after a couple of days, a letter
which had been seeking me, from Carlyle, addressed to “R.W.E. —
on the instant when he lands in England,” conveying the
heartiest welcome & urgent invitation to house & hearth. And
finding that I should not be wanted for a week in the Lecturerooms I came down to London, on Monday, &, at 10 at night, the
door was opened to me by Jane Carlyle, and the man himself was
behind her with a lamp in the hall. They were very little changed
from their old selves of fourteen years ago (in August) when I
left them at Craigenputtock. “Well,” said Carlyle, “here we are
shovelled together again!”
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During this month, upon hearing of the death of Governor Silas Wright of New York on August 27, 1847 in
Canton, New York at the age of 53, Friend John Greenleaf Whittier wrote:

THE LOST STATESMAN.
AS they who, tossing midst the storm at night,
While turning shoreward, where a beacon shone,
Meet the walled blackness of the heaven alone,
So, on the turbulent waves of party tossed,
In gloom and tempest, men have seen thy light
Quenched in the darkness. At thy hour of noon,
While life was pleasant to thy undimmed sight,
And, day by day, within thy spirit grew
A holier hope than young Ambition knew,
As through thy rural quiet, not in vain,
Pierced the sharp thrill of Freedom’s cry of pain,
Man of the millions, thou art lost too soon!
Portents at which the bravest stand aghast, —
The birth-throes of a Future, strange and vast,
Alarm the land; yet thou, so wise and strong,
Suddenly summoned to the burial bed,
Lapped in its slumbers deep and ever long,
Hear’st not the tumult surging overhead.
Who now shall rally Freedom’s scattering host?
Who wear the mantle of the leader lost?
Who stay the march of slavery? He whose voice
Hath called thee from thy task-field shall not lack
Yet bolder champions, to beat bravely back
The wrong which, through his poor ones, reaches Him:
Yet firmer hands shall Freedom’s torchlights trim,
And wave them high across the abysmal black,
Till bound, dumb millions there shall see them and rejoice.
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1848
John Greenleaf Whittier, in response to material in the Friends’ Review which had dismissed the French
revolutionaries as dangerous radicals, provided us with the definitive comment upon socialism: “If we
understand them, they would level upwards, and remove the inequalities of the social condition by elevating
the depressed and trodden-down classes by a more equal distribution of the rewards of honest labor; by making
the interest of the capital and labor, of skill and muscular energy, identical; by bringing about a state of things
in which the doing unto others as we would they should do to us, shall be the uniform law of the social system.
Their object is certainly good and praiseworthy. Whether it can be attained, or, if so, whether the Communists
have discovered the way to its accomplishment, are questions which time has yet to solve.”

The hotel of Thomas Laighton on Appledore Island in the Isles of Shoals opened its doors “for invalids, if they
had to come, for poets, if they could and would.” The hotel must have been gargantuan, for it slept 500 and
could serve dinner to 900. Whittier, Emerson, Hawthorne, and Mark Twain would be among its poets and
invalids.
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THE SLAVES OF MARTINIQUE, BY JOHN GREENLEAF WHITTIER
Suggested by a daguerreotype taken from a small French engraving of two negro figures, sent to the writer by
Oliver Johnson.
BEAMS of noon, like burning lances, through the tree-tops flash and glisten,
As she stands before her lover, with raised face to look and listen.
Dark, but comely, like the maiden in the ancient Jewish song:
Scarcely has the toil of task-fields done her graceful beauty wrong.
He, the strong one and the manly, with the vassal’s garb and hue,
Holding still his spirit’s birthright, to his higher nature true;
Hiding deep the strengthening purpose of a freeman in his heart,
As the gregree holds his Fetich from the white man’s gaze apart.
Ever foremost of his comrades, when the driver’s morning horn
Calls away to stifling mill-house, to the fields of cane and corn:
Fall the keen and burning lashes never on his back or limb;
Scarce with look or word of censure, turns the driver unto him.
Yet, his brow is always thoughtful, and his eye is hard and stern;
Slavery’s last and humblest lesson he has never deigned to learn.
And, at evening, when his comrades dance before their master’s door,
Folding arms and knitting forehead, stands he silent evermore.
God be praised for every instinct which rebels against a lot
Where the brute survives the human, and man’s upright form is not!
As the serpent-like bejuco winds his spiral fold on fold
Round the tall and stately ceiba, till it withers in his hold;
Slow decays the forest monarch, closer girds the fell embrace,
Till the tree is seen no longer, and the vine is in its place;
So a base and bestial nature round the vassal’s manhood twines,
And the spirit wastes beneath it, like the ceiba choked with vines.
God is Love, saith the Evangel; and our world of woe and sin
Is made light and happy only when a Love is shining in.
Ye whose lives are free as sunshine, finding, wheresoe’er ye roam,
Smiles of welcome, looks of kindness, making all the world like home;
In the veins of whose affections kindred blood is but a part,
Of one kindly current throbbing from the universal heart;
Can ye know the deeper meaning of a love in Slavery nursed,
Last flower of a lost Eden, blooming in that Soil accursed?
Love of Home, and Love of Woman! — dear to all, but doubly dear
To the heart whose pulses elsewhere measure only hate and fear.
All around the desert circles, underneath a brazen sky,
Only one green spot remaining where the dew is never dry!
From the horror of that desert, from its atmosphere of hell,
Turns the fainting spirit thither, as the diver seeks his bell.
’Tis the fervid tropic noontime; faint and low the sea-waves beat;
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Hazy rise the inland mountains through the glimmer of the heat, —
Where, through mingled leaves and blossoms, arrowy sunbeams flash and glisten,
Speaks her lover to the slave-girl, and she lifts her head to listen: —
“We shall live as slaves no longer! Freedom’s hour is close at hand!
Rocks her bark upon the waters, rests the boat upon the strand!
“I have seen the Haytien Captain; I have seen his swarthy crew,
Haters of the pallid faces, to their race and color true.
“They have sworn to wait our coming till the night has passed its noon,
And the gray and darkening waters roll above the sunken moon!”
Oh, the blessed hope of freedom! how with joy and glad surprise,
For an instant throbs her bosom, for an instant beam her eyes!
But she looks across the valley, where her mother’s hut is seen,
Through the snowy bloom of coffee, and the lemon-leaves so green.
And she answers, sad and earnest: “It were wrong for thee to stay;
God hath heard thy prayer for freedom, and his finger points the way.
“Well I know with what endurance, for the sake of me and mine,
Thou hast borne too long a burden never meant for souls like thine.
“Go; and at the hour of midnight, when our last farewell is o’er,
Kneeling on our place of parting, I will bless thee from the shore.
“But for me, my mother, lying on her sick-bed all the day,
Lifts her weary head to watch me, coming through the twilight gray.
“Should I leave her sick and helpless, even freedom, shared with thee,
Would be sadder far than bondage, lonely toil, and stripes to me.
“For my heart would die within me, and my brain would soon be wild;
I should hear my mother calling through the twilight for her child!”
Blazing upward from the ocean, shines the sun of morning-time,
Through the coffee-trees in blossom, and green hedges of the lime.
Side by side, amidst the slave-gang, toil the lover and the maid;
Wherefore looks he o’er the waters, leaning forward on his spade?
Sadly looks he, deeply sighs he: ’t is the Haytien’s sail he sees,
Like a white cloud of the mountains, driven seaward by the breeze!
But his arm a light hand presses, and he hears a low voice call:
Hate of Slavery, hope of Freedom, Love is mightier than all.
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February 2: The 1st shipload of Chinese arrived at San Francisco harbor.
A treaty between the United States of America and Mexico, termed a “treaty of peace, friendship, limits, and
settlement,” was signed at Guadalupe-Hidalgo.

READ THE FULL TEXT
General Stephen W. Kearny charged Alexander William Doniphan to write a code of civil laws to be used in
the lands annexed from Mexico (this would be known as the “Kearny code”) in both English and Spanish.
A bill would be introduced into the House of Representatives on February 18, 1848 to authorize our nation to
borrow $16,000,000 in order to complete its prosecution of the war, and it seeming an excellent investment,
this would be approved in the US House of Representatives and then considered be the US Senate. The Treaty
would, with the advice and consent of the US Senate, be ratified by our President on March 16, 1848.
Subsequent to its signature and ratification, further war measures would be considered and adopted by our
federal congress. According to the Treaty, almost half the land area of Mejico was to be surrendering by that
nation to the United States of America. That is to day that during this year in which the cornerstone was being
laid for the Washington Monument, using slave labor of course, by a treaty made possible through hostile
invasion and occupation of foreign territory, we were obtaining TX, CA, NM, AZ, NV, UT, and parts of CO
and WY for our federal union at a compensation of merely $15,000,000.
TEXAS
We note in passing that Senator James Mason was already deploying the US Constitution as a bulwark for the
practice of human enslavement.
Upon learning the terms imposed, Friend John Greenleaf Whittier would write the following:

THE CRISIS.
ACROSS the Stony Mountains, o’er the desert’s drouth and sand,
The circles of our empire touch the western ocean’s strand;
From slumberous Timpanogos, to Gila, wild and free,
Flowing down from Nuevo-Leon to California’s sea;
And from the mountains of the east, to Santa Rosa’s shore,
The eagles of Mexitli shall beat the air no more.
O Vale of Rio Bravo! Let thy simple children weep;
Close watch about their holy fire let maids of Pecos keep;
Let Taos send her cry across Sierra Madre’s pines,
And Santa Barbara toll her bells amidst her corn and vines;
For lo! the pale land-seekers come, with eager eyes of gain,
Wide scattering, like the bison herds on broad Salada’s plain.
Let Sacramento’s herdsmen heed what sound the winds bring down
Of footsteps on the crisping snow, from cold Nevada’s crown!
Full hot and fast the Saxon rides, with rein of travel slack,
And, bending o’er his saddle, leaves the sunrise at his back;
By many a lonely river, and gorge of fir and pine,
On many a wintry hill-top, his nightly camp-fires shine.
O countrymen and brothers! that land of lake and plain,
Of salt wastes alternating with valleys fat with grain;
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Of mountains white with winter, looking downward, cold, serene,
On their feet with spring-vines tangled and lapped in softest green;
Swift through whose black volcanic gates, o’er many a sunny vale,
Wind-like the Arapahoe sweeps the bison’s dusty trail!
Great spaces yet untravelled, great lakes whose mystic shores
The Saxon rifle never heard, nor dip of Saxon oars;
Great herds that wander all unwatched, wild steeds that none have tamed,
Strange fish in unknown streams, and birds the Saxon never named;
Deep mines, dark mountain crucibles, where Nature’s chemic powers
Work out the Great Designer’s will; all these ye say are ours!
Forever ours! for good or ill, on us the burden lies;
God’s balance, watched by angels, is hung across the skies.
Shall Justice, Truth, and Freedom turn the poised and trembling scale?
Or shall the Evil triumph, and robber Wrong prevail?
Shall the broad land o’er which our flag in starry splendor waves,
Forego through us its freedom, and bear the tread of slaves?
The day is breaking in the East of which the prophets told,
And brightens up the sky of Time the Christian Age of Gold;
Old Might to Right is yielding, battle blade to clerkly pen,
Earth’s monarchs are her peoples, and her serfs stand up as men;
The isles rejoice together, in a day are nations born,
And the slave walks free in Tunis, and by Stamboul’s Golden Horn!
Is this, O countrymen of mine! a day for us to sow
The soil of new-gained empire with slavery’s seeds of woe?
To feed with our fresh life-blood the Old World’s cast-off crime,
Dropped, like some monstrous early birth, from the tired lap of Time?
To run anew the evil race the old lost nations ran,
And die like them of unbelief of God, and wrong of man?
Great Heaven! Is this our mission? End in this the prayers and tears,
The toil, the strife, the watchings of our younger, better years?
Still as the Old World rolls in light, shall ours in shadow turn,
A beamless Chaos, cursed of God, through outer darkness borne?
Where the far nations looked for light, a blackness in the air?
Where for words of hope they listened, the long wail of despair?
The Crisis presses on us; face to face with us it stands,
With solemn lips of question, like the Sphinx in Egypt’s sands!
This day we fashion Destiny, our web of Fate we spin;
This day for all hereafter choose we holiness or sin,
Even now from starry Gerizim, or Ebal’s cloudy crown
We call the dews of blessing or the bolts of cursing down!
By all for which the martyrs bore their agony and shame;
By all the warning words of truth with which the prophets came;
By the Future which awaits us; by all the hopes which cast
Their faint and trembling beams across the blackness of the Past;
And by the blessed thought of Him who for Earth’s freedom died,
O my people! O my brothers! let us choose the righteous side.
So shall the Northern pioneer go joyful on his way;
To wed Penobscot’s waters to San Francisco’s bay;
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To make the rugged places smooth, and sow the vales with grain;
And bear, with Liberty and Law, the Bible in his train:
The mighty West shall bless the East, and sea shall answer sea,
And mountain unto mountain call, Praise God for we are free!
WAR ON

MEXICO

April 12, Wednesday: Friedrich Hecker, leader of the radical liberals, and Gustav von Streuve led a putsch proclaiming
a German Republic in Constance. They organized a rag-tag army, and invaded Baden.
According to page 15 of Larry J. Reynolds’s influence study EUROPEAN REVOLUTIONS AND THE AMERICAN
LITERARY RENAISSANCE (New Haven CT: Yale UP, 1988), of all the major cities of the US, Boston was the
least enthusiastic in its support for the French revolution of this year:
Many Bostonians worried about the financial consequences of European
upheaval. On April 12 a sympathy meeting was held at Tremont Temple,
Mayor Josiah Quincy, Jr. presiding, and the participants drafted a
series of resolutions offering congratulations to the French people,
but only after several protests and considerable wrangling. (“Somewhat
of an eccentric meeting,” the Crescent called it.) Boston did supply a
typically civilized response to the revolution, however: the play THE
LAST OF THE KINGS, OR THE FRENCH REVOLUTION, on which, according to the
announcement of the Boston Museum, “all the artist of the
establishment, aided by a powerful force of auxiliaries, have been
employed day and night, and which is to be produced with all the
splendid adjuncts that the nature of the incidents demand.” The play,
which dramatized the “three days” of the February revolution, was
indeed hastily put together, taking only eight days to create, complete
with scenery and music, but it proved popular; by April 8 it had been
performed sixteen times before large audiences.... John Greenleaf
Whittier and James Russell Lowell were especially euphoric about the
French revolution, because one of the acts of the new government
abolished slavery in France’s colonies.
Nevertheless, Reynolds continues on page 24,
It is not coincidental that some of the finest works in American
literature contain this revolutionary imagery of the day. When Ahab
flies the red flag on the mainmast of the Pequod, when Steelkilt and
his mob of desperados become “sea-Parisians” on the Town-Ho and entrench
themselves “behind the barricade,” when Hester Prynne or Arthur
Dimmesdale ascend the scaffold, when Surveyor Nathaniel Hawthorne talks
about being guillotined, or even when Henry Thoreau’s neighboring ants
become red republicans and black imperialists engaged in internecine
war, they reveal their creators’ indebtedness to contemporary events
and iconography. All the major writers of the period, Thoreau included,
found themselves stirred by the French revolution of 1848 and the
revolutionary turmoil it brought in its wake.
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May:

The Democratic convention in Baltimore was fulfilling all of Henry David Thoreau’s expectations of it in that
it was nominating for president “a northern man with southern principles,” to wit Lewis Cass:
“RESISTANCE TO CIVIL GOVERNMENT”: I hear of a convention to be held at
Baltimore, or elsewhere, for the selection of a candidate for the
Presidency, made up chiefly of editors, and men who are
politicians by profession; but I think, what is it to any
independent, intelligent, and respectable man what decision they
may come to? Shall we not have the advantage of his wisdom and
honesty, nevertheless? Can we not count upon some independent
votes? Are there not many individuals in the country who do not
attend conventions? But no: I find that the respectable man, so
called, has immediately drifted from his position, and despairs
of his country, when his country has more reason to despair of
him. He forthwith adopts one of the candidates thus selected as
the only available one, thus proving that he is himself available
for any purposes of the demagogue. His vote is of no more worth
than that of any unprincipled foreigner or hireling native, who
may have been bought. Oh for a man who is a man, and, as my
neighbor says, has a bone in his back which you cannot pass your
hand through!
As James Knox Polk was being nominated for the presidency at the Democratic convention in Odd Fellows
Hall, successive telegrams kept clusters of persons in Washington DC, including members of the Congress,
informed of the remote events that were transpiring. Deadlocked between Martin Van Buren and Lewis Cass,
the convention finally stampeded for a dark horse candidate, James Knox Polk, on its 9th ballot. The sentiment
in Washington in regard to this telegraph invention, if not in regard to this political confusion, was one of
“mixed delight and wonder.”
When the supporters of Van Buren bolted from this Democratic convention and signed their prominent
candidate up as a Free Soil Party candidate, Friend John Greenleaf Whittier scented victory and exulted on
behalf of the anti-slavery party:

PÝAN.
NOW, joy and thanks forevermore!
The dreary night has wellnigh passed,
The slumbers of the North are o’er,
The Giant stands erect at last!
More than we hoped in that dark time
When, faint with watching, few and worn,
We saw no welcome day-star climb
The cold gray pathway of the morn!
O weary hours! O night of years!
What storms our darkling pathway swept,
Where, beating back our thronging fears,
By Faith alone our march we kept.
How jeered the scoffing crowd behind,
How mocked before the tyrant train,
As, one by one, the true and kind
Fell fainting in our path of pain!
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They died, their brave hearts breaking slow,
But, self-forgetful to the last,
In words of cheer and bugle blow
Their breath upon the darkness passed.
A mighty host, on either hand,
Stood waiting for the dawn of day
To crush like reeds our feeble band;
The morn has come, and where are they?
Troop after troop their line forsakes;
With peace-white banners waving free,
And from our own the glad shout breaks,
Of Freedom and Fraternity!
Like mist before the growing light,
The hostile cohorts melt away;
Our frowning foemen of the night
Are brothers at the dawn of day!
As unto these repentant ones
We open wide our toil-worn ranks,
Along our line a murmur runs
Of song, and praise, and grateful thanks.
Sound for the onset! Blast on blast!
Till Slavery’s minions cower and quail;
One charge of fire shall drive them fast
Like chaff before our Northern gale!
O prisoners in your house of pain
Dumb, toiling millions, bound and sold,
Look! stretched o’er Southern vale and plain,
The Lord’s delivering hand behold!
Above the tyrant’s pride of power,
His iron gates and guarded wall,
The bolts which shattered Shinar’s tower
Hang, smoking, for a fiercer fall.
Awake! awake! my Fatherland!
It is thy Northern light that shines;
This stirring march of Freedom’s band
The storm-song of thy mountain pines.
Wake, dwellers where the day expires!
And hear, in winds that sweep your lakes
And fan your prairies’ roaring fires,
The signal-call that Freedom makes!
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1849
John Greenleaf Whittier’s POEMS, and his one novel, LETTERS FROM MARGARET SMITH’S JOURNAL.

William Whiting was president and Sophia Elizabeth Thoreau and Mary Merrick Brooks were members of the
executive committee of the Middlesex County Antislavery Society.
In this year the Reverend Thomas Wentworth Higginson was being expelled from his Unitarian pulpit in
Newburyport due to his offensive antislavery sermons. He would be put forward by Friend John Greenleaf
Whittier, who was not only a nonviolenter Quaker poet but also an extraordinarily effective behind-the-scenes
political manipulator, as the Freesoil candidate for Congress from the 3rd Congressional District.
The Reverend’s campaign would be based upon the concept of a Higher Law. His platform in regard to the
Fugitive Slave Law would be:
DISOBEY IT ... and show our good citizenship by taking
the legal consequences.

(In October 1851 his Whig opponent would win the seat — sometimes you just can’t win for losing. :-)
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May 30, Wednesday: As the last Wednesday in May, this was Election Day.
James Munroe and Co. published Henry Thoreau’s A WEEK ON THE CONCORD AND MERRIMACK RIVERS with
the notice in its endpapers, “Will soon be published, WALDEN; OR, LIFE IN THE WOODS. By Henry D.
Thoreau.”

TIMELINE OF

WALDEN

The author had included comments on the captivity narrative of Hannah Emerson Duston in the “Thursday”
chapter,40 recycling some material about the validity of historicizing which he had originally created while
contemplating the captivity narrative of Mistress Mary Rowlandson of Lancaster after hiking past the rocky
terrain on which Rowlandson had been ransomed and which he had previously incorporated into “A Walk to
Wachusett”:
On beholding a picture of a New England village as it
then appeared, with a fair open prospect, and a light
on trees and river, as if it were broad noon, we find
we had not thought the sun shone in those days, or that
men lived in broad daylight then. We do not imagine the
sun shining on hill and valley during Philip’s war, nor
on the war-path of Paugus, or Standish, or Church, or
Lovell, with serene summer weather, but a dim twilight
or night did those events transpire in. They must have
fought in the shade of their own dusky deeds.
CAPTIVITY AND RESTAURATION

Bob Pepperman Taylor has, in his monograph on the political content of Thoreau’s ideas AMERICA’S
BACHELOR UNCLE: THOREAU AND THE AMERICAN POLITY. (Lawrence KA: UP of Kansas, 1996), provided
a most interesting analysis of Thoreau’s accessing of the Hannah Emerson Duston story. The author starts his
chapter “Founding” by offering three Waldo Emerson sound bytes by way of providing us with a typically

40. The version of the Reverend Cotton Mather, the version of Friend John Greenleaf Whittier, the Nathaniel Hawthorne version,
and the Thoreau version of the Hannah Emerson Duston captivity narrative may now best be contrasted in Richard Bosman’s

CAPTIVITY NARRATIVE OF HANNAH DUSTON RELATED BY COTTON MATHER, JOHN GREENLEAF WHITTIER,
NATHANIEL HAWTHORNE AND HENRY DAVID THOREAU, FOUR VERSIONS OF EVENTS IN 1697,
INTERSPERCED WITH THIRTY-FIVE WOOD-BLOCK PRINTS BY RICHARD BOSMAN (San Francisco CA: Arion Press,

1987). Also see Arner, Robert. “The Story of Hannah Duston: Cotton Mather to Thoreau.” American Transcendental Quarterly 18
(1973):19-23.
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trivial Emersonian take on the concepts of nature and freedom:
“The old is for slaves.”
“Do not believe the past. I give you the universe a virgin today.”
“Build, therefore, your own world.”

Bob Pepperman Taylor points up in his monograph how tempted Emerson scholars have been, to presume that
Thoreau would have shared such a perspective on nature and freedom, and offers C. Roland Wagner as a type
case for those who have fallen victim to such an easy identification of the two thinkers. Here is Wagner as he
presented him, at full crank:
Thoreau’s uncompromising moral idealism, despite its occasional
embodiment in sentences of supreme literary power, created an
essentially child’s view of political and social reality.
Because his moral principles were little more than expressions
of his quest for purity and of hostility to any civilized
interference with the absolute attainment of his wishes, he was
unable to discriminate between better and worse in the real
world.
Taylor’s comment on this sort of writing is that
if Thoreau holds an understanding of nature and freedom similar
to that found in Emerson’s writings, we cannot expect a social
and
political
commentary
of
any
real
sophistication
or significance. In this event, it is easy to think that Thoreau
is little more than a self-absorbed egoist. There are good
reasons to believe, however, that Thoreau’s views are
significantly different than Emerson’s on these matters. In
fact,
these differences
can
be
dramatically
illustrated
by looking at Thoreau’s first book, A WEEK ON THE CONCORD AND
MERRIMACK RIVERS. In this work Thoreau immerses himself in
American colonial history, specifically investigating the
relationship between Indian and European settler. Far from
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encouraging us to escape our past, to cut ourselves off from our
social legacies and the determinative facts of our collective
lives, Thoreau provides us with a tough, revealing look at the
historical events and conditions and struggles that have given
birth to contemporary American society ... what is thought of
as a painfully personal and apolitical book is actually a
sophisticated meditation on the realities and consequences of
the American founding.
In other words, Taylor is going to offer to us the idea that Emerson was not, and Thoreau was,
a profound political thinker. He goes on in this chapter “Founding” to further elaborations
upon the overlooked sophistication of the political analysis offered by Thoreau in A WEEK ON THE CONCORD
AND MERRIMACK RIVERS:
Thoreau
begins
his
book
with
the
following
sentence:
“The Musketaquid, or Grass-ground River, though probably as old
as the Nile or Euphrates, did not begin to have a place in
civilized history, until the fame of its grassy meadows and its
fish attracted settlers out of England in 1635, when it received
the other but kindred name of Concord form the first plantations
on its banks, which appears to have been commenced in a spirit
of peace and harmony.” Out of respect for historical chronology,
Thoreau presents the Indian before the English name for the
river. The river itself and, by implication, the native
inhabitants are of ancient lineage, while “Concord” and the
people responsible for this name are relative newcomers. In the
second sentence of text, Thoreau explains that the Indian name
is actually superior to the English, since it will remain
descriptively accurate as long as “grass grows and water runs
here,” while Concord is accurate only “while men lead peacable
lives on its banks” -- something obviously much less permanent
than the grass and flowing water. In fact, the third sentence
indicates that “Concord” has already failed to live up to its
name, since the Indians are now an “extinct race.” Thoreau
wastes no time in pointing out that regardless of the “spirit
of peace and harmony” that first moved the whites to establish
a plantation on this river, relations between the natives and
the settlers soon exhibited very little concord indeed. In these
opening sentences Thoreau presents us with an indication of a
primary problem motivating his trip down the Concord and
Merrimack Rivers: he hopes to probe the nature of the
relationship between Indian and white societies and to consider
the importance of this relationship for understanding our
America. Joan Burbick, one of the few to recognize the primacy
of the political theme underlying Thoreau’s voyage, writes that
in this book Thoreau “tries to forge the uncivil history of
America.” We know the end of the story already: one “race”
annihilates the other. Part of Thoreau’s intention is to not let
us forget this critical truth about our society, to remind us
that our founding is as bloody and unjust as any, try as we may
to put this fact out of sight and tell alternative stories about
our past. As the story progresses throughout the book, however,
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we see that another intention is to explain the complexity and
ambiguity of the historical processes that led to and beyond
this bloody founding. The history Thoreau presents is “uncivil”
in two senses: first, and most obviously, it is about violent,
brutal, uncivil acts; second, it is not the official or common
self-understanding that the nation wants to hold. Thoreau’s
journey is not only aimed at personal self-discovery, despite
the obvious importance of that theme for the book. On the
contrary, the opening sentences and the problems they pose
suggest that Thoreau is first and foremost interested in a
project of discovery for the nation as a whole, the success of
which will depend upon looking carefully at the relationship
between settler and native. The project of self-discovery is to
be accomplished within the context of this larger social
history. Thoreau’s personal and more private ruminations are set
quite literally between ongoing discussions of events from the
colonial life of New England. We are never allowed to forget for
very long that our contemporary private lives are bounded by,
in some crucial sense defined within, the possibilities created
by this earlier drama of Indian and colonist.
Duston is taken from childbed by attacking Indians, sees “her
infant’s brain dashed out against an apple-tree,” and is held
captive with her nurse, Mary Neff, and an English boy, Samuel
Lennardson. She is told that she and her nurse will be taken to
an Indian settlement where they will be forced to “run the
gauntlet naked.” To avoid this fate, Duston instructs the boy
to ask one of the men how to best kill an enemy and take a scalp.
The man obliges, and that night Duston, Neff, and Lennardson use
this information to kill all the Indians, except a “favorite
boy, and one squaw who fled wounded with him to the woods” -the victims are two men, two women, and six children. They then
scuttle all the canoes except the one needed for their escape.
They flee, only to return soon thereafter to scalp the dead as
proof of the ordeal. They then manage to paddle the sixty or so
miles to John Lovewell’s house and are rescued. The General
court pays them fifty pounds as bounty for the ten scalps, and
Duston is reunited with her family, all of whom, except the
infant, have survived the attack. Thoreau ends the story by
telling us that “there have been many who in later times have
lived to say that they had eaten of the fruit of that apple
tree,” the tree upon which Duston’s child was murdered. Striking
as it is, many of the themes of this story are repetitive of
what has come before, a powerful return to the material from the
opening chapters, primarily the violence in “Monday.” Thus,
Thoreau starkly conveys the grotesque violence on both sides of
the conflict, and he concludes here, as he did earlier, that we
are the beneficiaries, even the products, of these terrible
events -- it is we, of course, who have “eaten of the fruit of
that apple-tree.” But this story is different too. Most
obviously, it is a story in which women and children,
traditional noncombatants, play a crucial role. The brutality
in the Lovewell campaigns is between men who voluntarily assume
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the roles of warrior and soldier. The brutality in the Duston
story is aimed primarily at those who are most innocent,
children. And this brutality, like that among male combatants,
is not confined to one side. The Indians murder Duston’s infant,
but she, in turn, methodically kills six children and attempts
to kill the seventh (the “favorite boy” was a favorite within
his family, not to Duston). In addition, this murder of children
is conducted not only by men but by women and children as well.
The violence and hostility between Indian and settler have
reached a point at which all traditional restraints have
vanished, where the weakest are fair game and all members of the
community are combatants. Here, not in the Revolution, is the
climax of the American founding. In this climax all colonists
and Indians, even women and children, are implicated, and the
entire family of Indians, not just the male warriors, is
systematically killed off. This frenzy of violence, of
escalating atrocity and counteratrocity, of total war, is the
natural culmination of the processes Thoreau has been describing
throughout the book. The Duston story represents the victory of
the colonists and the final destruction of the Indians. Thoreau
is returning down the river to his own home, as Duston had to
hers 142 years earlier. His investigation into the nature of the
American founding, his “uncivil history,” is mainly complete.
Consider Thoreau’s use of the Hannah Emerson Duston story as the
climax of a historical process set in motion by the collision
of incompatible societies. He is appalled by the events, but he
also understands that they are the culmination of huge political
conflicts that are greater than the individual players.
Bob Pepperman Taylor goes on in this chapter “Founding” about the political content of A WEEK ON THE
CONCORD AND MERRIMACK RIVERS to consider each drama of Indian and colonist recounted there by
Thoreau, culminating in the last and perhaps most powerful of these major tales, that of the Hannah Emerson
Duston odyssey in “Thursday”:
It is instructive to contrast this analysis with Cotton Mather’s
simple praise of Duston as a colonial heroine and with
Hawthorne’s shrieking condemnation of her when he calls her
“this awful woman,” “a raging tigress,” and “a bloody old hag”
on account of her victims being primarily children. Thoreau’s
analysis is considerably more shrewd than either Mather’s or
Hawthorne’s, and Thoreau resists the temptation of either of
these simpler and much less satisfactory moral responses.
Thoreau’s conclusion about our political interconnectedness is
built upon a hard-boiled and realistic political analysis
combined with a notable moral subtlety. As we have seen, Thoreau
believes that the forms of life represented by Indian
and colonist are simply and irrevocably incompatible; the
structure of each requires a mode of production and a social
organization that makes it impossible to accommodate the other.
This argument is compelling ... the Hannah Emerson Duston story
in A WEEK ON THE CONCORD AND MERRIMACK RIVERS represented for Thoreau
the final destruction of the Indians at the hands of the white
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settlers.
Joan Burbick, one of the few to recognize the primacy of the political theme underlying Thoreau’s story of a
riverine quest, points up the fact that in his A WEEK ON THE CONCORD AND MERRIMACK RIVERS Thoreau was
attempting to “forge the uncivil history of America.” Here is our narrative as it is supposed to get itself
narrated, within a basic-rate Western Union telegraph message of eleven words:
1 One
2 race
3 must
4 snuff
5 the
6 others
7 White
8 to
9 play
10 and
11 win

Thoreau is not going to allow his readers to indulge in any foundation myth that can serve as a legitimation
scenario, but instead he is going to remind us that our founding as been quite as vicious, quite as bloody as any
other.
When the Reverend George Ripley would review A WEEK ON THE CONCORD AND MERRIMACK RIVERS, he
would profess to be disturbed at what he took to be Thoreau’s irreverent stance:41
...he asserts that he considers the Sacred Books of the Brahmins
in nothing inferior to the Christian Bible ... calculated to
shock and pain many readers, not to speak of those who will be
utterly repelled by them.
Thoreau inscribed a copy of his book for the Reverend Orestes Augustus Brownson, writing on the front free
endpaper: “Rev O.A. Brownson with the Regards of the author.” This copy is now in the rare book collection
of the University of Detroit and it is to be noted that after page 272 the text is unopened. Brownson had not
read past that point:

41. In 1853 or 1854, in the creation of Draft F of WALDEN; OR, LIFE IN THE WOODS, Henry Thoreau would tack in what would
be in effect a response to the Reverend George Ripley’s reaction to A WEEK ON THE CONCORD AND MERRIMACK RIVERS:

I do not say that the Reverend Ripley will realize
all this; but such is the character of that morrow
which mere lapse of time can never make to dawn. The
light which puts out our eyes is darkness to us. Only
that day dawns to which we are awake. There is more
day to dawn. The sun is but a morning star.
(Well, OK, what he would insert would not be so specific as this, actually he would distance the remark through the deployment of
cartoon characters: instead of “the Reverend Ripley” he wrote “John or Jonathan.”)
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September: In this month’s issue of Godey’s Lady’s Book and Magazine, A WEEK ON THE CONCORD AND MERRIMACK
RIVERS was being reviewed:
Those who have read “Margaret Smith’s Journal” will be
at no loss in settling the authorship of this clever
and interesting work. Mr. Whittier touches all his
themes with the true poet’s wand; all show forms of
beauty and gleams of light that, like the sunbeams on
the far-off mountain, make the cold and rugged
landscape appear soft and charming. It is just the book
to read in the idleness of summer, when wishing to
enjoy the pleasures of journeying, without the
inconvenience which the actual packing up and going off
in hot steamboats and dusty cars occasion. Read it and
see.
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As we can see, the reviewer, presumably Mrs. Sarah Josepha Buell Hale herself, had been reading the new

novel LETTERS FROM MARGARET SMITH’S JOURNAL and somehow had gotten the impression that this book
that claimed that it had been written by a “Henry David Thoreau” was also by that same author, John Greenleaf
Whittier — plus, she tells us a whole lot more about herself and her class situation and her reading expectations
and skills, than about the book she supposed that she was reviewing.
TIMELINE OF A WEEK
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December 1, Saturday: A less-than-lifesize statue of Aristides the Sophist, the author of HEROI LOGI, was unveiled
in Louisburg Square on top of Boston’s Beacon Hill. (What was this, some parlor ornament that some Boston
richie was trying to find a decent way to dispose of?)
In front of Harvard Medical College, the medical school of Harvard College, a surly mob of people had
assembled who well knew that the students therein had been paying graverobbers (termed humorously
“resurrectionists” at the time) to keep them supplied them with the fresh corpses of their relatives, for use in
dissection.
DIGGING UP THE DEAD

Inside, the scorched torso and one of the thighs of Doctor George Parkman were being discovered at the bottom
of an old tea chest packed full of chemical equipment. None of these downtown denizens gave a damn for
Doctor Parkman the slumlord — but what an excellent opportunity this was to agitate to prevent the medical
students and faculty from stealing and defiling any more bodies of poor people!
Since his obtaining enough money to retire from business in 1841, Ebenezer Elliott had been living quietly
at Great Houghton, near Barnsley. On this day after long illness and depression, he died at the age of 68.
The body would be placed in Darfield churchyard.

John Greenleaf Whittier would write a poem about him:

Elliott
Hands off! thou tithe-fat plunderer! play
No trick of priestcraft here!
Back, puny lordling! darest thou lay
A hand on Elliott’s bier?
Alive, your rank and pomp, as dust,
Beneath his feet he trod:
He knew the locust swarm that cursed
The harvest-fields of God.
On these pale lips, the smothered thought
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Which England’s millions feel,
A fierce and fearful splendour caught,
As from his forge the steel.
Strong-armed as Thor, — and a shower of fire
His smitten anvil flung;
God’s curse, Earth’s wrong, dumb Hunger’s ire,
He gave them all a tongue!
Then let the poor man’s horny hands
Bear up the mighty dead,
And labour’s swart and stalwart bands,
Behind as mourners tread.
Leave cant and craft their baptized bounds,
Leave rank its minister floor;
Give England’s green and daisied grounds
The poet of the poor!
Lay down upon his Sheaf’s green verge
That brave old heart of oak,
With fitting dirge from sounding forge,
And pall of furnace smoke!
Where whirls the stone its dizzy rounds,
And axe and sledge are swung,
And, timing to their stormy sounds,
His stormy lays are sung.
There let the peasant’s step be heard,
The grinder chant his rhyme;
Nor patron’s praise nor dainty word
Befits the man or time.
No soft lament nor dreamer’s sigh
For him whose words were bread, —
The Runic rhyme and spell whereby
The foodless poor were fed!
Pile up thy tombs of rank and pride,
O England, as thou wilt!
With pomp to nameless worth denied,
Emblazon titled guilt!
No part or lot in these we claim;
But, o’er the sounding wave,
A common right to Elliott’s name,
A freehold in his grave!

Thomas Carlyle’s OCCASIONAL DISCOURSE ON THE NEGRO QUESTION (the essay which would in 1853 be
reissued under the title initially planned, OCCASIONAL DISCOURSE ON THE NIGGER QUESTION) appeared in
Fraser’s Magazine. The author would be outraged at the outrage expressed by his readers.
Even more of a “Teutomaniac” than the history professor Thomas Arnold, Carlyle asserted that “if the Black
gentleman is born to be a servant, and, in fact, is useful in God’s creation only as a servant, then let him hire
not by the month, but by a very much longer term.”42

42. You know, actually, what this sort of “humor” reminds me of? I once sighted a photograph of a Southern lynching, in which the
dead man’s black feet are protruding into the frame of the photograph from above, while all the white guys and their wives and
children are clustering around to have their group portrait made. And from the big toe of the hanged man is hanging a piece of this
Thomas Carlylish humor in the form of one of those funny little hotel room signs that you put on your outside doorknob, proclaiming
something on the order of “Please do not disturb my slumbers.”
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According to Simon Heffer’s MORAL DESPERADO: A LIFE OF THOMAS CARLYLE (London:
Weidenfeld and Nicolson, 1995), pages 276-7:
It is the form and tone, rather than the actual message, that did most
of the damage. Carlyle constructs a brilliant parody of an Exeter Hall
meeting, with an unnamed speaker spelling out unpalatable truths to an
audience driven deeper and deeper into shock. Philanthropy in general
he parodies as “the Universal Abolition of Pain Association,” which is
at risk of turning into a “Sluggard and Scoundrel Protection Society.”
Carlyle did not feel he was attacking the blacks; his targets were the
liberals who were destroying them. This was not, though, how his
audience saw it.
He was so open to interpretation because of the callous, heartless and
brutally sarcastic language he used. He talks of the emancipated blacks
being like the Irish, with a land of plenty they are refusing to
exploit, because no one is there to guide them to the greater happiness
that exists beyond eating pumpkins. The essay is also an attack on the
“dismal science” of economics; the blacks were not more constructively
employed because it was in no one’s economic interest to do so, just
as it was not in Ireland.... He cannot envision the black man being
born for any other purpose than to serve; and while he may abhor
slavery, he wonders whether being bound for life to a master in other
circumstances is not the most humane and appropriate way to deal with
the “emancipated,” and ease them into civilization. To apply the
principles of laissez-faire to them was, he argued, cruel, as they had
no means to survive on their own. Again (and the allegorical is never
far away), all this was true of Ireland, as he saw it.
His strictures about what actually constitutes slavery cannot be easily
dismissed, and reflect directly his Irish experiences. “You cannot
abolish slavery by act of parliament,” he claims, “but can only abolish
the name of it, which is very little!”
I encounter these materials myself with mixed feelings, since it is my suspicion that Carlyle may well have
been correct in his assertion that a society cannot eliminate a scourge such as human chattel bondage that has
grown from the bottom up, by any techniques which proceed merely from the top down. In fact here in the
USA, when we would enact the XIIIth Amendment to our federal Constitution in 1865 in the indicated topdown manner, we would not abolish slavery so much as abolish the name of it, exactly as specified here by
Carlyle.

THOMAS CARLYLE
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For in fact the amendment initially ratified by 2/3ds of our state legislatures, including by now ratification even
by the sovereign state of Mississippi, does not define precisely what might constitute a “slave,” or “slavery,”
or “enslavement,” nor does it proscribe whatever these entities might in some manner eventually be decided
to be, but instead it merely extends to the federal congress the authority to enact legislation defining and
proscribing these undefined entities, and criminalizing and punishing a certain range of abusive conduct, thus
effectively forbidding the other two arms of our federal government, the executive arm and the judicial arm,
forever from proscribing or punishing these undefined entities — and indeed, subsequent to this amendment,
much as we hate to contemplate this, our federal government has never ever enacted any such proscription,
and there has never been any such punishment. In fact in our nation slavery is as unassailable during this Year
of Our Lord 2010 as it had been, say, in the year 1810. What a field day of sarcasm a 20th-Century Carlyle
would have with us!
Documentation of the international slave trade, per W.E.Burghardt Du Bois: “Report of the Secretary of the
Navy.” –HOUSE EXECUTIVE DOCUMENT, 31 Cong. 1 sess. III. pt. 1, No. 5, pt. 1, pp. 427-8.

1850
Friend John Greenleaf Whittier’s OLD PORTRAITS AND MODERN SKETCHES.

Lines on the Portrait of a Celebrated Publisher.
(The lines following were addressed to a magazine publisher, who, alarmed for his Southern circulation, not
only dropped the name of Grace Greenwood from his list of contributors, but made an offensive parade of his
action, with the view of strengthening his position among slaveholders and conservatives. By some
coincidence his portrait was issued about the same time.)
A MOONY breadth of virgin face,
By thought unviolated;
A patient mouth, to take from scorn
The hook with bank-notes baited!
Its self-complacent sleekness shows
How thrift goes with the fawner;
An unctuous unconcern of all
Which nice folks call dishonor!
A pleasant print to peddle out
In lands of rice and cotton;
The model of that face in dough
Would make the artist’s fortune.
For Fame to thee has come unsought,
While others vainly woo her,
In proof how mean a thing can make
A great man of its doer.
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To whom shall men thyself compare,
Since common models fail ’em,
Save classic goose of ancient Rome,
Or sacred ass of Balaam?
The gabble of that wakeful goose
Saved Rome from sack of Brennus;
The braying of the prophet’s ass
Betrayed the angel’s menace!
So when Guy Fawkes, in petticoats,
And azure-tinted hose on,
Was twisting from thy love-lorn sheets
The slow-match of explosion —
An earthquake blast that would have tossed
The Union as a feather,
Thy instinct saved a perilled land
And perilled purse together.
Just think of Carolina’s sage
Sent whirling like a Dervis,
Of Quattlebum in middle air
Performing strange drill-service!
Doomed like Assyria’s lord of old,
Who fell before the Jewess,
Or sad Abimelech, to sigh,
“Alas! a woman slew us!”
Thou saw’st beneath a fair disguise
The danger darkly lurking,
And maiden bodice dreaded more
Than warrior’s steel-wrought jerkin.
How keen to scent the hidden plot!
How prompt wert thou to balk it,
With patriot zeal and pedler thrift,
For country and for pocket!
Thy likeness here is doubtless well,
But higher honor’s due it;
On auction-block and negro-jail
Admiring eyes should view it.
Or, hung aloft, it well might grace
The nation’s senate-chamber —
A greedy Northern bottle-fly
Preserved in Slavery’s amber!

A Sabbath Scene.
(This poem finds its justification in the readiness with which, even in the North, clergymen urged the prompt
execution of the Fugitive Slave Law as a Christian duty, and defended the system of slavery as a Bible
institution.)
SCARCE had the solemn Sabbath-bell
Ceased quivering in the steeple,
Scarce had the parson to his desk
Walked stately through his people,
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When down the summer-shaded street
A wasted female figure,
With dusky brow and naked feet,
Came rushing wild and eager.
She saw the white spire through the trees,
She heard the sweet hymn swelling:
O pitying Christ! a refuge give
The poor one in Thy dwelling!
Like a scared fawn before the hounds,
Right up the aisle she glided,
While close behind her, whip in hand,
A lank-haired hunter strided.
She raised a keen and bitter cry,
To Heaven. and Earth appealing;
Were manhood’s generous pulses dead?
Had woman’s heart no feeling?
A score of stout hands rose between
The hunter and the flying:
Age clenched his staff, and maiden eyes
Flashed tearful, yet defying.
“Who dares profane this house and day?”
Cried out the angry pastor.
“Why, bless your soul, the wench’s a slave,
And I’m her lord and master!
“I’ve law and gospel on my side,
And who shall dare refuse me?”
Down came the parson, bowing low,
“My good sir, pray excuse me!
“Of course I know your right divine
To own and work and whip her;
Quick, deacon, throw that Polyglott
Before the wench, and trip her!”
Plump dropped the holy tome, and o’er
Its sacred pages stumbling,
Bound hand and foot, a slave once more,
The hapless wretch lay trembling.
I saw the parson tie the knots,
The while his flock addressing,
The Scriptural claims of slavery
With text on text impressing.
“Although,” said he, “on Sabbath day
All secular occupations
Are deadly sins, we must fulfil
Our moral obligations:
“And this commends itself as one
To every conscience tender;
As Paul sent back Onesimus,
My Christian friends, we send her!”
Shriek rose on shriek, — the Sabbath air
Her wild cries tore asunder;
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I listened, with hushed breath, to hear
God answering with his thunder!
All still! the very altar’s cloth
Had smothered down her shrieking,
And, dumb, she turned from face to face,
For human pity seeking!
I saw her dragged along the aisle,
Her shackles harshly clanking;
I heard the parson, over all,
The Lord devoutly thanking!
My brain took fire: “Is this,” I cried,
“The end of prayer and preaching?
Then down with pulpit, down with priest,
And give us Nature’s teaching!
“Foul shame and scorn be on ye all
Who turn the good to evil,
And steal the Bible from the Lord,
To give it to the Devil!
“Than garbled text or parchment law
I own a statute higher;
And God is true, though every book
And every man’s a liar!”
Just then I felt the deacon’s hand
In wrath my coat-tail seize on;
I heard the priest cry, “Infidel!”
The lawyer mutter, “Treason!”
I started up, — where now were church,
Slave, master, priest, and people?
I only heard the supper-bell,
Instead of clanging steeple.
But, on the open window’s sill,
O’er which the white blooms drifted,
The pages of a good old Book
The wind of summer lifted,
And flower and vine, like angel wings
Around the Holy Mother,
Waved softly there, as if God’s truth
And Mercy kissed each other.
And freely from the cherry-bough
Above the casement swinging,
With golden bosom to the sun,
The oriole was singing.
As bird and flower made plain of old
The lesson of the Teacher,
So now I heard the written Word
Interpreted by Nature!
For to my ear methought the breeze
Bore Freedom’s blessed word on;
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Thus saith the Lord: Break every yoke,
Undo the heavy burden!

In the Evil Days.
(This has special reference to that darkest hour in the aggression of slavery which preceded the dawn of a better
day, when the conscience of the people was roused to action.)
THE evil days have come, the poor
Are made a prey;
Bar up the hospitable door,
Put out the fire-lights, point no more
The wanderer’s way.
For Pity now is crime; the chain
Which binds our States
Is melted at her hearth in twain,
Is rusted by her tears’ soft rain:
Close up her gates.
Our Union, like a glacier stirred
By voice below,
Or bell of kine, or wing of bird,
A beggar’s crust, a kindly word
May overthrow!
Poor, whispering tremblers! yet we boast
Our blood and name;
Bursting its century-bolted frost,
Each gray cairn on the Northman’s coast
Cries out for shame!
Oh for the open firmament,
The prairie free,
The desert hillside, cavern-rent,
The Pawnee’s lodge, the Arab’s tent,
The Bushman’s tree!
Than web of Persian loom most rare,
Or soft divan,
Better the rough rock, bleak and bare,
Or hollow tree, which man may share
With suffering man.
I hear a voice: “Thus saith the Law,
Let Love be dumb;
Clasping her liberal hands in awe,
Let sweet-lipped Charity withdraw
From hearth and home.”’
I hear another voice: “The poor
Are thine to feed;
Turn not the outcast from thy door,
Nor give to bonds and wrong once more
Whom God hath freed.”
Dear Lord! between that law and Thee
No choice remains;
Yet not untrue to man’s decree,
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Though spurning its rewards, is he
Who bears its pains.
Not mine Sedition’s trumpet-blast
And threatening word;
I read the lesson of the Past,
That firm endurance wins at last
More than the sword.
O clear-eyed Faith, and Patience thou
So calm and strong!
Lend strength to weakness, teach us how
The sleepless eyes of God look through
This night of wrong!

The Reverend Thomas Wentworth Higginson, who had been expelled from the pulpit of his Unitarian church
in Newburyport due to antislavery sermons, was being sponsored by Friend John Greenleaf Whittier
as the Free Soil Party’s candidate for the United States Congress from the 3rd Congressional District.
The Reverend’s campaign would be based upon the concept of a Higher Law. His platform in regard to the
Fugitive Slave Law would be:
DISOBEY IT ... and show our good citizenship by taking
the legal consequences.

In this year the reverend-turned-politician helped organize a Boston-based Vigilance Committee to resist the
new federal Fugitive Slave Law with its more rigid enforcement of earlier anti-runaway enactments.
In October his Whig opponent would of course win the seat. He had achieved only 21% of the ballots that had
been cast. (Sometimes you just can’t win for losing. :-)
November: In his volume SONGS OF LABOR, AND OTHER POEMS, Friend John Greenleaf Whittier included a tribute to
a schoolmaster, Joshua Coffin, whom he had encountered at age fourteen:

To My Old School-Master.
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An Epistle not after the Manner of Horace.
OLD friend, kind friend! lightly down
Drop time’s snow-flakes on thy crown!
Never be thy shadow less,
Never fail thy cheerfulness;
Care, that kills the cat, may plough
Wrinkles in the miser’s brow,
Deepen envy’s spiteful frown,
Draw the mouths of bigots down,
Plague ambition’s dream, and sit
Heavy on the hypocrite,
Haunt the rich man’s door, and ride
In the gilded coach of pride;
Let the fiend pass! — what can he
Find to do with such as thee?
Seldom comes that evil guest
Where the conscience lies at rest,
And brown health and quiet wit
Smiling on the threshold sit.
I, the urchin unto whom,
In that smoked and dingy room,
Where the district gave thee rule
O’er its ragged winter school,
Thou didst teach the mysteries
Of those weary A B C’s, —
Where, to fill the every pause
Of thy wise and learned saws,
Through the cracked and crazy wall
Came the cradle-rock and squall,
And the goodman’s voice, at strife
With his shrill and tipsy wife,
Luring us by stories old,
With a comic unction told,
More than by the eloquence
Of terse birchen arguments
(Doubtful gain, I fear), to look
With complacence on a book!
Where the genial pedagogue
Half forgot his rogues to flog,
Citing tale or apologue,
Wise and merry in its drift
As old Phaedrus’ two-fold gift,
Had the little rebels known it,
Risum et prudentiam monet!
I,— the man of middle years,
In whose sable locks appears
Many a warning fleck of gray,
Looking, back to that far day,
And thy primal lessons, feel
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Grateful smiles my lips unseal,
As, remembering thee, I blend
Olden teacher, present friend,
Wise with antiquarian search,
In the scrolls of state and church;
Named on history’s title-page,
Parish-clerk and justice sage;
For the ferutile’s wholesome awe
Wielding now the sword of law.
Threshing Time’s neglected sheaves,
Gathering up the scattered leaves
Which the wrinkled sibyl cast
Careless from her as she passed, —
Two-fold citizen art thou,
Freeman of the past and now.
He who bore thy name of old
Midway in the heavens did hold
Over Gibeon moon and sun;
Thou hast bidden them backward run;
Of to-day the present ray
Flinging over yesterday!
Let the busy ones deride
What I deem of right thy pride;
Let the fools their tread-mills grind,
Look not forward nor behind,
Shuffle in and wriggle out,
Veer with every breeze about,
Turning like a wind-mill sail,
Or a dog that seeks his tail;
Let them laugh to see thee fast
Tabernacled in the Past,
Working out, with eye and lip,
Riddles of old penmanship,
Patient as Belzoni there
Sorting out, with loving care,
Mummies of dead questions stripped
From their seven-fold manuscript,
Dabbling, in their noisy way,
In the puddles of to-day,
Little know they of that vast
Solemn ocean of the past,
On whose margin, wreck-bespread,
Thou art walking with the dead,
Questioning the stranded years,
Waking smiles, by turns, and tears,
As thou callest up again
Shapes the dust has long o’erlain,
Fair-haired woman, bearded man,
Cavalier and Puritan;
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In an age whose eager view
Seeks but present things, and new,
Mad for party, sect and gold,
Teaching reverence for the old.
On that shore, with fowler’s tact,
Coolly bagging fact on fact,
Naught amiss to thee can float,
Tale, or song, or anecdote;
Village gossip, centuries old,
Scandals by our grandames told,
What the pilgrim’s table spread,
Where he lived, and whom he wed,
Long-drawn bill of wine and beer
For his ordination cheer,
Or the flip that well-nigh made
Glad his funeral cavalcade;
Weary prose, and poet’s lines,
Flavored by their age, like wines,
Eulogistic of some quaint,
Doubtful, puritanic saint;
Lays that quickened husking jigs,
Jests that shook grave periwigs,
When the parson had his jokes
And his glass, like other folks;
Sermons that, for mortal hours,
Taxed our fathers’ vital powers,
As the long nineteenth lies poured
Downward from the sounding-board,
And, for fire of Pentecost,
Touched their beards December’s frost.
Time is hastening on, and we
What our fathers are shall be,
Shadow-shapes of memory!
Joined to that vast multitude
Where the great are but the good,
And the mind of strength shall prove
Weaker than the heart of love;
Pride of gray-beard wisdom less
Than the infant’s guilelessness,
And his song of sorrow more
Than the crown the Psalmist wore!
Who shall then, with pious zeal,
At our moss-grown thresholds kneel,
From a stained and stony page
Reading to a careless age,
With a patient eye like thine,
Prosing tale and limping line,
Names and words the hoary rime
Of the Past has made sublime?
Who shall work for us as well
The antiquarian’s miracle?
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Who to seeming life recall
Teacher grave and pupil small?
Who shall give to thee and me
Freeholds in futurity?
Well, whatever lot be mine,
Long and happy days be thine,
Ere thy full and honored age
Dates of time its latest page!
Squire for master, State for school,
Wisely lenient, live and rule;
Over grown-up knave and rogue
Play the watchful pedagogue;
Or, while pleasure smiles on duty,
At the call of youth and beauty,
Speak for them the spell of law
Which shall bar and bolt withdraw,
And the flaming sword remove
From the Paradise of Love.
Still, with undimmed eyesight, pore
Ancient tome and record o’er;
Still thy week-day lyrics croon,
Pitch in church the Sunday tune,
Showing something, in thy part,
Of the old Puritanic art,
Singer after Sternhold’s heart!
In thy pew, for many a year,
Homilies from Oldbug hear,43
Who to wit like that of South,
And the Syrian’s golden mouth,
Doth the homely pathos add
Which the pilgrim preachers had;
Breaking, like a child at play,
Gilded idols of the day,
Cant of knave and pomp of fool
Tossing with his ridicule,
Yet, in earnest or in jest,
Ever keeping truth abreast.
And, when thou art called, at last,
To thy townsmen of the past,
Not as stranger shalt thou come;
Thou shalt find thyself at home!
With the little and the big,
Woollen cap and periwig,
Madam in her high-laced ruff,
Goody in her home-made stuff,
Wise and simple, rich and poor,
Thou hast known them all before!

43. “Homilies from Oldbug hear.” A certain “Dr. W” attributed his “The Puritan” to “Jonathan Oldbug.”
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1851
Publication of John Greenleaf Whittier’s SONGS OF LABOR AND OTHER POEMS.

April 7, Monday: The Reverend Moncure Daniel Conway’s first sermon as a Methodist circuit-rider.44

AUTOBIOGRAPHY

VOLUME II

Herman Melville’s father-in-law Judge Lemuel Shaw refused to help save from slavery the teenage runaway
Thomas Simms (Sims).
Soon Waldo Emerson sought consolation in his journal:
It is now as disgraceful to be a Bostonian as it was hitherto a
credit.... I met an episcopal clergyman, & allusion being made
to Mr Webster’s treachery, he replied “Why, do you know I think
that the great action of his life?” I opened a paper today in
which he pounds on the old strings in a letter to the Washington
Birth Day feasters at N.Y. “Liberty! liberty!” Pho! Let Mr
Webster for decency’s sake shut his lips once & forever on this
word. The word liberty in the mouth of Mr Webster sounds like
the word love in the mouth of a courtezan.... What a moment was
lost
when
Judge
Lemuel
Shaw
declined
to
affirm
the
unconstitutionality of the Fugitive Slave Law!
RESISTING THE FUGITIVE SLAVE LAW

A foot-note of the Report of the Senate of Massachusetts on the case would put the matter of responsibility
most succinctly:
It would have been impossible for the U.S. marshal thus
successfully to have resisted the law of the State, without the
assistance of the municipal authorities of Boston, and the
countenance and support of a numerous, wealthy, and powerful
body of citizens. It was in evidence that 1500 of the most
wealthy and respectable citizens —merchants, bankers, and
others— volunteered their services to aid the marshal on this
occasion.... No watch was kept upon the doings of the marshal,
and while the State officers slept, after the moon had gone down,
in the darkest hour before daybreak, the accused was taken out

44. Conway’s journal for the critical years 1851, 1852, and 1853, never published, is now present on the internet in holograph image
at http://deila.dickinson.edu/cdm4/document.php?CISOROOT=/ownwords&CISOPTR=23390
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of our jurisdiction by the armed police of the city of Boston.

Moloch in State Street, by John Greenleaf Whittier
THE moon has set: while yet the dawn
Breaks cold and gray,
Between the midnight and the morn
Bear off your prey!
On, swift and still! the conscious street
Is panged and stirred;
Tread light! that fall of serried feet
The dead have heard!
The first drawn blood of Freedom’s veins
Gushed where ye tread;
Lo! through the dusk the martyr-stains
Blush darkly red!
Beneath the slowly waning stars
And whitening day,
What stern and awful presence bars
That sacred way?
What faces frown upon ye, dark
With shame and pain?
Come these from Plymouth’s Pilgrim bark?
Is that young Vane?
Who, dimly beckoning, speed ye on
With mocking cheer?
Lo! spectral Andros, Hutchinson,
And Gage are here!
For ready mart or favoring blast
Through Moloch’s fire,
Flesh of his flesh, unsparing, passed
The Tyrian sire.
Ye make that ancient sacrifice
Of Man to Gain,
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Your traffic thrives, where freedom dies,
Beneath the chain.
Ye sow to-day; your harvest, scorn
And hate, is near;
How think ye freemen, mountain-born,
The tale will hear?
Thank God! our mother State can yet
Her fame retrieve;
To you and to your children let
The scandal cleave.
Chain Hall and Pulpit, Court and Press,
Make gods of gold;
Let honor, truth, and manliness
Like wares be sold.
Your hoards are great, your walls are strong,
But God is just;
The gilded chambers built by wrong
Invite the rust.
What! know ye not the gains of Crime
Are dust and dross;
Its ventures on the waves of time
Foredoomed to loss!
And still the Pilgrim State remains
What she hath been;
Her inland hills, her seaward plains,
Still nurture men!
Nor wholly lost the fallen mart;
Her olden blood
Through many a free and generous heart
Still pours its flood.
That brave old blood, quick-flowing yet,
Shall know no check,
Till a free people’s foot is set
On Slavery’s neck.
Even now, the peal of bell and gun,
And hills aflame,
Tell of the first great triumph won
In Freedom’s name.
The long night dies: the welcome gray
Of dawn we see;
Speed up the heavens thy perfect day,
God of the free!

circa April: When I read the account of the carrying back of the fugitive into slavery, which was read
last sunday evening –and read also what was not read here that the man who made the prayer on the wharf was
Daniel Foster of Concord I could not help feeling a slight degree of pride because of all the towns in the
Commonwealth Concord was the only one distinctly named as being represented in that tea-party –and as she
had a place in the first so would have a place in this the last & perhaps next most important chapter of the Hist
of Mass. But my second feeling, –when I reflected how short a time that gentleman has resided in this town, –
was one of doubt & shame –because the men of Concord in recent times have done nothing to entitle them to
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the honor of having their town named in such a connexion.

1853
John Greenleaf Whittier’s THE CHAPEL OF THE HERMITS AND OTHER POEMS.

Official Piety.
(Suggested by reading a state paper, wherein the higher law is invoked to sustain the lower one.)
A PIOUS magistrate! sound his praise throughout
The wondering churches. Who shall henceforth doubt
That the long-wished millennium draweth nigh?
Sin in high places has become devout,
Tithes mint, goes painful-faced, and prays its lie
Straight up to Heaven, and calls it piety!
The pirate, watching from his bloody deck
The weltering galleon, heavy with the gold
Of Acapulco, holding death in check
While prayers are said, brows crossed, and beads are told;
The robber, kneeling where the wayside cross
On dark Abruzzo tells of life’s dread loss
From his own carbine, glancing still abroad
For some new victim, offering thanks to God!
Rome, listening at her altars to the cry
Of midnight Murder, while her hounds of hell
Scour France, from baptized cannon and holy bell
And thousand-throated priesthood, loud and high,
Pealing Te Deums to the shuddering sky,
"Thanks to the Lord, who giveth victory!"
What prove these, but that crime was ne’er so black
As ghostly cheer and pious thanks to lack?
Satan is modest. At Heaven’s door he lays
His evil offspring, and, in Scriptural phrase
And saintly posture, gives to God the praise
And honor of the monstrous progeny.
What marvel, then, in our own time to see
His old devices, smoothly acted o’er, —
Official piety, locking fast the door
Of Hope against three million souls of men, —
Brothers, God’s children, Christ’s redeemed, — and then,
With uprolled eyeballs and on bended knee,
Whining a prayer for help to hide the key!
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1854
Friend John Greenleaf Whittier savaged Senator Daniel Webster in a poem he titled “Ichabod.”45

Ichabod
So fallen! so lost! the light withdrawn
Which once he wore!
The glory from his gray hairs gone
Forevermore!
Revile him not, the Tempter hath
A snare for all;
And pitying tears, not scorn and wrath,
Befit his fall!
Oh, dumb be passion’s stormy rage,
When he who might
Have lighted up and led his age,
Falls back in night.
Scorn! would the angels laugh, to mark
A bright soul driven,
Fiend-goaded, down the endless dark,
From hope and heaven!
Let not the land once proud of him
Insult him now,
Nor brand with deeper shame his dim,
Dishonored brow.
But let its humbled sons, instead,
From sea to lake,
A long lament, as for the dead,
In sadness make.
Of all we loved and honored, naught
Save power remains;
A fallen angel’s pride of thought,
Still strong in chains.
All else is gone; from those great eyes
The soul has fled:
When faith is lost, when honor dies,
The man is dead!
45. In Hebrew, “Ichabod” means “inglorious.” “This poem was the outcome of the surprise and grief and forecast of evil
consequences which I felt on reading the seventh of March speech of Daniel Webster in support of the ‘compromise,’ and
the Fugitive Slave Law. No partisan or personal enmity dictated it. On the contrary my admiration of the splendid personality
and intellectual power of the great Senator was never stronger than when I laid down his speech, and, in one of the saddest moments
of my life, penned my protest. I saw, as I wrote, with painful clearness its sure results, — the Slave Power arrogant and defiant,
strengthened and encouraged to carry out its scheme for the extension of its baleful system, or the dissolution of the Union,
the guaranties of personal liberty in the free States broken down, and the whole country made the hunting-ground of slave-catchers.
In the horror of such a vision, so soon fearfully fulfilled, if one spoke at all, he could only speak in tones of stern and sorrowful
rebuke.
But death softens all resentments, and the consciousness of a common inheritance of frailty and weakness modifies the severity
of judgment. Years after, in The Lost Occasion, I gave utterance to an almost universal regret that the great statesman did not live
to see the flag which he loved trampled under the feet of Slavery, and, in view of this desecration, make his last days glorious
in defence of “Liberty and Union, one and inseparable.”
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Then, pay the reverence of old days
To his dead fame;
Walk backward, with averted gaze,
And hide the shame!

At the Yearly Meeting School in Providence, Rhode Island, the “old” gymnasium was erected — a wooden
structure that was for use only by the boy scholars. The charge for board and tuition was increased to $80 per
scholar per year, plus a surcharge of $120 if the scholar happened not to be from a Quaker family. There would
be an additional surcharge of $10 for instruction in ancient languages, French, and drawing.
One attitude toward Quakers in the arts:
Thou shalt rob me no more of sweet silence and rest,
For I’ve proved thee a trap, a seducer at best.
—Friend Amelia Opie’s “Farewell to Music”

(Amelia, who had been a popular fiction writer before giving this up in 1825 in order to become a Quaker, had
died in 1853 leaving her book manuscript THE PAINTER AND HIS WIFE unfinished.)
And another, completely different, attitude toward Quakers in the arts, in the same year: Friend John Greenleaf
Whittier’s LITERARY RECREATIONS AND MISCELLANIES. Among the poems from this period is “Maud
Muller,” with its best-known couplet:
Of all sad words of tongue and pen
The saddest are these, “It might have been.”
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January 21: Friend John Greenleaf Whittier’s “The Hashish”46 appeared in the National Anti-Slavery Standard
(14.305:137), a New-York publication listing S.H. Gay and Oliver Johnson as editors on its masthead:
The Judge partakes, and sits ere long,
Upon his bench a railing blackguard,
Decides, off-hand, that right is wrong,
And reads the ten commandments backward. (ll. 45-48)

A footnote in the publication verifies that this hash which is interfering with the judgment of the “Hashish”
(marijuana-user) judge is indeed a preparation of cannabis indica. Whittier’s poem is not, however, an antidrug poem as such, but an anti-human-enslavement poem. Drug use is recognized as a problem, but not a
problematic problem. The problem is that slavery is not yet recognized to be an intoxicant, capable of
deforming the judgment and the moral sense. After numerous stanzas describing the transformations wrought
by hashish, Whittier offers his moral, which is that cotton intoxicates Americans more than hashish intoxicates
easterners:
The hempen Hashish of the East
Is powerless to our Western Cotton! (51-52)

May 30, Tuesday: The Kansas-Nebraska Act.
In Boston, the New England Anti-Slavery Society met to try to figure out what to do, while the presser of the
Brattle Street tailor shop, Anthony Burns, was on trial in the courthouse, on the charge of being a fugitive from
enslavement. Behind barricades of ropes stretched across Courthouse Square, the courthouse was being
guarded by regiments of US troops. The night was so cold that Thoreau had to go out and cover his watermelon
plants.
The Boston Post, a Democratic mouthpiece, was editorializing that “What these bold, bad men [the paper
instances the Reverend Theodore Parker and aristocrat Wendell Phillips by name] are doing, is nothing more
nor less than committing treason.”
A false report had appeared in the Boston Daily Times, on Monday, May 29th, that Friend John Greenleaf
Whittier had offered “any aid, by money or muscle,” to effect a violent rescue of Anthony Burns. (Whittier
had in fact incautiously commented in a message that had become generally known, that “anything” would be
preferred to sending Burns “out of Boston as a slave.”) On this day Whittier wrote to the newspaper, offering
as further explanation of the attitude he was seeking to express, that “I regard all violence as evil and selfdestructive.”
In Concord in the afternoon Henry Thoreau went to Clintonia swamp and Pond.
May 30. Tuesday. Whiteweed. Spergularia rubra, apparently a day or two, side of railroad above
red house. Yarrow. P.M. — To Clintonia Swamp and Pond.
Saw a black snake, dead, tour feet three inches long, slate-colored beneath. Saw what was called a California
cat which a colored man brought home from California, — an animal at least a third smaller than a cat and
shaped more like a polecat or weasel, brown-gray, with a cat-like tail of alternate black and white rings, very
large cars, and eyes which were prominent, long body like a weasel, and sleeps with its head between its fore
paws, curling itself about; a rank smell to it. It was lost several days in our woods, and was caught again in a
tree; about a crow’s nest.47
Ranunculus repens, perhaps a day or two; channelled peduncle and spreading calyx and conspicuously
46. From this topical and dated poem, the fave rave Quaker hymn “Dear Lord and Father of Mankind” has been derived.
47. Ringtail (Bassariscus astutus) http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ring-tailed_Cat
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spotted leaves. The leaves of the tall buttercup are much larger and finely cut and, as it were, peltate. Pickerel
are not easily detected, — such is their color, — as if they were transparent. Vetch. I see now green high
blueberries, and gooseberries in Hubbard’s Close, as well as shad-bush berries and strawberries.
In this dark, cellar-like maple swamp are scattered at pretty regular intervals tufts of green ferns, Osmunda
cinnamomea, above the dead brown leaves, broad, tapering fronds, curving over on every side from a compact
centre, now three or four feet high. Wood frogs skipping over the dead leaves, whose color they resemble.
Clintonia. Medeola. The last may be earlier. I am surprised to find arethusas abundantly out in Hubbard’s Close,
maybe two or three days, though not yet at Arethusa Meadow, probably on account of the recent freshet. It is
so leafless that it shoots up unexpectedly. It is all color, a little hook of purple flame projecting from the meadow
into the air. Some are comparatively pale. This high-colored plant shoots up suddenly, all flower, in meadows
where it is wet walking. A superb flower. Cotton-grass here also, probably two or three days for the same reason.
Eriophorum polystachyon var. latifolium, having rough peduncles.
The twigs of the dwarf willow, now gone to seed, are thickly invested with cotton, containing little green seedvessels, like excrement of caterpillars, and the shrubs look at a little distance like sand cherries in full bloom.
These are among the downy seeds that fly.
Found a ground-robin’s nest, under a tuft of dry sedge which the winter had bent clown, in sprout-land on the
side of Heywood Peak, perfectly concealed, with two whitish eggs very thickly sprinkled with brown; made of
coarse grass and weed stems and lined with a few hairs and stems of the mahogany moss.
The pink is certainly one of the finest of our flowers and deserves the place it holds in my memory. It is now in
its prime on the south side of the Heywood Peak, where it grows luxuriantly in dense rounded tufts or
hemispheres, raying out on every side and presenting an even and regular surface of expanded flowers. I count
in one such tuft, of an oval form twelve inches by eight, some three hundred fully open and about three times
as many buds, — more than a thousand in all. Some tufts consist wholly of white ones with a very faint tinge
of pink. This flower is as elegant in form as in color, though it is not fragrant. It is associated in my mind with
the first heats of summer, or [those] which announce its near approach. Few plants are so worthy of cultivation.
The shrub oak pincushion (?) galls are larger, whiter, and less compact than those of the white oak. I find the
linnaea, and budded, in Stow’s Wood by Deep Cut.
Sweet flag. Waxwork to-morrow. I see my umbrella toadstool on the hillside has already pierced the ground.

May 31, Wednesday: The Boston Post, noting Friend John Greenleaf Whittier’s letter to the Times, commented
misleadingly that Friend John had “come out in favor of the law.”
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June 2, “Bad Friday”: Louis D’Entremont Surette was born in Concord to Louis A. Surette and Frances Jane Shattuck
Surette.
By 6AM, crowds were already beginning to accumulate outside the Boston courthouse.

At 7:30AM, to maintain order and to make some sort of gesture that this is after all America, a brace of horses
dragged a cannon onto the square before the courthouse and a squad of US Marines trained its load of six
pounds of grapeshot on the crowd.
At 8AM a martial law notice was posted, which someone read aloud to the crowd:
TO THE CITIZENS OF BOSTON.
To secure order throughout the city this day, MajorGeneral Edmands and the Chief of Police will make such
disposition of the respective forces under their
commands as will best promote that important object;
and they are clothed with full discretionary power to
sustain the laws of the land. All well-disposed citizens
and other persons are urgently requested to leave those
streets which it may be found necessary to clear
temporarily, and under no circumstances to obstruct or
molest any officer, civil or military, in the lawful
discharge of his duty.
J.V.C. SMITH, Mayor.
BOSTON, June 2, 1854.
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At 8:45AM the defendant’s attorney, Richard Henry Dana, Jr., entered the courtroom, and was startled to
observe his client Anthony Burns attired in a stylish new suit.
At 9AM Judge of Probate Edward Greeley Loring entered the chamber, and the troops outside began to drive
the citizenry out of the courthouse square. The Marines began ostentatiously to “train” by going through the
motions of loading, firing, and reloading their cannon, while the police began to make arrests. Judge Loring,
in regard to the objection that was being raised that his rôle as a Fugitive Slave Bill Commissioner of the
United States of America was an unconstitutional one for judges to play, commented mildly that his duties as
a Fugitive Slave Commissioner were “ministerial rather than judicial.”
Horace Mann, Sr. and E.G. Loring were old buddies from the Litchfield Law School. It had been just a brief
period since Loring, who was an officer of Harvard College, had been rejected as a candidate for a law
professorship because of his favoring the Fugitive Slave Law as written by James Mason of Virginia.
To prove to the court what everyone knew to be the fact, the slavemaster and his attorney displayed to the judge
a copy of the Revised Code of Virginia.
“On the law and facts of the case, I consider the
claimant entitled to the certificate from me which he
claims.”
Judge Loring then signed the certificate and outside upon a signal the bells of Boston’s churches began to toll.
In response to the pealing of the bells, the townspeople began to hang black bunting, and women’s black
shawls and mantles, out of their windows. The streets of Boston were being patrolled by the National Guard,
and by US Army cavalry, and by marines, and by artillery brigades, totaling some 2,000 soldiers –President
Pierce having ordered that no expense be spared– but no quantity of mere soldiering could force local citizens
to raise their flags above half-mast or take down their drapings of black bunting.
At 2:30PM the procession of troops, each with pistol by his left hand and drawn cutlass in his right, began to
move toward the waterfront and, eventually, the government revenue cutter Morris that was being kept at a
safe distance in the harbor, out at the mooring at Minot’s Light. Burn was moved along quick-step by the troops
“down that sworded street” from the Boston courthouse in the custody of US Marshall Asa O. Butman. The
Marine Band attempted to incite the crowds of citizens lining the streets to riot by playing the tune “Carry Me
Back to Old Virginny,” so that the army would have an opportunity to do what it does best, but could not get
a firefight started. The colored man was heard to comment,
There was a lot of folks to see a colored man walk
through the streets.
The New England Woman’s Rights Convention was getting little done, for the delegates were out on State
Street watching the colored man in the new suit being marched past. William Lloyd Garrison and the Reverend
Moncure Daniel Conway watched together from the window of a law office (this would get Conway in big
trouble in his home town in Virginia). On the way down to Dock T, it seems that by coincidence a druggist’s
stockboy from Roxbury, William Ela, who had been sent into town that afternoon to procure a bottle of ink,
was in the vicinity lugging his bottle — and the troops presumed that the bottle he was carrying contained
vitriol which he intended to hurl at them. The bottle of ink was smashed and the boy would be brain-damaged
from being assaulted with the butts of muskets (later there would be a lawsuit for his maintenance: Ela v. J.V.C.
Smith). The nervous troops also bayoneted a cart horse that happened to get in their way as Anthony Burns
was being marched to the dock. There was a dock, and there was a street leading down to it; the cutter was at
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the end of the dock, and sometimes a cart driver does not mean to get in the way. What to do? Where a human
being means nothing, what the hell is a horse supposed to mean? The white soldiers, having gotten all keyed
up to bayonet citizens, of course bayoneted the horse. The driver of the cart was lucky they didn’t bayonet him
as well.
At 3:20PM, after the troops had loaded their black captive and their brass cannon aboard the steamer John
Taylor at Dock T, the steamer pulled away from the dock and began to make its way through the massed small
craft in the harbor toward Minot’s Light, where the federal revenue cutter Morris was waiting.
That afternoon Henry Thoreau had taken his mother Cynthia Dunbar Thoreau and sister Sophia Elizabeth
Thoreau in his boat up the Assabet River to Castilleja and Annursnack.
They wouldn’t return until about 7 PM.
By 8:30PM, Richard Henry Dana, Jr. had finished writing out a version of the closing argument which he had
offered, and had sent it off to the Boston Traveller to be published in their next edition. When he met Anson
Burlingame, the 9PM omnibus to Cambridge having already departed, Burlingame offered to escort Dana
home. As they walked together on Court Street, however, Dana was struck from behind. The lawyer’s glasses
flew off and shattered. His eye was blackened and some of his teeth were chipped.48
Friend John Greenleaf Whittier would turn the Anthony Burns episode into one of his occasional poems, but
–poetry to the contrary notwithstanding– the man of color’s wrists had not been in handcuffs as he had been
quick-stepped “hand-cuffed down that sworded street” of sordid downtown Boston:

The Rendition, by John Greenleaf Whittier.
I HEARD the train’s shrill whistle call,
I saw an earnest look beseech,
And rather by that look than speech
My neighbor told me all.
And, as I thought of Liberty
Marched handcuffed down that sworded street,
The solid earth beneath my feet
Reeled fluid as the sea.
I felt a sense of bitter loss, —
Shame, tearless grief, and stifling wrath,
And loathing fear, as if my path
A serpent stretched across.
All love of home, all pride of place,
All generous confidence and trust,
Sank smothering in that deep disgust
And anguish of disgrace.
Down on my native hills of June,
And home’s green quiet, hiding all,
Fell sudden darkness like the fall
Of midnight upon noon!
48. The men were later identified as Luigi Varelli and Henry Huxford, who had been serving that day as part of the marshall’s guard
and who were celebrating their earnings at Allen’s Saloon when they recognized Richard Henry Dana, Jr. as he passed on the
sidewalk. Anthony Burns would turn out to be the last escapee from slavery to be returned from Massachusetts. His owner would
not, as was feared at the time, torture him to death. He would be kept in the traders’ jail in Richmond VA until sold to a white man
from North Carolina. This man would then retail him to a Massachusetts minister at Barnum’s Hotel in Baltimore in February 1855
for the sum of $1,325.00. On March 7, 1855 Burns would be feted at Tremont Temple and handed manumission papers. He would
attend the School of Divinity at Oberlin College and, bless him, he would become a minister of the gospel.
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And Law, an unloosed maniac, strong,
Blood-drunken, through the blackness trod,
Hoarse-shouting in the ear of God
The blasphemy of wrong.
“O Mother, from thy memories proud,
Thy old renown, dear Commonwealth,
Lend this dead air a breeze of health,
And smite with stars this cloud.
“Mother of Freedom, wise and brave,
Rise awful in thy strength,” I said;
Ah me! I spake but to the dead;
I stood upon her grave!

June 2: ... I would fain be present at the birth of shadow. It takes place with the first expansion of the
leaves....

The following commentary on Thoreau’s journal entry for this day is from H. Daniel Peck’s THOREAU’S
MORNING WORK: MEMORY AND PERCEPTION IN A WEEK ON THE CONCORD AND MERRIMACK RIVERS, THE
JOURNAL, AND WALDEN (Yale UP, 1994):
To “improve these seasons as much as a farmer his” is to
cultivate them richly through perception and to fix them in
enduring phenomenological categories. One of the most obvious
signs of Thoreau’s ongoing revision of the traditional calendar
in the Journal is his unceasing recording of first-observed
appearances of seasonal phenomena. These observations cluster
in the spring, when their myriad occurrences signify the
vigorous rebirth of nature celebrated in the climatic chapter
of WALDEN. Yet a close reading of the Journal reveals that
Thoreau was closely attentive to “first facts” at all seasons.
There are hundreds of such observations in the Journal, recorded
at all times of the year and usually without commentary. In part,
they are an expression of Thoreau’s deep preoccupation with
origins. By searching the world for the first visible
appearances of natural growth, he hopes to participate through
observation in the creativity of nature — to be there at the
moment of genesis. A passage from a Journal entry of June 2,
1854, expresses this desire poignantly: “I would fain be present
at the birth of shadow. It takes place with the first expansion
of the leaves.” But as this example shows, the concept of
beginning as it is usually expressed in the Journal is defined
not by pure origination but by repetition. The necessary context
for observing the “first” appearance of a seasonal phenomenon
is the natural cycle; any “first” in nature is recognizable only
because it has happened before. That is, Thoreau has already
prepared, or recognized, a category for anticipating it; he is
keyed for the observation of first facts. In the spring of 1860,
we find him “on the alert for several days to hear the first
birds” (March 9, 1860). Reporting the appearance of these “first
birds” to his Journal is an act of confirmation as much as an
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act of origination; the beginning, in Thoreau, always pivots
between memory and anticipation. As he puts it in a Journal entry
of June 6, 1857, “Each annual phenomenon is a reminiscence and
prompting.” But even the most vigilant of nature’s observers
cannot “be present at the birth of shadow,” and Thoreau is
acutely aware of this, as he shows in an entry of March 17, 1857:
“No mortal is alert enough to be present at the first dawn of
the spring.”
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June 28, Wednesday: The following item has been extracted from page 3, column 4 of the Worcester Palladium of this
date by Bradley P. Dean, to add to our understanding of the context for Henry Thoreau’s delivery of a portion
of “SLAVERY IN MASSACHUSETTS” on a mourning-crepe-draped platform of the 4th of July commemoration
at the Harmony Grove in Framingham MA:

Meeting for True Freedom ON THE FOURTH OF JULY.
THE Managers of the Massachusetts Anti-Slavery Society
invite, without distinction of party or sect, and
without reference to varieties of opinion, ALL who mean
to be known as on LIBERTY’S side, in the great struggle
which is now upon us, to meet in full and earnest
convention, at THE GROVE IN FRAMINGHAM, on the approaching
FOURTH OF JULY, there to pass the day in no idle and
deceptive glorying in our country’s liberties, but in
deep humiliation for her Disgrace and Shame, and in
resolute purpose —God being our leader— to rescue old
Massachusetts at least from being bound forever to the
car of Slavery.
SPECIAL TRAINS will run on that day, to the Grove, from
Boston, Worcester, and Milford — leaving each place at
9.25 A.M. Returning — leave the Grove about 5 1-2 P.M.
FARE, by all these Trains, to the Grove and back, FIFTY
CENTS.
The beauty of the Grove, and the completeness and
excellence of its accommodations, are well known.
Eminent Speakers, from different quarters of the
State, will be present.

In the morning of this Wednesday Thoreau went by boat to the Island. On this day Senator Charles Sumner
was speechifying, quite falsely, that “In all her annals, no person was ever born a slave on the soil of
Massachusetts.”49 In fact, it had been in the Bay Colony, in 1639, that there had occurred one of the earliest –
if not the very earliest– project on this continent for the breeding of slaves. As the honest historian George H.
Moore would point out in 1866, although there were no longer any slaves in Massachusetts, slavery was still
theoretically possible as a point of Massachusetts law as of the very day of the passage of the XIIIth
Amendment to the US Constitution in 1865.

49. How could someone get elected who was this ignorant, or this obtuse? According to Bliss Perry, it had been Friend John
Greenleaf Whittier the behind-the-scenes political manipulator who had “sent Sumner to the US Senate.” According to Claude M.
Fuess, it was this Quaker single-issue-advocate politician’s “avowed aim to extort from the Massachusetts Congressmen every
concession to anti-slavery principles which could be secured by any kind of strategy short of criminal methods.”
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August 14, Monday: Henry Thoreau donated a copy of WALDEN; OR, LIFE IN THE WOODS to the Harvard Library, gave
a copy to Richard F. Fuller inscribed “from H.D.T.,” and presented a copy to Mrs. Lidian “Asia” Jackson
Emerson inscribed “from her friend Henry Thoreau.”50 After a cursory scan of the copy of WALDEN which he
had just purchased, John Greenleaf Whittier commented to its publisher James Thomas Fields that it was
capital reading, but very wicked and heathenish.
The practical moral of it seems to be that if a man is
willing to sink himself into a woodchuck he can live
as cheaply as that quadruped; but after all, for me
I prefer walking on two legs.
Well, but this was a bit different, as a reaction, from the reaction Whittier had had when he had received
a presentation copy of Walt Whitman’s LEAVES OF GRASS: after looking that book over, he had tossed it —
into the fireplace.51

50. These three copies are now in the Houghton Library of Harvard University. The records of the Boston Society of Natural History
indicate that Thoreau had donated copies of A WEEK and WALDEN to them as well.
51. Thoreau’s copy of LEAVES OF GRASS would be knocked down on auction at Sotheby’s in 2002 or 2003, evidently to a Walt
Whitman collector, for US$119,500.
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1855
During this year the Reverend Thomas Wentworth Higginson sailed with his wife to the Portuguese island of
Fayal and back, for her health. There is in existence a letter by the Reverend, in which he describes a trip to
Mt. Ktaadn taken in this year by himself, Theophilus Brown, and eight others from Worcester. The five women
of this party were wearing bloomers and sensible shoes, and the native guide reportedly commented “There’s

no better grit to be scared up anywhere than them women have.” The Reverend Higginson, and Dr. Seth
Rogers,52 also led groups of armed men during this year from Worcester to the Kansas Territory. I don’t know
whether the trip to Ktaadn was before or after the Kansas trip. Wendell Phillips contributed $100.00 to purchase
carbines for anti-slavery white people emigrating to the Kansas Territory. The Reverend Adin Ballou’s

Hopedale Community of Christian non-violenters near Worcester sent a party to establish a colony for peace,
about 40 miles north of St. Paul, in a location called “Union Grove” near Monticello, Minnesota; however,
weather, and difficulties of travel and transport and funding along the way, forced that peace party to sell its

52. Any relation to the Nathaniel Peabody Rogers of Concord, New Hampshire, who put out the Herald of Freedom prior to his
death in 1846, and about whom Henry Thoreau wrote in the last issue of THE DIAL, or to the Elizabeth Rogers Mason Cabot who
so appreciated WALDEN? This Dr. Seth Rogers was a walking and canoeing companion of Thoreau’s.
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wagons and livestock and possessions and return to their origin with but the clothing on their backs.
(Or, perhaps, God forced them to turn back because of the unrighteousness of their temperance.) Because
the congregation of the Reverend Henry Ward Beecher funded the award of one Bible and one Sharps carbine
to each member of an anti-slavery group emigrating to the Kansas territory, these deadly ten-rounds-perminute assault weapons would become known in succeeding years as “Beecher’s Bibles”:
The most warlike demonstration, and one which excited the
greatest attention, was at New Haven. Charles B. Lines, a deacon
of a New Haven congregation, had enlisted a company of 79
emigrants. A meeting was held in the church shortly before their
departure, for the purpose of raising funds. Many clergymen and
many of the Yale College faculty were present. The leader of the
party said that Sharps rifles were lacking, and they were needed
for self-defense. After an earnest address from Henry Ward
Beecher, the subscription began. Professor Silliman started it
with one Sharps rifle; the pastor of the church gave the second;
other gentlemen and some ladies followed the example. As fifty
was the number wanted, Beecher said that if twenty-five were
pledged on the spot, Plymouth Church would furnish the rest.
Previous to this meeting, he had declared that for the slaveholders of Kansas the Sharps rifle was a greater moral agency than
the Bible; and from that time the favorite arms of the Northern
emigrants became known as “Beecher’s Bibles.”
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According to this textbook, the Southern white “Christians” were organizing in a similar manner:
Yet one notable company was raised through the energy and
sacrifice of Colonel Buford, of Alabama. He issued an appeal for
300 industrious and sober men, capable of bearing arms and willing
to fight for the cause of the South. He would himself contribute
$20,000, and he agreed to give each man who enlisted 40 acres of
good Kansas land and support him for a year. He sold his slaves
to provide the money he had promised. Owing to the fervent appeals
of the press, contributions from many quarters were obtained, and
the enthusiasm was not confined to the men. A daughter of South
Carolina sent to the editor of a newspaper a gold chain which
would realize enough to furnish one man, and she begged him to
let the ladies of her neighborhood know when more money was
needed, for then, she wrote, “we will give up our personal
embellishments and expose them for sale.”
Buford raised 280 men from South Carolina, Georgia, and Alabama.
Many of them were the poor relations and dependents of the wealthy
slave-holders; others were poor whites. Some were intelligent,
and afterwards proved worthy citizens; but the majority were
ignorant and brutal, and made fit companions for the Missouri
border ruffians, by whom they were received with open arms.
The day that Buford’s battalion started from Montgomery, they
marched to the Baptist church. The Methodist minister solemnly
invoked the divine blessing on their enterprise; the Baptist
pastor gave Buford a finely bound Bible, and said that a
subscription had been raised to present each emigrant with a copy
of the Holy Scriptures. Three or four thousand citizens gathered
on the river bank to bid them farewell, and there were not lacking
“the bright smiles and happy faces” of the ladies to cheer them
on. A distinguished citizen made them an address, saying that
“on them rested the future welfare of the South; they were armed
with the Bible, a weapon more potent than Sharpe’s rifles;
and, in the language of Lord Nelson, ‘every man was expected to
do his duty.’" The South Carolina contingent had not, on leaving
home, been provided with Bibles; it had there been proclaimed that
all the equipment needed was a good common country rifle.
Further along in this text from which I am quoting, there are presumptive assertions, such as one on page 279
attesting that Sharps rifles were shipped West inside crates stamped BIBLES. One may cast doubt upon such
tall textbook tales without contesting the existence of the Sharps repeating rifle, or contending that no churchly
congregations contributed money toward their purchase, or impugning the fact that these weapons of remote
rapid death were in the period humorously (!) being referred to, among the people humorously referred to as
“Christians,” as “Beecher’s Bibles.” It has never to my knowledge been corroborated, that actual boxes of
these rifles actually were shipped west, actually stenciled with the word BIBLES on the outside — it has not to
my awareness been substantiated, that this was something more than merely a humorous (!) manner of talking
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John Brown reads his Bible:
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about this righteous dealing of death.

After they would take Captain John Brown’s Sharps rifle away
from him at Harpers Ferry, they would allow this little boy to
pose with it. Grow up, son, and be a Christian like us:
kill people, own slaves.

This is the Minié .58-inch bullet that was being pioneered during this year at the Harpers Ferry Arsenal by
armorer James H. Burton:
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A nice “unintended feature” of this bullet being introduced was that since it was hollow behind, the shooter
could prepare for battle by rubbing it in feces. That would ensure that any limb struck by the bullet would need
to be amputated, because of the probability of sepsis from even a flesh wound that did not shatter bone.
(In other words, bacteriological warfare, but initiated from the bottom up rather than from the top down.)

For Righteousness’ Sake, by Friend John Greenleaf Whittier
THE age is dull and mean. Men creep,
Not walk; with blood too pale and tame
To pay the debt they owe to shame;
Buy cheap, sell dear; eat, drink, and sleep
Down-pillowed, deaf to moaning want;
Pay tithes for soul-insurance; keep
Six days to Mammon, one to Cant.
In such a time, give thanks to God,
That somewhat of the holy rage
With which the prophets in their age
On all its decent seemings trod,
Has set your feet upon the lie,
That man and ox and soul and clod
Are market stock to sell and buy!
The hot words from your lips, my own,
To caution trained, might not repeat;
But if some tares among the wheat
Of generous thought and deed were sown,
No common wrong provoked your zeal;
The silken gauntlet that is thrown
In such a quarrel rings like steel.
The brave old strife the fathers saw
For freedom calls for men again
Like those who battled not in vain
For England’s Charter, Alfred’s law;
And right of speech and trial just
Wage in your name their ancient war
With venal courts and perjured trust.
God’s ways seem dark, but, soon or late,
They touch the shining hills of day;
The evil cannot brook delay,
The good can well afford to wait.
Give ermined knaves their hour of crime;
Ye have the future grand and great,
The safe appeal of Truth to Time!

6th month: A “Personal Liberty” bill was enacted by the Massachusetts legislature with the assistance of the Know
Nothing party, that in order to produce greater obstacles to local enforcement protested the manner in which
the federal Fugitive Slave Act had trod upon the rights and liberties of the people of the State:

Arisen at Last, by John Greenleaf Whittier.
I SAID I stood upon thy grave,
My Mother State, when last the moon
Of blossoms clomb the skies of June.
And, scattering ashes on my head,
I wore, undreaming of relief,
The sackcloth of thy shame and grief.
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Again that moon of blossoms shines
On leaf and flower and folded wing,
And thou hast risen with the spring!
Once more thy strong maternal arms
Are round about thy children flung, —
A lioness that guards her young!
No threat is on thy closèd lips,
But in thine eye a power to smite
The mad wolf backward from its light.
Southward the baffled robber’s track
Henceforth runs only; hereaway,
The fell lycanthrope finds no prey.
Henceforth, within thy sacred gates,
His first low howl shall downward draw
The thunder of thy righteous law.
Not mindless of thy trade and gain,
But, acting on the wiser plan,
Thou ’rt grown conservative of man.
So shalt thou clothe with life the hope,
Dream-painted on the sightless eyes
Of him who sang of Paradise, —
The vision of a Christian man,
In virtue, as in stature great
Embodied in a Christian State.
And thou, amidst thy sisterhood
Forbearing long, yet standing fast,
Shalt win their grateful thanks at last;
When North and South shall strive no more,
And all their feuds and fears be lost
In Freedom’s holy Pentecost.

December 6, Thursday: Thomas Barber was shot near Lawrence, Kansas:

Burial of Barber, by John Greenleaf Whittier
BEAR him, comrades, to his grave;
Never over one more brave
Shall the prairie grasses weep,
In the ages yet to come,
When the millions in our room,
What we sow in tears, shall reap.
Bear him up the icy hill,
With the Kansas, frozen still
As his noble heart, below,
And the land he came to till
With a freeman’s thews and will,
And his poor hut roofed with snow!
One more look of that dead face,
Of his murder’s ghastly trace!
One more kiss, O widowed one!
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Lay your left hands on his brow,
Lift your right hands up, and vow
That his work shall yet be done.
Patience, friends! The eye of God
Every path by Murder trod
Watches, lidless, day and night;
And the dead man in his shroud,
And his widow weeping loud,
And our hearts, are in His sight.
Every deadly threat that swells
With the roar of gambling hells,
Every brutal jest and jeer,
Every wicked thought and plan
Of the cruel heart of man,
Though but whispered, He can hear!
We in suffering, they in crime,
Wait the just award of time,
Wait the vengeance that is due;
Not in vain a heart shall break,
Not a tear for Freedom’s sake
Fall unheeded: God is true.
While the flag with stars bedecked
Threatens where it should protect,
And the Law shakes hands with Crime,
What is left us but to wait,
Match our patience to our fate,
And abide the better time?
Patience, friends! The human heart
Everywhere shall take our part,
Everywhere for us shall pray;
On our side are nature’s laws,
And God’s life is in the cause
That we suffer for to-day.
Well to suffer is divine;
Pass the watchword down the line,
Pass the countersign. "Endure."
Not to him who rashly dares,
But to him who nobly bears,
Is the victor’s garland sure.
Frozen earth to frozen breast,
Lay our slain one down to rest;
Lay him down in hope and faith,
And above the broken sod,
Once again, to Freedom’s God,
Pledge ourselves for life or death,
That the State whose walls we lay,
In our blood and tears, to-day,
Shall be free from bonds of shame,
And our goodly land untrod
By the feet of Slavery, shod
With cursing as with flame!
Plant the Buckeye on his grave,
For the hunter of the slave
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In its shadow cannot rest;
And let martyr mound and tree
Be our pledge and guaranty
Of the freedom of the West!

1856
Friend John Greenleaf Whittier’s THE PANORAMA AND OTHER POEMS.

Letter
From a Missionary of the Methodist Episcopal Church South, in Kansas,
to a Distinguished Politician, by John Greenleaf Whittier.
DOUGLAS MISSION, August, 1854.
LAST week — the Lord be praised for all His mercies
To His unworthy servant! — I arrived
Safe at the Mission, via Westport; where
I tarried over night, to aid in forming
A Vigilance Committee, to send back,
In shirts of tar, and feather-doublets quilted
With forty stripes save one, all Yankee comers,
Uncircumcised and Gentile, aliens from
The Commonwealth of Israel, who despise
The prize of the high calling of the saints,
Who plant amidst this heathen wilderness
Pure gospel institutions, sanctified
By patriarchal use. The meeting opened
With prayer, as was most fitting. Half an hour,
Or thereaway, I groaned, and strove, and wrestled,
As Jacob did at Penuel, till the power
Fell on the people, and they cried ‘Amen!’
“Glory to God!” and stamped and clapped their hands;
And the rough river boatmen wiped their eyes;
“Go it, old hoss!” they cried, and cursed the niggers —
Fulfilling thus the word of prophecy,
“Cursed be Cannan.” After prayer, the meeting
Chose a committee — good and pious men —
A Presbyterian Elder, Baptist deacon,
A local preacher, three or four class-leaders,
Anxious inquirers, and renewed backsliders,
A score in all — to watch the river ferry,
(As they of old did watch the fords of Jordan,)
And cut off all whose Yankee tongues refuse
The Shibboleth of the Nebraska bill.
And then, in answer to repeated calls,
I gave a brief account of what I saw
In Washington; and truly many hearts
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Rejoiced to know the President, and you
And all the Cabinet regularly hear
The gospel message of a Sunday morning,
Drinking with thirsty souls of the sincere
Milk of the Word. Glory! Amen, and Selah!
Here, at the Mission, all things have gone well:
The brother who, throughout my absence, acted
As overseer, assures me that the crops
Never were better. I have lost one negro,
A first-rate hand, but obstinate and sullen.
He ran away some time last spring, and hid
In the river timber. There my Indian converts
Found him, and treed and shot him. For the rest,
The heathens round about begin to feel
The influence of our pious ministrations
And works of love; and some of them already
Have purchased negroes, and are settling down
As sober Christians! Bless the Lord for this!
I know it will rejoice you. You, I hear,
Are on the eve of visiting Chicago,
To fight with the wild beasts of Ephesus,
Long John, and Dutch Free-Soilers. May your arm
Be clothed with strength, and on your tongue be found
The sweet oil of persuasion. So desires
Your brother and co-laborer. Amen!
P.S. All’s lost. Even while I write these lines,
The Yankee abolitionists are coming
Upon us like a flood — grim, stalwart men,
Each face set like a flint of Plymouth Rock
Against our institutions — staking out
Their farm lots on the wooded Wakarusa,
Or squatting by the mellow-bottomed Kansas;
The pioneers of mightier multitudes,
The small rain-patter, ere the thunder shower
Drowns the dry prairies. Hope from man is not.
Oh, for a quiet berth at Washington,
Snug naval chaplaincy, or clerkship, where
These rumors of free labor and free soil
Might never meet me more. Better to be
Door-keeper in the White House, than to dwell
Amidst these Yankee tents, that, whitening, show
On the green prairie like a fleet becalmed.
Methinks I hear a voice come up the river
From those far bayous, where the alligators
Mount guard around the camping filibusters:
“Shake off the dust of Kansas. Turn to Cuba —
(That golden orange just about to fall,
O’er-ripe, into the Democratic lap;)
Keep pace with Providence, or, as we say,
Manifest destiny. Go forth and follow
The message of our gospel, thither borne
Upon the point of Quitman’s bowie-knife,
And the persuasive lips of Colt’s revolvers.
There may’st thou, underneath thy vine and fig-tree,
Watch thy increase of sugar cane and negroes,
Calm as a patriarch in his eastern tent!”
Amen: So mote it be. So prays your friend.
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Although the smoking of cannabis was rather rare in America, in the mid/late 1850s there grew up a hashisheating craze. Articles with titles such as “My Experience with Hashish” regularly appeared in such magazines
as Harpers and Putnam’s Monthly Magazine of American Literature, Science and Art. It is possible to find
scattered references to hash consumption in letters and journals, and as one example of this George Templeton
Strong’s New-York diary of this year describes experimentation with hash.

The Haschish, by John Greenleaf Whittier.
Of all that Orient lands can vaunt
Of marvels with our own competing,
The strangest is the Haschish plant,
And what will follow on its eating.
What pictures to the taster rise,
Of Dervish or of Almeh dances!
Of Eblis, or of Paradise,
Set all aglow with Houri glances!
The poppy visions of Cathay,
The heavy beer-trance of the Suabian;
The wizard lights and demon play
Of nights Walpurgis and Arabian!
The Mollah and the Christian dog
Change place in mad metempsychosis;
The Muezzin climbs the synagogue,
The Rabbi shakes his beard at Moses!
The Arab by his desert well
Sits choosing from some Caliph’s daughters,
And hears his single camel’s bell
Sound welcome to his regal quarters.
The Koran’s reader makes complaint
Of Shitan dancing on and off it;
The robber offers alms, the saint
Drinks Tokay and blasphemes the Prophet.
Such scenes that Eastern plant awakes;
But we have one ordained to beat it,
The Haschish of the West, which makes
Or fools or knaves of all who eat it.
The preacher eats, and straight appears
His Bible in a new translation;
Its angels negro overseers,
And Heaven itself a snug plantation!
The man of peace, about whose dreams
The sweet millennial angels cluster,
Takes the mad weed, and plots and schemes,
A raving Cuban filibuster!
The noisiest Democrat, with ease,
It turns to Slavery’s parish beadle;
The shrewdest statesman eats and sees
Due southward point the polar needle.
The Judge partakes, and sits erelong
Upon his bench a railing blackguard;
Decides off-hand that right is wrong,
And reads the ten commandments backward.
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O potent plant! so rare a taste
Has never Turk or Gentoo gotten;
The hempen Haschish of the East
Is powerless to our Western Cotton!

Elihu Burritt’s A PLAN OF BROTHERLY CO-PARTNERSHIP OF THE NORTH AND SOUTH FOR THE PEACEFUL
EXTINCTION OF SLAVERY (New York: Dayton and Burdick). Also, his THE YEAR-BOOK OF THE NATIONS, FOR
1856 (New York: D. Appleton & Co).
There was an attempt at a national crusade to abolish slavery by financial compensation of Southern
slaveholders through sale of public lands: simply buy up all slaves, by right of eminent domain or whatever,
and then issue them all their manumission papers. After the raid on Harpers Ferry, Elihu Burritt would be
forced to abandon this crusade as pointless, and when the Southern states actually would secede, Burritt and
the Reverend Adin Ballou and Friend John Greenleaf Whittier would urge that the Southern whites be allowed
peaceably to set up their own separate American nation — one in which they could all abuse one another
relentlessly and generally go to hell whatever way they wanted.
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Slavery advocates were swarming into Kansas in an effort to stack the territorial legislature with men who
would vote to make Kansas a slave state; a move made possible by the “popular sovereignty” principle of the
Kansas-Nebraska Act of 1854. Olathe was founded. Wide-spread violence was breaking out between proslavery and abolitionists groups (the phrase “Bleeding Kansas” derives from this period). The Worcester
Unitarian reverend, Thomas Wentworth Higginson, was appointed as agent for the Massachusetts Kansas Aid
Committee that was helping recruit and arm people who would emigrate to Kansas and would there vote
against the territory becoming a new slave state (the Kansas/Nebraska Act repealing the Missouri
Compromise). During this year the Reverend authored “A Ride Through Kanzas” [sic]. In the “Pottawatomie
Massacre,” John Brown and his followers murdered five supposedly pro-slavery men. While the “Chevalier”
Dr. Samuel Gridley Howe was away, heroically leading anti-slavery settlers to the territory, back home the
undutiful wife and mother Julia Ward Howe was publishing poetry and plays. There are references in their
correspondence not only to love turning into alienation, but also to familial violence.

In support of freedom voters moving into Kansas, Friend John Greenleaf Whittier wrote:

THE KANSAS EMIGRANTS.
WE cross the prairie as of old
The pilgrims crossed the sea,
To make the West, as they the East,
The homestead of the free!
We go to rear a wall of men
On Freedom’s southern line,
And plant beside the cotton-tree
The rugged Northern pine!
We’re flowing from our native hills
As our free rivers flow;
The blessing of our Mother-land
Is on us as we go.
We go to plant her common schools,
On distant prairie swells,
And give the Sabbaths of the wild
The music of her bells.
Upbearing, like the Ark of old,
The Bible in our van,
We go to test the truth of God
Against the fraud of man.
No pause, nor rest, save where the streams
That feed the Kansas run,
Save where our Pilgrim gonfalon
Shall flout the setting sun!
We’ll tread the prairie as of old
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Our fathers sailed the sea,
And make the West, as they the East,
The homestead of the free!
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The “Republican” party was nationally organized, replacing, in northern sections, the Whigs. Horace Greeley
joined this new party and made his New-York Herald Tribune into the party organ. The party was fielding, as
its 1st presidential candidate, John Charles Frémont. The famous controversial author Harriet Beecher Stowe

announced her support for his candidacy, as did the famous controversial author Frederick Douglass.53
The wild, dreary belt of swamp-land which girds in those states
scathed by the fires of despotism is an apt emblem, in its rampant
and we might say delirious exuberance of vegetation, of that
darkly struggling, wildly vegetating swamp of human souls, cut
off, like it, from the usages and improvements of cultivated life.
There is no principle so awful through all nature as the principle
of growth. It is a mysterious and dread condition of existence,
which, place it under what impediments or disadvantages you will,
is constantly forcing on; and when unnatural pressure hinders it,
develops in forms portentous and astonishing.
In support of the new political candidate, Friend John Greenleaf Whittier wrote:

A SONG FOR THE TIME.
UP, laggards of Freedom! — our free flag is cast
To the blaze of the sun and the wings of the blast;
Will ye turn from a struggle so bravely begun,
From a foe that is breaking, a field that’s half won?
Whoso loves not his kind, and who fears not the Lord,
Let him join that foe’s service, accursed and abhorred!
Let him do his base will, as the slave only can, —
Let him put on the bloodhound, and put off the Man!
Let him go where the cold blood that creeps in his veins
Shall stiffen the slave-whip, and rust on his chains;
Where the black slave shall laugh in his bonds, to behold
The White Slave beside him, self-lettered and sold!
But ye, who still boast of hearts beating and warm,
Rise, from lake shore and ocean’s, like waves in a storm,
Come, throng round our banner in Liberty’s name,
Like winds from your mountains, like prairies aflame!
Our foe, hidden long in his ambush of night,
53. James Buchanan, a Pennsylvania Democrat, would be elected president, the Republicans carrying but 11 states. In the Transvaal
of South Africa, the Boers established a “South African Republic” with Pretoria as its capital, Marthinus Wessels Pretorius
becoming its 1st president. Our Republican Party’s next presidential choice, Abraham Lincoln, would win with the electoral votes
of the 18 northern states, beginning a tradition in which, of the 18 national elections between 1860 and 1932, only 4 would be won
by non-Republican candidates.
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Now, forced from his covert, stands black in the light.
Oh, the cruel to Man, and the hateful to God,
Smite him down to the earth, that is cursed where he trod!
For deeper than thunder of summer’s loud shower,
On the dome of the sky God is striking the hour!
Shall we falter before what we’re prayed for so long,
When the Wrong is so weak, and the Right is so strong?
Come forth all together! come old and come young,
Freedom’s vote in each hand, and her song on each tongue;
Truth naked is stronger than Falsehood in mail;
The Wrong cannot prosper, the Right cannot fail!
Like leaves of the summer once numbered the foe,
But the hoar-frost is falling, the northern winds blow;
Like leaves of November erelong shall they fall,
For earth wearies of them, and God’s over all!

What of the Day? by John Greenleaf Whittier (1856)
Written during the stirring weeks when the great political battle for Freedom under Frémont’s leadership was
permitting strong hope of success, — a hope overshadowed and solemnized by a sense of the magnitude of the
barbaric evil, and a forecast of the unscrupulous and desperate use of all its powers in the last and decisive
struggle.
A SOUND of tumult troubles all the air,
Like the low thunders of a sultry sky
Far-rolling ere the downright lightnings glare;
The hills blaze red with warnings; foes draw nigh,
Treading the dark with challenge and reply.
Behold the burden of the prophet’s vision;
The gathering hosts, — the Valley of Decision,
Dusk with the wings of eagles wheeling o’er.
Day of the Lord, of darkness and not light!
It breaks in thunder and the whirlwind’s roar!
Even so, Father! Let Thy will be done;
Turn and o’erturn, end what Thou hast begun
In judgment or in mercy: as for me,
If but the least and frailest, let me be
Evermore numbered with the truly free
Who find Thy service perfect liberty!
I fain would thank Thee that my mortal life
Has reached the hour (albeit through care and pain)
When Good and Evil, as for final strife,
Close dim and vast on Armageddon’s plain;
And Michael and his angels once again
Drive howling back the Spirits of the Night.
Oh for the faith to read the signs aright
And, from the angle of Thy perfect sight,
See Truth’s white banner floating on before;
And the Good Cause, despite of venal friends,
And base expedients, move to noble ends;
See Peace with Freedom make to Time amends,
And, through its cloud of dust, the threshing-floor,
Flailed by the thunder, heaped with chaffless grain!
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August: A poem by John Greenleaf Whittier:

The Pass of the Sierra.
ALL night above their rocky bed
They saw the stars march slow;
The wild Sierra overhead,
The desert’s death below.
The Indian from his lodge of bark,
The gray bear from his den,
Beyond their camp-fire’s wall of dark,
Glared on the mountain men.
Still upward turned, with anxious strain,
Their leader’s sleepless eye,
Where splinters of the mountain chain
Stood black against the sky.
The night waned slow: at last, a glow,
A gleam of sudden fire,
Shot up behind the walls of snow,
And tipped each icy spire.
“Up, men!” he cried, “yon rocky cone,
To-day, please God, we’ll pass,
And look from Winter’s frozen throne
On Summer’s flowers and grass!”
They set their faces to the blast,
They trod the eternal snow,
And faint, worn, bleeding, hailed at last
The promised land below.
Behind, they saw the snow-cloud tossed
By many an icy horn;
Before, warm valleys, wood-embossed,
And green with vines and corn.
They left the Winter at their backs
To flap his baffled wing,
And downward, with the cataracts,
Leaped to the lap of Spring.
Strong leader of that mountain band,
Another task remains,
To break from Slavery’s desert land
A path to Freedom’s plains.
The winds are wild, the way is drear,
Yet, flashing through the night,
Lo! icy ridge and rocky spear
Blaze out in morning light!
Rise up, Frémont! and go before;
The Hour must have its Man;
Put on the hunting-shirt once more,
And lead in Freedom’s van!
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October: A poem by John Greenleaf Whittier:

To Pennsylvania.
O STATE prayer-founded! never hung
Such choice upon a people’s tongue,
Such power to bless or ban,
As that which makes thy whisper Fate,
For which on thee the centuries wait,
And destinies of man!
Across thy Alleghanian chain,
With groanings from a land in pain,
The west-wind finds its way:
Wild-wailing from Missouri’s flood
The crying of thy children’s blood
Is in thy ears to-day!
And unto thee in Freedom’s hour
Of sorest need God gives the power
To ruin or to save;
To wound or heal, to blight or bless
With fertile field or wilderness,
A free home or a grave!
Then let thy virtue match the crime,
Rise to a level with the time;
And, if a son of thine
Betray or tempt thee, Brutus-like
For Fatherland and Freedom strike
As Justice gives the sign.
Wake, sleeper, from thy dream of ease,
The great occasion’s forelock seize;
And let the north-wind strong,
And golden leaves of autumn, be
Thy coronal of Victory
And thy triumphal song.

1857
Friend John Greenleaf Whittier’s POETICAL WORKS.
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1858
Friend John Greenleaf Whittier’s mother, to whom he was much committed and with whom he had been living,
died.
My dear mother, to whom I own much every way, died in 1858.

May:

A massacre of five unarmed and unoffending free-state men took place in Linn County in Southern Kansas,
near the Marais du Cygne of the French voyageurs:

Le Marais du Cygne, by John Greenleaf Whittier.
A BLUSH as of roses
Wheess cho the sunset,
Unchecked on her way,
Shall Liberty follow
The march of the day.
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May 19, Wednesday: That morning, some 30 Missourians led by Charles Hamilton had arrived at a trading post in the
southern portion of the Kansas Territory. When they set out on the road back toward Missouri, they intercepted
along the way 11 unarmed free-state men. It appears that most of these Kansas men had been Hamilton’s
neighbors while he had been living in the vicinity, and that none had been taking any part in any of the fighting.
They evidently did not suspect, therefore, that their former neighbor meant to do them any particular harm.
However, when his column came to a defile surrounded by mounds, near the Marais du Cygne of the French
voyageurs, they herded their prisoners into line against one side of the defile and formed themselves into
another line along the other side.

“BLEEDING KANSAS”
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Hamilton himself fired the first shot and 5 of the prisoners were gunned down. Then Hamilton ordered his men
to dismount and finalize the job with their pistols. (John Brown, arriving at the scene toward the end of June,
would construct a 2-story flat-roofed log fortification some 220 yards south of the site of the massacre, at a
place where water from a spring could seep into a pit at its southwest corner. Friend John Greenleaf Whittier
would write a poem, “Le Marais du Cygne,” which would appear in the September 1858 issue of The Atlantic
Monthly. Although William Griffith of Bates County, Missouri would be arrested during Spring 1863 and
hanged on October 30, 1863 for participation in this day’s events, Hamilton himself would be able to return to
Georgia and there survive until 1880.)
http://www.kshs.org/places/marais/history.htm

Le Marais du Cygne.
A BLUSH as of roses
Where rose never grew!
Great drops on the bunch-grass,
But not of the dew!
A taint in the sweet air
For wild bees to shun!
A stain that shall never
Bleach out in the sun!
Back, steed of the prairies!
Sweet song-bird, fly back!
Wheel hither, bald vulture!
Gray wolf, call thy pack!
The foul human vultures
Have feasted and fled;
The wolves of the Border
Have crept from the dead.
From the hearths of their cabins,
The fields of their corn,
Unwarned and unweaponed,
The victims were torn, —
By the whirlwind of murder
Swooped up and swept on
To the low, reedy fen-lands,
The Marsh of the Swan.
With a vain plea for mercy
No stout knee was crooked;
In the mouths of the rifles
Right manly they looked.
How paled the May sunshine,
O Marais du Cygne!
On death for the strong life,
On red grass for green!
In the homes of their rearing,
Yet warm with their lives,
Ye wait the dead only,
Poor children and wives!
Put out the red forge-fire,
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The smith shall not come;
Unyoke the brown oxen,
The ploughman lies dumb.
Wind slow from the Swan’s Marsh,
O dreary death-train,
With pressed lips as bloodless
As lips of the slain!
Kiss down the young eyelids,
Smooth down the gray hairs;
Let tears quench the curses
That burn through your prayers.
Strong man of the prairies,
Mourn bitter and wild!
Wail, desolate woman!
Weep, fatherless child!
But the grain of God springs up
From ashes beneath,
And the crown of his harvest
Is life out of death.
Not in vain on the dial
The shade moves along,
To point the great contrasts
Of right and of wrong:
Free homes and free altars,
Free prairie and flood, —
The reeds of the Swan’s Marsh,
Whose bloom is of blood!
On the lintels of Kansas
That blood shall not dry;
Henceforth the Bad Angel
Shall harmless go by;
Henceforth to the sunset,
Unchecked on her way,
Shall Liberty follow
The march of the day.

1859
In this year nine young scholars were graduated from the Yearly Meeting School of the Religious Society of
Friends on top of the hill in Providence, Rhode Island.
Publication of the MEMOIR OF JOHN GRISCOM, which contains the letters and autobiographical writing of
Friend John H. Griscom, MD describing his experiences at the school.
Publication, by John Miller in Providence, of THE FRIENDS’ NEW ENGLAND YEARLY MEETING BOARDING
SCHOOL. ITS RISE AND HISTORY, WITH NOTICE OF SOME OF ITS FOUNDERS AND INSTRUCTORS.
There emerged at this point a reasoned critique of the too-typical Quaker negative attitude toward the arts (a
too-typically negative Quaker attitude with which, very plainly, Friend John Greenleaf Whittier did not agree):
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“The attitude assumed by the Friends towards the fine arts, furnishes another evidence (as it appears to the
writer) of their imperfect apprehension of the dignity of all the feelings and emotions, originally implanted by
the Creator in the constitution of man.... Whilst the primitive Quakers did not purpose absolutely to banish
these pursuits from the homes of themselves and their successors, they so far restrained the development of
the aesthetic element, that acting in conjunction with the general subjective character of the system, Quakerism
became (what the French denominate) a spécialité, without the elastic, adaptive qualities, which fit Christianity
for every tribe of men.... Here, we imagine, lies the secret why Quakerism has made no progress amongst the
aboriginal tribes it has befriended –amongst the Negroes whose liberties it has struggled for– or (with trivial
exceptions) anywhere beyond the limits of the Anglo-Saxon family; and also why it has not proved a congenial
home to that large class of persons whose characters are rather emotional, than intellectual or reflective.”54
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

54. John Stephenson Rowntree. QUAKERISM, PAST AND PRESENT; AN INQUIRY INTO THE CAUSES OF ITS DECLINE
IN GREAT BRITAIN AND IRELAND (London: Smith, Elder & Co., 1859), pages 55f
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PAINTING

Friend John Greenleaf Whittier and the Reverend Henry Ward Beecher went together to view Frederic Edwin
Church FREDERIC EDWIN CHURCH ’s “The Heart of the Andes.”
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December 2, Friday:The spirit of John Brown, allegedly, to Governor Henry A. Wise:
First Hevan Dec 2
Friend Wise
I got here this Morning at 11 1/2 o’clock Set Peter was at
the Door. he said welcom John Brown you are the first man that
come here from Virginia in 20 years and I am afraid you will
Be the last excep Cook and his friends
Youres &ca
John Brown
P.S. Write soon and send your letter By Cook as that will Be
the Last canse you ever will get
J.B
The Reverend Henry Highland Garnet announced at a service in New-York’s Shiloh Church that henceforward
“the Second day of December will be called Martyr’s Day.”

“There can be no redemption of sin

without the shedding of blood.”

We may now allow ourselves to notice what for a long time has not been awarded an adequate commentary,
that for this commemorative service which coincided with the hanging of John Brown for treason, Henry
Thoreau, Waldo Emerson, and the other “speakers” delivered nothing of their own thoughts. (A local lad
named Frank Pierce would later have occasion to recall that he had helped his dad move some sort of heavy
musical instrument, a piano or organ, into the hall for this occasion.
) The speakers merely took the
podium in their turn to read entirely innocuous stuff out of Andrew Marvell, and out of Sir Walter Raleigh, and
out of Tacitus. Why were they doing this upon such an occasion? It must have been like drinking Polynesian
Double Mai-Tais at a wake. Well, one reason might have been that enflamed Concord townspeople were
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nearby, counting down the minutes as the traitor rode atop his own coffin out to the hanging ground,

until the traitor would swing at the stroke of noon — and as he swung, igniting a hanging effigy of the traitor.
These local patriots did not want their world turned upside down, but instead, they wanted that all respect and
consideration continue to be accorded to worthy people. They were not ready to begin to accord respect and
consideration also to unworthy people, such as coloreds, and criminals. Such patriots constituted an obvious
and unpredictable, although local and temporary, hazard. We have the testimony of one participant in this
classics-reading, however, that something else, a more permanent and extensive threat, was on the minds of
the participants and their audience. What if, as a result of this meeting, they were arrested by officials of the
federal government and charged with high treason? In a trial, they would need to be able to defend themselves
in some manner, and this would enable to defend themselves on the grounds that actually this meeting had been
for the simple and straightforward and entirely innocuous purpose of reading of the classic authors. Not a word
had they spoken about this traitor Brown who, coincidentally, was being hanged in another state at that hour.
Well, does this make you think less of Henry David Thoreau, that such considerations would have been borne
in mind under the uncertainties of the moment? How would you yourself have conducted yourself in the face
of such uncertainties? You will please to note that there was all the difference in the world between defending
Brown in public while he was merely an accused citizen before a court-martial panel of military officers,
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before he had been found to have committed the capital crime of treason, of having attempted by force and
violence to overthrow the government of the United States of America, and defending him in public after that
finding of guilt. It may well be that, in critical times, with martial law a very real possibility, one who attempts
to give aid and comfort to treason is himself a traitor, and may well anticipate being treated as one.
While people have begun hanging people, who can be sure where this spate of hanging is going to stop?
Friday, December 2, 1859, broke clear and summerlike
over a nation solemn and awed by the grim business
taking place in Virginia. Southerners put up a facade
of business-as-usual, but in the free states church
bells tolled morning, noon, and night from Cape Cod to
Kansas. In Concord, Thoreau argued with the narrowminded selectmen who refused to endorse the ringing and
threatened to fire off the town’s minute guns as a
countermeasure, but in Albany the council authorized a
one-hundred-gun salute in tribute to Brown and in
Syracuse the great fire bell in City Hall rang
mournfully all through the day.
The above, from page 500 of Mayer’s ALL ON FIRE makes it sound as if Thoreau was threatening to fire off
Concord’s minute-guns because narrow-minded selectmen were refusing permission to knell the 1st Parish
bell. No. What Thoreau recorded was that local opponents to the commemoration service threatened that if
mourners knelled the 1st Parish bell in honor of John Brown’s passing, they would fire off the town’s minuteguns in celebration of the traitor’s execution.
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Upon expecting that the federal captive John Brown had probably been put to death in Charlestown, Virginia,
Friend Daniel Ricketson mused on how his sympathy for Brown’s determined endeavor related to the qualms
he had as to episodically violent manner in which Brown had conducted himself in response to the constant
violence that was the institution of slavery:
To-day at 12 M. John Brown was probably executed at
Charlestown,
Va.,
for
a
noble
but
apparently
ineffectual attempt to emancipate slaves. My sympathy
for the brave and self-sacrificing old man has been
deeply aroused. His sufferings are now probably all
over, and his body rests in peace, the bloody
requisitions of the law having been satisfied....
Feeling sad at the mournful close of poor John Brown’s
life, now I trust with his Father and his God beyond
the reach of the tyrant slaveholder. Cloudy this
afternoon, and all nature affected with a general
gloom, as it were at the loss of the brave old
philanthropic hero now lying dead and cold in the hands
of his enemies and the enemies of humanity.
John Brown cannot die; his body may perish, but that
which was the most himself, his noble, selfsacrificing spirit, will survive, and that object to
which he so heartily devoted himself and for which he
has died, will be hastened to its accomplishment by his
cruel and untimely death, untimely so far as the means
used to effect it on the part of his tyrannical
captors.
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The Reverend Samuel Joseph May organized a crowd to gather at the Syracuse NY city hall to do honor to

him who had honored in “spirit and letter the great holy doctrine of the Declaration of Independence.”

The reverend termed the action “ill-advised,” condemned its violence, and then repeated the sentiment of John
Brown’s closing speech at his trial — that had he acted on behalf of the rich and well-born, the government
would be glorifying him rather than killing him, and that therefore the true reason why the courts martial panel
was condemning him to death had nothing to do with the nature of his actions in and of themselves, and had
everything to do with the fact that he had performed these actions on behalf of the humble people of this
world.55 When the appointed time arrived for the federal government to kill its captive, the minister intoned
“The day has come, it is slavery or liberty, compromises are at an end,” and the sexton tolled the bell of the
city hall 63 times.
Upon the request of Franklin Benjamin Sanborn, Thoreau borrowed Emerson’s covered wagon and mare and
delivered an unnamed distressed young man at sunrise past the railroad depot in Concord to the railroad depot
next down the line, in South Acton. No questions asked or answered, Thoreau simply did as his friends needed
The young man sat in the back seat and talked continuously, insisted that his driver was Mr. Emerson, and at
one point attempted to dismount and walk back to Concord. The “Mr. X” whom Thoreau escorted was Francis
Jackson Meriam, one of the culprits of the Harpers Ferry fiasco, the last-recruited agent of the Secret “Six”,
55. Which, of course, was an excellent point, and one which needed to be made.
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and it is an open question what would have happened to Henry David Thoreau, had anyone seen through
Henry’s “Mr. Lockwood” assumed identity and had Henry been captured while assisting such an escaping
“traitor.”

(Meriam had been in Boston coming from Canada, and finally had been induced by friends to head back
toward area of St. Catharines, Canada; he eventually would settle in Illinois and marry with Minerva Caldwell
of Galena IL and obtain a position as a captain in the 3rd South Carolina Colored Infantry. Erratic and
unbalanced, he would often urge wild schemes upon his superiors, and sometimes attempt them. In an
engagement under General Grant he would be severely wounded in the leg. In 1865 he would die suddenly in
New-York.)
Then Thoreau drove back to Concord from South Acton, returned the wagon, and delivered “The Martyrdom
of John Brown” at Concord Town Hall. This was the noon of Brown’s hanging and other residents of Concord,
down the street, were hanging Brown in effigy.

While the condemned man was being hanged, the Reverend Adin Ballou stayed at home and wrote an editorial
asking “Are Non-Resistants for Murder?” He had not been much impressed with Brown’s reliance upon pikes,
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or reliance on the readings of the “Beecher’s Bible” (Sharps rifle, ten “verses” per minute).

After they would take Captain John Brown’s Sharps rifle away
from him at Harpers Ferry, they would allow this little boy to
pose with it. Grow up, son, and be a Christian like us:
kill people, own slaves.

Down South, just before noon, as Brown was being taken from his cell to sit on his own coffin in a wagon and
ride away in the midst of the troops, a guard handed him a slip of paper and a quarter, requesting an autograph.
Brown wrote hurriedly on the slip of paper:56

We may notice in passing that what John Brown was repeating here was the idea of the Reverend Henry
Highland Garnet, that Brown had himself caused to be published and distributed. In a speech to a national

56. He handed the man back his quarter.
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black convention in 1843, the Reverend Garnet had declared that

“There can be no redemption of sin

without the shedding of blood.”

We understand how such a speech, determinedly ignoring (à la Robert D. Richardson, Jr.) the vast difference
between shedding one’s own blood in the furtherance of one’s agenda and shedding the blood of another,
could fit right into a desperate man’s desperate agenda — for Brown had printed and distributed this speech.

Be sure you grok the logic here:
The logic is not “A black minister said it
and therefore we should pay attention.”
The logic is: “They should die for their sins and set us free;
therefore by becoming murderers we will set ourselves free.”
Also, on December 2nd, several hundred medical students from Virginia marched through the streets of
Philadelphia, with red ribbons on their coats, shouting out how many niggers they owned.
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As John Brown was being led down the corridor in the prison, he kissed the warder John Avis’s young son.57

Currier & Ives would record this as the kissing of a black baby:
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57. The warder’s family, a white family named Avis, lived at the front of the prison. This, plus the fact that Brown had spoken of
how desirable it would be to have black people in attendance during his hanging, evidently led to the disgusting and inflammatory
and utterly unfounded and unwarranted report in the popular newspapers, that the child he had kissed was black.
John Brown of Ossawatomie spake on his dying day:
’I will not have to shrive my soul a priest in Slavery’s pay;
But let some poor slave-mother whom I have striven to free,
With her children, from the gallows-stair put up a prayer for me!’
John Brown of Ossawatomie, they led him out to die;
And lo! a poor slave-mother with her little child pressed nigh:
Then the bold, blue eye grew tender, and the old harsh face grew mild,
As he stooped between the jeering ranks and kissed the negro’s child!
The shadows of his stormy life that moment fell apart,
And they who blamed the bloody hand forgave the loving heart;
That kiss from all its guilty means redeemed the good intent,
And round the grisly fighter’s hair the martyr’s aureole bent!
Perish with him the folly that seeks through evil good!
Long live the generous purpose unstained with human blood!
Not the raid of midnight terror, but the thought which underlies;
Not the borderer’s pride of daring, but the Christian’s sacrifice.
Nevermore may yon Blue Ridges the Northern rifle hear,
Nor see the light of blazing homes flash on the negro’s spear;
But let the free-winged angel Truth their guarded passes scale,
To teach that right is more than might, and justice more than mail!
So vainly shall Virginia set her battle in array;
In vain her trampling squadrons knead the winter snow with clay!
She may strike the pouncing eagle, but she dares not harm the dove;
And every gate she bars to Hate shall open wide to Love!
— Friend John Greenleaf Whittier
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It was high noon on 2 Dec 1859 and time for the military ceremony.
If anyone did, John Brown had a perfect right to dance:
After giving the lives of a number of other people for what he believed,
he had somewhat belatedly gotten the idea of sacrifice
that Angelina Grimké had tried to explain in 1835:
It is my deep, solemn, deliberate conviction that this
is a cause worth dying for.... YES! LET IT COME — let
us suffer, rather than insurrections should arise.

264

—and offered his own life rather than somebody else’s life for what he believed.
Then the death roll of the drums of Robert E. Lee’s marching band, snares
loosened, purposefully drowned out John Brown’s last words from the
i
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In 1884, Thomas Hovenden would prepare a painting depicting the famous falsehood, what supposedly had

taken place at the door of the Charlestown jail while John Brown was being led to his execution, and would
do at least as good a job of it as Currier & Ives had done at the time.
At least this Thomas Hovenden, by following the imagination of the Currier & Ives Sketcher, would get the
backdrop for his sentimental picture reasonably accurate, for this would be the Charlestown jail as it would
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appear in the year 1900:

Assorted companies of horse soldiers went into formation about the wagon as three infantry companies were
ordered to hold their regular files. A total of 1,500 troops had been amassed to take up formation in the stubble
field around the scaffold. “I had no idea Governor Wise considered my execution so important,” John Brown
commented as he was seating himself atop his coffin in the wagon drawn by a team of white horses, in loosefitting clothes, carpet slippers, and a hat. One of the Governor’s sons was there to be a voyeur, as was a
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militiaman from Company F of Richmond, John Wilkes Booth.58 Virginia Military Institute cadets were in

formation behind the scaffold with the commander they called Stonewall Jackson. It was noon and time for
the execution when Brown commented “This is a beautiful country — I never before had the pleasure of seeing

58. John Wilkes Booth would lie to his sister, and then to the general public, alleging that he had rushed to Harpers Ferry to aid in
suppressing the raiders. The truth was that he had merely ventured from the Richmond, Virginia stage to Charlestown, as a voyeur.
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it.”

He dropped his hat to the ground as the hood and then the noose were lowered over his head. “I can’t see,
gentlemen,” he commented, “you must lead me.” When the sheriff asked him if he would like to have some
kind of private signal just before the drop, he responded “It does not matter to me — I only want that everyone
should not keep me waiting so long.” Then a hatchet was used to chop through the rope that was holding the
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trap door of the platform shut.

“Dislocation of the neck is the ideal aimed at …”
– British Medical Journal, 1817
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This sad material would even, within this same year, become subject matter for a play by Kate Lucy Edwards,
“Ossawattomie Brown, or, The Insurrection at Harpers’ Ferry,” at the Bowery Theater in NewYork:59Eventually, certified hairs from Brown’s head, or, who knows, from his beard, would be being chopped

OSAWATOMIE

59. This 3-act play would be published in the Kansas Historical Quarterly in February 1937, complete not only with the original
script, but also with the cast of characters with their entrances and exits, and descriptions of their costumes.
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into pieces and offered for sale on Ebay:

There would also be an anonymous journalistic publication, reprinted here in full, bearing the title THE LIFE,
TRIAL AND EXECUTION OF CAPTAIN JOHN BROWN KNOWN AS “OLD BROWN OF
OSSAWATOMIE,” WITH A FULL ACCOUNT OF THE ATTEMPTED INSURRECTION AT HARPER’S
FERRY. COMPILED FROM OFFICIAL AND AUTHENTIC SOURCES. INCLUDING COOKE’S CONFESSION,
AND ALL THE INCIDENTS OF THE EXECUTION, printed in New-York by the Robert M. De Witt firm of 161 &
162 Nassau Street:
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THE
LIFE, TRIAL AND EXECUTION
OF
CAPTAIN JOHN BROWN
KNOWN AS
“OLD BROWN OF OSSAWATOMIE,”
WITH A FULL ACCOUNT OF THE ATTEMPTED
INSURRECTION AT HARPER’S FERRY.
COMPILED FROM OFFICIAL AND AUTHENTIC SOURCES.
INCLUDING COOKE’S CONFESSION, AND ALL THE INCIDENTS OF
THE

EXECUTION.

NEW YORK.
ROBERT M. DE WITT, PUBLISHER.
161 & 162 NASSAU STREET.
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1860
Friend John Greenleaf Whittier continued in his intense political activities, while his HOME BALLADS,
POEMS AND LYRICS appeared in the bookstalls. Mary Whittier died.
In 1860 I was chosen a member of the Electoral College of
Massachusetts, and also in 1864.

November 21, Thursday: John Greenleaf Whittier got in over his head and opined that “outside of State sovereignty,
Slavery has no more legal right or constitutional guaranty than Polygamy out of Utah. Its home is only in the
States; everywhere else it is an outlaw.”60

60. This would have been less dramatic but considerably more accurate, had he substituted the term “quite undefined” for the
charged term “an outlaw,” for an outlaw is someone who is not merely ignored by the law but instead is sought and is to be punished
by the law. The federal Constitution, on the other hand, rather than being in any sense potentially hostile to whatever condition might
be subscribed under this unknown rubric “slavery,” is entirely blind to it. In fact –and there is no getting around this so it is very
seldom that you find it so much as mentioned– when the Constitution had considered black people from Africa it had considered
them to fall under the category of cargo and thus construed them to be merely potential property, rather than subordinating them
under the category of immigrants and thus considering them to be at least potentially citizens of the nation. The only legal construct
which is at home only at the state level, and not at all at the federal level, is the precise formal definition of what it is, this
unmentionable “slavery” thingie.
It is to be noted that here Whittier was making the same wishful-thinking error in regard to the Constitution, that abolitionists in
general loved to make in regard to the Bible. One of the typical abolitionist arguments was that slavery was inconsistent with the
general spirit of the Christian scripture, and the slaveholders of course sniffed at this because they could plainly see that the Bible
was just chock-full of texts and contexts in which human slavery was accepted as a quite normal and unremarkable part of existence.
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1862
Friend John Greenleaf Whittier, through his sister, Friend Elizabeth Hussey Whittier, and his niece Lizzie (the
two women were both named Elizabeth Hussey Whittier), was discovering solace in the vacation hotels of the
Isles of Shoals. Like Hawthorne, Emerson and others, Whittier would return again and again to the isolation
of these rocky islands and the artistic camaraderie of Celia Thaxter’s salon. Ill, elderly, never married, now
famous and very much alone, Whittier would sit for hours watching Celia painting her teacups or walking
through her garden on Appledore Island.
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February: Waldo Emerson lectured to the Reverend Theodore Parker’s “Fraternity” in Boston, and made some
remarks in his journal about the dying Henry Thoreau:61
H D T ...
Perhaps his fancy for Walt Whitman grew out of his taste
for wild nature, for an otter, a wood-chuck, or a loon.
He loved sufficiency, hated
loved Walt & hated Alcott.
*

a

sum

*

*

that

would

not

prove:

Therien came to see Thoreau on business, but Thoreau at once
perceived that he had been drinking; and advised him to go home
& cut his throat, and that speedily. Therien did not well know
what to make of it, but went away, & Thoreau said, he learned
that he had been repeating it about town, which he was glad
to hear, & hoped that by this time he had begun to understand
what it meant.

ALEK THERIEN
WALT WHITMAN
Emerson also remarked in his journal about Dr. Oliver Wendell Holmes, mobilizing for this purpose a Thoreau
trope:
Holmes came out late in life with a strong sustained growth for
two or three years, like old pear trees which have done nothing
for ten years, & at last begin & grow great. The Lowells come
forward slowly, & H.T. remarks, that men may have two growths
like pears.

61. We may here treat as a projection of his own attitudes, a displacement, Waldo Emerson’s strange and entirely unsupported
assertion that Henry Thoreau’s affect toward Bronson Alcott amounted to a species of contempt, and we may likewise desire to
distance ourselves from Emerson’s idea that Thoreau in this reported incident with Alek Therien was merely expressing a hostile
attitude — rather than attempting to administer to this long-term friend a much needed corrective.
As a temperance Friend, John Greenleaf Whittier “would have been quite incapable of such an act as Henry Thoreau committed
when he advised an intemperate man who came to see him under the influence of liquor to go home and cut his throat and do it
quickly.… [He] contributed an article to The American Manufacturer on ‘Cultivation of the Vine’” (pages 24-25 of Wagenknecht,
Edward. JOHN GREENLEAF WHITTIER: A PORTRAIT IN PARADOX. NY: Oxford UP, 1967). There is abundant evidence that, despite
temperance convictions, despite being known as “a cold-water man by habit and principle,” Whittier not only drank hard cider and
used alcoholic drinks for medicinal purposes and for sleeplessness but even, while traveling, carried on his person a flask of brandy.
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1863
Friend John Greenleaf Whittier’s IN WAR TIME AND OTHER POEMS.
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November 7, Thursday: There was fighting at Belmont.
Friend John Greenleaf Whittier of Amesbury MA wrote to James M. Stone to inform him that he would be
unable to attend a meeting. He criticized the present administration.
The British mail steamer Trent exited Havana harbor bound for Southampton, England, with Confederate
emissaries James Mason and Slidell aboard. Unfortunately, during their three-week layover in the port of
Havana, US federal agents had learned of their plans and the USS San Jacinto had been dispatched to intercept
them on the high seas.
News arrived that the Republican candidate Abraham Lincoln had won the national election. The crippled
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Senator Charles Sumner stopped by Concord and visited the Waldo Emerson home.

November 7: To Cambridge and Boston. [or, is this November 7th, 1860?]
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1864
June 24, Friday: Joshua Coffin died in Newbury, Massachusetts. The epitaph used on his grave marker would come
from a former pupil, Friend John Greenleaf Whittier:

Teacher and Christian rest!
Thy threescore years and ten,
Thy work of tongue and pen
Abiding well the test of love to God and men.
Here let thy pupils pause,
And let the slave smooth with free hands, thy grave.
There was fighting at Saint Mary’s Church / Nance’s Shop.

1865
Friend John Greenleaf Whittier’s younger sister Elizabeth Hussey Whittier, with whom he had been living
in Amesbury MA, died early in this year of the consequences of her fall in 1863. He continued in his intense
political activities,
In 1860 I was chosen a member of the Electoral College of
Massachusetts, and also in 1864.
while his IN WAR TIME was appearing in the bookstalls:
In 1837 an edition of my complete poems, up to that time,
was published by Ticknor & Fields. “In War Time,” followed in
1864, and in 1866, “Snow Bound.”

Volume I of Lev Nikolævich Tolstòy’s VOYNA I MIR (WAR AND PEACE), which would be completed in 1869.
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Friend Pam Rider has made some comments about her continuing fascination with the novel WAR AND PEACE
which have caused me to go back to that literary production for a fresh look. Very typically, Tolstòy’s life is
said to have started anew after what is termed his “Arzamas terror,” in 1869 shortly after he had completed
that massive novel VOYNA I MIR. This accounts for the more than a decade of what was for him relative silence,
before he released in 1883 his V CHEM MOIA VERA?, or WHAT I BELIEVE. But was this a shift in essence, or was
it a mere shift in tactics of presentation, from a masked didacticism to an in-your-face sermonizing?
I now understand what Christ meant when he said, “You were told
an eye for an eye, a tooth for a tooth; and I tell you, Do not
resist evil, and endure it. Use no violence, do not take part
in violence, do no evil to anyone, even to those whom you call
your enemies.

I now understand not only that in the proposition about
nonresistance to evil Christ was telling what would immediately
result for each man from nonresistance to evil, but that ... it
was to be the foundation of the joint life of man and was to
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free humanity from the evil which it inflicted upon itself.

This is not utterly different from what has gone before. For instance, in Tolstòy’s 1847 diary he is already
struggling, in an admittedly inchoate manner, with the general idea of becoming a more perfect human being
by the possession of a useful mission:
I would be the most unhappy of men if I did not find a goal for
my life, a common and useful one, useful because the immortal
soul, once it has developed, naturally turns into a being which
is higher and corresponds to it.
We may note that in WAR AND PEACE, the summons to resist not evil is already making its appearance.
When Prince Andrei lies mortally wounded after the battle of Borodino, he perceives what his error has been:
Sympathy, love for our brothers, for those who love us, love for
those who hate us, love for our enemies; yes, the love that God
preached upon earth, that Marie sought to teach me, and I did
not understand....
It is the simple faith of the character Platon Karataev, his acceptance of everything that happens as somehow
part of God’s universe, which effects a transformation in the character Pierre Bezukhov, who winds up
explaining to himself that “If there were no suffering man would not know his limitations, not know himself.”
Platon faces a French firing squad unresistingly, acceptingly, in a manner foreshadowing the Tolstòy of the
later philosophizing about the redemptive power of Christian nonresistance.
It was in 1886 that Tolstòy began to study the literary remainders of William Lloyd Garrison and the Reverend
Adin Ballou of Massachusetts, which eventually resulted in 1893 in his TSARSTVO BOZHIE VNUTRI VAS
(THE KINGDOM OF GOD IS WITHIN YOU).
The activity of Garrison the father ... convinced me even more
than my relations with the Quakers, that the departure of state
Christianity from Christ’s law about nonresistance to evil is
something that has been observed and pointed out long ago, and
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that men have ceasingly worked to arraign it.

It was also in this year that the Reverend Ballou began his reciprocal study of the Russian’s thought (this
Universalist minister and Hopedale commune leader would not die until 1890). The material which had come
to his attention at this point was the 1883 WHAT I BELIEVE, in English translation. However, he had
“mellowed” in his approach over the years, and no longer thought of his earlier ideas as categorically correct
in all applications, no longer thought of rigid non-resistance as the spell which would dissolve all the world’s
evil. Specifically what happened was that Wendell Phillips Garrison, Garrison’s son, had read an 1885 English
translation ON RELIGION, and sent the author of it a precis of his father’s similar attitudes (his father had died
in 1879). Tolstòy was especially intrigued by the text of the 1838 DECLARATION OF SENTIMENTS of the New
England Non-Resistance Society. (The dates on the relevant still-extant letters of this period are March-April
15, 1886, May 5, 1886, May-December? 1886, November 10, 1888, November 12, 1888, October 12, 1889,
January 1890?, July 28, 1890, August 22, 1890, September 17, 1890, October 15?, 1890, January 22/23, 1892,
February 12, 1892, February 16, 1892, February 19, 1892, April 1, 1892, April 5, 1892, May 20, 1892, June
3, 1892.) As they were prepared, the son shipped out to Tolstòy the first two of the volumes he wrote about his
father’s life, and so over the 1886-1889 period Tolstòy was studying this American pre-Civil War philosophy.
The context of this was a struggle within the American Peace Society, founded in 1828, which had resulted in
1838 in the establishment of the New England Non-Resistance Society. One of the incidents which had
hastened and illustrated this difference in philosophy had been the death in 1837 of the abolitionist printer
Elijah Lovejoy, failed Quaker, gun in hand, attempting to defend his printing press against a pro-slavery
Illinois mob. The American Peace Society had embraced the idea of the defensive war, the licit use of force to
protect persons and property. The new society was to adhere firmly to the Peace Testimony and reject all
coercion as illicit.
We cannot acknowledge allegiance to any human government,
because we recognize but one King and Lawgiver, one Judge and
Ruler of mankind. We are bound by the laws of a kingdom which
is not of this world; the subjects of which are forbidden to
fight; in which Mercy and Truth are met together, and
Righteousness and Peace have kissed each other; ... and which
is destined to break in pieces and consume all other kingdoms.
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In June 1889 a neighbor of the Reverend Ballou, the Reverend Lewis G. Wilson, forwarded to Tolstòy
a photograph of Ballou along with copies of his works NON-RESISTANCE IN RELATION TO HUMAN
GOVERNMENTS (Boston MA: Non-Resistance Society, 1839), CHRISTIAN NON-RESISTANCE, IN ALL ITS
IMPORTANT BEARINGS, ILLUSTRATED AND DEFENDED (Philadelphia PA: J.M. M’Kim, 1846), and Volume I of

NON-RESISTANCE TO EVIL
the three volumes of PRIMITIVE CHRISTIANITY AND ITS CORRUPTIONS (Boston MA: Universalist Publishing
House, 1870-1900). [Wilson did not send PRACTICAL CHRISTIAN SOCIALISM (NY: Fowlers and Wells, 1854).]
Tolstòy was actually more impressed by Ballou, who at this point was dying, than Ballou had been earlier by
him.
Tell him, please, that his efforts have not been in vain. ... I
cannot agree with the concessions that he makes for employing
violence against drunkards and insane people. ... Please tell
him that I deeply respect and love him, and that his work did
great good to my soul.
(The dates of the correspondences are June 22, 1889, June 23, 1889, August 1889, November 1, 1889, January
14, 1890, February 21-24, 1890, March 30?, 1890, June 30, 1890.)
In November 1890 Tolstòy wrote of his bewilderment to a Russian friend:
How could these ideas, the most important for humanity, ... how
could such thoughts, so strongly expressed, printed, published,
be so silenced that neither the son of Garrison, whom I asked,
nor all those Americans I saw (ten persons, and all religious
people) had ever heard anything about this and do not know the
name of Ballou?
In 1890 Tolstòy received the last two volumes of the son Wendell Phillips Garrison’s study of his father
William Lloyd Garrison’s life and beliefs. It was as a result of his efforts to translate the DECLARATION OF
SENTIMENTS into Russian, along with one of the shorter works of the Universalist Reverend Adin Ballou of
the commune Hopedale (established in 1841 near Worcester, Massachusetts), that Tolstòy began work on what
eventually would become THE KINGDOM OF GOD. Tolstòy, and his daughter Tatyana, began to correspond also
with Wendell Phillips Garrison’s brother Francis Garrison.
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It has been pointed out, however, that this is glossing over important differences between Garrison and Tolstòy.
Garrison had been a triumphalist, that is to say, he had had the idea that if only a sufficient number of persons
were to be induced to experience their inner moral revolutions, there would actually result a perfect society
governed forever by the laws of Christ’s kingdom. Tolstòy, quite on the other hand, was a rationalist believer
in razumnoe sozhanie with a quietist bent, who repudiated such triumphalist fantasizing. Garrison thought
political action was the solution, Tolstòy thought it was the problem. Had Tolstòy inspected the life of Garrison
with greater care, he would have detected disturbing compromises with violence — which the filial son had
quite glossed over. I am not myself, for instance, convinced that Garrison was innocent of all knowledge of
the raid being planned in Boston, on the federal arsenal at Harpers Ferry, Virginia in 1859, before this raid took
place, while the Sharps carbines to be use in the raid itself and the pikes to be used then by the revolting slaves
were still being manufactured. Garrison would even tolerate a military encampment to be named in his honor,
during our civil war. The idea of American nonviolence had become “We have to kill these people in order that
the world will become safe for our nonviolence.” Tolstòy, when he came to see the reign of terror which
resulted in the American South under Reconstruction, with its Christian white knights of the Ku Klux Klan,
would need to call upon Americans to return to their own abandoned principle of nonviolence. It was the
Reverend Adin Ballou, not William Lloyd Garrison, who had remained true to the principles the New England
Non-Resistance Society had enunciated in 1838.
Sophia Peabody Hawthorne edited Nathaniel Hawthorne’s notebooks for a series of articles in The Atlantic
Monthly; they would in 1868 be collected under the title PASSAGES FROM THE AMERICAN NOTEBOOKS.

When Andrew Dickson White visited Tolstòy at Yasnaya Polyana shortly after publication of THE KINGDOM
GOD, they discussed American literature and Tolstòy exhibited a familiarity with Emerson, Hawthorne,
Whittier, and the Reverend Theodore Parker. So White asked Tolstòy who he regarded as the foremost of
American authors. The response White received astounded him:

OF

That greatest of all American writers was — Adin Ballou!
Evidently, some of the philanthropic writings of the excellent
Massachusetts country clergyman and religious communist had
pleased him, and hence came the answer.
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Although it is most common in the circles in which I travel to see Tolstòy quoted as having confessed that he
had been influenced by the “Civil Disobedience” of Henry Thoreau, along with the Reverend Martin Luther
King, Jr. and Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi, I have been quite unable to discover any hard evidence in
support of such a self-characterization. I have formed a hypothesis that Tolstòy was instead influenced by this
less known nonresistant reverend who had founded a commune within walking distance of Concord and knew
Thoreau, and of course by the organizer Garrison, and that Tolstòy had merely substituted the known name
Thoreau for such names while discoursing with one or another of his American visitors.
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We should study the similarities between Ludwig Wittgenstein and Henry Thoreau. In regard primarily to their
handling of time and eternity, but also in regard to Thoreau being a type of Wittgenstein’s happy man in
agreement with the world. May I ask you a question? Here we have Wittgenstein going around urging people
to read Lev Nikolævich Tolstòy, in fact buying them copies of his stories, and before that we had Tolstòy going
around urging people to read Thoreau. Here we have Wittgenstein, Tolstòy, and Thoreau all three vastly and
obviously influenced by Matthew’s version of the sermon on the mount. Here we have Wittgenstein going off
and doing a Thoreau thing in a cabin he builds on a fjord. As a topping on this banana split, we have an
enormous amount of biography and influence study by people who do know a whole lot about English
philosophers and a whole lot about Continental philosophers but who understand absolutely nothing whatever
about Thoreau, people who still in fact buy into the old thing about Thoreau being merely an imitation or lowrent Emerson. Maybe a literary figure, maybe not, but certainly not a philosopher, why he never expressed an
opinion about the existence of other minds! To name names, tentatively, subject to correction, I put
McGuinness, with whom I have corresponded, and Anscombe, with whom I have talked, into that category.
Can we be quite sure that Tolstòy/Thoreau/Wittgenstein derived essentially independent influences direct from
the words in Matthew? Is there not a possibility that Wittgenstein was reading Thoreau on the fjord before the
war, and was thus prepared to find the gospels in that bookshop in Silesia, but that none of his intellectual
biographers have had the background to pick this out of the original materials which they have consulted,
primary materials which are of course never seen by you and me? I am having difficulty imagining how
otherwise to account for the fact that, of all the figures in Western philosophy down the ages, it is Thoreau in
the 19th Century and Wittgenstein in the 20th Century who have alone elaborated virtually identical attitudes
toward the relation between time and eternity — toward what I would myself describe as “the gift-givenness
of the present presented.”
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December 18, Monday: As the Emancipation Proclamation of January 1, 1863
had not even
ostensibly ended slavery in America, having been a mere temporary Civil War martial law measure applying
only to a restricted group with a restricted geographical area, at this point a XIIIth Amendment to the federal
Constitution was ratified, granting to the US Congress whatever authority it required to eventually enact
legislation as part of Reconstruction to outlaw and proscribe the practices of human enslavement in the United
States of America, thus effectively denying under our separation-of-powers doctrine as well as under our
expressio-unius-est-exclusio-alterius62 legal principle such authority to the executive and judicial branches of
the government.63 This amendment rendered the Emancipation Proclamation, therefore, unconstitutional.64 If
it had not ceased its effectiveness prior to this date, it ceased it as of this date. There could never again be such
an executive pronouncement. Actual enslavements would continue, of course, for there would be no penalty
for failing to inform one’s slave (as happened for instance in regions of East Texas), and as persons would still
be being for many decades bought and sold openly in such venues as the Los Angeles market.
Section 1. Neither slavery nor involuntary servitude,
except as a punishment for crime whereof the party shall
have been duly convicted,65 shall exist within the
United States, or any place subject to their
jurisdiction.66
Section 2. Congress shall have power to enforce this
article by appropriate legislation.67

62. One of the bedrock understandings of American law has ever been the legal principle that anytime one and only one thing is
expressly mentioned in an enactment, implicitly all other things are being excluded: “expressio unius est exclusio alterius.”
63. This was not legislation outlawing slavery, but permission to enact such legislation. Actually, the federal congress would never
get around to this. As far as our federal government is concerned, human enslavement is just as legal in 1997 as it had been in 1797.
The only function possessed by the words of the amendment as above is to intercept and prevent our thought.
64. The Emancipation Proclamation had set up an elaborate procedure by which slaves who performed work for the federal army
would receive a manumission document, but the Executive branch of the federal government had never in fact implemented any
such freedom program, and therefore no such documents had ever been granted. Had the administrative procedure actually been
implemented, and had such administrative freedom documents actually been granted, they would have been granted by the
Executive branch of the federal government and would therefore at this point have been rendered null and void by this XIIIth
Amendment, since it assigned such power exclusively to the Legislative branch of the federal government.
65. We may note that even had this amendment been implemented by a positive federal criminal statute (which it to date has not
since the constructs deployed, “slavery” and “involuntary servitude,” have never been defined either by statutory definition or as a
result of the piling up of case law and precedent), there can never be any federal prohibition of enslavement that is accomplished
by duly constituted authority after due process of law when said enslavement is ostensibly a punishment for crime.
66. We may note that the federal government is specifically not empowered here to punish the crimes of US citizens, if these crimes
are committed in, say, Guatemala. Thus if a US citizen commits child molestation in Guatemala and Guatemala law permits child
molestation, the US citizen cannot be prosecuted in a US court, and likewise, if a US citizen enslaves another US citizen while
present not in the United States of America or Guam or Puerto Rico, but instead in, say, the Shah’s Iran, since Iran is allegedly not
a place subject to the jurisdiction of the United States, that enslavement of one US citizen by another would be perfectly OK
according to our constitution.
67. The states of the south were allowed back into the federal union before any such law was enacted, and allowing them back into
the federal union so altered the voting parameters of the federal congress that subsequent enactment of any such federal criminal
statute against human enslavement became quite impossible.
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I need for you to notice how different the wording of this first clause was, from what would be the wording of
the first clause of the XIXth Amendment in 1920 when it would extend the voting privilege to American adult
female citizens not guilty of crime: “The right of citizens of the United States to vote
shall not be denied or abridged by the United States or by any state on
account of sex.” One would have supposed that this XIIIth amendment extending the rights of
citizenship to Americans of color would have been similarly worded, one would have supposed that such an
amendment would have been declaring something as emphatic and noteworthy as “The rights of
citizens of the United States shall not be denied or abridged by the United
States or by any state on account of race, color, or previous condition of
servitude.” But no, words that positive and emphatic were not employed. Instead, a carefully entirely
negative wording was employed. Was this the fault of some Washington clerk unfamiliar with the English
language? No. Weasel words were deliberately being chosen, to pull the wool over your eyes.
Thus even to this date in the 21st Century, despite everything that has been said about our having “outlawed
slavery,” there is no federal criminality attached to the enslavement of humans, nor has there ever come to be
any formal legal definition of what it is that enslavement or involuntary servitude might consist in.68
Nowhere, for instance specifically, nowhere in the series of federal enactments that are known to the general
public as “Fugitive Slave Laws” (that is only a popular name, and does not appear in the actual legislation as
written) will you find any mention of slavery. It’s not there. Such federal legislation speaks only of “persons
bound to service,” a pot category which primarily includes apprentices and other contract laborers, with –wink
wink, nudge nudge– runaway slaves merely “understood” to be implicitly included.
Please make careful note of the fact that the proscription of a thing we term “slavery” in the XIIIth Amendment
68. There is a specific disqualification in regard to a topic near and dear to many a heart, to wit, the military draft. Since the military
draft was in existence prior to this XIIIth Amendment, and since the amendment does not specifically outlaw the military draft, it
has always been presumed in our courts that the military draft cannot be construed to amount to either enslavement or involuntary
servitude. —It is a well established, standard, even non-controversial judicial parameter, that an existing practice that is well known
to legislators is simply not prohibited by their legislation, unless in their legislation they specifically mention it as prohibited.
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to the US Constitution as of 1865 happens actually to be the very first reference to any such construct as
“slave” or “slavery” or “enslavement” in the entire corpus of federal legislation and jurisprudence — at no
prior point had such a construct been formally and officially “written down on paper” as part of our structure
of laws at the federal level. One might have supposed that, having written such a term into our foundational
document, the Constitution of the United States of America, by way of a formal amendment, and, having
stipulated in Clause 2 of that Amendment XIII that the federal legislature was empowered to enact such laws
as to make this proscription effective, then the very first thing which we would have accomplished was, we
would have arrived at a formal definition of this construct “slavery” and of this construct “involuntary
servitude.” We would have enacted legislation stating precisely what constituted this construct “slavery” and
precisely what constituted this construct “involuntary servitude” which had just been proscribed. –But, we
didn’t do that. It’s precisely what we did not do. Instead what we did was, we extended the previous “gag rule,”
which had quite prevented debate on the subject in the US House of Representatives for a number of decades,
making this “gag rule” apply to our entire national life. Whatever we did at the federal level, whatever we did
at the state level, whatever we did at the local level, there was one thing we might never do: no one could in
the future legitimately deploy such a construct as “slavery” to describe any official doing. This gag rule
effectively made it impossible for any of us in the United States of America to know whether or not slavery
had effectively been ended. Very frequently I hear citizens claiming that we have “outlawed slavery.”
To understand what they mean, it would seem necessary to parse this interesting term “outlawed” which arises
so frequently in such a context. What does such a term mean to such a speaker, when in point of fact no US
citizen has ever been punished, or sentenced, or found guilty, or prosecuted, or arraigned, or even so much as
taken under arrest, charged with a crime of enslavement? One very well known usage came while President
Ronald Reagan was preparing for one of his neato Saturday radio broadcasts from his ranch in California,
while the technicians were doing what they call a “voice check” to make sure that all the mikes were turned
on and all the wire connections snug. Reagan said into an open mike, that is, one which turned out to be on the
air nationwide: “My fellow Americans, I am pleased to tell you I have signed legislation to outlaw Russia
forever. We begin bombing in five minutes.” I gather that at a minimum, what must be meant by this construct
“outlawed slavery” in the common belief “We must have outlawed slavery” is that we must have criminalized
such a thing as one citizen of the US enslaving another citizen of the US while on US soil. To criminalize some
conduct, it is necessary to define an offense of enslavement and make that offense be prohibited behavior under
the US criminal code. It seems most interesting to me that the US Congress, despite the permissions given to
it in 1865 in the 2d clause of the XIIIth Amendment to the federal constitution, the implementation clause, has
never done anything even remotely approaching that. Our legal system literally has no awareness of slavery.
No federal judge has ever taken any situation whatever, and interpreted that situation as being a proscribed
situation of enslavement. No federal judge could ever take any such situation whatever, and interpret it as a
proscribed enslavement. The groundwork for this simply is not present, simply has not been put into place.
There’s no there there. I would think that it would be one prime objective of our public educational system, to
make certain that all Americans are well aware of such a fact as this one, that although there are federal laws
against kidnapping which proscribe and punish a violent taking from one place to another, and that although
there are federal laws against murder which proscribe and punish an unjustified taking of human life, there are
no federal laws against an enslavement even when it takes place on US soil, so long as said enslavement 1.)
does not deprive its victim of life itself, thus constituting in addition murder, and so long as 2.) this is not
initiated by a violent removal of the person from one place to another, thus constituting in addition kidnapping.
–Would you disagree?
Why do you suppose it would be that the XIIIth Amendment contained the interesting limiting clause
“within the United States, or any place subject to their jurisdiction”
making it inapplicable in locations outside the United States which are not subject to our jurisdiction?
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The reason is, the only limitations on the power of the federal government of the USA that are contained in
the Constitution as its foundational document are those limiting its power in internal affairs, that is to say,
in relation to the pre-existent state governments, and in relation to the specified individual rights of citizens.
Thus, when this amendment was added to the Constitution, granting to the federal congress a new authority to
enact legislation against human enslavement within the territories of the respective states of the federal union,
but not granting the federal congress power to enact such legislation against the enslavement of American
citizens abroad, this was because any such granting of power would have added to the authorities of the
legislative arm by subtracting from those of the executive. The amendment did not need to reassign a power
already inhering perfectly in the legislative branch of the federal government. Not only did the federal
government already possess complete authority to take action in regard to any discovered cases of enslavement
of American citizens abroad, it had already in at least one circumstance exercised that authority.69
Before the civil war and this amendment to the US Constitution, the American whites had arranged that
although there would be slavery in the USA, it would not apply to them, merely to somebody other than them.
They arranged for their own safety by implementing a color convention, in accordance with which any degree
of blackness of skin was going to equate to slavery. This led initially to Americans with only the lightest tinge
of color being defined as vulnerable to enslavement, and culminated, in the Dred Scott decision of the US
Supreme Court, with the declaration that no person of color had ever had (historically, of course, this was a
factual falsehood), had, or would ever have any citizenship rights which any white American citizen would be
obliged to respect. The XIIIth Amendment did not change this “even one drop” concept. Just as before the
amendment, slavery and negritude were equated. However, after the amendment, this worked to the
disadvantage of the whites, rather than to their advantage, for the federal government now insists that what
laws exist against enslavement can be considered to protect only persons of color: since slavery is something
which only happens to persons of color, therefore, whatever happens to a white person in life, whatever
victimizations they suffer, it cannot be considered that they are enslaved.
SLAVERY
PEONAGE

Well, but Friend John Greenleaf Whittier was very, very impressed by the bells pealing on this day, and wrote
the following poem of praise to God:

Laus Deo
It is done!
Clang of bell and roar of gun
Send the tidings up and down.
How the belfries rock and reel!
How the great guns, peal on peal,
Fling the joy from town to town!
Ring, O bells!
Every stroke exulting tells
Of the burial hour of crime.
Loud and long, that all may hear,
Ring for every listening ear
69. We were so eager to get hostile that we actually dispatched a punitive naval expedition from New-York harbor on May 20, 1815
to retrieve or take vengeance for a supposed American supposedly enslaved by the “Barbary pirates” of the north coast of
Africa, without first having made sure what the man’s name really was, or that he actually was an American citizen, or even that
indeed he had been enslaved. Even today our historians aren’t sure of the man in question’s name or nationality, or of whether he
was anything other than a manipulative homosexual lover of a local bey. As in the case of our recent attack on Iraq, we perceived
no need to allow any facts to get in our way.
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Of Eternity and Time!
Let us kneel:
God’s own voice is in that peal,
And this spot is holy ground.
Lord, forgive us! What are we
That our eyes this glory see,
That our ears have heard this sound!
For the Lord
On the whirlwind is abroad;
In the earthquake He has spoken;
He has smitten with His thunder
The iron walls asunder,
And the gates of brass are broken!
Loud and long
Lift the old exulting song;
Sing with Miriam by the sea,
He has cast the mighty down;
Horse and rider sink and drown;
‘He hath triumphed gloriously!’
Did we dare,
In our agony of prayer,
Ask for more than He has done?
When was ever His right hand
Over any time or land
Stretched as now beneath the sun?
How they pale,
Ancient myth and song and tale,
In this wonder of our days
When the cruel rod of war
Blossoms white with righteous law,
And the wrath of man is praise!
Blotted out!
All within and all about
Shall a fresher life begin;
Freer breathe the universe
As it rolls its heavy curse
On the dead and buried sin!
It is done!
In the circuit of the sun
Shall the sound thereof go forth.
It shall bid the sad rejoice,
It shall give the dumb a voice,
It shall belt with joy the earth!
Ring and swing,
Bells of joy! On morning’s wing
Sound the song of praise abroad!
With a sound of broken chains
Tell the nations that He reigns,
Who alone is Lord and God!
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1866
Thomas Hicks painted his “Authors of the United States” as a name-dropping set piece to show off various of
the portraits of prominent personages he had painted at his studio in New-York. We have no idea as to the
present whereabouts of the original of this, but an engraving of it was made by A.H. Ritchie. We note that the
statues on the upper balcony are of course of founding literary giants Johann Wolfgang von Goethe, William
Shakespeare, and Dante Alighieri. Henry Thoreau is of course as always not noticeably absent, since he would
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not emerge into his present renown until well into the 20th Century.

The personages depicted are 1=Washington Irving 2=William Cullen Bryant 3=James Fenimore Cooper
4=Henry Wadsworth Longfellow 5=Miss Sedgwick 6=Mrs. Lydia Howard Huntley Sigourney 7=Mrs.
E.D.E.N. Southworth 8=Mitchell 9=Nathaniel Parker Willis 10=Oliver Wendell Holmes, Jr. 11=Kennedy
12=Mrs. Mowatt Ritchie 13=Alice Carey 14=Prentice 15=G.W. Kendall 16=Morris 17=Edgar Allan Poe
18=Frederick Goddard Tuckerman 19=Nathaniel Hawthorne 20=Simms 21=P. Pendelton Cooke 22=Hoffman
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23=William H.Prescott 24=George Bancroft 25=Parke Godwin 26=John Lothrop Motley 27=Reverend Henry
Ward Beecher 28=George William Curtis 29=Ralph Waldo Emerson 30=Richard Henry Dana, Jr.
31=Margaret Fuller, marchesa d’Ossoli 32=Reverend William Ellery Channing 33=Harriet Beecher Stowe
34=Mrs. Kirkland 35=Friend John Greenleaf Whittier 36=James Russell Lowell 37=Boker 38=Bayard Taylor
39=Saxe 40=Stoddard 41=Mrs. Amelia Welby 42=Gallagher 43=Cozzens 44=Halleck.
February 17, Saturday: In the midst of a Fenian uprising, habeas corpus was suspended in Ireland.
Friend John Greenleaf Whittier’s winter idyl “Snow-bound,” his best-known secular poem, was published in
Boston.
In 1837 an edition of my complete poems, up to that time,
was published by Ticknor & Fields. “In War Time,” followed in
1864, and in 1866, “Snow Bound.”

SNOW-BOUND
A Winter Idyl.
By
John Greenleaf Whittier.
To
The Memory
Of
The Household It Describes,
This Poem Is Dedicated
By The Author.
As the Spirits of Darkness be stronger in the dark,
so Good Spirits which be Angels of Light are augmented
not only by the Divine Light of the Sun, but also by our
common Wood Fire: and as the celestial Fire drives away
dark spirits, so also this our Fire of Wood, doth the
same.
— Cor. Agrippa, OCCULT PHILOSOPHY, Book I, Chapter v.
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Announced by all the trumpets of the sky,
Arrives the snow; and, driving o’er the fields,
Seems nowhere to alight; the whited air
Hides hills and woods, the river and the heaven,
And veils the farm-house at the garden’s end.
The sled and traveller stopped, the courier’s feet
Delayed, all friends shut out, the housemates sit
Around the radiant fireplace, enclosed
In a tumultuous privacy of storm.
— Emerson, SNOW-BOUND.
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The sun that brief December day
Rose cheerless over hills of gray,
And, darkly circled, gave the noon
A sadder light than waning moon.

A smooth white mound the brush-pile showed,
A fencelesss drift what once was road;
The bridle-post an old man sat
With loose-flung coat and high cocked hat;

Slow tracing down the thickening sky
Its mute and ominous prophecy,
A portent seeming less than threat,
It sank from sight before it set.

The well-curb had a Chinese roof;
And even the long sweep, high aloof,
In its slant splendor, seemed to tell
Of Pisa’s leaning miracle.

A chill no coat, however stout,
Of homespun stuff could quite shut out,
A hard, dull bitterness of cold,
That checked, mid-vein, the circling race
Of life-blood in the sharpened face,
The coming of the snow-storm told.

A prompt, decisive man, no breath
Our father wasted: “Boys, a path!”
Well pleased, (for when did farmer boy
Count such a summons less than joy?)

The wind blew east: we heard the roar
Of Ocean on his wintry shore,
And felt the strong pulse throbbing there
Beat with low rhythm our inland air.
Meanwhile we did our nightly chores,—
Brought in the wood from out of doors,
Littered the stalls, and from the mows
Raked down the herd’s-grass for the cows;
Heard the horse whinnying for his corn;
And, sharply clashing horn on horn,
Impatient down the stanchion rows
The cattle shake their walnut bows;
While, peering from his early perch
Upon the scaffold’s pole of birch,
The cock his crested helmet bent
And down his querulous challenge sent.
Unwarmed by any sunlight
The gray day darkened into night,
A night made hoary with the swarm
And whirl-dance of the blinding storm,
As zig-zag wavering to and fro
Crossed and recrossed the wingéd snow:
And ere the early bed-time came
The white drift piled the window-frame,
And through the glass the clothes-line posts
Looked in like tall and sheeted ghosts.
So all night long the storm roared in:
The morning broke without a sun;
In tiny spherule traced with lines
Of Nature’s geometric signs,
In starry flake, and pellicle,
All day the hoary meteor fell;
And, when the second morning shone,
We looked upon a world unknown,
On nothing we could call our own.
Around the glistening wonder bent
The blue walls of the firmament,
No cloud above, no earth below,—
A universe of sky and snow!
The old familiar sights of ours
Took marvellous shapes;
strange domes and towers
Rose up where sty or corn-crib stood,
Or garden wall, or belt of wood;
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Our buskins on our feet we drew;
With mittened hands, and caps drawn low,
To guard our necks and ears from snow,
We cut the solid whiteness through.
And, where the drift was deepest, made
A tunnel walled and overlaid
With dazzling crystal: we had read
Of rare Aladdin’s wondrous cave,
And to our own his name we gave,
With many a wish the luck were ours
To test his lamp’s supernal powers.
We reached the barn with merry din,
And roused the prisoned brutes within.
The old horse thrust his long head out,
And gave with wonder gazed about;
The cock his lusty greeting said,
And forth his speckled harem led;
The oxen lashed their tails, and hooked,
The hornéd patriarch of the sheep,
Like Egypt’s Amun roused from sleep,
Shook his sage head with gesture mute,
And emphasized with stamp of foot.
All day the gusty north-wind bore
The loosening drift its breath before;
Low circling round its southern zone,
The sun through dazzling snow-mist shone.
No church-bell lent its Christian tone
To the savage air, no social smoke
Curled over woods of snow-hung oak.
A solitude made more intense
By dreary voicéd elements,
The shrieking of the mindless wind,
The moaning tree-boughs swaying blind,
And on the glass the unmeaning beat
Of ghostly finger-tips of sleet.
Beyond the circle of our hearth
No welcome sound of toil or mirth
Unbound the spell, and testified
Of human life and thought outside.
We minded that the sharpest ear
The buried brooklet could not hear,
The music of whose liquid lip
Had been to us companionship,
And, in our lonely life, had grown
To have an almost human tone.
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As night drew on, and, from the crest
Of wooded knolls that ridged the west,
The sun, a snow-blown traveller, sank
From sight beneath the smothering bank,

What matter how the night behaved?
What matter how the north-wind raved?
Blow high, blow low, not all its snow
Could quench our hearth-fire’s ruddy glow.

We piled, with care, our nightly stack
Of wood against the chimney-back,—
The oaken log, green, huge, and thick,
And on its top the stout back-stick;

O Time and Change!—with hair as gray
As was my sire’s that winter day,
How strange it seems with so much gone
Of life and love, to still let on!

The knotty forestick laid apart,
And filled between with curious art
The ragged brush; then, hovering near,
We watched the first red blaze appear,

Ah, brother! Only I and thou
Are left on all that circle now,—
The dear home faces whereupon
That fitful firelight paled and shone.

Heard the sharp crackle, caught the gleam
On whitewashed wall and sagging beam,
Until the old, rude-furnished room
Burst, flower-like, into rosy bloom;

Henceforward, listen as we will,
The voices of that hearth are still;
Look where we may, the wide earth o’er,
Those lighted faces smile no more.

While radiant with a mimic flame
Outside the sparkling drift became,
And through the bare-boughed lilac-tree
Our own warm hearth seemed blazing free.

We treat the paths their feet have worn,
We sit beneath their orchard-trees,
We hear, like them, the hum of bees
And rustle of the bladed corn;
We turn the pages that they read,
Their written words we linger o’er,
But in the sun they cast no shade,
No voice is heard, no sign is made,
No step is on the conscious floor!

The crane and pendent trammels showed,
The Turks’ heads on the andirons glowed;
While childish fancy, prompt to tell
The meaning of the miracle,
Whispered the old rhyme: “Under the tree,
When fire outdoors burns merrily,
There the witches are making tea.”
The moon above the eastern wood
Shone at its full; the hill-range stood
Transfigured in the silver flood,
Its blown snows flashing cold and keen,
Dead white, save where some sharp ravine
Took shadow, or the sombre green
Of hemlocks turned to pitchy black
Against the whiteness at their back.
For such a world and such a night
Most fitting that unwarming light,
Which only seemed where’er it fell
To make the coldness visible.
Shut in from all the world without,
We sat the clean-winged hearth about.
Content to let the north-wind roar
In baffled rage at pane and door,
While the red logs before us beat
The frost-line back with tropic heat;
And ever, when a louder blast
Shook beam and rafter as it passed,
The merrier up its roaring draught
The great throat of the chimney laughed.
The house-dog on his paws outspread
Laid to the fire his drowsy head,
The cat’s dark silhouette on the wall
A couchant tiger’s seemed to fall;
And, for the winters fireside meet,
Between the andirons’ straddling feet,
The mug of cider simmered slow,
The apples sputtered in a row,
And, close at hand, the basket stood
With nuts from brown October’s wood.
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Yet Love will dream, and Faith will trust,
(Since He who knows our need is just,)
That somehow, somewhere, meet we must.
Alas for him who never sees
The stars shine through his cypress-trees!
Who, hopeless, lays his dead away,
Nor looks to see the breaking day
Across the mournful marbles play!
Who hath not learned, in hours of faith,
The truth to flesh and sense unknown,
That Life is ever lord of Death,
And Love can never lose its own!
We sped the time with stories old,
Wrought puzzles out, and riddles told,
Or stammered from our school-book lore
“The Chief of Gambia’s golden shore.”
How often since, when all the land
Was clay in Slavery’s shaping hand,
As if a trumpet called, I’ve heard
Dame Mercy Warren’s rousing work:
“Does not the voice of reason cry,
Claim the first right which Nature gave,
From the red scourge of bondage fly,
Nor deign to live a burdened slave!”
Our father rode again his ride
On Memphremagog’s wooded side;
Sat down again to moose and samp
In trapper’s hut and Indian camp;
Lived o’er the old idyllic ease
Beneath St. François’ hemlock-trees;
Again for him the moonlight shone
On Norman cap and bodiced zone;
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Again he heard the violin play
Which led the village dance away,
And mingled in its merry whirl
The grandam and the laughing girl.

Our uncle, innocent of books,
Was rich in lore of fields and brooks,
The ancient teachers never dumb
Of Nature’s unhoused lyceum.

Or, nearer home, our steps he led
Where Salisbury’s level marshes spread
Our mother, while she turned her wheel
Or run the new-knit stocking-heel,

In moons and tides and weather wise,
He read the clouds as prophecies,
And foul or fair could well divine,
By many an occult hint and sign.

Told how the Indian hordes came down
At midnight on Cochecho town,
And how her own great-uncle bore
His cruel scalp-mark to fourscore.

Holding the cunning-warded keys
To all the woodcraft mysteries;
Himself to Nature’s heart so near
That all her voices in her ear

Recalling, in her fitting phrase,
So rich and picturesque and free,
(The common unrhymed poetry
Of simple life and country ways,)
The story of her early days,—
She made us welcome to her home;
Old hearths grew wide to give us room;

Of beast or bird had meanings clear,
Like Apollonius of old,
Who knew the tales the sparrow told,
Or Hermes, who interpreted
What the sage cranes of Nilus said;
A simple, guileless, childlike man,
Content to live where life began;

We stole with her a frightened look
At the gray wizard’s conjuring-book,
The fame whereof went far and wide
Through all the simple country side;

Strong only on his native grounds,
The little world of sights and sounds
Whose girdle was the parish bounds,
Whereof his fondly partial pride
The common features magnified,
As Surrey hills to mountains grew
In White of Selborne’s loving view,—

We heard the hawks at twilight play,
The boat-horn on Piscataqua,
The loon’s weird laughter far away;
We fished her little trout-brook, knew
What flowers in wood and meadow grew,
What sunny hillsides autumn-brown
She climbed to shake the ripe nuts down,

He told how teal and loon he shot,
And how the eagle’s eggs he got,
The feats on pond and river done,
The prodigies of rod and gun;

Saw where in sheltered cove and bay
The ducks’ black squadron anchored lay,
And heard the wild-geese calling loud
Beneath the gray November cloud.

Till, warming with the tales he told,
Forgotten was the outside cold,
The bitter wind unheeded blew,
From ripening corn the pigeons flew,

Then, haply, with a look more grave,
And soberer tone, some tale she gave
From painful Sewell’s ancient tome,
Beloved in every Quaker home,

The partridge drummed i’ the wood, the mink
Went fishing down the river-brink.
In fields with bean and lover gay,
The woodchuck, like a hermit gray,
Peered from the doorway of his cell;
The muskrat plied the mason’s trade,
And tier by tier his mud-walls laid;
And from the shagbark overhead
The grizzled squirrel dropped his shell.

Of faith fire-winged by martyrdom,
Or Chalkley’s Journal, old and quaint,—
Gentlest of skippers, rare sea-saint!—
Who, when the dreary calms prevailed,
And water-butt and bread-cask failed,
And cruel, hungry eyes pursued
His portly presence mad for food,
With dark hints muttered under breath
Of casting lots for life or death,
Offered, if Heaven withheld supplies,
To be himself the sacrifice.
Then, suddenly, as if to save
The good man from his living grave,
A ripple on the water grew,
A school of porpoise flashed in view.
“Take, eat,” he said, “and be content;
These fishes in my stead are sent
By Him who gave the tangled ram
To spare the child of Abraham.”

Next, the dear aunt, whose smile of cheer
And voice in dreams I see and hear,—
The sweetest women ever Fate
Perverse denied a household make,
Who, lonely, homeless, not the less
Found peace in love’s unselfishness,
And welcome whereso’er she went,
A calm and gracious element,
Whose presence seemed the sweet income
And womanly atmosphere of home,—
Called up her girlhood memories,
The huskings and the apple-bees,
The sleigh-rides and the summer sails,
Weaving through all the poor details
And homespun warp of circumstance
A golden woof-thread of romance.
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For well she kept her genial mood
And simple faith of maidenhood;
Before her still a cloud-land lay,
The mirage loomed across her way;
The morning dew, that dries so soon
With others, glistened at her noon;
Through years of toil and soil and care
From glossy trees to thin gray hair,
All unprofaned she held apart
The virgin fancies of the heart.
Be shame to him of woman born
Who hath for such but thought of scorn.
There, too, our elder sister plied
Her evening task the stand beside;
A full, rich nature, free to trust,
Truthful and almost sternly just,
And make her generous thought a fact,
Keeping with many a light disguise
The secret of self-sacrifice.
O heart sore-tried! Thou hast the best
That Heaven itself could give thee,—rest,
Rest from all bitter thoughts and things!
How many a poor one’s blessing went
With thee beneath the low green tent
Whose curtain never outward swings!
As one who held herself a part
Of all she saw, and let her heart
Against the household bosom lean,
Upon the motley-braided mat
Our youngest and our dearest sat,
Lifting her large, sweet, asking eyes,
Now bathed within the fadeless green
And holy peace of Paradise.
O, looking from some heavenly hill,
Or from the shade of saintly palms,
Or silver reach of river calms,
Do those large eyes behold me still?
With me one little year ago:—
The chill weight of the winter snow
For months upon her grave has lain;
And now, when simmer south-winds blow
And brier and harebell bloom again,
I tread the pleasant paths we trod,
I see the violet-sprinkled sod
Whereon she learned, too frail and weak
The hillside flowers she loved to seek,
Yet following me wher’er I went
With dark eyes full of love’s content.
The birds are glad; the brier-rose fills
The air with sweetness; all the hills
Stretch green to June’s unclouded sky;
But still I wait with ear and eye
For something gone which should be nigh,
A loss in all familiar things,
In flower that blooms, and bird that sings.
And yet, dear heart! remembering thee,
Am I not richer than of old?
Safe in thy immortality,
What change can reach the wealth I hold?
What chance can mar the pearl and gold
Thy love hath left in trust with me?

And while in life’s late afternoon,
Where cool and long the shadows grow,
I walk to meet the night that soon
Shall shape and shadow overflow,
I cannot feel that thou art far,
Since near at need the angels are;
And when the sunset gates unbar,
Shall I not see thee waiting stand,
And, white against the evening star,
The welcome of thy beckoning hand?
Brisk wielder of the birch and rule,
The master of the district school
Held at the fire his favored place,
Its warm glow lit a laughing face
Fresh-hued and fair, where scarce appeared
The uncertain prophecy of bread.
He played the old and simple games
Our modern boyhood scarcely names,
Sang songs, and told us what befalls
In classic Dartmouth’s college halls
Born the wild Northern hills among,
From whence his yeoman father wrung
by patient toil subsistence scant,
Not competence and yet not want,
He early gained the power to pay
His cheerful, self-reliant way;
Could doff at ease his scholar’s gown
To peddle wares from town to town;
Or through the long vacation’s reach
In lonely lowland districts teach,
Where all the droll experience found
At stranger hearths in boarding round,
The moonlit skater’s keen delight,
The sleigh-drive through the frosty night,
The rustic party, with its rough
Accompaniment of blind-man’s-buff,
And whirling plate, and forfeits paid,
His winter task a pastime made.
Happy the snow-locked homes wherein
He turned his merry violin,
Or played the athlete in the barn,
Or held the good dame’s winding yarn,
Or mirth providing versions told
Of classic legends rare and old,
Wherein the scenes of Greece and Rome
Had all the commonplace of home,
And little seemed at best the odds
’Twixt Yankee pedlers and old gods;
Where Pindus-born Araxes took
The guise of any grist-mill brook,
And dread Olympus at his will
Became a huckleberry hill.
A careless boy that night he seemed;
But at his desk he had the look
And air of one who wisely schemed,
And hostage from the future took
In trained thought and lore of book.
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Large-brained, clear-eyed,—of such as he
Shall Freedom’s young apostles be,
Who, following the War’s bloody trail,
Shall every lingering wrong assail;

Brows saintly calm and lips devout
Knew every change of scowl and pout;
And the sweet voice had notes more high
And shrill for social battle-cry.

All chains from limb and spirit strike,
Uplift the black and white alike;
Scatter before their swift advance
The darkness and the ignorance,

Since then what old cathedral town
Has missed her pilgrim staff and gown,
What convent-gate has held its lock
Against the challenge of her knock!

The pride, the lust, the squalid sloth,
Which nurtured Treason’s monstrous growth,
Made murder pastime, and the hell
Of prison-torture possible;

Against the challenge of her knock!
Through Smyrna’s plague-husked thoroughfares,
Up sea-set Malta’s rocky stairs,
Gray olive slopes of hills that hem
Thy tombs and shrines, Jerusalem,
Or startling on her desert throne
The crazy Queen of Lebanon

The cruel lie of caste refute,
Old forms remould, and substitute
For Slavery’s last the freeman’s will,
For blind routine, wise-handed skill;
A school-house plant on every hill,
Stretching in radiate nerve-lines thence
The quick wires of intelligence;
Till North and South together brought
Shall own the same electric thought,
In peace a common flag salute,
And, side by side in labor’s free
And unresentful rivalry,
Harvest the fields wherein they fought.
Another guest that winter night
Flashed back from lustrous eyes the light.
Unmarked by time, and yet not young,
The honeyed music of her tongue
And words of meekness scarcely told
A nature passionate and bold,
Strong, self-concentred, spurning guide,
Its milder features dwarfed beside
Her unbent well’s majestic pride.
She sat among us, at the best,
A not unfeared, half-welcome guest,
Rebuking with her cultured phrase
Our homeliness of words and ways.
A certain pard-like, treacherous grace
Swayed the lithe limbs and drooped the lash,
Lent the white teeth their dazzling flash;
And under low brows, black with night,
Rayed out at times a dangerous light;
The sharp heat-lightnings of her face
Presaging ill to him whom Fate
Condemned to share her love or hate.
A woman tropical, intense
In thought and act, in soul and sense,
She blended in a like degree
The vixen and the devotee,
Revealing with each freak or feint
The temper of Petruchio’s Kate,
The raptures of Siena’s saint.
Her tapering hand and rounded wrist
Had facile power to from wrath’s surprise.
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With claims fantastic as her own,
Her tireless feet have held their way;
And still, unrestful, bowed, and gray,
She watches under Eastern skies,
With hope each day renewed and fresh,
The Lord’s quick coming in the flesh,
Whereof she dreams and prophesies!
Where’er her troubled path may be,
The Lord’s sweet pity with her go!
The outward wayward life we see,
The hidden springs we may not know.
Nor is it given us to discern
What threads the fatal sisters spun,
Through what ancestral years has run
The sorrow with the woman born,
What forged he cruel chain of moods,
What set her feet in solitudes,
And held the love within her mute,
What mingled madness in the blood,
A life-long discord and annoy,
Water of tears with oil of joy,
And hid within the folded bud
Perversities of flower and fruit.
It is not ours to separate
The tangled skein of will and fate,
To show what metes and bounds should stand
Upon the soul’s debatable land,
And between choice and Providence
Divide the circle of events;
But He who knows our fame is just,
Merciful, and compassionate,
And full of sweet assurances
And hope for all the language is,
That He remembereth we are dust!
At last the great logs, crumbling low,
Sent out a dull and duller glow,
The bull’s-eye watch that hung in view,
Ticking its weary circuit through,
Pointed with mutely-warning sign
Its black hand to the hour of nine.
That sign the pleasant circle broke:
My uncle ceased his pipe to smoke,
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Knocked from its bowl the refuse gray
And laid it tenderly away,
Then roused himself to safely cover
The cull red brands with ashes over.
And while, with care, our mother laid
The work aside, her steps she stayed
One moment, seeking to express
Her grateful sense of happiness
For food and shelter, warmth and health
And love’s contentment more than wealth,
With simple wishes (not the weak,
Vain prayers which no fulfilment seek,
But such as warm the generous heart,
O’er-prompt to do with Heaven its part)
That none might lack, that bitter night,
For bread and clothing, warmth and light.
Within our beds awhile we heard
The wind that round the gables roared,
With now and then a ruder shock,
Which made our very bedsteads rock.
We heard the loosened clapboards tost,
The board-nails snapping in the frost;
And on us, through the unplastered wall,
Felt the light sifted snow-flakes fall.
But sleep stole on, as sleep will do
When hearts are light and life is new;
Faint and more faint the murmurs grew,
Till in the summer-land of dreams
They softened to the sound of streams,
Low stir of leaves, and dip of oars,
And lapsing waves on quiet shores.
Next morn we wakened with the shout
Of merry voices high and clear;
And saw the teamsters drawing near
To break the drifted highways out.
Down the long hillside treading slow
We saw the half-buried oxen go,
Shaking the snow from heads uptost,
Their straining nostrils white with frost.
Before our door the straggling train
Drew up, an added team to gain.
The elders threshed their hands a-cold,
Passed, with the cider-mug, their jokes
From lip to lip; the younger folks
Down the loose snow-banks, wrestling, rolled,
Then toiled again the cavalcade
O’er windy hill, through clogged ravine,
And woodland paths that wound between
Low drooping pine-boughs winter-weighed.
From every barn a team afoot,
At every house a new recruit,
Where, drawn by Nature’s subtlest law,
Haply the watchful young men saw
Sweet doorway pictures of the curls
And curious eyes of merry girls,

Lifting their hands in mock defence
Against the snow-ball’s compliments,
And reading in each missive tost
The charm with Eden never lost.
We heard once more the sleigh-bells’ sound;
And, following where the teamsters led,
The wise old Doctor went his round,
Just pausing at our door to say,
In the brief autocratic way
Of one who, prompt at Duty’s call,
Was free to urge her claim on all,
That some poor neighbor sick abed
At night our mother’s aid would need.
For, one in generous thought and deed,
What mattered in the sufferer’s sight
The Quaker matron’s inward light,
The Doctor’s mail of Calvin’s creed?
All hearts confess the saints elect
Who, twain in faith, in love agree,
And melt not in an acid sect
The Christian pearl of charity!
So days went on: a week had passed
Since the great world was heard from last.
The Almanac we studied o’er,
Read and reread our little store,
Of books and pamphlets, scarce a score;
One harmless novel, mostly hid
From younger eyes, a book forbid,
And poetry, (or good or bad,
A single book was all we had,)
Where Ellwood’s meek, drab-skirted Muse,
A stranger to the heathen Nine,
Sang, with a somewhat nasal whine,
The wars of David and the Jews.
At last the floundering carrier bore
The village paper to our door.
Lo! Broadening outward as we read,
To warmer zones the horizon spread;
In panoramic length unrolled
We saw the marvels that it told.
Before us passed the painted Creeks,
And daft McGregor on his raids
In Costa Rica’s everglades.
And up Taygetos winding slow
Rode Ypsilanti’s Mainote Greeks,
A Turk’s head at each saddle-bow!
Welcome to us its week-old news,
Its corner for the rustic Muse,
Its monthly gauge of snow and rain,
Its record, mingling in a breath
The wedding knell and dirge of death;
Jest, anecdote, and love-lorn tale,
The latest culprit sent to jail;
Its hue and cry of stolen and lost,
Its vendue sales and goods at cost,
And traffic calling loud for gain.
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We felt the stir of hall and street,
The pulse of life that round us beat;
The chill embargo of the snow
Was melted in the genial glow;
Wide swung again our ice-locked door,
And all the world was ours once more!
Clasp, Angel of the backward look
And folded wings of ashen gray
And voice of echoes far away,
The brazen covers of thy book;
The weird palimpsest old and vast,
Wherein thou hid’st the spectral past;
Where, closely mingling, pale and glow
The characters of joy and woe;
The monographs of outlived years,
Or smile-illumed or dim with tears,
Green hills of life that slope to death,
And haunts of home, whose vistaed trees
Shade off to mournful cypresses
With the white amaranths and underneath.
Even while I look, I can but heed
The restless sands’ incessant fall,
Importunate hours that hours succeed,
Each clamorous with its own sharp need,
And duty keeping pace with all.
Shut down and clasp the heavy lids;
I hear again the voice that bids
The dreamer leave his dream midway
For larger hopes and graver fears:
Life greatens in these later years,
The century’s aloe flowers to-day!
Yet, haply, in some lull of life,
Some Truce of God which breaks its strife,
The worldling’s eyes shall gather dew,
Dreaming in throngful city ways
Of winter joys his boyhood knew;
And dear and early friends—the few
Who yet remain—shall pause to view
These Flemish pictures of old days;
Sit with me by the homestead hearth,
And stretch the hands of memory forth
To warm them at the wood-fire’s blaze!
And thanks untraced to lips unknown
Shall greet me like the odors blown
From unseen meadows newly mown,
Or lilies floating in some pond,
Wood-fringed, the wayside gaze beyond;
The traveller owns the grateful sense
Of sweetness near, he knows not whence,
And, pausing, takes the forehead bare
The benediction of the air.

It is to be noted that Friend John, who had met Harriet Livermore, was describing in this poem his encounter
with this preacher of the Apocalypse that was sure to come soon. She appears as “the not unfeared, halfwelcome guest” in the midst of the snowstorm. What the poet felt to distinguish her was “unbent will’s
majestic pride.” Livermore would have this poetic description drawn to her attention and would not, let us say,
find it amusing:
And under low brows, black with night,
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Rayed out at times a dangerous light;
The sharp heat-lightnings of her face
Presaging ill to him whom Fate
Condemned to share her love or hate.
A woman tropical, intense
In thought and act, in soul and sense,
She blended in a like degree
The vixen and the devotee,...
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1867
January: Friend John Greenleaf Whittier’s THE TENT ON THE BEACH AND OTHER POEMS. (In this poem “The Tent on
the Beach” he depicted his publisher friend James Thomas Fields.)

It can scarcely be necessary to name as the two companions whom
I reckoned with myself in this poetical picnic, Fields the
lettered magnate, and Taylor the free cosmopolite. The long line
of sandy beach which defines almost the whole of the New
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Hampshire sea-coast is especially marked near its southern
extremity, by the salt-meadows of Hampton. The Hampton River
winds through these meadows, and the reader may, if he choose,
imagine my tent pitched near its mouth, where also was the scene
of THE WRECK OF RIVERMOUTH. The green bluff to the northward is
Great Boar’s Head; southward is the Merrimac, with Newburyport
lifting its steeples above brown roofs and green trees on its
banks.
I would not sin, in this half-playful strain,Too light perhaps for serious years, though born
Of the enforced leisure of slow pain,Against the pure ideal which has drawn
My feet to follow its far-shining gleam.
A simple plot is mine: legends and runes
Of credulous days, old fancies that have lain
Silent from boyhood taking voice again,
Warmed into life once more, even as the tunes
That, frozen in the fabled hunting-horn,
Thawed into sound:-a winter fireside dream
Of dawns and sunsets by the summer sea
Whose sands are traversed by a silent throng
Of voyagers from that vaster mystery
Of which it is an emblem;-and the dear
Memory of one who might have tuned my song
To sweeter music by her delicate ear.
When heats as of a tropic clime
Burned all our inland valleys through,
Three friends, the guests of summer time,
Pitched their white tent where sea-winds blew.
Behind them, marshes, seamed and crossed
With narrow creeks, and flower-embossed,
Stretched to the dark oak wood, whose leafy arms
Screened from the stormy East the pleasant inland farms.
At full of tide their bolder shore
Of sun-bleached sand the waters beat;
At ebb, a smooth and glistening floor
They touched with light, receding feet.
Northward a green bluff broke the chain
Of sand - hills southward stretched a plain
Of salt grass, with a river winding down,
Sail-whitened, and beyond the steeples of the town,Whence sometimes, when the wind was light
And dull the thunder of the beach,
They heard the bells of morn and night
Swing, miles away, their silver speech.
Above low scarp and turf-grown wall
They saw the fort-flag rise and fall;
And, the first star to signal twilight’s hour,
The lamp-fire glimmer down from the tall light-house tower.
They rested there, escaped awhile
From cares that wear the life away,
To eat the lotus of the Nile
And drink the poppies of Cathay,To fling their loads of custom down,
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Like drift - weed, on the sand-slopes brown,
And in the sea-waves drown the restless pack
Of duties, claims, and needs that barked upon their track.
One, with his beard scarce silvered, bore
A ready credence in his looks,
A lettered magnate, lording o’er
An ever-widening realm of books
In him brain-currents, near and far,
Converged as in a Leyden jar;
The old, dead authors thronged him round about,
And Elzevir’s gray ghosts from leathern graves looked out.
He knew each living pundit well,
Could weigh the gifts of him or her,
And well the market value tell
Of poet and philosopher.
But if he lost, the scenes behind,
Somewhat of reverence vague and blind,
Finding the actors human at the best,
No readier lips than his the good he saw confessed.
His boyhood fancies not outgrown,
He loved himself the singer’s art;
Tenderly, gently, by his own
He knew and judged an author’s heart.
No Rhadamanthine brow of doom
Bowed the dazed pedant from his room;
And bards, whose name is legion, if denied,
Bore off alike intact their verses and their pride.
Pleasant it was to roam about
The lettered world as he had done,
And see the lords of song without
Their singing robes and garlands on.
With Wordsworth paddle Rydal mere,
Taste rugged Elliott’s home-brewed beer,
And with the ears of Rogers, at fourscore,
Hear Garrick’s buskined tread and Walpole’s wit once more.
And one there was, a dreamer born,
Who, with a mission to fulfil,
Had left the Muses’ haunts to turn
The crank of an opinion-mill,
Making his rustic reed of song
A weapon in the war with wrong,
Yoking his fancy to the breaking-plough
That beam-deep turned the soil for truth to spring and grow.
Too quiet seemed the man to ride
The winged Hippogriff Reform;
Was his a voice from side to side
To pierce the tumult of the storm?
A silent, shy, peace-loving man,
He seemed no fiery partisan
To hold his way against the public frown,
The ban of Church and State, the fierce mob’s hounding down.
For while he wrought with strenuous will
The work his hands had found to do,
He heard the fitful music still
Of winds that out of dream-land blew.
The din about him could not drown
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What the strange voices whispered down;
Along his task-field weird processions swept,
The visionary pomp of stately phantoms stepped.
The common air was thick with dreams,He told them to the toiling crowd:
Such music as the woods and streams
Sang in his ear he sang aloud;
In still, shut bays, on windy capes,
He heard the call of beckoning shapes,
And, as the gray old shadows prompted him,
To homely moulds of rhyme he shaped their legends grim.
He rested now his weary hands,
And lightly moralized and laughed,
As, tracing on the shifting sands
A burlesque of hid paper-craft,
He saw the careless waves o’errun
His words, as time before had done,
Each day’s tide-water washing clean away,
Like letters from the sand, the work of yesterday.
And one, whose Arab face was tanned
By tropic sun and boreal frost,
So travelled there was scarce a land
Or people left him to exhaust,
In idling mood had from him hurled
The poor squeezed orange of the world,
And in the tent - shade, sat beneath a palm,
Smoked, cross-legged like a Turk, in Oriental calm.
The very waves that washed the sand
Below him, he had seen before
Whitening the Scandinavian strand
And sultry Mauritanian shore.
From ice-rimmed isles, from summer seas
Palm-fringed, they bore him messages;
He heard the plaintive Nubian songs again,
And mule-bells tinkling down the mountain-paths of Spain.
His memory round the ransacked earth
On Puck’s long girdle slid at ease;
And, instant, to the valley’s girth
Of mountains, spice isles of the seas,
Faith flowered in minster stones, Art’s guess
At truth and beauty, found access;
Yet loved the while, that free cosmopolite,
Old friends, old ways, and kept his boyhood’s dream in sight.
Untouched as yet by wealth and pride,
That virgin innocence of beach:
No shingly monster, hundred-eyed,
Stared its gravy sand-birds out of reach;
Unhoused, save where, at intervals,
The white tents showed their canvas walls,
Where brief sojourners, in the cool, soft air,
Forgot their inland heats, hard toil, and year-long care.
Sometimes along the wheel-deep sand
A one-horse wagon slowly crawled,
Deep laden with a youthful band,
Whose look some homestead old recalled;
Brother perchance, and sisters twain,
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And one whose blue eyes told, more plain
Than the free language of her rosy lip,
Of the still dearer claim of love’s relationship.
With cheeks of russet-orchard tint,
The light laugh of their native rills,
The perfume of their garden’s mint,
The breezy freedom of the hills,
They bore, in unrestrained delight,
The motto of the Garter’s knight,
Careless as if from every gazing thing
Hid by their innocence, as Gyges by his ring.
The clanging sea-fowl came and went,
The hunter’s gun in the marshes rang;
At nightfall from a neighboring tent
A flute-voiced woman sweetly sang.
Loose-haired, barefooted, hand-in-hand,
Young girls went tripping down the sand;
And youths and maidens, sitting in the moon,
Dreamed o’er the old fond dream from which we wake too soon.
At times their fishing-lines they plied,
With an old Triton at the oar,
Salt as the sea-wind, tough and dried
As a lean cusk from Labrador
Strange tales he told of wreck and storm,Had seen the sea-snake’s awful form,
And heard the ghosts on Haley’s Isle complain,
Speak him off shore, and beg a passage to old Spain!
And there, on breezy morns, they saw
The fishing-schooners outward run,
Their low-bent sails in tack and flaw
Turned white or dark to shade and sun.
Sometimes, in calms of closing day,
They watched the spectral mirage play,
Saw low, far islands looming tall and nigh,
And ships, with upturned keels, sail like a sea the sky.
Sometimes a cloud, with thunder black,
Stooped low upon the darkening main,
Piercing the waves along its track
With the slant javelins of rain.
And when west-wind and sunshine warm
Chased out to sea its wrecks of storm,
They saw the prismy hues in thin spray showers
Where the green buds of waves burst into white froth flowers.
And when along the line of shore
The mists crept upward chill and damp,
Stretched, careless, on their sandy floor
Beneath the flaring lantern lamp,
They talked of all things old and new,
Read, slept, and dreamed as idlers do;
And in the unquestioned freedom of the tent,
Body and o’er-taxed mind to healthful ease unbent.
Once, when the sunset splendors died,
And, trampling up the sloping sand,
In lines outreaching far and wide,
The white-manned billows swept to land,
Dim seen across the gathering shade,
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A vast and ghostly cavalcade,
They sat around their lighted kerosene,
Hearing the deep bass roar their every pause between.
Then, urged thereto, the Editor
Within his full portfolio dipped,
Feigning excuse while searching for
(With secret pride) his manuscript.
His pale face flushed from eye to beard,
With nervous cough his throat he cleared,
And, in a voice so tremulous it betrayed
The anxious fondness of an author’s heart, he read:
...

1868
Friend John Greenleaf Whittier’s AMONG THE HILLS AND OTHER POEMS:
...How dwarfed against his manliness
She sees the poor pretension,
The wants, the aims, the follies, born
Of fashion and convention!...
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1869
John Greenleaf Whittier, viewing William Wetmore Story’s “Libyan Sibyl” statue “at Mrs. Lodge’s”
on Beacon Street in Boston, deemed it “grand but awful.”

1870
Friend John Greenleaf Whittier’s BALLADS OF NEW ENGLAND.
January 17, Monday: Friend John Greenleaf Whittier wrote from Washington DC to someone, sending them a poem.
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1871
Edith O’Gorman’s TRIALS AND PERSECUTIONS OF MISS EDITH O’GORMAN.
SURVEY OF AMERICAN ANTI-CATHOLICISM

Friend John Greenleaf Whittier’s MIRIAM AND OTHER POEMS.
When she found that Friend John and Lucy Larcom had included an Italian poem in CHILD LIFE, Lydia Maria
Child informed him that this had been a mistake for such material might have the effect of seducing a
Protestant child into Catholicism! But Friend John had not included the material because of any sympathy for
Popery: “Ireland is cursed with Popery. The Protestant section of the island never starves and never begs.” The
victims of the Irish Potato Famine, it appears, had come to pester us here in America because their
superstitious religion had caused them to become lazy beggars!
ANTI-CATHOLICISM
“To understand is not to forgive. It is only to
understand. It is not an end but a beginning.”
— Rebecca West

There exists in a new edition of Friend John Woolman’s JOURNAL dating to this year a note by Friend John
Greenleaf Whittier, who had known Henry David Thoreau personally, which contrasts the famous (among
Friends) Woolman with Thoreau to the detriment of Thoreau. The note in question is a footnote to the
following text by Woolman:
Through the mercies of the Almighty, I had, in a good degree,
learned to be content with a plain way of living. I had but a
small family; and, on serious consideration, believed truth did
not require me to engage much in cumbering affairs. It had been
my general practice to buy and sell things really useful. Things
that served chiefly to please the vain mind in people, I was not
easy to trade in; seldom did it; and whenever I did I found it
to weaken me as a Christian.
The increase of business became my burden; for though my natural
inclination was toward merchandise, yet I believed truth
required me to live more free from outward cumbers; and there
was now a strife in my mind between the two. In this exercise
my prayers were put up to the Lord, who graciously heard me, and
gave me a heart resigned to His holy will. Then I lessened my
outward business, and, as I had opportunity, told my customers
of my intentions, that they might consider what shop to turn to;
and in a while I wholly laid down merchandise, and followed my
trade as a tailor by myself, having no apprentice. I also had a
nursery of apple trees, in which I employed some of my time in
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hoeing, grafting, trimming, and inoculating. In merchandise it
is the custom where I lived to sell chiefly on credit, and poor
people often get in debt; when payment is expected, not having
wherewith to pay, their creditors often sue for it at law. Having
frequently observed occurrences of this kind, I found it good
for me to advise poor people to take such goods as were most
useful, and not costly.
In the time of trading I had an opportunity of seeing that the
too liberal use of spirituous liquors and the custom of wearing
too costly apparel led some people into great inconveniences;
and that these two things appear to be often connected with each
other. By not attending to that use of things which is consistent
with universal righteousness, there is an increase of labour
which extends beyond what our Heavenly Father intends for us.
And by great labour, and often by much sweating, there is even
among such as are not drunkards a craving of liquors to revive
the spirits; that partly by the luxurious drinking of some, and
partly by the drinking of others (led to it through immoderate
labour), very great quantities of rum are every year consumed
in our colonies; the greater part of which we should have no
need of, did we steadily attend to pure wisdom.
When men take pleasure in feeling their minds elevated with
strong drink, and so indulge their appetite as to disorder their
understandings, neglect their duty as members of a family or
civil society, and cast off all regard to religion, their case
is much to be pitied. And where those whose lives are for the
most part regular, and whose examples have a strong influence
on the minds of others, adhere to some customs which powerfully
draw to the use of more strong liquor than pure wisdom allows,
it hinders the spreading of the spirit of meekness, and
strengthens the hands of the more excessive drinkers. This is a
case to be lamented.
Every degree of luxury hath some connection with evil; and if
those who profess to be disciples of Christ, and are looked upon
as leaders of the people, have that mind in them which was also
in Christ, and so stand separate from every wrong way, it is a
means of help to the weaker. As I have sometimes been much spent
in the heat and have taken spirits to revive me, I have found
by experience that in such circumstances the mind is not so calm,
nor so fitly disposed for divine meditation, as when all such
extremes are avoided. I have felt an increasing care to attend
to that Holy Spirit which sets right bounds to our desires, and
leads those who faithfully follow it, to apply all the gifts of
divine Providence to the purposes for which they were intended.
Did those who have the care of great estates attend with
singleness of heart to this heavenly Instructor, which so opens
and enlarges the mind as to cause men to love their neighbours
as themselves, they would have wisdom given them to manage their
concerns, without employing some people in providing luxuries
of life, or others in labouring too hard; but for want of
steadily regarding this principle of divine love, a selfish
spirit takes place in the minds of people, which is attended
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with darkness and manifold confusions in the world.
Though trading in things useful is an honest employ, yet through
the great number of superfluities which are bought and sold, and
through the corruption of the times, they who apply to
merchandise for a living have great need to be well experienced
in that precept which the Prophet Jeremiah laid down for his
scribe: “Seekest thou great things for thyself? seek them not.”
In the footnote Whittier accuses Thoreau of displaying scorn in addition to commiseration, but asserts that Friend
John had Thoreau’s commiseration without Thoreau’s scorn. Here is Whittier’s published note:
He [Woolman] seems to have regarded agriculture as the business
most conducive to moral and physical health. He thought, “If the
leadings of the Spirit were more attended to, more people would
be engaged in the sweet employment of husbandry, where labour
is agreeable and healthful.” He does not condemn the honest
acquisition of wealth in other business free from oppression;
even “merchandising,” he thought, might be carried on innocently
and in pure reason. Christ does not forbid the laying up of a
needful support for family and friends; the command is, “Lay not
up for YOURSELVES treasures on earth.” From his little farm on
the Rancocas he looked out with a mingled feeling of wonder and
sorrow upon the hurry and unrest of the world; and especially
was he pained to see luxury and extravagance overgrowing the
early plainness and simplicity of his own religious society. He
regarded the merely rich man with unfeigned pity. With nothing
of his scorn he had all of Thoreau’s commiseration, for people
who went about bowed down with the weight of broad acres and
greathouses on their backs.
January 20, Friday: The French attempt to break out of Paris was stopped by the Germans.
Friend John Greenleaf Whittier wrote about Friend John Woolman:
“It is my purpose, as briefly as possible, to narrate
the circumstances attending the relinquishment of
slaveholding by the Society of Friends, and to hint at
the effect of that act of justice and humanity upon the
abolition of slavery throughout the world.”
To those who judge by the outward appearance, nothing is more
difficult of explanation than the strength of moral influence
often exerted by obscure and uneventful lives. Some great reform
which lifts the world to a higher level, some mighty change for
which the ages have waited in anxious expectancy, takes place
before our eyes, and, in seeking to trace it back to its origin,
we are often surprised to find the initial link in the chain of
causes to be some comparatively obscure individual, the divine
commission and significance of whose life were scarcely
understood by his con temporaries, and perhaps not even by
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himself. The little one has become a thousand; the handful of
corn shakes like Lebanon. “The kingdom of God cometh not by
observation;” and the only solution of the mystery is in the
reflection that through the humble instrumentality divine power
was manifested, and that the Everlasting Arm was beneath the
human one.
The abolition of human slavery, now in process of consummation
throughout the world, furnishes one of the most striking
illustrations of this truth. A far-reaching moral, social, and
political revolution, undoing the evil work of centuries,
unquestionably owes much of its original impulse to the life and
labours of a poor, unlearned working man of New Jersey, whose
very existence was scarcely known beyond the narrow circle of
his religious society.
It is only within a comparatively recent period that the Journal
and ethical essays of this remarkable man have attracted the
attention to which they are manifestly entitled. In one of my
last interviews with William Ellery Channing, he expressed his
very great surprise that they were so little known. He had
himself just read the book for the first time, and I shall never
forget how his countenance lighted up, as he pronounced it
beyond comparison the sweetest and purest autobiography in the
language. He wished to see it placed within the reach of all
classes of readers; it was not a light to be hidden under the
bushel of a sect.
Charles Lamb, probably from his friends, the Clarksons, or from
Bernard Barton, became acquainted with it, and on more than one
occasion in his Letters and Essays of Elia, refers to it with
warm commendation. Edward Irving pronounced it a godsend. Some
idea of the lively interest which the fine literary circle
gathered around the hearth of Lamb felt in the beautiful
simplicity of Woolman’s pages, may be had from the Diary of Henry
Crabb Robinson, one of their number, himself a man of wide and
varied culture, the intimate friend of Goethe, Wordsworth, and
Coleridge. In his notes for First Month, 1824, he says, after a
reference to a sermon of his friend Irving, which he feared would
deter rather than promote belief: “How different this from John
Woolman’s Journal I have been reading at the same time! A perfect
gem! His is a schöne Seele, a beautiful soul. An illiterate
tailor, he writes in a style of the most exquisite purity and
grace. His moral qualities are transferred to his writings. Had
he not been so very humble, he would have written a still better
book; for, fearing to indulge in vanity, he conceals the events
in which he was a great actor. His religion was love. His whole
existence and all his passions were love. If one could venture
to impute to his creed, and not to his personal character, the
delightful frame of mind he exhibited, one could not hesitate
to be a convert. His Christianity is most inviting, it is
fascinating!”
One of the leading British reviews a few years ago, referring
to this Journal, pronounced its author the man who, in all the
centuries since the advent of Christ, lived nearest to the
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divine pattern. The author of The Patience of Hope, whose
authority in devotional literature is unquestioned, says of him:
“John Woolman’s gift was love, — a charity of which it does not
enter into the natural heart of man to conceive, and of which
the more ordinary experiences, even of renewed nature, give but
a faint shadow. Every now and then, in the world’s history, we
meet with such men, the kings and priests of Humanity, on whose
heads this precious ointment has been so poured forth that it
has run down to the skirts of their clothing, and extended over
the whole of the visible creation; men who have entered, like
Francis of Assisi, into the secret of that deep amity with God
and with His creatures, which makes man to be in league with the
stones of the field, and the beasts of the field to be at peace
with him. In this pure, universal charity there is nothing
fitful or intermittent, nothing that comes and goes in showers
and gleams and sunbursts. Its springs are deep and constant, its
rising is like that of a mighty river, its very overflow calm
and steady, leaving life and fertility behind it.”
After all, anything like personal eulogy seems out of place in
speaking of one who, in the humblest self-abasement, sought no
place in the world’s estimation, content to be only a passive
instrument in the hands of his Master; and who, as has been
remarked, through modesty concealed the events in which he was
an actor. A desire to supply in some sort this deficiency in his
Journal, is my especial excuse for this introductory paper.
It is instructive to study the history of the moral progress of
individuals or communities; to mark the gradual development of
truth, to watch the slow germination of its seed sown in simple
obedience to the command of the Great Husbandman, while yet its
green promise, as well as its golden fruition, was hidden from
the eyes of the sower; to go back to the well-springs and
fountainheads, tracing the small streamlet from its hidden
source, and noting the tributaries which swell its waters, as
it moves onward, until it becomes a broad river, fertilising and
gladdening our present humanity. To this end it is my purpose,
as briefly as possible, to narrate the circumstances attending
the relinquishment of slaveholding by the Society of Friends,
and to hint at the effect of that act of justice and humanity
upon the abolition of slavery throughout the world.
At an early period after the organisation of the Society,
members of it emigrated to the Maryland, Carolina, Virginia, and
New England colonies. The act of banishment enforced against
dissenters under Charles II. consigned others of the sect to the
West Indies, where their frugality, temperance, and thrift
transmuted their intended punishment into a blessing. Andrew
Marvell, the inflexible republican statesman,70 in some of the
sweetest and tenderest lines in the English tongue, has happily
described their condition —
“‘What shall we do but sing His praise
Who led us through the watery maze,
Unto an isle so long unknown,
70. Andrew Marvell: — A Yorkshireman, partisan in the English Civil Wars, and author of the poem “Horatian Ode.”
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And yet far kinder than our own?
He lands us on a grassy stage,
Safe from the storm and prelates’ rage;
He gives us this eternal spring,
Which here enamels everything,
And sends the fowls to us in care
On daily visits through the air.
He hangs in shades the orange bright,
Like golden lamps in a green night,
And cloth in the pomegranate close
Jewels more rich than Ormus shows.
*
*
*
*
*
And in these rocks for us did frame
A temple where to sound His name.
Oh! let our voice His praise exalt,
Till it arrive at Heaven’s vault,
Which then, perhaps rebounding, may
Echo beyond the Mexic bay.’
So sang they in the English boat,
A holy and a cheerful-note;
And all the way, to guide their chime,
With falling oars they kept the time.”

Unhappily, they very early became owners of slaves, in imitation
of the colonists around them. No positive condemnation of the
evil system had then been heard in the British islands. Neither
English prelates nor expounders at dissenting conventicles had
aught to say against it. Few colonists doubted its entire
compatibility with Christian profession and conduct. Saint and
sinner, ascetic and worldling, united in its practice. Even the
extreme Dutch saints of Bohemia Manor on the Delaware, the
pietists of John de Labadie, sitting at meat with hats on, and
pausing ever and anon with suspended mouthfuls to hear a
brother’s or sister’s exhortation, and sandwiching prayers
between the courses, were waited upon by negro slaves.
Everywhere men were contending with each other upon matters of
faith, while, so far as their slaves were concerned, denying the
ethics of Christianity itself.
Such was the state of things when, in 1671, George Fox visited
Barbadoes. He was of those men to whom it is given to discern
through the mists of custom and prejudice something of the
lineaments of absolute truth, and who, like the Hebrew lawgiver,
bear with them, from a higher and purer atmosphere, the shining
evidence of communion with the Divine Wisdom. He saw slavery in
its mildest form among his friends, but his intuitive sense of
right condemned it. He solemnly admonished those who held slaves
to bear in mind that they were brethren, and to train them up
in the fear of God. “I desired, also,” he says, “that they would
cause their overseers to deal gently and mildly with their
negroes, and not use cruelty towards them as the manner of some
hath been and is: and that, after certain years of servitude,
they should make them free.”
In 1675, the companion of George Fox, William Edmundson,
revisited Barbadoes, and once more bore testimony against the
unjust treatment of slaves. He was accused of endeavouring to
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excite an insurrection among the blacks, and was brought before
the Governor on the charge. It was probably during this journey
that he addressed a remonstrance to Friends in Maryland and
Virginia on the subject of holding slaves. It is one of the first
emphatic and decided testimonies on record against negro slavery
as incompatible with Christianity, if we except the papal bulls
of Urban and Leo the Tenth.
Thirteen years after, in 1688, a meeting of German Quakers, who
had emigrated from Kriesheim, and settled at Germantown,
Pennsylvania, addressed a memorial against “the buying and
keeping of negroes” to the Yearly Meeting for the Pennsylvania
and New Jersey colonies. That meeting took the subject into
consideration, but declined giving judgment in the case. In
1696, the Yearly Meeting advised against “bringing in any more
negroes.” In 1714, in its Epistle to London Friends, it
expresses a wish that Friends would be “less concerned in buying
or selling slaves.” The Chester Quarterly Meeting, which had
taken a higher and clearer view of the matter, continued to press
the Yearly Meeting to adopt some decided measure against any
traffic in human beings.
The Society gave these memorials a cold reception. The love of
gain and power was too strong, on the part of the wealthy and
influential planters and merchants who had become slaveholders,
to allow the scruples of the Chester meeting to take the shape
of discipline. The utmost that could be obtained of the Yearly
Meeting was an expression of opinion adverse to the importation
of negroes, and a desire that “Friends generally do, as much as
may be, avoid buying such negroes as shall hereafter be brought
in, rather than offend any Friends who are against it; yet this
is only caution, and not censure.”
In the meantime the New England Yearly Meeting was agitated by
the same question. Slaves were imported into Boston and Newport,
and Friends became purchasers, and in some instances were deeply
implicated in the foreign traffic. In 1716, the monthly meetings
of Dartmouth and Nantucket suggested that it was “not agreeable
to truth to purchase slaves and keep them during their term of
life.” Nothing was done in the Yearly Meeting, however, until
1727, when the practice of importing negroes was censured. That
the practice was continued notwithstanding, for many years
afterwards, is certain. In 1758, a rule was adopted prohibiting
Friends within the limits of New England Yearly Meeting from
engaging in, or countenancing the foreign slave-trade.
In the year 1742 an event, simple and inconsiderable in itself,
was made the instrumentality of exerting a mighty influence upon
slavery in the Society of Friends. A small storekeeper at Mount
Holly,71 in New Jersey, a member of the Society, sold a negro
woman, and requested the young man in his employ to make a bill
of sale of her. On taking up his pen, the young clerk felt a
sudden and strong scruple in his mind. The thought of writing
an instrument of slavery for one of his fellow-creatures
oppressed him. God’s voice against the desecration of His image
spoke in his soul. He yielded to the will of his employer, but,
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while writing the instrument, he was constrained to declare,
both to the buyer and the seller, that he believed slave-keeping
inconsistent with the Christian religion. This young man was
John Woolman. The circumstance above named was the startingpoint of a lifelong testimony against slavery.
In the year 1746 he visited Maryland, Virginia, and North
Carolina. He was afflicted by the prevalence of slavery. It
appeared to him, in his own words, “as a dark gloominess
overhanging the land.” On his return, he wrote an essay on the
subject, which was published in 1754. Three years after, he made
a second visit to the Southern meetings of Friends. Travelling
as a minister of the gospel, he was compelled to sit down at the
tables of slaveholding planters, who were accustomed to
entertain their friends free of cost, and who could not
comprehend the scruples of their guest against receiving, as a
gift, food and lodging which he regarded as the gain of
oppression. He was a poor man, but he loved truth more than
money. He therefore either placed the pay for his entertainment
in the hands of some member of the family, for the benefit of
the slaves, or gave it directly to them as he had opportunity.72
Wherever he went, he found his fellow-professors entangled in
the mischief of slavery. Elders and ministers, as well as the
younger and less high in profession, had their house servants
and field hands. He found grave drab-coated apologists for the
slave-trade, who quoted the same Scriptures, in support of
oppression and avarice, which have since been cited by
Presbyterian doctors of divinity, Methodist bishops, and Baptist
71.Mount Holly is a village lying in the western part of the long, narrow township of Northampton, on Rancocas Creek, a tributary
of the Delaware. In John Woolman’s day it was almost entirely a settlement of Friends. A very few of the old houses with their
quaint stoops or porches are left. That occupied by John Woolman was a small, plain, two-storey structure, with two windows in
each storey in front, a four-barred fence enclosing the grounds, with the trees he planted and loved to cultivate. The house was not
painted, but whitewashed. The name of the place is derived from the highest hill in the country, rising two hundred feet above the
sea, and commanding a view of a rich and level country, of cleared farms and woodlands. Here, no doubt, John Woolman often
walked under the shadow of its hollytrees, communing with nature and musing on the great themes of life and duty.
When the excellent Joseph Sturge was in America, some thirty years ago, on his errand of humanity, he visited Mount Holly; and
the house of Woolman, then standing, he describes as a very “humble abode.” But one person was then living in the town who had
ever seen its venerated owner. This aged man stated that he was at Woolman’s little farm in the season of harvest, when it was
customary among farmers to kill a calf or sheep for the labourers. John Woolman, unwilling that the animal should be slowly bled
to death, as the custom had been, and to spare it unnecessary suffering, had a smooth block of wood prepared to receive the neck of
the creature, when a single blow terminated its existence. Nothing was more remarkable in the character of Woolman than his
concern for the well-being and comfort of the brute creation. “What is religion?” asks the old Hindoo writer of the Vishnu Sarman.
“Tenderness toward all creatures.” Or, as Woolman expresses it: “Where the love of God is verily perfected, a tenderness towards
all creatures made subject to our will is experienced, and a care felt that we do not lessen that sweetness of life in the animal creation,
which the Creator intends for them under our government.”
72. The tradition is that he travelled mostly on foot during his journeys among slaveholders. Brissot, in his New Travels in America,
published in 1788, says: “John Woolman, one of the most distinguished of men in the cause of humanity, travelled much as a
minister of his sect, but always on foot, and without money, in imitation of the apostles, and in order to be in a situation to be more
useful to poor people and the blacks. He hated slavery so much that he could not taste food provided by the labour of slaves.” That
this writer was on one point misinformed is manifest from the following passage from the Journal: — “When I expected soon to
leave a friend’s house where I had entertainment, if I believed that I should not keep clear from the gain of oppression without
leaving money, I spoke to one of the heads of the family privately, and desired them to accept of pieces of silver, and give them to
such of their negroes as they believed would make the best use of them; and at other times I gave them to the negroes myself, as the
way looked clearest to me. Before I came out, I had provided a large number of small pieces for this purpose, and thus offering them
to some who appeared to be wealthy people was a trial both to me and them. But the fear of the Lord so covered me at times that
my way was made easier than I expected; and few, if any, manifested any resentment at the offer and most of them, after some
conversation, accepted of them.”
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preachers for the same purpose. He found the meetings generally
in a low and evil state. The gold of original Quakerism had
become dim, and the fine gold changed. The spirit of the world
prevailed among them, and had wrought an inward desolation.
Instead of meekness, gentleness, and heavenly wisdom, he found
“a spirit of fierceness and love of dominion.” In love, but at
the same time with great faithfulness, he endeavoured to
convince the masters of their error, and to awaken a degree of
sympathy for the enslaved.
At this period, or perhaps somewhat earlier, a remarkable
personage took up his residence in Pennsylvania. He was by
birthright a member of the Society of Friends, but, having been
disowned in England for some extravagances of conduct and
language, he spent some years in the West Indies, where he became
deeply interested in the condition of the slaves. His violent
denunciations of the practice of slaveholding excited the anger
of the planters, and he was compelled to leave the island. He
came to Philadelphia, but, contrary to his expectations, he
found the same evil existing there. He shook off the dust of the
city, and took up his abode in the country, a few miles distant.
His dwelling was a natural cave, with some slight addition of
his own making. His drink was the spring-water flowing by his
door; his food, vegetables alone. He persistently refused to
wear any garment or eat any food purchased at the expense of
animal life, or which was in any degree the product of slave
labour. Issuing from his cave, on his mission of preaching
“deliverance to the captive,” he was in the habit of visiting
the various meetings for worship and bearing his testimony
against slaveholders, greatly to their disgust and indignation.
On one occasion he entered the Market Street Meeting, and a
leading Friend requested some one to take him out. A burly
blacksmith volunteered to do it, leading him to the gate and
thrusting him out with such force that he fell into the gutter
of the street. There he lay until the meeting closed, telling
the bystanders that he did not feel free to rise himself. “Let
those who cast me here raise me up. It is their business, not
mine.”
His personal appearance was in remarkable keeping with his
eccentric life. A figure only four and a half feet high,
hunchbacked, with projecting chest, legs small and uneven, arms
longer than his legs; a huge head, showing only beneath the
enormous white hat, large, solemn eyes and a prominent nose; the
rest of his face covered with a snowy semicircle of beard falling
low on his breast, — a figure to recall the old legends of troll,
brownie, and kobold. Such was the irrepressible prophet who
troubled the Israel of slaveholding Quakerism, clinging like a
rough chestnut-burr to the skirts of its respectability, and
settling like a pertinacious gad-fly on the sore places of its
conscience.
On one occasion, while the annual meeting was in session at
Burlington, N.J., in the midst of the solemn silence of the great
assembly, the unwelcome figure of Benjamin Lay, wrapped in his
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long white overcoat, was seen passing up the aisle. Stopping
midway, he exclaimed, “You slaveholders! Why don’t you throw off
your Quaker coats as I do mine, and show yourselves as you are?”
Casting off as he spoke, his outer garment, he disclosed to the
astonished assembly a military coat underneath and a sword
dangling at his heels. Holding in one hand a large book, he drew
his sword with the other. “In the sight of God,” he cried, “you
are as guilty as if you stabbed your slaves to the heart, as I
do this book!” suiting the action to the word, and piercing a
small bladder filled with the juice of poke-weed (phytolacca
decandra), which he had concealed between the covers, and
sprinkling as with fresh blood those who sat near him. John
Woolman makes no mention of this circumstance in his Journal,
although he was probably present, and it must have made a deep
impression on his sensitive spirit. The violence and harshness
of Lay’s testimony, however, had nothing in common with the
tender and sorrowful remonstrances and appeals of the former,
except the sympathy which they both felt for the slave himself.73
Still later, a descendant of the persecuted French Protestants,
Anthony Benezet, a man of uncommon tenderness of feeling, began
to write and speak against slavery. How far, if at all, he was
moved thereto by the example of Woolman is not known, but it is
certain that the latter found in him a steady friend and
coadjutor in his efforts to awaken the slumbering moral sense
of his religious brethren. The Marquis de Chastellux, author of
De la Félicité Publique, describes him as a small, eager-faced
man, full of zeal and activity, constantly engaged in works of
benevolence, which were by no means confined to the blacks. Like
Woolman and Lay, he advocated abstinence from intoxicating
spirits. The poor French neutrals who were brought to
Philadelphia from Nova Scotia, and landed penniless and
despairing among strangers in tongue and religion, found in him
a warm and untiring friend, through whose aid and sympathy their
condition was rendered more comfortable than that of their
fellow exiles in other colonies.74
The annual assemblage of the Yearly Meeting in 1758 at
Philadelphia must ever be regarded as one of the most important
religious convocations in the history of the Christian Church.
The labours of Woolman and his few but earnest associates had
not been in vain. A deep and tender interest had been awakened;
and this meeting was looked forward to with varied feelings of
solicitude by all parties. All felt that the time had come for
some definite action; conservative and reformer stood face to
face in the Valley of Decision. John Woolman, of course, was
present, a man humble and poor in outward appearance, his simple
dress of undyed homespun cloth contrasting strongly with the
plain but rich apparel of the representatives of the commerce
73. Lay was well acquainted with Dr. Franklin, who sometimes visited him. Among other schemes of reform he entertained the idea
of converting all mankind to Christianity. This was to be done by three witnesses, himself, Michael Lovell, and Abel Noble, assisted
by Dr. Franklin. But on their first meeting at the Doctor’s house, the three “chosen vessels” got into a violent controversy on points
of doctrine, and separated in ill-humour. The philosopher, who had been an amused listener, advised the three sages to give up the
project of converting the world until they had learned to tolerate each other.
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of the city and of the large slave-stocked plantations of the
country. Bowed down by the weight of his concern for the poor
slaves and for the well-being and purity of the Society, he sat
silent during the whole meeting, while other matters were under
discussion. “My mind,” he says, “was frequently clothed with
inward prayer; and I could say with David that ‘tears were my
meat and drink, day and night.’ The case of slave-keeping lay
heavy upon me; nor did I find any engagement to speak directly
to any other matters before the meeting.” When the important
subject came up for consideration, many faithful Friends spoke
with weight and earnestness. No one openly justified slavery as
a system, although some expressed a concern lest the meeting
should go into measures calculated to cause uneasiness to many
members of the Society. It was also urged that Friends should
wait patiently until the Lord in His own time should open a way
for the deliverance of the slave. This was replied to by John
Woolman. “My mind,” he said, “is led to consider the purity of
the divine Being, and the justice of His judgments; and herein
my soul is covered with awfulness. I cannot forbear to hint of
some cases where people have not been treated with the purity
of justice, and the event has been most lamentable. Many slaves
on this continent are oppressed, and their cries have entered
into the ears of the Most High. Such are the purity and certainty
of His judgments, that He cannot be partial in our favour. In
infinite love and goodness He hath opened our understandings
from one time to another, concerning our duty towards this
people; and it is not a time for delay. Should we now be sensible
of what He requires of us, and, through a respect to the private
interests of some persons, or through a regard to some
friendships which do not stand upon an immutable foundation,
neglect to do our duty in firmness and constancy, still waiting
for some extraordinary means to bring about their deliverance,
God may by terrible things in righteousness answer us in this
matter.”
This solemn and weighty appeal was responded to by many in the
assembly, in a spirit of sympathy and unity. Some of the
slaveholding members expressed their willingness that a strict
rule of discipline should be adopted against dealing in slaves
74. The reader of Evangeline will recall in this connection the words of the poet —
“In that delightful land which is washed by the Delaware’s waters,
Guarding in sylvan shades the name of Penn the apostle,
Stands on the banks of its beautiful stream the city he founded.
There from the troubled sea had Evangeline landed, an exile,
Finding among the children of Penn a home and a country.
There old Rene Leblanc had died; and when he departed,
Saw at his side only one of all his hundred descendants.
Something at least there was in the friendly streets of the city,
Something that spake to her heart, and made her no longer a stranger;
And her ear was pleased with the Thee and Thou of the Quakers,
For it recalled the past, the old Acadian country,
Where all men were equal, and all were brothers and sisters.”
— Henry W. Longfellow, in his epic poem Evangeline.
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for the future. To this it was answered, that the root of the
evil would never be reached effectually, until a searching
inquiry was made into the circumstances and motives of such as
held slaves. At length, the truth in a great measure triumphed
over all opposition; and, without any public dissent, the
meeting agreed that the injunction of our Lord and Saviour to
do to others as we would that others should do to us, should
induce Friends who held slaves “to set them at liberty, making
a Christian provision for them,” and four Friends — John
Woolman, John Scarborough, Daniel Stanton, and John Sykes — were
approved of as suitable persons to visit and treat with such as
kept slaves, within the limits of the Meeting.
This painful and difficult duty was faithfully performed. In
that meekness and humility of spirit which has nothing in common
with the “fear of man, which bringeth a snare,” the self-denying
followers of their divine Lord and Master “went about doing
good.” In the city of Philadelphia, and among the wealthy
planters of the country, they found occasion often to exercise
a great degree of patience, and to keep a watchful guard over
their feelings. In his Journal for this important period of his
life, John Woolman says but little of his own services. How
arduous and delicate they were may be readily understood. The
number of slaves held by members of the Society was very large.
Isaac Jackson, in his report of his labours among slaveholders
in a single Quarterly Meeting, states that he visited the owners
of more than eleven hundred slaves. From the same report may be
gleaned some hints of the difficulties which presented
themselves. One elderly man says he has well brought up his
eleven slaves, and “now they must work to maintain him.” Another
owns it is all wrong, but “cannot release his slaves; his tender
wife under great concern of mind” on account of his refusal. A
third has fifty slaves, knows it to be wrong, but can’t see his
way clear out of it. “Perhaps,” the report says, “interest dims
his vision.” A fourth is full of “excuses and reasonings.” “Old
Jos. Richison has forty, and is determined to keep them.”
Another man has fifty, and “means to keep them.” Robert Ward
“wants to release his slaves, but his wife and daughters hold
back.” Another “owns it is wrong, but says he will not part with
his negroes — no, not while he lives.” The far greater number,
however, confess the wrong of slavery, and agree to take
measures for freeing their slaves.75
An extract or two from the Journal at this period will serve to
show both the nature of the service in which he was engaged and
the frame of mind in which he accomplished it.
“In the beginning of the 12th Month I joined in company
with my friends, John Sykes and Daniel Stanton, in
visiting such as had slaves. Some, whose hearts were
rightly exercised about them, appeared to be glad of our
visit, but in some places our way was more difficult. I
often saw the necessity of keeping down to that root
from whence our concern proceeded, and have cause in
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reverent thankfulness humbly to bow down before the Lord
who was near to me, and preserved my mind in calmness
under some sharp conflicts, and begat a spirit of
sympathy and tenderness in me towards some who were
grievously entangled by the spirit of this world.”
“1st Month, 1759. — Having found my mind drawn to visit
some of the more active members of the Society at
Philadelphia who had slaves, I met my friend John
Churchman there by agreement, and we continued about a
week in the city. We visited some that were sick, and
some widows and their families; and the other part of
the time was mostly employed in visiting such as had
slaves. It was a time of deep exercise; but looking
often to the Lord for assistance, He in unspeakable
kindness favoured us with that influence of that Spirit
which crucifies to the greatness and splendour of this
world, and enabled us to go through some heavy labours,
in which we found peace.”
These labours were attended with the blessing of the God of the
poor and oppressed. Dealing in slaves was almost entirely
abandoned, and many who held slaves set them at liberty. But
many members still continuing the practice, a more emphatic
testimony against it was issued by the Yearly Meeting in 1774;
and two years after, the subordinate meetings were directed to
deny the right of membership to such as persisted in holding
their fellowmen as property.
A concern was now felt for the temporal and religious welfare
of the emancipated slaves, and in 1779 the Yearly Meeting came
to the conclusion that some reparation was due from the masters
to their former slaves for services rendered while in the
condition of slavery. The following is an extract from an
epistle on this subject: —
“We are united in judgment that the state of the
oppressed people who have been held by any of us, or our
75. An incident occurred during the visit of Isaac Jackson which impressed him deeply. On the last evening, just as he was about to
turn homeward, he was told that a member of the Society, whom he had not seen, owned a very old slave who was happy and well
cared for. It was a case which it was thought might well be left to take care of itself. Isaac Jackson, sitting in silence, did not feel his
mind quite satisfied; and as the evening wore away, feeling more and more exercised, he expressed his uneasiness, when a young
son of his host eagerly offered to go with him and show him the road to the place. The proposal was gladly accepted. On introducing
the object of their visit, the Friend expressed much surprise that any uneasiness should be felt in the case, but at length consented
to sign the form of emancipation, saying, at the same time, it would make no difference in their relations, as the old man was
perfectly happy. At Isaac Jackson’s request the slave was called in and seated before them. His form was nearly double, his thin
hands were propped on his knees, his white head was thrust forward, and his keen, restless, inquiring eye gleamed alternately on
the stranger and on his master. At length he was informed of what had been done; that he was no longer a slave, and that his master
acknowledged his past services entitled him to a maintenance as long as he lived. The old man listened in almost breathless wonder,
his head slowly sinking on his breast. After a short pause, he clasped his hands, then, spreading them high over his hoary head,
slowly and reverently exclaimed, “Oh, goody Gody, oh!” — bringing the hands again down on his knees. Then raising them as
before, he twice repeated the solemn exclamation, and with streaming eyes and a voice almost too much choked for utterance he
continued, “I thought I should die a slave, and now I shall die a free man!”
It is a striking evidence of the divine compensations which are sometimes graciously vouchsafed to those who have been faithful to
duty, that on his deathbed this affecting scene was vividly revived in the mind of Isaac Jackson. At that supreme moment, when all
other pictures of time were fading out, that old face, full of solemn joy and devout thanksgiving, rose before him, and comforted
him as with the blessing of God.
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predecessors, in captivity and slavery, calls for a deep
inquiry and close examination how far we are clear of
withholding from them what under such an exercise may
open to view as their just right; and therefore we
earnestly and affectionately entreat our brethren in
religious profession to bring this matter home, and that
all who have let the oppressed go free may attend to the
further openings of duty.
“A tender Christian sympathy appears to be awakened in
the minds of many who are not in religious profession
with us, who have seriously considered the oppressions
and disadvantages under which those people have long
laboured; and whether a pious care extended to their
offspring is not justly due from us to them is a
consideration worthy our serious and deep attention.”
Committees to aid and advise the coloured people were
accordingly appointed in the various monthly meetings. Many
former owners of slaves faithfully paid the latter for their
services, submitting to the award and judgment of arbitrators
as to what justice required at their hands — so deeply had the
sense of the wrong of slavery sunk into the hearts of Friends!
John Woolman, in his Journal for 1769, states that, having some
years before, as one of the executors of a will, disposed of the
services of a negro boy belonging to the estate until he should
reach the age of thirty years, he became uneasy in respect to
the transaction, and although he had himself derived no
pecuniary benefit from it, and had simply acted as the agent of
the heirs of the estate to which the boy belonged, he executed
a bond, binding himself to pay the master of the young man for
four years and a half of his unexpired term of service.
The appalling magnitude of the evil against which he felt
himself especially called to contend was painfully manifest to
John Woolman. At the outset, all about him, in every department
of life and human activity, in the State and the Church, he saw
evidences of its strength, and of the depth and extent to which
its roots had wound their way among the foundations of society.
Yet he seems never to have doubted for a moment the power of
simple truth to eradicate it, nor to have hesitated as to his
own duty in regard to it. There was no groping like Samson in
the gloom; no feeling in blind wrath and impatience for the
pillars of the temple of Dagon. “The candle of the Lord shone
about him,” and his path lay clear and unmistakable before him.
He believed in the goodness of God that leadeth to repentance;
and that love could reach the witness for itself in the hearts
of all men, through all entanglements of custom and every
barrier of pride and selfishness. No one could have a more humble
estimate of himself; but as he went forth on his errand of mercy,
he felt the Infinite Power behind him, and the consciousness
that he had known a preparation from that Power “to stand as a
trumpet through which the Lord speaks.” The event justified his
confidence; wherever he went, hard hearts were softened avarice
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and love of power and pride of opinion gave way before his
testimony of love.
The New England Yearly Meeting then, as now, was held in Newport,
on Rhode Island. In the year 1760 John Woolman, in the course
of a religious visit to New England, attended that meeting. He
saw the horrible traffic in human beings — the slave-ships lying
at the wharves of the town — the sellers and buyers of men and
women and children thronging the market-place. The same
abhorrent scenes which a few years after stirred the spirit of
the excellent Hopkins to denounce the slave-trade and slavery
as hateful in the sight of God to his congregation at Newport,
were enacted in the full view and hearing of the annual
convocation of Friends, many of whom were themselves partakers
in the shame and wickedness. “Understanding,” he says, “that a
large number of slaves had been imported from Africa into the
town, and were then on sale by a member of our Society, my
appetite failed; I grew outwardly weak, and had a feeling of the
condition of Habakkuk: ‘When I heard, my belly trembled, my lips
quivered; I trembled in myself, that I might rest in the day of
trouble.’ I had many cogitations, and was sorely distressed.”
He prepared a memorial to the Legislature, then in session, for
the signatures of Friends, urging that body to take measures to
put an end to the importation of slaves. His labours in the
Yearly Meeting appear to have been owned and blessed by the
divine Head of the Church. The London Epistle for 1758,
condemning the unrighteous traffic in men, was read, and the
substance of it embodied in the discipline of the meeting; and
the following query was adopted, to be answered by the
subordinate meetings:
“Are Friends clear of importing negroes, or buying them
when imported; and do they use those well where they are
possessed by inheritance or otherwise, endeavouring to
train them up in principles of religion?”
At the close of the Yearly Meeting, John Woolman requested those
members of the Society who held slaves to meet with him in the
chamber of the house for worship, where he expressed his concern
for the well-being of the slaves, and his sense of the iniquity
of the practice of dealing in, or holding them as property. His
tender exhortations were not lost upon his auditors; his remarks
were kindly received, and the gentle and loving spirit in which
they were offered reached many hearts.
In 1769, at the suggestion of the Rhode Island Quarterly
Meeting, the Yearly Meeting expressed its sense of the
wrongfulness of holding slaves, and appointed a large committee
to visit those members who were implicated in the practice. The
next year this committee reported that they had completed their
service, “and that their visits mostly seemed to be kindly
accepted. Some Friends manifested a disposition to set such at
liberty as were suitable; some others, not having so clear a
sight of such an unreasonable servitude as could be desired,
were unwilling to comply with the advice given them at present,
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yet seemed willing to take it into consideration; a few others
manifested a disposition to keep them in continued bondage.”
It was stated in the Epistle to London Yearly Meeting of the
year 1772, that a few Friends had freed their slaves from
bondage, but that others “have been so reluctant thereto that
they have been disowned for not complying with the advice of
this meeting.”
In 1773 the following minute was made: — “It is our sense and
judgment that truth not only requires the young of capacity and
ability, but likewise the aged and impotent, and also all in a
state of infancy and nonage, among Friends, to be discharged and
set free from a state of slavery, that we do no more claim
property in the human race, as we do in the brutes that perish.”
In 1782 no slaves were known to be held in the New England Yearly
Meeting. The next year it was recommended to the subordinate
meetings to appoint committees to effect a proper and just
settlement between the manumitted slaves and their former
masters, for their past services. In 1784 it was concluded by
the Yearly Meeting that any former slaveholder who refused to
comply with the award of these committees should, after due care
and labour with him, be disowned from the Society. This was
effectual; settlements without disownment were made to the
satisfaction of all parties, and every case was disposed of
previous to the year 1787.
In the New York Yearly Meeting, slave-trading was prohibited
about the middle of the last century. In 1771, in consequence
of an epistle from the Philadelphia Yearly Meeting, a committee
was appointed to visit those who held slaves, and to advise with
them in relation to emancipation. In 1776 it was made a
disciplinary offence to buy, sell, or hold slaves upon any
condition. In 1784 but one slave was to be found in the limits
of the meeting. In the same year, by answers from the several
subordinate meetings, it was ascertained that an equitable
settlement for past services had been effected between the
emancipated negroes and their masters in all save three cases.
In the Virginia Yearly Meeting slavery had its strongest hold.
Its members, living in the midst of slaveholding communities,
were necessarily exposed to influences adverse to emancipation.
I have already alluded to the epistle addressed to them by
William Edmundson, and to the labours of John Woolman while
travelling among them. In 1757 the Virginia Yearly Meeting
condemned the foreign slave trade. In 1764 it enjoined upon its
members the duty of kindness towards their servants, of
educating them, and carefully providing for their food and
clothing. Four years after, its members were strictly prohibited
from purchasing any more slaves. In 1773 it earnestly
recommended the immediate manumission of all slaves held in
bondage, after the females had reached eighteen and the males
twenty-one years of age. At the same time, it was advised that
committees should be appointed for the purpose of instructing
the emancipated persons in the principles of morality and
religion, and for advising and aiding them in their temporal
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concerns.
I quote a single paragraph from the advice sent down to the
subordinate meetings, as a beautiful manifestation of the fruits
of true repentance:
“It is the solid sense of this meeting, that we of the
present generation are under strong obligations to
express our love and concern for the offspring of those
people who by their labours have greatly contributed
towards the cultivation of these colonies, under the
afflictive disadvantage of enduring a hard bondage; and
many amongst us are enjoying the benefit of their toil.”
In 1784, the different quarterly meetings having reported that
many still held slaves, notwithstanding the advice and
entreaties of their friends, the Yearly Meeting directed, that
where endeavours to convince those offenders of their error
proved ineffectual, the monthly meeting should proceed to disown
them. We have no means of ascertaining the precise number of
those actually disowned for slaveholding in the Virginia Yearly
Meeting, but it is well known to have been very small. In almost
all cases the care and assiduous labours of those who had the
welfare of the Society and of humanity at heart, were successful
in inducing offenders to manumit their slaves, and confess their
error in resisting the wishes of their friends, and bringing
reproach upon the cause of truth.
So ended slavery in the Society of Friends. For three-quarters
of a century the advice put forth in the meetings of the Society
at stated intervals, that Friends should be “careful to maintain
their testimony against slavery,” has been adhered to so far as
owning, or even hiring, a slave is concerned. Apart from its
first-fruits of emancipation, there is a perennial value in the
example exhibited of the power of truth, urged patiently and in
earnest love, to overcome the difficulties in the way of the
eradication of an evil system, strengthened by long habit,
entangled with all the complex relations of society, and closely
allied with the love of power, the pride of family, and the lust
of gain.
The influence of the life and labours of John Woolman has by no
means been confined to the religious society of which he was a
member. It may be traced wherever a step in the direction of
emancipation has been taken in this country or in Europe. During
the war of the Revolution, many of the noblemen and officers
connected with the French army became, as their journals
abundantly testify, deeply interested in the Society of Friends,
and took back to France with them something of its growing antislavery sentiment. Especially was this the ease with Jean Pierre
Brissot, the thinker and statesman of the Girondists, whose
intimacy with Warner Mifflin, a friend and disciple of Woolman,
so profoundly affected his whole after life. He became the
leader of the “Friends of the Blacks,” and carried with him to
the scaffold a profound hatred of slavery. To his efforts may
be traced the proclamation of Emancipation in Hayti by the
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commissioners of the French Convention, and indirectly the
subsequent uprising of the blacks and their successful
establishment of a free government.
The same influence reached Thomas Clarkson and stimulated his
early efforts for the abolition of the slave-trade; and in after
life the volume of the New Jersey Quaker was the cherished
companion of himself and his amiable helpmate. It was in a
degree, at least, the influence of Stephen Grellet and William
Allen, men deeply imbued with the spirit of Woolman, and upon
whom it might almost be said his mantle had fallen, that drew
the attention of Alexander I. of Russia to the importance of
taking measures for the abolition of serfdom, an object the
accomplishment of which the wars during his reign prevented, but
which, left as a legacy of duty, has been peaceably effected by
his namesake, Alexander II. In the history of Emancipation in
our own country, evidences of the same original impulse of
humanity are not wanting. In 1790, memorials against slavery
from the Society of Friends were laid before the first Congress
of the United States. Not content with clearing their own skirts
of the evil, the Friends of that day took an active part in the
formation of the abolition societies of New England, New York,
Pennsylvania, Maryland, and Virginia. Jacob Lindley, Elisha
Tyson, Warner Mifflin, James Pemberton, and other leading
Friends, were known throughout the country as unflinching
champions of Freedom. One of the earliest of the class known as
modern abolitionists was Benjamin Lundy, a pupil in the school
of Woolman, through whom William Lloyd Garrison became
interested in the great work to which his life has been so
faithfully and nobly devoted. Looking back to the humble
workshop at Mount Holly from the standpoint of the Proclamation
of President Lincoln, how has the seed sown in weakness been
raised up in power!
The larger portion of Woolman’s writings are devoted to the
subjects of slavery, uncompensated labour, and the excessive
toil and suffering of the many to support the luxury of the few.
The argument running through them is searching, and in its
conclusions uncompromising, but a tender love for the wrong-doer
as well as the sufferer underlies all. They aim to convince the
judgment and reach the heart without awakening prejudice and
passion. To the slaveholders of his time they must have seemed
like the voice of conscience speaking to them in the cool of the
day. One feels, in reading them, the tenderness and humility of
a nature redeemed from all pride of opinion and selfrighteousness, sinking itself out of sight, and intent only upon
rendering smaller the sum of human sorrow and sin by drawing men
nearer to God and to each other. The style is that of a man
unlettered, but with natural refinement and delicate sense of
fitness, the purity of whose heart enters into his language.
There is no attempt at fine writing, not a word or phrase for
effect; it is the simple, unadorned diction of one to whom the
temptations of the pen seem to have been wholly unknown. He
wrote, as he believed, from an inward spiritual prompting; and
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with all his unaffected humility he evidently felt that his work
was done in the clear radiance of
”The light which never was on land or sea.”

It was not for him to outrun his Guide, or, as Sir Thomas Browne
expresses it, to “order the finger of the Almighty to his will
and pleasure, but to sit still under the soft showers of
Providence.” Very wise are these essays, but their wisdom is not
altogether that of this world. They lead one away from all the
jealousies, strifes, and competitions of luxury, fashion, and
gain, out of the close air of parties and sects, into a region
of calmness, —
“The haunt
Of every gentle wind whose breath can teach
The wild to love tranquillity,” —

a quiet habitation where all things are ordered in what he calls
“the pure reason”; a rest from all self-seeking, and where no
man’s interest or activity conflicts with that of another.
Beauty they certainly have, but it is not that which the rules
of art recognise; a certain indefinable purity pervades them,
making one sensible, as he reads, of a sweetness as of violets.
“The secret of Woolman’s purity of style,” said Dr. Channing,
“is that his eye was single, and that conscience dictated his
words.”
Of course we are not to look to the writings of such a man for
tricks of rhetoric, the free play of imagination, or the
unscrupulousness of epigram and antithesis. He wrote as he
lived, conscious of “the great Task-master’s eye.” With the wise
heathen, Marcus Aurelius Antoninus, he had learned to “wipe out
imaginations, to check desire, and let the spirit that is the
gift of God to every man, as his guardian and guide, bear rule.”
This volume does not contain the entire writings appended to the
old edition of the Journal, inasmuch as they mainly refer to a
system which happily is no longer a question at issue. I content
myself with throwing together a few passages from them which
touch subjects of present interest.
“Selfish men may possess the earth: it is the meek alone
who inherit it from the Heavenly Father free from all
defilements and perplexities of unrighteousness.”
“Whoever rightly advocates the cause of some, thereby
promotes the good of the whole.”
“If one suffer by the unfaithfulness of another, the
mind, the most noble part of him that occasions the
discord, is thereby alienated from its true happiness.”
“There is harmony in the several parts of the divine
work in the hearts of men. He who leads them to cease
from those gainful employments which are carried on in
the wisdom which is from beneath, delivers also from the
desire of worldly greatness, and reconciles to a life
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so plain that a little suffices.”
“After days and nights of drought, when the sky hath
grown dark, and clouds like lakes of water have hung
over our heads, I have at times beheld with awfulness
the vehement lightning accompanying the blessings of
the rain, a messenger from Him to remind us of our duty
in a right use of His benefits.”
“The marks of famine in a land appear as humbling
admonitions from God, instructing us by gentle
chastisements, that we may remember that the outward
supply of life is a gift from our Heavenly Father, and
that we should not venture to use or apply that gift in
a way contrary to pure reason.”
“Oppression in the extreme appears terrible; but
oppression in more refined appearances remains to be
oppression. To labour for a perfect redemption from the
spirit of it is the great business of the whole family
of Jesus Christ in this world.”
“In the obedience of faith we die to self-love, and, our
life being ‘hid with Christ in God,’ our hearts are
enlarged towards mankind universally; but many in
striving to get treasures have departed from this true
light of life and stumbled on the dark mountains. That
purity of life which proceeds from faithfulness in
following the pure spirit of truth, that state in which
our minds are devoted to serve God, and all our wants
are bounded by His wisdom, has often been opened to me
as a place of retirement for the children of the light,
in which we may be separated from that which disordereth
and confuseth the affairs of society, and may have a
testimony for our innocence in the hearts of those who
behold us.”
“There is a principle which is pure placed in the human
mind, which in different places and ages hath had
different names; it is, however, pure, and proceeds from
God. It is deep and inward, confined to no forms of
religion, nor excluded from any, when the heart stands
in perfect sincerity. In whomsoever this takes root and
grows, they become brethren.”
“The necessity of an inward stillness hath appeared
clear to my mind. In true silence strength is renewed,
and the mind is weaned from all things save as they may
be enjoyed in the divine will; and a lowliness in
outward living, opposite to worldly honour, becomes
truly acceptable to us. In the desire after outward
gain, the mind is prevented from a perfect attention to
the voice of Christ; yet being weaned from all things,
except as they may be enjoyed in the divine will, the
pure light shines into the soul. Where the fruits of the
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spirit which is of this world are brought forth by many
who profess to be led by the Spirit of truth, and
cloudiness is felt to be gathering over the visible
Church, the sincere in heart, who abide in true
stillness, and are exercised therein before the Lord for
His name’s sake, have knowledge of Christ in the
fellowship of His sufferings; and inward thankfulness;
is felt at times, that through Divine love our own
wisdom is cast out, and that forward, active part in us
is subjected, which would rise and do something without
the pure leadings of the spirit of Christ.
“While aught remains in us contrary to a perfect
resignation of our wills, it is like a seal to the book
wherein is written ‘that good and acceptable and perfect
will of God’ concerning us. But when our minds entirely
yield to Christ, that silence is known which followeth
the opening of the last of the seals. In this silence
we learn to abide in the divine will, and there feel
that we have no cause to promote except that alone in
which the light of life directs us.”
Occasionally, in “Considerations on the Keeping of Negroes,” the
intense interest of his subject gives his language something of
passionate elevation, as in the following extract: —
When trade is carried on productive of much misery, and
they who suffer by it are many thousand miles off, the
danger is the greater of not laying their sufferings to
heart. In procuring slaves on the coast of Africa, many
children are stolen privately; wars are encouraged
among the negroes, but all is at a great distance. Many
groans arise from dying men which we hear not. Many
cries are uttered by widows and fatherless children
which reach not our ears. Many cheeks are wet with
tears, and faces sad with unutterable grief, which we
see not. Cruel tyranny is encouraged. The hands of
robbers are strengthened.
Were we, for the term of one year only, to be eyewitnesses of what passeth in getting these slaves; were
the blood that is there shed to be sprinkled on our
garments; were the poor captives, bound with thongs, and
heavily laden with elephants’ teeth, to pass before our
eyes on their way to the sea; were their bitter
lamentations, day after day, to ring in our ears, and
their mournful cries in the night to hinder us from
sleeping, — were we to behold and hear these things,
what pious heart would not be deeply affected with
sorrow!
It is good for those who live in fulness to cultivate
tenderness of heart, and to improve every opportunity
of being acquainted with the hardships and fatigues of
those who labour for their living, and thus to think
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seriously with themselves: Am I influenced by true
charity in fixing all my demands? Have I no desire to
support myself in expensive customs, because my
acquaintances live in such customs?
If a wealthy man, on serious reflection, finds a witness
in his own conscience that he indulges himself in some
expensive habits, which might be omitted, consistently
with the true design of living, and which, were he to
change places with those who occupy his estate, he would
desire to be discontinued by them; whoever is thus
awakened will necessarily find the injunction binding,
“Do ye even so to them.” Divine love imposeth no
rigorous or unreasonable commands, but graciously
points out the spirit of brotherhood and the way to
happiness, in attaining which it is necessary that we
relinquish all that is selfish.
Our gracious Creator cares and provides for all His
creatures; His tender mercies are over all His works,
and so far as true love influences our minds, so far we
become interested in His workmanship, and feel a desire
to make use of every opportunity to lessen the
distresses of the afflicted, and to increase the
happiness of the creation. Here we have a prospect of
one common interest from which our own is inseparable,
so that to turn all we possess into the channel of
universal love becomes the business of our lives.
His liberality and freedom from “all narrowness as to sects and
opinions” are manifest in the following passages:
“Men who sincerely apply their minds to true virtue, and
find an inward support from above, by which all vicious
inclinations are made subject; who love God sincerely,
and prefer the real good of mankind universally to their
own private interest, - though these, through the
strength of education and tradition, may remain under
some great speculative errors, it would be uncharitable
to say that therefore God rejects them. The knowledge
and goodness of Him who creates, supports, and gives
understanding to all men, are superior to the various
states and circumstances of His creatures which to us
appear
the
most
difficult.
Idolatry
indeed
is
wickedness; but it is the thing, not the name, which is
so. Real idolatry is to pay that adoration to a creature
which is known to be due only to the true God.
“He who professeth to believe in one Almighty Creator,
and in His Son Jesus Christ, and is yet more intent on
the honours, profits, and friendships of the world than
he is, in singleness of heart, to stand faithful to the
Christian religion, is in the channel of idolatry; while
the Gentile, who, notwithstanding some mistaken
opinions, is established in the true principle of
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virtue, and humbly adores an Almighty Power, may be of
the number that fear God and work righteousness.”
Nowhere has what is called the “Labour Question,” which is now
agitating the world, been discussed more wisely and with a
broader humanity than in these essays. His sympathies were with
the poor man, yet the rich too are his brethren, and he warns
them in love and pity of the consequences of luxury and
oppression: —
“Every degree of luxury, every demand for money
inconsistent with the divine order, hath connection
with unnecessary labours.”
“To treasure up wealth for another generation, by means
of the immoderate labour of those who in some measure
depend upon us, is doing evil at present, without
knowing that wealth thus gathered may not be applied to
evil purposes when we are gone. To labour hard, or cause
others to do so, that we may live conformably to customs
which our Redeemer discountenanced by His example, and
which are contrary to divine order, is to manure a soil
for propagating an evil seed in the earth.”
“When house is joined to house, and field laid to field,
until there is no place, and the poor are thereby
straitened, though this is done by bargain and purchase,
yet so far as it stands distinguished from universal
love, so far that woe predicted by the prophet will
accompany their proceedings. As He who first founded the
earth was then the true Proprietor of it, so He still
remains, and though He hath given it to the children of
men, so that multitudes of people have had their
sustenance from it while they continued here, yet He
hath never alienated it, but His right is as good as at
first; nor can any apply the increase of their
possessions contrary to universal love, nor dispose of
lands in a way which they know tends to exalt some by
oppressing others, without being justly chargeable with
usurpation.”
It will not lessen the value of the foregoing extracts in the
minds of the true disciples of our divine Lord, that they are
manifestly not written to subserve the interests of a narrow
sectarianism. They might have been penned by Fenelon in his
time, or Robertson in ours, dealing as they do with Christian
practice — the life of Christ manifesting itself in purity and
goodness rather than with the dogmas of theology. The underlying
thought of all is simple obedience to the divine word in the
soul. “Not every one that saith unto Me, Lord, Lord, shall enter
into the kingdom of heaven, but he that doeth the will of My
Father in heaven.” In the preface to an English edition
published some years ago, it is intimated that objections had
been raised to the Journal on the ground that it had so little
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to say of doctrines and so much of duties. One may easily
understand that this objection might have been forcibly felt by
the slaveholding religious professors of Woolman’s day, and that
it may still be entertained by a class of persons who, like the
Cabalists, attach a certain mystical significance to words,
names, and titles, and who, in consequence, question the piety
which hesitates to flatter the divine ear by “vain repetitions”
and formal enumeration of sacred attributes, dignities, and
offices. Every instinct of his tenderly sensitive nature shrank
from the wordy irreverence of noisy profession. His very silence
is significant. The husks of emptiness rustle in every wind; the
full corn in the ear holds up its golden fruit noiselessly to
the Lord of the harvest. John Woolman’s faith, like the
apostle’s, is manifested by his labours, standing not in words
but in the demonstration of the Spirit, — a faith that works by
love to the purifying of the heart. The entire outcome of this
faith was love manifested in reverent waiting upon God, and in
that untiring benevolence, that quiet but deep enthusiasm of
humanity, which made his daily service to his fellow-creatures
a hymn of praise to the common Father.
However the intellect may criticise such a life, whatever
defects it may present to the trained eyes of theological
adepts, the heart has no questions to ask, but at once owns and
reveres it. Shall we regret that he who had so entered into
fellowship of suffering with the divine One, walking with Him
under the cross, and dying daily to self, gave to the faith and
hope that were in him this testimony of a life, rather than any
form of words, however sound? A true life is at once interpreter
and proof of the gospel, and does more to establish its truth
in the hearts of men than all the “Evidences” and “Bodies of
Divinity” which have perplexed the world with more doubts than
they solved. Shall we venture to account it a defect in his
Christian character, that, under an abiding sense of the
goodness and long-suffering of God, he wrought his work in
gentleness and compassion, with the delicate tenderness which
comes of a deep sympathy with the trials and weaknesses of our
nature, never allowing himself to indulge in heat or violence,
persuading rather than threatening? Did he overestimate that
immeasurable Love, the manifestation of which in his own heart
so reached the hearts of others, revealing everywhere
unsuspected fountains of feeling and secret longings after
purity, as the rod of the diviner detects sweet, cool
watersprings under the parched surfaces of a thirsty land? And,
looking at the purity, wisdom, and sweetness of his life, who
shall say that his faith in the teaching of the Holy Spirit —
the interior guide and light — was a mistaken one? Surely it was
no illusion by which his feet were so guided that all who saw
him felt that, like Enoch, he walked with God. “Without the
actual inspiration of the Spirit of grace, the inward teacher
and soul of our souls,” says Fénélon, “we could neither do, will,
nor believe good. We must silence every creature, we must
silence ourselves also, to hear in a profound stillness of the
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soul this inexpressible voice of Christ. The outward word of the
gospel itself without this living efficacious word within, would
be but an empty sound.”76 “Thou Lord,” says Augustine in his
Meditations, “communicatest Thyself to all: Thou teachest the
heart without words; Thou speakest to it without articulate
sounds.” Never was this divine principle more fully tested than
by John Woolman; and the result is seen in a life of such rare
excellence that the world is still better and richer for its
sake, and the fragrance of it comes down to us through a century,
still sweet and precious.
It will be noted throughout the Journal and Essays that in his
lifelong testimony against wrong, he never lost sight of the
oneness of humanity, its common responsibility, its fellowship
of suffering and communion of sin. Few have ever had so profound
a conviction of the truth of the Apostle’s declaration that no
man liveth and no man dieth to himself. Sin was not to him an
isolated fact, the responsibility of which began and ended with
the individual transgressor; he saw it as a part of a vast
network and entanglement, and traced the lines of influence
converging upon it in the underworld of causation. Hence the
wrong and discord which pained him called out pity, rather than
indignation. The first inquiry which they awakened was addressed
to his own conscience. How far am I in thought, word, custom,
responsible for this? Has none of my fellow-creatures an
equitable right to any part which is called mine? Have the gifts
and possessions received by me from others been conveyed in a
way free from all unrighteousness? “Through abiding in the law
of Christ,” he says, “we feel a tenderness towards our fellowcreatures, and a concern so to walk that our conduct may not be
the means of strengthening them in error.” He constantly recurs
to the importance of a right example in those who profess to be
led by the spirit of Christ, and who attempt to labour in His
name for the benefit of their fellowmen. If such neglect or
refuse themselves to act rightly, they can but “entangle the
minds of others and draw a veil over the face of righteousness.”
His eyes were anointed to see the common point of departure from
the divine harmony, and that all the varied growths of evil had
their underlying root in human selfishness. He saw that every
sin of the individual was shared in greater or less degree by
all whose lives were opposed to the divine order, and that pride,
luxury, and avarice in one class gave motive and temptation to
the grosser forms of evil in another. How gentle, and yet how
searching, are his rebukes of self-complacent respectability,
holding it responsible, in spite of all its decent seemings, for
much of the depravity which it condemned with pharisaical
harshness! In his “Considerations on the True Harmony of
Mankind,” he dwells with great earnestness upon the importance
of possessing the “mind of Christ,” which removes from the heart
the desire of superiority and worldly honours, incites attention
76. “However, I am sure that there is a common spirit that plays within us, and that is the Spirit of God. Whoever feels not the warm
gale and gentle ventilation of this Spirit, I dare not say he lives; for truly without this to me there is no heat under the tropic, nor any
light though I dwelt in the body of the sun” (Sir Thomas Browne’s Religio Medici).
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to the divine Counsellor, and awakens an ardent engagement to
promote the happiness of all. “This state,” he says, “in which
every motion from the selfish spirit yieldeth to pure love, I
may acknowledge with gratitude to the Father of Mercies, is
often opened before me as a pearl to seek after.”
“At times when I have felt true love open my heart
towards my fellow-creatures, and have been engaged in
weighty conversation in the cause of righteousness, the
instructions I have received under these exercises in
regard to the true use of the outward gifts of God, have
made deep and lasting impressions on my mind. I have
beheld how the desire to provide wealth and to uphold a
delicate life has grievously entangled many, and has
been like a snare to their offspring; and though some
have been affected with a sense of their difficulties,
and have appeared desirous at times to be helped out of
them, yet for want of abiding under the humbling power
of truth, they have continued in these entanglements;
expensive living in parents and children hath called for
a large supply, and in answering this call the ‘faces
of the poor’ have been ground away, and made thin
through hard dealing.
There is balm; there is a physician! and oh, what
longings do I feel that we may embrace the means
appointed for our healing; may know that removed which
now ministers cause for the cries of many to ascend to
Heaven against their oppressors; and that thus we may
see the true harmony restored! — a restoration of that
which was lost at Babel, and which will be, as the
prophet expresses it, ‘the returning of a pure
language!’"
It is easy to conceive how unwelcome this clear spiritual
insight must have been to the superficial professors of his
time, busy in tithing mint, anise, and cummin. There must have
been something awful in the presence of one endowed with the
gift of looking through all the forms, shows, and pretensions
of society, and detecting with certainty the germs of evil
hidden beneath them; a man gentle and full of compassion,
clothed in “the irresistible might of meekness,” and yet so wise
in spiritual discernment —
“Bearing a touchstone in his hand
And testing all things in the land
By his unerring spell.
Quick births of transmutation smote
The fair to foul, the foul to fair;
Purple nor ermine did he spare,
Nor scorn the dusty coat.”

In bringing to a close this paper, the preparation of which has
been to me a labour of love, I am not unmindful of the wide
difference between the appreciation of a pure and true life and
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the living of it, and am willing to own that in delineating a
character of such moral and spiritual symmetry I have felt
something like rebuke from my own words. I have been awed and
solemnised by the presence of a serene and beautiful spirit,
redeemed of the Lord from all selfishness, and I have been made
thankful for the ability to recognise and the disposition to
love him. I leave the book with its readers. They may possibly
make large deductions from my estimate of the author; they may
not see the importance of all his self-denying testimonies; they
may question some of his scruples, and smile over passages of
childlike simplicity; — but I believe they will all agree in
thanking me for introducing them to the Journal of John Woolman.
J. G. W.
AMESBURY, 20th 1st Month, 1871.

1872
Friend John Greenleaf Whittier’s THE JOURNAL OF JOHN WOOLMAN.
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Friend John Greenleaf Whittier’s THE PENNSYLVANIA PILGRIM AND OTHER POEMS, about the settlement of
German mystics just outside Philadelphia.
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Introductory Note.
THE beginning of German emigration to America may be traced to
the personal influence of William Penn, who in 1677 visited the
Continent, and made the acquaintance of an intelligent and
highly cultivated circle of Pietists, or Mystics, who, reviving
in the seventeenth century the spiritual faith and worship of
Tauler and the “Friends of God” in the fourteenth, gathered
about the pastor Spener, and the young and beautiful Eleonora
Johanna Von Merlau. In this circle originated the Frankfort Land
Company, which bought of William Penn, the Governor of
Pennsylvania, a tract of land near the new city of Philadelphia.
The company’s agent in the New World was a rising young lawyer,
Francis Daniel Pastorius, son of Judge Pastorius, of Windsheim,
who, at the age of seventeen, entered the University of Altorf.
He studied law at Strasburg, Basle, and Jena, and at Ratisbon,
the seat of the Imperial Government, obtained a practical
knowledge of international polity. Successful in all his
examinations and disputations, he received the degree of Doctor
of Law at Nuremberg in 1676. In 1679 he was a law-lecturer at
Frankfort, where he became deeply interested in the teachings
of Dr. Spener. In 1680-81 he travelled in France, England,
Ireland, and Italy with his friend Herr Von Rodeck. “I was,” he
says, “glad to enjoy again the company of my Christian friends,
rather than be with Von Rodeck feasting and dancing.” In 1683,
in company with a small number of German Friends, he emigrated
to America, settling upon the Frankfort Company’s tract between
the Schuylkill and the Delaware rivers. The township was divided
into four hamlets, namely, Germantown, Krisheim, Crefield, and
Sommerhausen. Soon after his arrival he united himself with the
Society of Friends, and became one of its most able and devoted
members, as well as the recognized head and lawgiver of the
settlement. He married, two years after his arrival, Anneke
(Anna), daughter of Dr. Klosterman, of Muhlheim. In the year
1688 he drew up a memorial against slaveholding, which was
adopted by the Germantown Friends and sent up to the Monthly
Meeting, and thence to the Yearly Meeting at Philadelphia.
It is noteworthy as the first protest made by a religious body
against Negro Slavery. The original document was discovered in
1844 by the Philadelphia antiquarian, Nathan Kite, and published
in The Friend (Vol. XVIII. No. 16). It is a bold and direct
appeal to the best instincts of the heart. “Have not,” he asks,
“these negroes as much right to fight for their freedom as you
have to keep them slaves?” Under the wise direction of
Pastorius, the German-town settlement grew and prospered.
The inhabitants planted orchards and vineyards, and surrounded
themselves with souvenirs of their old home. A large number of
them were linen-weavers, as well as small farmers. The Quakers
were the principal sect, but men of all religions were
tolerated, and lived together in harmony. In 1692 Richard Frame
published, in what he called verse, a DESCRIPTION OF PENNSYLVANIA,
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in which he alludes to the settlement:—
The German town of which I spoke before,
Which is at least in length one mile or more,
Where lives High German people and Low Dutch,
Whose trade in weaving linen cloth is much,
—There grows the flax, as also you may know
That from the same they do divide the tow.
Their trade suits well their habitation,
We find convenience for their occupation.

Pastorius seems to have been on intimate terms with William
Penn, Thomas Lloyd, Chief Justice Logan, Thomas Story, and other
leading men in the Province belonging to his own religious
society, as also with Kelpius, the learned Mystic of the
Wissahickon, with the pastor of the Swedes’ church, and the
leaders of the Mennonites. He wrote a description of
Pennsylvania, which was published at Frankfort and Leipsic in
1700 and 1701. His LIVES OF THE SAINTS, ETC., written in German and
dedicated to Professor Schurmberg, his old teacher, was
published in 1690. He left behind him many unpublished
manuscripts covering a very wide range of subjects, most of
which are now lost. One huge manuscript folio, entitled HIVE
BEESTOCK, MELLIOTROPHEUM ALUCAR, or RUSCA APIUM, still remains,
containing one thousand pages with about one hundred lines to a
page. It is a medley of knowledge and fancy, history,
philosophy, and poetry, written in seven languages. A large
portion of his poetry is devoted to the pleasures of gardening,
the description of flowers, and the care of bees. The following
specimen of his punning Latin is addressed to an orchardpilferer:—
Quisquis in haec furtim reptas viridaria nostra
Tangere fallaci poma caveto mane,
Si non obsequeris faxit Deus omne quod opto,
Cum malis nostris ut mala cuncta feras.

Professor Oswald Seidensticker, to whose papers in Der Deutsche
Pioneer and that able periodical the Penn Monthly, of
Philadelphia, I am indebted for many of the foregoing facts in
regard to the German pilgrims of the New World, thus closes his
notice of Pastorius:— “No tombstone, not even a record of
burial, indicates where his remains have found their last
resting-place, and the pardonable desire to associate the homage
due to this distinguished man with some visible memento can not
be gratified. There is no reason to suppose that he was interred
in any other place than the Friends’ old burying-ground in
Germantown, though the fact is not attested by any definite
source of information. After all, this obliteration of the last
trace of his earthly existence is but typical of what has
overtaken the times which he represents; that Germantown which
he founded, which saw him live and move, is at present but a
quaint idyl of the past, almost a myth, barely remembered and
little cared for by the keener race that has succeeded. The
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Pilgrims of Plymouth have not lacked historian and poet. Justice
has been done to their faith, courage, and self-sacrifice, and
to the mighty influence of their endeavors to establish
righteousness on the earth. The Quaker pilgrims of Pennsylvania,
seeking the same object by different means, have not been
equally fortunate. The power of their testimony for truth and
holiness, peace and freedom, enforced only by what Milton calls
“the unresistible might of meekness,” has been felt through two
centuries in the amelioration of penal severities, the abolition
of slavery, the reform of the erring, the relief of the poor and
suffering,—felt, in brief, in every step of human progress. But
of the men themselves, with the single exception of William
Penn, scarcely anything is known. Contrasted, from the outset,
with the stern, aggressive Puritans of New England, they have
come to be regarded as “a feeble folk,” with a personality as
doubtful as their unrecorded graves. They were not soldiers,
like Miles Standish; they had no figure so picturesque as Vane,
no leader so rashly brave and haughty as Endicott. No Cotton
Mather wrote their MAGNALIA; they had no awful drama of
supernaturalism in which Satan and his angels were actors; and
the only witch mentioned in their simple annals was a poor old
Swedish woman, who, on complaint of her countrywomen, was tried
and acquitted of everything but imbecility and folly. Nothing
but common-place offices of civility came to pass between them
and the Indians; indeed, their enemies taunted them with the
fact that the savages did not regard them as Christians, but
just such men as themselves. Yet it must be apparent to every
careful observer of the progress of American civilization that
its two principal currents had their sources in the entirely
opposite directions of the Puritan and Quaker colonies. To use
the words of a late writer: “The historical forces, with which
no others may be compared in their influence on the people, have
been those of the Puritan and the Quaker. The strength of the
one was in the confession of an invisible Presence, a righteous,
eternal Will, which would establish righteousness on earth; and
thence arose the conviction of a direct personal responsibility,
which could be tempted by no external splendor and could be
shaken by no internal agitation, and could not be evaded or
transferred. The strength of the other was the witness in the
human spirit to an eternal Word, an Inner Voice which spoke to
each alone, while yet it spoke to every man; a Light which each
was to follow, and which yet was the light of the world; and all
other voices were silent before this, and the solitary path
whither it led was more sacred than the worn ways of cathedralaisles.” It will be sufficiently apparent to the reader that,
in the poem which follows, I have attempted nothing beyond a
study of the life and times of the Pennsylvania colonist, —
a simple picture of a noteworthy man and his locality.
The colors of my sketch are all very sober, toned down to the
quiet and dreamy atmosphere through which its subject is
visible. Whether, in the glare and tumult of the present time,
such a picture will find favor may well be questioned. I only
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know that it has beguiled for me some hours of weariness, and
that, whatever may be its measure of public appreciation, it has
been to me its own reward.”
J.G.W.
AMESBURY, 5th mo., 1872.
HAIL to posterity!

Hail, future men of Germanopolis!
Let the young generations yet to be
Look kindly upon this.
Think how your fathers left their native land,—
Dear German-land! O sacred hearths and homes!—
And, where the wild beast roams,
In patience planned
New forest-homes beyond the mighty sea,
There undisturbed and free
To live as brothers of one family.
What pains and cares befell,
What trials and what fears,
Remember, and wherein we have done well
Follow our footsteps, men of coming years!
Where we have failed to do
Aright, or wisely live,
Be warned by us, the better way pursue,
And, knowing we were human, even as you,
Pity us and forgive!
Farewell, Posterity!
Farewell, dear Germany
Forevermore farewell!
[From the Latin of Francis DANIEL PASTORIUS in the Germantown Records. 1688.]
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Prelude.
I SING the Pilgrim of a softer clime

And milder speech than those brave men’s who brought
To the ice and iron of our winter time
A will as firm, a creed as stern, and wrought
With one mailed hand, and with the other fought.
Simply, as fits my theme, in homely rhyme
I sing the blue-eyed German Spener taught,
Through whose veiled, mystic faith the Inward Light,
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Steady and still, an easy brightness, shone,
Transfiguring all things in its radiance white.
The garland which his meekness never sought
I bring him; over fields of harvest sown
With seeds of blessing, now to ripeness grown,
I bid the sower pass before the reapers’ sight.
..........
Never in tenderer quiet lapsed the day
From Pennsylvania’s vales of spring away,
Where, forest-walled, the scattered hamlets lay
Along the wedded rivers. One long bar
Of purple cloud, on which the evening star
Shone like a jewel on a scimitar,
Held the sky’s golden gateway. Through the deep
Hush of the woods a murmur seemed to creep,
The Schuylkill whispering in a voice of sleep.
All else was still. The oxen from their ploughs
Rested at last, and from their long day’s browse
Came the dun files of Krisheim’s home-bound cows.
And the young city, round whose virgin zone
The rivers like two mighty arms were thrown,
Marked by the smoke of evening fires alone,
Lay in the distance, lovely even then
With its fair women and its stately men
Gracing the forest court of William Penn,
Urban yet sylvan; in its rough-hewn frames
Of oak and pine the dryads held their claims,
And lent its streets their pleasant woodland names.
Anna Pastorius down the leafy lane
Looked city-ward, then stooped to prune again
Her vines and simples, with a sigh of pain.
For fast the streaks of ruddy sunset paled
In the oak clearing, and, as daylight failed,
Slow, overhead, the dusky night-birds sailed.
Again she looked: between green walls of shade,
With low-bent head as if with sorrow weighed,
Daniel Pastorius slowly came and said,
“God’s peace be with thee, Anna!” Then he stood
Silent before her, wrestling with the mood
Of one who sees the evil and not good.
“What is it, my Pastorius?” As she spoke,
A slow, faint smile across his features broke,
Sadder than tears. “Dear heart,” he said, “our folk
“Are even as others. Yea, our goodliest Friends
Are frail; our elders have their selfish ends,
And few dare trust the Lord to make amends
“For duty’s loss. So even our feeble word
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For the dumb slaves the startled meeting heard
As if a stone its quiet waters stirred;
“And, as the clerk ceased reading, there began
A ripple of dissent which downward ran
In widening circles, as from man to man.
“Somewhat was said of running before sent,
Of tender fear that some their guide outwent,
Troublers of Israel. I was scarce intent
“On hearing, for behind the reverend row
Of gallery Friends, in dumb and piteous show,
I saw, methought, dark faces full of woe.
“And, in the spirit, I was taken where
They toiled and suffered; I was made aware
Of shame and wrath and anguish and despair!
“And while the meeting smothered our poor plea
With cautious phrase, a Voice there seemed to be,
As ye have done to these ye do to me!’
“So it all passed; and the old tithe went on
Of anise, mint, and cumin, till the sun
Set, leaving still the weightier work undone.
“Help, for the good man faileth! Who is strong,
If these be weak? Who shall rebuke the wrong,
If these consent? How long, O Lord! how long!”
He ceased; and, bound in spirit with the bound,
With folded arms, and eyes that sought the ground,
Walked musingly his little garden round.
About him, beaded with the falling dew,
Rare plants of power and herbs of healing grew,
Such as Van Helmont and Agrippa knew.
For, by the lore of Gorlitz’ gentle sage,
With the mild mystics of his dreamy age
He read the herbal signs of nature’s page,
As once he heard in sweet Von Merlau’s’ bowers
Fair as herself, in boyhood’s happy hours,
The pious Spener read his creed in flowers.
“The dear Lord give us patience!” said his wife,
Touching with finger-tip an aloe, rife
With leaves sharp-pointed like an Aztec knife
Or Carib spear, a gift to William Penn
From the rare gardens of John Evelyn,
Brought from the Spanish Main by merchantmen.
“See this strange plant its steady purpose hold,
And, year by year, its patient leaves unfold,
Till the young eyes that watched it first are old.
“But some time, thou hast told me, there shall come
A sudden beauty, brightness, and perfume,
The century-moulded bud shall burst in bloom.
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“So may the seed which hath been sown to-day
Grow with the years, and, after long delay,
Break into bloom, and God’s eternal Yea!
“Answer at last the patient prayers of them
Who now, by faith alone, behold its stem
Crowned with the flowers of Freedom’s diadem.
“Meanwhile, to feel and suffer, work and wait,
Remains for us. The wrong indeed is great,
But love and patience conquer soon or late.”
“Well hast thou said, my Anna!” Tenderer
Than youth’s caress upon the head of her
Pastorius laid his hand. “Shall we demur
“Because the vision tarrieth? In an hour
We dream not of, the slow-grown bud may flower,
And what was sown in weakness rise in power!”
Then through the vine-draped door whose legend read,
“Procul este profani!” Anna led
To where their child upon his little bed
Looked up and smiled. “Dear heart,” she said, “if we
Must bearers of a heavy burden be,
Our boy, God willing, yet the day shall see
“When from the gallery to the farthest seat,
Slave and slave-owner shall no longer meet,
But all sit equal at the Master’s feet.”
On the stone hearth the blazing walnut block
Set the low walls a-glimmer, showed the cock
Rebuking Peter on the Van Wyck clock,
Shone on old tomes of law and physic, side
By side with Fox and Belimen, played at hide
And seek with Anna, midst her household pride
Of flaxen webs, and on the table, bare
Of costly cloth or silver cup, but where,
Tasting the fat shads of the Delaware,
The courtly Penn had praised the goodwife’s cheer,
And quoted Horace o’er her home brewed beer,
Till even grave Pastorius smiled to hear.
In such a home, beside the Schuylkill’s wave,
He dwelt in peace with God and man, and gave
Food to the poor and shelter to the slave.
For all too soon the New World’s scandal shamed
The righteous code by Penn and Sidney framed,
And men withheld the human rights they claimed.
And slowly wealth and station sanction lent,
And hardened avarice, on its gains intent,
Stifled the inward whisper of dissent.
Yet all the while the burden rested sore
On tender hearts. At last Pastorius bore
Their warning message to the Church’s door
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In God’s name; and the leaven of the word
Wrought ever after in the souls who heard,
And a dead conscience in its grave-clothes stirred
To troubled life, and urged the vain excuse
Of Hebrew custom, patriarchal use,
Good in itself if evil in abuse.
Gravely Pastorius listened, not the less
Discerning through the decent fig-leaf dress
Of the poor plea its shame of selfishness.
One Scripture rule, at least, was unforgot;
He hid the outcast, and betrayed him not;
And, when his prey the human hunter sought,
He scrupled not, while Anna’s wise delay
And proffered cheer prolonged the master’s stay,
To speed the black guest safely on his way.
Yet, who shall guess his bitter grief who lends
His life to some great cause, and finds his friends
Shame or betray it for their private ends?
How felt the Master when his chosen strove
In childish folly for their seats above;
And that fond mother, blinded by her love,
Besought him that her sons, beside his throne,
Might sit on either hand? Amidst his own
A stranger oft, companionless and lone,
God’s priest and prophet stands. The martyr’s pain
Is not alone from scourge and cell and chain;
Sharper the pang when, shouting in his train,
His weak disciples by their lives deny
The loud hosannas of their daily cry,
And make their echo of his truth a lie.
His forest home no hermit’s cell he found,
Guests, motley-minded, drew his hearth around,
And held armed truce upon its neutral ground.
There Indian chiefs with battle-bows unstrung,
Strong, hero-limbed, like those whom Homer sung,
Pastorius fancied, when the world was young,
Came with their tawny women, lithe and tall,
Like bronzes in his friend Von Rodeck’s hall,
Comely, if black, and not unpleasing all.
There hungry folk in homespun drab and gray
Drew round his board on Monthly Meeting day,
Genial, half merry in their friendly way.
Or, haply, pilgrims from the Fatherland,
Weak, timid, homesick, slow to understand
The New World’s promise, sought his helping hand.
Or painful Kelpius from his hermit den
By Wissahickon, maddest of good men,
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Dreamed o’er the Chiliast dreams of Petersen.
Deep in the woods, where the small river slid
Snake-like in shade, the Helmstadt Mystic hid,
Weird as a wizard, over arts forbid,
Reading the books of Daniel and of John,
And Behmen’s Morning-Redness, through the Stone
Of Wisdom, vouchsafed to his eyes alone,
Whereby he read what man ne’er read before,
And saw the visions man shall see no more,
Till the great angel, striding sea and shore,
Shall bid all flesh await, on land or ships,
The warning trump of the Apocalypse,
Shattering the heavens before the dread eclipse.
Or meek-eyed Mennonist his bearded chin
Leaned o’er the gate; or Ranter, pure within,
Aired his perfection in a world of sin.
Or, talking of old home scenes, Op der Graaf
Teased the low back-log with his shodden staff,
Till the red embers broke into a laugh
And dance of flame, as if they fain would cheer
The rugged face, half tender, half austere,
Touched with the pathos of a homesick tear!
Or Sluyter, saintly familist, whose word
As law the Brethren of the Manor heard,
Announced the speedy terrors of the Lord,
And turned, like Lot at Sodom, from his race,
Above a wrecked world with complacent face
Riding secure upon his plank of grace!
Haply, from Finland’s birchen groves exiled,
Manly in thought, in simple ways a child,
His white hair floating round his visage mild,
The Swedish pastor sought the Quaker’s door,
Pleased from his neighbor’s lips to hear once more
His long-disused and half-forgotten lore.
For both could baffle Babel’s lingual curse,
And speak in Bion’s Doric, and rehearse
Cleanthes’ hymn or Virgil’s sounding verse.
And oft Pastorius and the meek old man
Argued as Quaker and as Lutheran,
Ending in Christian love, as they began.
With lettered Lloyd on pleasant morns he strayed
Where Sommerhausen over vales of shade
Looked miles away, by every flower delayed,
Or song of bird, happy and free with one
Who loved, like him, to let his memory run
Over old fields of learning, and to sun
Himself in Plato’s wise philosophies,
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And dream with Philo over mysteries
Whereof the dreamer never finds the keys;
To touch all themes of thought, nor weakly stop
For doubt of truth, but let the buckets drop
Deep down and bring the hidden waters up
For there was freedom in that wakening time
Of tender souls; to differ was not crime;
The varying bells made up the perfect chime.
On lips unlike was laid the altar’s coal,
The white, clear light, tradition-colored, stole
Through the stained oriel of each human soul.
Gathered from many sects, the Quaker brought
His old beliefs, adjusting to the thought
That moved his soul the creed his fathers taught.
One faith alone, so broad that all mankind
Within themselves its secret witness find,
The soul’s communion with the Eternal Mind,
The Spirit’s law, the Inward Rule and Guide,
Scholar and peasant, lord and serf, allied,
The polished Penn and Cromwell’s Ironside.
As still in Hemskerck’s Quaker Meeting, face
By face in Flemish detail, we may trace
How loose-mouthed boor and fine ancestral grace
Sat in close contrast,—the clipt-headed churl,
Broad market-dame, and simple serving-girl
By skirt of silk and periwig in curl
For soul touched soul; the spiritual treasure-trove
Made all men equal, none could rise above
Nor sink below that level of God’s love.
So, with his rustic neighbors sitting down,
The homespun frock beside the scholar’s gown,
Pastorius to the manners of the town
Added the freedom of the woods, and sought
The bookless wisdom by experience taught,
And learned to love his new-found home, while not
Forgetful of the old; the seasons went
Their rounds, and somewhat to his spirit lent
Of their own calm and measureless content.
Glad even to tears, he heard the robin sing
His song of welcome to the Western spring,
And bluebird borrowing from the sky his wing.
And when the miracle of autumn came,
And all the woods with many-colored flame
Of splendor, making summer’s greenness tame,
Burned, unconsumed, a voice without a sound
Spake to him from each kindled bush around,
And made the strange, new landscape holy ground
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And when the bitter north-wind, keen and swift,
Swept the white street and piled the dooryard drift,
He exercised, as Friends might say, his gift
Of verse, Dutch, English, Latin, like the hash
Of corn and beans in Indian succotash;
Dull, doubtless, but with here and there a flash
Of wit and fine conceit,—the good man’s play
Of quiet fancies, meet to while away
The slow hours measuring off an idle day.
At evening, while his wife put on her look
Of love’s endurance, from its niche he took
The written pages of his ponderous book.
And read, in half the languages of man,
His “Rusca Apium,” which with bees began,
And through the gamut of creation ran.
Or, now and then, the missive of some friend
In gray Altorf or storied Nurnberg penned
Dropped in upon him like a guest to spend
The night beneath his roof-tree. Mystical
The fair Von Merlau spake as waters fall
And voices sound in dreams, and yet withal
Human and sweet, as if each far, low tone,
Over the roses of her gardens blown
Brought the warm sense of beauty all her own.
Wise Spener questioned what his friend could trace
Of spiritual influx or of saving grace
In the wild natures of the Indian race.
And learned Schurmberg, fain, at times, to look
From Talmud, Koran, Veds, and Pentateuch,
Sought out his pupil in his far-off nook,
To query with him of climatic change,
Of bird, beast, reptile, in his forest range,
Of flowers and fruits and simples new and strange.
And thus the Old and New World reached their hands
Across the water, and the friendly lands
Talked with each other from their severed strands.
Pastorius answered all: while seed and root
Sent from his new home grew to flower and fruit
Along the Rhine and at the Spessart’s foot;
And, in return, the flowers his boyhood knew
Smiled at his door, the same in form and hue,
And on his vines the Rhenish clusters grew.
No idler he; whoever else might shirk,
He set his hand to every honest work,—
Farmer and teacher, court and meeting clerk.
Still on the town seal his device is found,
Grapes, flax, and thread-spool on a trefoil ground,
With “Vinum, Linum et Textrinum” wound.
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One house sufficed for gospel and for law,
Where Paul and Grotius, Scripture text and saw,
Assured the good, and held the rest in awe.
Whatever legal maze he wandered through,
He kept the Sermon on the Mount in view,
And justice always into mercy grew.
No whipping-post he needed, stocks, nor jail,
Nor ducking-stool; the orchard-thief grew pale
At his rebuke, the vixen ceased to rail,
The usurer’s grasp released the forfeit land;
The slanderer faltered at the witness-stand,
And all men took his counsel for command.
Was it caressing air, the brooding love
Of tenderer skies than German land knew of,
Green calm below, blue quietness above,
Still flow of water, deep repose of wood
That, with a sense of loving Fatherhood
And childlike trust in the Eternal Good,
Softened all hearts, and dulled the edge of hate,
Hushed strife, and taught impatient zeal to wait
The slow assurance of the better state?
Who knows what goadings in their sterner way
O’er jagged ice, relieved by granite gray,
Blew round the men of Massachusetts Bay?
What hate of heresy the east-wind woke?
What hints of pitiless power and terror spoke
In waves that on their iron coast-line broke?
Be it as it may: within the Land of Penn
The sectary yielded to the citizen,
And peaceful dwelt the many-creeded men.
Peace brooded over all. No trumpet stung
The air to madness, and no steeple flung
Alarums down from bells at midnight rung.
The land slept well. The Indian from his face
Washed all his war-paint off, and in the place
Of battle-marches sped the peaceful chase,
Or wrought for wages at the white man’s side,—
Giving to kindness what his native pride
And lazy freedom to all else denied.
And well the curious scholar loved the old
Traditions that his swarthy neighbors told
By wigwam-fires when nights were growing cold,
Discerned the fact round which their fancy drew
Its dreams, and held their childish faith more true
To God and man than half the creeds he knew.
The desert blossomed round him; wheat-fields rolled
Beneath the warm wind waves of green and gold;
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The planted ear returned its hundred-fold.
Great clusters ripened in a warmer sun
Than that which by the Rhine stream shines upon
The purpling hillsides with low vines o’errun.
About each rustic porch the humming-bird
Tried with light bill, that scarce a petal stirred,
The Old World flowers to virgin soil transferred;
And the first-fruits of pear and apple, bending
The young boughs down, their gold and russet blending,
Made glad his heart, familiar odors lending
To the fresh fragrance of the birch and pine,
Life-everlasting, bay, and eglantine,
And all the subtle scents the woods combine.
Fair First-Day mornings, steeped in summer calm,
Warm, tender, restful, sweet with woodland balm,
Came to him, like some mother-hallowed psalm
To the tired grinder at the noisy wheel
Of labor, winding off from memory’s reel
A golden thread of music. With no peal
Of bells to call them to the house of praise,
The scattered settlers through green forest-ways
Walked meeting-ward. In reverent amaze
The Indian trapper saw them, from the dim
Shade of the alders on the rivulet’s rim,
Seek the Great Spirit’s house to talk with Him.
There, through the gathered stillness multiplied
And made intense by sympathy, outside
The sparrows sang, and the gold-robin cried,
A-swing upon his elm. A faint perfume
Breathed through the open windows of the room
From locust-trees, heavy with clustered bloom.
Thither, perchance, sore-tried confessors came,
Whose fervor jail nor pillory could tame,
Proud of the cropped ears meant to be their shame,
Men who had eaten slavery’s bitter bread
In Indian isles; pale women who had bled
Under the hangman’s lash, and bravely said
God’s message through their prison’s iron bars;
And gray old soldier-converts, seamed with scars
From every stricken field of England’s wars.
Lowly before the Unseen Presence knelt
Each waiting heart, till haply some one felt
On his moved lips the seal of silence melt.
Or, without spoken words, low breathings stole
Of a diviner life from soul to soul,
Baptizing in one tender thought the whole.
When shaken hands announced the meeting o’er,
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The friendly group still lingered at the door,
Greeting, inquiring, sharing all the store
Of weekly tidings. Meanwhile youth and maid
Down the green vistas of the woodland strayed,
Whispered and smiled and oft their feet delayed.
Did the boy’s whistle answer back the thrushes?
Did light girl laughter ripple through the bushes,
As brooks make merry over roots and rushes?
Unvexed the sweet air seemed. Without a wound
The ear of silence heard, and every sound
Its place in nature’s fine accordance found.
And solemn meeting, summer sky and wood,
Old kindly faces, youth and maidenhood
Seemed, like God’s new creation, very good!
And, greeting all with quiet smile and word,
Pastorius went his way. The unscared bird
Sang at his side; scarcely the squirrel stirred
At his hushed footstep on the mossy sod;
And, wheresoe’er the good man looked or trod,
He felt the peace of nature and of God.
His social life wore no ascetic form,
He loved all beauty, without fear of harm,
And in his veins his Teuton blood ran warm.
Strict to himself, of other men no spy,
He made his own no circuit-judge to try
The freer conscience of his neighbors by.
With love rebuking, by his life alone,
Gracious and sweet, the better way was shown,
The joy of one, who, seeking not his own,
And faithful to all scruples, finds at last
The thorns and shards of duty overpast,
And daily life, beyond his hope’s forecast,
Pleasant and beautiful with sight and sound,
And flowers upspringing in its narrow round,
And all his days with quiet gladness crowned.
He sang not; but, if sometimes tempted strong,
He hummed what seemed like Altorf’s Burschen-song;
His good wife smiled, and did not count it wrong.
For well he loved his boyhood’s brother band;
His Memory, while he trod the New World’s strand,
A double-ganger walked the Fatherland
If, when on frosty Christmas eves the light
Shone on his quiet hearth, he missed the sight
Of Yule-log, Tree, and Christ-child all in white;
And closed his eyes, and listened to the sweet
Old wait-songs sounding down his native street,
And watched again the dancers’ mingling feet;
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Yet not the less, when once the vision passed,
He held the plain and sober maxims fast
Of the dear Friends with whom his lot was cast.
Still all attuned to nature’s melodies,
He loved the bird’s song in his dooryard trees,
And the low hum of home-returning bees;
The blossomed flax, the tulip-trees in bloom
Down the long street, the beauty and perfume
Of apple-boughs, the mingling light and gloom
Of Sommerhausen’s woodlands, woven through
With sun-threads; and the music the wind drew,
Mournful and sweet, from leaves it overblew.
And evermore, beneath this outward sense,
And through the common sequence of events,
He felt the guiding hand of Providence
Reach out of space. A Voice spake in his ear,
And to all other voices far and near
Died at that whisper, full of meanings clear.
The Light of Life shone round him; one by one
The wandering lights, that all-misleading run,
Went out like candles paling in the sun.
That Light he followed, step by step, where’er
It led, as in the vision of the seer
The wheels moved as the spirit in the clear
And terrible crystal moved, with all their eyes
Watching the living splendor sink or rise,
Its will their will, knowing no otherwise.
Within himself he found the law of right,
He walked by faith and not the letter’s sight,
And read his Bible by the Inward Light.
And if sometimes the slaves of form and rule,
Frozen in their creeds like fish in winter’s pool,
Tried the large tolerance of his liberal school,
His door was free to men of every name,
He welcomed all the seeking souls who came,
And no man’s faith he made a cause of blame.
But best he loved in leisure hours to see
His own dear Friends sit by him knee to knee,
In social converse, genial, frank, and free.
There sometimes silence (it were hard to tell
Who owned it first) upon the circle fell,
Hushed Anna’s busy wheel, and laid its spell
On the black boy who grimaced by the hearth,
To solemnize his shining face of mirth;
Only the old clock ticked amidst the dearth
Of sound; nor eye was raised nor hand was stirred
In that soul-sabbath, till at last some word
Of tender counsel or low prayer was heard.
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Then guests, who lingered but farewell to say
And take love’s message, went their homeward way;
So passed in peace the guileless Quaker’s day.
His was the Christian’s unsung Age of Gold,
A truer idyl than the bards have told
Of Arno’s banks or Arcady of old.
Where still the Friends their place of burial keep,
And century-rooted mosses o’er it creep,
The Nurnberg scholar and his helpmeet sleep.
And Anna’s aloe? If it flowered at last
In Bartram’s garden, did John Woolman cast
A glance upon it as he meekly passed?
And did a secret sympathy possess
That tender soul, and for the slave’s redress
Lend hope, strength, patience? It were vain to guess.
Nay, were the plant itself but mythical,
Set in the fresco of tradition’s wall
Like Jotham’s bramble, mattereth not at all.
Enough to know that, through the winter’s frost
And summer’s heat, no seed of truth is lost,
And every duty pays at last its cost.
For, ere Pastorius left the sun and air,
God sent the answer to his life-long prayer;
The child was born beside the Delaware,
Who, in the power a holy purpose lends,
Guided his people unto nobler ends,
And left them worthier of the name of Friends.
And to! the fulness of the time has come,
And over all the exile’s Western home,
From sea to sea the flowers of freedom bloom!
And joy-bells ring, and silver trumpets blow;
But not for thee, Pastorius! Even so
The world forgets, but the wise angels know.

October 30, Wednesday: Friend John Greenleaf Whittier of Amesbury MA wrote to Charles Wesley Slack requesting
that something be printed in the Commonwealth to indicate that Whittier’s name had been used in conjunction
with the Women’s Homestead Party without his consent.
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1873
Friend John Greenleaf Whittier wrote to Waldo Emerson and spoke of “that wise, wonderful Thoreau.”77
One may very well wonder whether at this point he would have desired to recall his earlier reaction upon
reading WALDEN, that it was:
capital reading, but very wicked and heathenish.
The practical moral of it seems to be that if a man is
willing to sink himself into a woodchuck he can live
as cheaply as that quadruped; but after all, for me
I prefer walking on two legs.

Summer: On Penikese,78 the farthest of the Elizabeth Islands below Cape Cod, an island donated by the wealthy New
York tobacconist John Anderson,79 Professor Louis Agassiz, just back from a journey to California sailing
around Cape Horn, offered an “Anderson School of Natural History.” His lecture room was a large barn that
had been cleaned out for the occasion. There were some fifty students. A schooner yacht, the Sprite, donated
to the school by a Mr. Galloupe of Boston, was used in dredging for specimens to examine in this barn:
77. Why would two members of the Saturday Club have needed to write letters to one another? –Could they not simply have had
table talk at their weekly meal with their club? The answer is that Friend John, having no gift for small talk, seldom showed up for
these meetings, so seldom that apparently Waldo was even unaware he was a member.
78. The farthest offshore, Penikese, is about half a square mile. The first recorded landing by Europeans was in May 1602, by
Bartholomew Gosnold, at which time the island was wooded. The only trees left after the island’s clearing for pasture are a few
patches of scrub oak. Most of this island had become grassland sprinkled with glacial rock when in 1867 Anderson bought the place
evidently because he had more money than he knew what to do with. Around the turn of the 20th Century, the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts took title with a plan to use the island as an isolation unit for smallpox patients, to replace that smallpox isolation
hospital on Pine Island in Boston Harbor that had been destroyed by fire in 1872.
Then in 1905 the island became an
isolation colony for the approximately 20 persons in Massachusetts who were victims of leprosy. For one reason or another only
five of these 20 ever came to Penikese. The patients were initially looked after by Dr. Louis Edmonds of Barnstable, and beginning
in 1907 by Dr. Frank Parker and Mrs. Parker. One of the more notable patients was 16 years of age, Archie Thomas and his mother
insisted on coming with him, this creating a sensation. Archie set up a wireless and was able to communicate with people off the
island. In 1912 the home of Dr. and Mrs. Parker burned and many of the island’s records were lost. By 1921 the treatment of leprosy
had advanced and the six patients remaining were relocated to a federal leprosarium in Louisiana. The Parkers moved to Montana
and retired while the state burned and dynamited all buildings on the island with the understanding that this would kill off the leprosy
germs. The State continued to hold ownership, and 1942 the island would be designated a bird sanctuary. In Summer 1973 George
Cadwalader and some of his friends would establish a residential school for troubled boys between the ages of 13 and 18. A culprit
would be sometimes given the choice to come to Penikese or serve hard time in a Massachusetts prison, but the Penikese School for
Delinquent Youths would not acquire any sort of good track record for turning lives around.
79. No relation to John Anderson the escaped American slave.
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The Prayer of Agassiz
by John Greenleaf Whittier
ON the isle of Penikese,
Ringed about by sapphire seas,
Fanned by breezes salt and cool,
Stood the Master with his school.
Over sails that not in vain
Wooed the west-wind’s steady strain,
Line of coast that low and far
Stretched its undulating bar,
Wings aslant across the rim
Of the waves they stooped to skim,
Rock and isle and glistening bay,
Fell the beautiful white day.
Said the Master to the youth :
“We have come in search of truth,
Trying with uncertain key
Door by door of mystery ;
We are reaching, through His laws,
To the garment-hem of Cause,
Him, the endless, unbegun,
The Unnamable, the One
Light of all our light the Source
Life of life, and Force of force.
As with fingers of the blind,
We are groping here to find
What the hieroglyphics mean
Of the Unseen in the seen,
What the Thought which underlies
Nature’s masking and disguise,
What it is that hides beneath
Blight and bloom and birth and death.
By past efforts unavailing,
Doubt and error, loss and failing,
Of our weakness made aware,
On the threshold of our task
Let us light and guidance ask,
Let us pause in silent prayer !”
Then the Master in his place
Bowed his head a little space,
And the leaves by soft airs stirred,
Lapse of wave and cry of bird,
Left the solemn hush unbroken
Of that wordless prayer unspoken,
While its wish, on earth unsaid,
Rose to heaven interpreted.
As, in life’s best hours, we hear
By the spirit’s finer ear
His low voice within us, thus
The All-Father heareth us ;
And His holy ear we pain
With our noisy words and vain.
Not for Him our violence
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Storming at the gates of sense,
His the primal language, His
The eternal silences !
Even the careless heart was moved,
And the doubting gave assent,
With a gesture reverent,
To the Master well-beloved.
As thin mists are glorified
By the light they cannot hide,
All who gazed upon him saw,
Through its veil of tender awe,
How his face was still uplift
By the old sweet look of it,
Hopeful, trustful, full of cheer,
And the love that casts out fear.
Who the secret may declare
Of that brief, unuttered prayer ?
Did the shade before him come
Of th’ inevitable doom,
Of the end of earth so near,
And Eternity’s new year ?
In the lap of sheltering seas
Rests the isle of Penikese ;
But the lord of the domain
Comes not to his own again :
Where the eyes that follow fail,
On a vaster sea his sail
Drifts beyond our beck and hail.
Other lips within its bound
Shall the laws of life expound ;
Other eyes from rock and shell
Read the world’s old riddles well :
But when breezes light and bland
Blow from Summer’s blossomed land,
WHen the air is glad with wings,
And the blithe song-sparrow sings,
Many an eye with his still face
Shall the living one displace,
Many an ear the word shall seek
He alone could fitly speak.
And one name forevermore
Shall be uttered o’er and o’er
By the waves that kiss the shore,
By the curlew’s whistle sent
Down the cool, sea-scented air ;
In all voices known to her,
Nature owns her worshipper,
Half in triumph, half lament.
Thither Love shall tearful turn,
Friendship pause uncovered there,
And the wisest reverence learn
From the Master’s silent prayer.
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1875
Friend John Greenleaf Whittier wrote of Henry Thoreau:
What a rare genius he was! To take up his books is like
a stroll in the woods or a sail on the lake — the leaves
rustle and the water ripples along his pages.
One may very well wonder whether at this point Friend John would have desired to recall his earlier reaction
upon reading WALDEN, which had been that it was:
capital reading, but very wicked and heathenish.
The practical moral of it seems to be that if a man is
willing to sink himself into a woodchuck he can live
as cheaply as that quadruped; but after all, for me
I prefer walking on two legs.

1877
December 17: Just about every living American author of note (for instance Ralph Waldo Emerson, Dr. Oliver
Wendell Holmes, and Henry Wadsworth Longfellow — even a new writer who had only two names, Mark
Twain) was in attendance at Friend John Greenleaf Whittier’s 70th birthday party.

A good time was had by all. Not.
http://etext.lib.virginia.edu/railton/onstage/whittier.html
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1878
Friend John Greenleaf Whittier voiced the nature of the post-Civil War compromise which allowed American
whites to pretend that slavery had been prohibited by the XIIIth Amendment:
For myself I do not feel called upon to enter into these present
contests. The game seems to me hardly worth the candle.
The issues seem small and poor. I suppose I am getting old,
and am disposed to ask for peace in my day. I have had enough
of fighting in the old days.
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1881
Friend John Greenleaf Whittier, in a rage of indignation, threw his 1st edition of Walt Whitman’s LEAVES OF
GRASS into the fire — although he himself had suffered persecution for his abolitionist poems!
Wendell Phillips’ comment was: “Here be all sorts of leaves except fig leaves” (BANNED BOOKS 387BC TO
1978AD, by Anne Lyon Haight and Chandler B. Grannis, R.R. Bowker Company, 1978).

Before the Fire
The District Attorney, at the urging of agents of the Society for Suppression of Vice, threatened criminal
prosecution unless LEAVES OF GRASS was expurgated. The presses for the edition were stopped in Boston but
nevertheless the book would be published in 1882 in Philadelphia.
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1882
Friend John Greenleaf Whittier provided a biographical introduction to LETTERS OF LYDIA MARIA CHILD.
When the career of Senator George Frisbie Hoar of Concord seemed in political jeopardy, Friend John
Greenleaf Whittier returned to active political engagement in order to assist him behind the scenes, in the
smoke-filled rooms of the inner workings and power centers of the Republican Party with which Whittier was
so familiar.80
But while feeling, and willing to meet, all the
responsibilities of citizenship, and deeply interested in
questions which concern the welfare and honor of the country,
I have, as a rule, declined overtures for acceptance of public
stations. I have always taken an active part in elections, but
have not been willing to add my own example to the greed of
office.

80. At this point there was no longer any overriding principle or agenda to be served, but Friend John Greenleaf Whittier had simply
become, by this point, out of long exposure, such a committed supporter of the Republican Party whatever it was up to,
that he could not tolerate that the party which he termed its “enemy,” the Democrats, should achieve any successes.
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May:

John Greenleaf Whittier sent a friend a letter comprising a brief autobiography:
Amesbury MA, 5th Mo., 1882
Dear Friend:—
I am asked in thy note of this morning to give some account of
my life. There is very little to give. I can say with Canning’s
knife-grinder: “Story, God bless you! I have none to tell you!”
I was born on the 17th of December, 1807, in the easterly part
of Haverhill, Mass., in the house built by my first American
ancestor, two hundred years ago. My father was a farmer,
in moderate circumstances,—a man of good natural ability,
and sound judgment. For a great many years he was one of the
Selectmen of the town, and was often called upon to act as
arbitrator in matters at issue between neighbors. My mother was
Abigail Hussey, of Rollinsford, N.H. A bachelor uncle and
a maiden aunt, both of whom I remember with much affection,
lived in the family. The farm was not a very profitable one;
it was burdened with debt and we had no spare money; but with
strict economy we lived comfortably and respectably. Both my
parents were members of the Society of Friends. I had a brother
and two sisters. Our home was somewhat lonely, half hidden in
oak woods, with no house in sight, and we had few companions
of our age, and few occasions of recreation. Our school was
only for twelve weeks in a year,— in the depth of winter,
and half a mile distant. At an early age I was set at work
on the farm, and doing errands for my mother, who, in addition
to her ordinary house duties, was busy in spinning and weaving
the linen and woolen cloth needed in the family. On First-days.
father and mother, and sometimes one of the children, rode down
to the Friends’ Meeting-house in Amesbury, eight miles distant.
I think I rather enjoyed staying at home and wandering in the
woods, or climbing Job’s hill, which rose abruptly from the
brook which rippled down at the foot of our garden. From the
top of the hill I could see the blue outline of the Deerfield
mountains in New Hampshire, and the solitary peak of
Agamenticus on the coast of Maine. A curving line of morning
mist marked the course of the Merrimac, and Great Pond,
or Kenoza, stretched away from the foot of the hill towards the
village of Haverhill hidden from sight by intervening hills and
woods, but which sent to us the sound of its two church bells.
We had only about twenty volumes of books, most of them the
journals of pioneer ministers in our society. Our only annual
was an almanac. I was early fond of reading, and now and then
heard of a book of biography or travel, and walked miles to
borrow it.
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When I was fourteen years old my first school-master, Joshua
Coffin, the able, eccentric historian of Newbury, brought with
him to our house a volume of Burns’ poems, from which he read,
greatly to my delight. I begged him to leave the book with me;
and set myself at once to the task of mastering the glossary
of the Scottish dialect at its close. This was about the first
poetry I had ever read, (with the exception of that of the
Bible, of which I had been a close student,) and it had a
lasting influence upon me I began to make rhymes myself,
and to imagine stories and adventures. In fact I lived a sort
of dual life, and in a world of fancy, as well as in the world
of plain matter-of-fact about me. My father always had a weekly
newspaper, and when young Garrison started his “Free Press”
at Newburyport, he took it in the place of the “Haverhill
Gazette.” My sister, who was two years older than myself,
sent one of my poetical attempts to the editor. Some weeks
afterwards the news-carrier came along on horse-back and threw
the paper out from his saddle-bags. My uncle and I were mending
fences. I took up the sheet, and was surprised and overjoyed
to see my lines in the “Poet’s Corner.” I stood gazing at them
in wonder, and my uncle had to call me several times to my work
before I could recover myself. Soon after, Garrison came to our
farm-house, and I was called in from hoeing in the corn-field
to see him. He encouraged me, and urged my father to send me
to school. I longed for education, but the means to procure it
were wanting. Luckily, the young man who worked for us on the
farm in summer, eked out his small income by making ladies’
shoes and slippers in the winter; and I learned enough of him
to earn a sum sufficient to carry me through a term of six
months in the Haverhill Academy. The next winter I ventured
upon another expedient for raising money, and kept a district
school in the adjoining town of Amesbury, thereby enabling me
to have another academy term. The next winter I spent in
Boston, writing for a paper. Returning in the spring, while at
work on the farm, I was surprised by an invitation to take
charge of the Hartford (Ct.) “Review,” in the place of
the famous George D. Prentice, who had removed to Kentucky.
I had sent him some of my school “compositions,” which he had
received favorably. I was unwilling to lose the chance of doing
something more in accordance with my taste, and, though I felt
my unfitness for the place, I accepted it, and remained nearly
two years, when I was called home by the illness of my father,
who died soon after. I then took charge of the farm, and worked
hard to “make both ends meet;” and, aided by my mother’s
and sister’s thrift and economy, in some measure succeeded.
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As a member of the Society of Friends, I had been educated to
regard Slavery as a great and dangerous evil, and my sympathies
were strongly enlisted for the oppressed slaves by my intimate
acquaintance with William Lloyd Garrison. When the latter
started his paper in Vermont, in 1828, I wrote him a letter
commending his views upon Slavery, Intemperance and War,
and assuring him that he was destined to do great things.
In 1833 I was a delegate to the first National Anti-Slavery
Convention, at Philadelphia. I was one of the Secretaries of
the Convention and signed its Declaration. In 1833 I was in the
Massachusetts Legislature. I was mobbed in Concord, N.H.,
in company with George Thompson, afterwards member of the
British Parliament, and narrowly escaped from great danger.
I kept Thompson, whose life was hunted for, concealed in our
lonely farm-house for two weeks. I was in Boston during the
great mob in Washington Street, soon after, and was threatened
with personal violence. In 1837 I was in New York, in
conjunction with Henry B. Stanton and Theodore D. Weld,
in the office of the American Anti-Slavery Society. The next
year I took charge of the “Pennsylvania Freeman,” an organ of
the Anti-Slavery Society. My office was sacked and burned by
a mob soon after, but I continued my paper until my health
failed, when I returned to Massachusetts. The farm in Haverhill
had, in the meantime, been sold, and my mother, aunt and
youngest sister, had moved to Amesbury, near the Friends’
Meeting-house, and I took up my residence with them. All this
time I had been actively engaged in writing for the antislavery cause. In 1833 I printed at my own expense, an edition
of my first pamphlet, “Justice and Expediency.” With the
exception of a few dollars from the “Democratic Review”
and “Buckingham’s Magazine,” I received nothing for my poems
and literary articles. Indeed, my pronounced views on Slavery
made my name too unpopular for a publisher’s uses. I edited in
1844 “The Middlesex Standard,” and afterwards became associate
editor of the “National Era,” at Washington. I early saw
the necessity of separate political action on the part of
Abolitionists. And was one of the founders of the Liberty Party
— the germ of the present Republican Party.
In 1837 an edition of my complete poems, up to that time,
was published by Ticknor & Fields. “In War Time,” followed in
1864, and in 1866, “Snow Bound.” In 1860 I was chosen a member
of the Electoral College of Massachusetts, and also in 1864.
I have been a member of the Board of Overseers of Harvard
College, and a Trustee of Brown University. But while feeling,
and willing to meet, all the responsibilities of citizenship,
and deeply interested in questions which concern the welfare
and honor of the country, I have, as a rule, declined overtures
for acceptance of public stations. I have always taken an
active part in elections, but have not been willing to add
my own example to the greed of office.
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1883

Our national birthday, the 4th of July: At Bergquist Park in Moorhead, Minnesota, our Declaration of
Independence was read aloud in the Swedish language.
In Yankton, South Dakota 700 native Americans of the Yankton and Sautee Dakota persuasions participated
in a 4th-of-July celebration.
In Portland, Maine a monument was unveiled to George Cleaves and Richard Tucker, “the first settlers of
Portland.”
In Woodstock, Connecticut, John Greenleaf Whittier’s poem “Our Country” was read aloud.
At North Platte, Nebraska, Buffalo Bill Cody’s Wild West Show opened.

In Woodstock, Connecticut, former President Rutherford B. Hayes delivered an oration.
In Plainfield, New Jersey, a Revolutionary cannon dating to 1780, known as the “one-horn cannon,” was fired.
CELEBRATING OUR B-DAY
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December 4: Robert Purvis presided at the 50th anniversary meeting of the American Anti-Slavery Society, held in
Philadelphia. He was one of the society’s three surviving founders, the other two being former society
secretary Elizur Wright, Jr. and Friend John Greenleaf Whittier. Appearing in this year was R.C. Smedley’s
HISTORY OF THE UNDERGROUND RAILROAD IN CHESTER AND THE NEIGHBORING COUNTIES OF
PENNSYLVANIA, for which Purvis had supplied a 3-page sketch of his parentage and early abolitionist
activities.

1884
10th Month, 24th: A portrait of John Greenleaf Whittier was installed at the Yearly Meeting School of the Religious
Society of Friends on top of the hill in Providence, Rhode Island. Despite the fact that this was an art object it
seemed safe enough and unlikely to excite anyone’s propensity to sin. Friend John sent his regrets at being
unable to be present for this installation.

READ ABOUT THIS DAY
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I have been a member of the Society of Friends by birth-right,
and by a settled conviction of the truth of its principles and
the importance of its testimonies, while, at the same time,
I have a kind feeling towards all who are seeking, in different
ways from mine, to serve God and benefit their fellow-men.
Neither of my sisters are living. My dear mother, to whom I own
much every way, died in 1858. My brother is still living,
in the city of Boston. My niece, his daughter, who was with me
for some years, is now the wife of S.T. Pickard, Esq.,
of Portland, Maine. Since she left me I have spent much of
my time with esteemed relatives at Oak Knoll, Danvers, Mass.,
though I still keep my homestead at Amesbury, where I am
a voter.
My health was never robust; I inherited from both my parents
a sensitive, nervous temperament; and one of my earliest
recollections is of pain in the head, from which I have
suffered all my life. For many years I have not been able to
read or write for more than half an hour at a time; often not
so long. Of late, my hearing has been defective. But in many
ways I have been blest far beyond my deserving; and, grateful
to the Divine Providence, I tranquilly await the close of
a life which has been longer, and on the whole happier,
than I had reason to expect, although far different from
that which I dreamed of in youth. My experience confirms
the words of old time, that “it is not in man who walketh
to direct his steps.” Claiming no exemption from the sins
and follies of our common humanity, I dare not complain of
their inevitable penalties. I have had to learn renunciation
and submission, and
“Knowing
That kindly Providence its care is showing
In the withdrawal as in the bestowing,
Scarcely I dare for more or less to pray.”
Thy friend,
JOHN G. WHITTIER
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1886
Friend John Greenleaf Whittier commented that he had “loved” both Waldo Emerson and Henry Thoreau.81

Emerson’s POEMS were reissued.

EMERSON’S POEMS

81. John Greenleaf Whittier loved Thoreau, or at least loved Thoreau’s writing, and himself wrote nature poems, but clearly he did
not ever love or respect nature or even ever pay attention to nature in the manner in which Thoreau loved, respected, and paid
attention to nature. By way of radical contrast with Thoreau’s writings, Whittier’s writings refer to only about 40 different flowering
plants, only about 30 varieties of tree, and only about 30 varieties of bird, few of them either specified or characterized with any
precision. Of insects he seems to have mentioned primarily the bee, and toward snakes he confessed to have an “almost Irish”
revulsion. His take on Thomas Paine was that he had been guilty of an egregious error (“He loved the works of God for their
exceeding beauty — not for their manifestation of an overruling intelligence”) and, had he known more of his contemporary
Thoreau than he ever bothered himself to learn, something like this might well have become his reaction to Thoreau.
Nevertheless, the biographer Wagenknecht has grandiloquently asserted, “If anything, natural beauty grew dearer to him with the
thought that the time was approaching when he must leave it.”
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1887
December 17: Friend John Greenleaf Whittier’s 80th birthday was made the occasion for a national celebration. Until
his death in 1892 at age 84, Whittier would be traveling back and forth between his house in Amesbury MA,
his 600-acre Newburyport homestead at Oak Knoll, and the resort hills of New Hampshire.

A Statue in Whittier

1888
Friend John Greenleaf Whittier’s COMPLETE WORKS.
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1892
September 7, Wednesday: In December of the previous year, 600 well-wishers had been in attendance at Friend John
Greenleaf Whittier’s 84th birthday party. Although the poet hadn’t been able to visit his New Hampshire hills
this summer as usual, early in the autumn he had stopped by to see a relative and friends in Hampton Falls in
their home overlooking the Hampton marsh — and on this day he died.

At his funeral, Abigail Jemima Hutchinson Patton of the Hutchinson Family Singers would sing for the last
time.

1896
Annie Fields’s AUTHORS & FRIENDS had an interesting take on John Greenleaf Whittier.
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WHITTIER: NOTES OF HIS LIFE AND FRIENDSHIPS
from Authors & Friends by Annie Fields
Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1896
BORN DECEMBER 17,1807; DIED SEPTEMBER 7, 1892
THE figure of the Quaker poet, as he stood before the world, was
unlike that of any other prominent figure which has walked
across the stage of life. This may be said, of course, of every
individual; yet the likenesses between men of a given era, or
between modern men of strong character and those of the ancient
world, cause us sometimes to exclaim with wonder at the evident
repetitions in development. One can hardly walk through the
galleries of antique statues, nor read the passages of Plutarch
or Thucydides, without finding this idea thrust upon the mind.
But with regard to John Greenleaf Whittier, such comparisons
were never made, even in fancy. His lithe, upright form, full
of quick movement, his burning eye, his keen wit, bore witness
to a contrast in himself with the staid, controlled manner and
the habit of the sect into which he was born. The love and
devotion with which he adhered to the Quaker Church and
doctrines served to accentuate his unlikeness to the men of his
time, because he early became also one of the most determined
contestants in one of the sternest combats which the world has
witnessed.
Neither in the ranks of poets nor divines nor philosophers do
we find his counterpart. He felt a certain brotherhood with
Robert Burns, and early loved his genius; but where were two
more unlike? A kind of solitude of life and experience, greater
than that which usually throws its shadow on the human soul,
invested him in his passage through the world. The refinement
of his education, the calm of nature by which, in youth, he was
surrounded, the few books which he made his own, nearly all
serious in their character, and the religious atmosphere in
which he was nurtured, all tended to form an environment in which
knowledge developed into wisdom, and the fiery soul formed a
power to restrain or to express its force for the good of
humanity.
But as surely as he was a Quaker, so surely also did he feel
himself a part of the life of New England. He believed in the
ideals of his time; the simple ways of living; the eager
nourishing of all good things by the sacrifice of many private
wishes; in short, he made one cause with Garrison and Phillips,
Emerson and Lowell, Longfellow and Holmes. His standards were
often different from those of his friends, but their ideals were
on the whole made in common.
His friends were to Whittier, more than to most men, an unfailing
source of daily happiness and gratitude. With the advance of
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years, and the death of his unmarried sister, his friends became
all in all to him. They were his mother, his sister, and his
brother; but in a certain sense they were always friends of the
imagination. He saw some of them only at rare intervals, and
sustained his relations with them chiefly in his hurried
correspondence. He never suffered himself to complain of what
they were not; but what they were, in loyalty to chosen aims,
and in their affection for him, was an unending source of
pleasure. With the shortcomings of others he dealt gently,
having too many shortcomings of his own, as he was accustomed
to say, with true humility. He did not, however, look upon the
failings of his friends with indifferent eyes.” How strange it
is!” he once said. “We see those whom we love going to the very
verge of the precipice of self-destruction, yet it is not in our
power to hold them back!”
A life of invalidism made consecutive labor of any kind an
impossibility. For years he was only able to write for half an
hour or less, without stopping to rest, and these precious
moments were devoted to some poem or other work for the press,
which was almost his only source of income. His correspondence
suffered, from a literary point of view; but his letters were
none the less delightful to his friends. To the world of
literature they are perhaps less important than those of most
men who have achieved a high place.
Whittier was between twenty and thirty years of age when his
family left the little farm near Haverhill, where he was born,
and moved into the town of Amesbury, eight miles distant. Long
before that period he had identified himself with the
antislavery cause, and had visited, in the course of his
ceaseless labors for the slaves, New York, Philadelphia, and
Washington. These brief journeys bounded his travels in this
world.
In the year 1843 he wrote anxiously to his publisher, Mr. Fields,
“I send with this ‘The Exiles,’ a kind of John Gilpin legend. I
am in doubt about it. Read it, and decide for thyself whether
it is worth printing.”
He began at this rather late period (he was then thirty-six years
old) to feel a touch of satisfaction in his comparatively new
occupation of writing poetry, and to speak of it without reserve
to his chosen friends. His poems were then beginning to bring
him into personal relation with the reading world. Many years
later, when speaking of the newspaper writing which absorbed his
earlier life, he said that he had written a vast amount for the
press; he thought that his work would fill nearly ten octavo
volumes; but he had grown utterly weary of throwing so much out
into space from which no response ever came back to him. At
length he decided to put it all aside, discovering that a power
lay in him for more congenial labors.
From the moment of the publication of his second volume of poems,
Whittier felt himself fairly launched upon a new career, and
seemed to stand with a responsive audience before him. The poems
“Toussaint
L’Ouverture,”
“The
Slave-Ships,”
and
others
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belonging to the same period, followed in quick succession.
Sometimes they took the form of appeal, sometimes of sympathy,
and again they are prophetic or dramatic. He hears the slave
mother weep: —
“Gone — gone — sold and gone
To the rice-swamp dank and lone,
From Virginia’s hills and waters —
Woe is me, my stolen daughters!”
Such voices could not be silenced. Though men might turn away
and refuse to read or to listen, the music once uttered rang out
into the common air, and would not die.
A homely native wit pointed Whittier’s familiar correspondence.
Writing in 1849, while revising his volume for publication, he
speaks of one of his poems as “that rascally old ballad
‘Kathleen,’ and adds that it “wants something, though it is
already too long.” He adds: “The weather this morning is cold
enough for an Esquimau purgatory — terrible. What did the old
Pilgrims mean by coming here?”
With the years his friendship with his publisher became more
intimate. In writing him he often indulged his humor for fun and
banter: “Bachelor as I am, I congratulate thee on thy escape
from single (misery!) blessedness. It is the very wisest thing
thee ever did. Were I autocrat, I would see to it that every
young man over twenty-five and every young woman over twenty was
married without delay. Perhaps, on second thought, it might be
well to keep one old maid and one old bachelor in each town, by
way of warning, just as the Spartans did their drunken helots.”
Discussing the question of some of his “bad rhymes,” and what
to do about them, he wrote once: “I heartily thank thee for thy
suggestions. Let me have more of them. I had a hearty laugh at
thy hint of the ‘carnal’ bearing of one of my lines. It is now
simply rural. I might have made some other needful changes had
I not been suffering with headache all day.”
Occasionally the fire which burned in him would flame out, as
when he writes in 1851: “So your Union-tinkers have really
caught a ‘nigger’ at last! A very pretty and refreshing sight
it must have been to Sabbath-going Christians yesterday — that
chained court-house of yours. And Bunker Hill Monument looking
down upon all! But the matter is too sad for irony. God forgive
the miserable politicians who gamble for office with dice loaded
with human hearts!”
From time to time, also, we find him expressing his literary
opinions eagerly and simply as friend may talk with friend, and
without aspiring to literary judgment. “Thoreau’s ‘Walden’ is
capital reading, but very wicked and heathenish. The practical
moral of it seems to be that if a man is willing to sink himself
into a woodchuck he can live as cheaply as that quadruped; but
after all, for me, I prefer walking on two legs.”
It would be unjust to Whittier to quote this talk on paper as
his final opinion upon Thoreau, for he afterwards read
everything he wrote, and was a warm appreciator of his work.
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His enthusiasm for books and for the writers of books never
faded. “What do we not all owe you,” he writes Mr. Fields, “for
your edition of De Tocqueville! It is one of the best books of
the century. Thanks, too, for Allingham’s poems. After Tennyson,
he is my favorite among modern British poets.”
And again: “I have just read Longfellow’s introduction to his
‘Tales of the Inn’ — a splendid piece of painting! Neither
Boccaccio nor Chaucer has done better. Who wrote ‘A Loyal
Woman’s No?’ Was it Lucy Larcom? I thought it might be.”
In 1866 he says: “I am glad to see ‘Hosea Biglow’ in book form.
It is a grand book — the best of its kind for the last halfcentury or more. It has wit enough to make the reputation of a
dozen English satirists.”
This appreciation of his contemporaries was a strong feature of
his character. His sympathy with the difficulties of a literary
life, particularly for women, was very keen. There seem to be
few women writers of his time who have failed to receive from
his pen some token of recognition. Of Edith Thomas he once said
in one of his notelets, “She has a divine gift, and her first
book is more than a promise — an assurance.” Of Sarah Orne Jewett
he was fond as of a daughter, and from their earliest
acquaintance his letters are filled with appreciation of her
stories. “I do not wonder,” he wrote one day, “that ‘The Luck
of the Bogans’ is attractive to the Irish folks, and to everybody
else. It is a very successful departure from New England life
and scenery, and shows that Sarah is as much at home in Ireland
and on the Carolina Sea Islands as in Maine or Massachusetts. I
am very proud that I was one of the first to discover her.” This
predisposition to think well of the work of others gave him the
happy opportunity in more than one instance of bringing authors
of real talent before the public who might otherwise have waited
long for general recognition.
This was especially the case with one of our best beloved New
England writers, Lucy Larcom. As early as 1853 he wrote a letter
to his publisher introducing her work to his notice. “I
inclose,” he says, “what I regard as a very unique and beautiful
little book in MS. I don’t wish thee to take my opinion, but the
first leisure hour thee have, read it, and I am sure thee will
decide that it is exactly the thing for publication. —The little
prose poems are unlike anything in our literature, and remind
me of the German writer Lessing. They are equally adapted to
young and old ?The author, Lucy Larcom, of Beverly, is a novice
in writing and book-making, and with no ambition to appear in
print; and were I not perfectly certain that her little
collection is worthy of type, I would be the last to encourage
her to take even this small step to publicity. Read ‘The
Impression of Rain-drops,’ The Steamboat and Niagara,’ ‘The
Laughing Water,’ ‘My Father’s House,’ etc.”
He thus early became the foster-father of Lucy Larcom’s children
of the brain, and, what was far more to her, a life-long friend,
adviser, and supporter.
One of his most intimate personal friends for many years was
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Lydia Maria Child. Beginning in the earliest days of the antislavery struggle, their friendship lasted into the late and
peaceful sunset of their days. As Mrs. Child advanced in years,
it was her custom in the winter to leave her cottage at Wayland
for a few months, and to take lodgings in Boston. The dignity
and independence of Mrs. Child’s character were so great that
she knew her friends would find her wherever she might live, and
her desire to help on the good work of the world led her to
practice the most austere economies. Therefore, instead of
finding a comfortable boarding-place, which she might well have
excused herself for doing at her advanced age of eighty years,
she took rooms in a very plain little house in a remote quarter
of the city, and went by the street cars daily to the North End,
to get her dinner at a restaurant which she had discovered as
being clean, and having wholesome food at the very lowest
prices. This enabled her to give away sums which were
surprisingly large to those who knew her income. Wendell
Phillips, who had always taken charge of her affairs, said to
me at the time of her death that when the negroes made their
flight into Kansas, Mrs. Child came in as soon as the news
arrived and asked him to forward fifty dollars for their
assistance.
“I am afraid you cannot afford to send that sum just now,” said
Mr. Phillips. “Perhaps you will do well to think it over.”
“So I will,” said Mrs. Child, and departed.
In the course of the day he received a note from her, saying she
had made a mistake. It was one hundred dollars that she wished
to send.
Mrs. Child’s chief pleasure in coming to town was the
opportunity she found of seeing her friends. Whittier always
sought her out, and their meetings at the houses of their mutual
cronies were festivals indeed. They would sit side by side,
while memories crowded up and filled their faces with a
tenderness they could not express in words. As they told their
tales and made merry, they would sit with their hands on each
other’s knees, and with glances in which tears and laughter were
closely intermingled.
“It was good to see Mrs. Child,” some one remarked, after one
of those interviews.
“Yes,” said Whittier, “Lyddy’s bunnets aren’t always in the
fashion” (With a quaint look, as much as to say, “I wonder what
you think of anything so bad”), “but we don’t like her any the
worse for that.”
Shortly after Mrs. Child’s death he wrote from Amesbury: “My
heart has been heavy ever since I heard of dear Maria Child’s
death. The true, noble, loving soul! Where is she? What is she?
How is she? The moral and spiritual economy of God will not
suffer such light and love to be lost in blank annihilation. She
was herself an evidence of immortality. In a letter written to
me at seventy years of age she said: ‘The older I grow the more
I am awe-struck (not frightened, but awed) by the great mystery
of an existence here and hereafter. No thinking can solve the
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problem. Infinite wisdom has purposely sealed it from our
eyes.’”
There was never a moment of Whittier’s life when, prostrated by
illness, or overwhelmed by private sorrows, or removed from the
haunts of men, he forgot to take a living interest in public
affairs, and to study closely the characteristics and works of
the men who were our governors. He understood the characters of
our public officers as if he had lived with them continually,
and his quick apprehension with regard to their movements was
something most unusual. De Quincey, we remember, surprised his
American friends by taking their hands, as it were, and showing
them about Boston, so familiar was he with our localities.
Whittier could sit down with politicians and easily prove
himself the better man on contested questions. In 1861 he wrote:
—
“Our government needs more wisdom than it has thus far
had credit for to sustain the national honor and avert
a war with England. What a pity that Welles indorsed the
act of Wilkes in his report! Why couldn’t we have been
satisfied with the thing without making such a cackling
over it? Apologies are cheap, and we could afford to
make a very handsome one in this case. A war with
England would ruin us. It is too monstrous to think of.
May God in His mercy save us from it!”
In 1862 and 1863 Whittier was in frequent correspondence with
Mr. Fields. Poems suggested by the stirring times were crowding
thick upon his mind. “It is a great thing to live in these days.
I am thankful for what I have lived to see and hear,” he says.
“There is nothing for us but the old Methodist ejaculation,
‘Glory to God!’”
The volume entitled “In War-time” appeared at this period,
though, as usual, he seems to have had little strength and spirit
for the revision of his poems. For this, however unwillingly,
he would often throw himself upon the kindness of his friend and
publisher.
In writing to ask some consideration for the manuscript of an
unknown lady during this year, he adds: “I ought to have sent
to you about this lady’s MS. long ago, but the fact is, I hate
to bother you with such matters. I am more and more impressed
with the Christian tolerance and patience of publishers, beset
as you are with legions of clamorous authors, male and female.
I should think you would hate the very sight of one of these
importunates. After all, Fields, let us own the truth: writing
folks are bores. How few of us (let them say what they will of
our genius) have any common sense! I take it that it is the
providential business of authors and publishers to torment each
other.”
These little friendly touches in his correspondence show us the
man far more distinctly than many pages of writing about him.
Some one has said that Whittier’s epistolary style was perfect.
Doubtless he could write as good a letter on occasion as any man
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who ever lived, but he sustained no such correspondence. His
notes and letters were homely and affectionate, with the
delightful carelessness possible in the talk of intimate
friends. They present no ordinary picture of human tenderness,
devotion, and charity, and these qualities gain a wonderful
beauty when we remember that they come from the same spirit which
cried out with Ezekiel: —
“The burden of a prophet’s power
Fell on me in that fearful hour;
From off unutterable woes
The curtain of the future rose;
I saw far down the coming time
The fiery chastisement of crime;
With noise of mingling hosts, and jar
Of falling towers and shouts of war,
I saw the nations rise and fall
Like fire-gleams on my tent’s white wall.”
“The fire and fury of the brain” were his indeed; a spirit was
in him to redeem the land; he was one of God’s interpreters; but
there was also the tenderness of divine humanity, the love and
patience of those who dwell in the courts of the Lord.
Whittier’s sister Elizabeth was a sensitive woman, whose
delicate health was a constant source of anxiety to her brother,
especially after the death of their mother, when they were left
alone together in the home at Amesbury. As one of their intimate
friends said, no one could tell which would die first, but they
were each so anxious about the other’s health that it was a
question which would wear away into the grave first, for the
other’s sake.
It was Whittier’s sad experience to be deprived of the
companionship of all those most dear to him, and for over twenty
years to live without that intimate household communion for the
loss of which the world holds no recompense. For several years,
before and after his sister Elizabeth’s death, Whittier wore the
look of one who was very ill. His large dark eyes burned with
peculiar fire, and contrasted with his pale brow and attenuated
figure. He had a sorrowful, stricken look, and found it hard
enough to reconstruct his life, missing the companionship and
care of his sister, and her great sympathy with his own literary
work. There was a likeness between the two; the same speaking
eyes marked the line from which they sprang, and their kinship
and inheritance. Old New England people were quick to recognize
“the Bachiler eyes,” not only in the Whittiers, but in Daniel
Webster, Caleb Cushing, Nathaniel Hawthorne, and William
Bachiler Greene, a man less widely known than these
distinguished compatriots. Mr. Greene was, however, a man of
mark in his own time, a daring thinker, and one who was possessed
of much brave originality, whose own deep thoughtfulness was
always planting seeds of thought in others, and who can
certainly never be forgotten by those who were fortunate enough
to be his friends.
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These men of the grand eyes were all descended from a gifted old
preacher of great fame in early colonial days, a man of true
distinction and devoted service, in spite of the dishonor with
which he let his name be shadowed in his latest years. It would
be most interesting to trace the line still further back into
the past; but when the Bachiler eyes were by any chance referred
to in Whittier’s presence, he would look shyly askance, and
sometimes speak, half with pride, half with a sort of humorous
compassion, of his Hampton ancestor. The connection of the
Whittiers of Haverhill with the Greenes was somewhat closer than
with other branches of the Bachiler line. One of the poet’s most
entertaining reminiscences of his boyhood was the story of his
first visit to Boston. Mr. William Greene’s mother was an
interesting woman of strong, independent character and wide
interests, wonted to the life of cities, and one of the first,
in spite of his boyish shyness, to appreciate her young
relative. Her kind eagerness, during one of her occasional
visits to the Whittiers, that Greenleaf should come to see her
when he came to Boston, fell in with his own dreams, and a high
desire to see the sights of the great town.
One can easily see how his imagination glorified the natural
expectations of a country boy, and when the time arrived how the
whole household lent itself to furthering so great an
expedition. He was not only to have a new suit of clothes, but
they were, for the first time, to be trimmed with “boughten
buttons,” to the lad’s complete satisfaction, his mind being
fixed upon those as marking the difference between town and
country fashions. When the preparations were made, his fresh
homespun costume, cut after the best usage of the Society of
Friends, seemed to him all that heart could desire, and he
started away bravely by the coach to pass a week in Boston. His
mother had not forgotten to warn him of possible dangers and
snares; it was then that he made her a promise which, at first
from principle and later from sentiment, he always most sacredly
kept — that he would not enter a play-house. As he told the
story, it was easy for a listener to comprehend how many good
wishes flew after the adventurer, and how much wild beating of
the heart he himself experienced as the coach rolled away; how
bewildering the city streets appeared when he found himself at
the brief journey’s end. After he had reported himself to Mrs.
Greene, and been received with most affectionate hospitality,
and had promised to reappear at tea-time, he sallied forth to
the great business of sight-seeing.
“I wandered up and down the streets,” he used to say. “Somehow
it wasn’t just what I expected, and the crowd was worse and worse
after I got into Washington Street; and when I got tired of being
jostled, it seemed to me as if the folks might get by if I waited
a little while. Some of them looked at me, and so I stepped into
an alleyway and waited and looked out. Sometimes there didn’t
seem to be so many passing, and I thought of starting, and then
they’d begin again. ‘Twas a terrible stream of people to me. I
began to think my new clothes and the buttons were all thrown
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away. I stayed there a good while.” (This was said with great
amusement.) “I began to be homesick. I thought it made no
difference at all about my having those boughten buttons.”
How long he waited, or what thoughts were stirred by this first
glimpse at the ceaseless procession of humanity, who can say?
But there was a sequel to the tale. He was invited to return to
Mrs. Greene’s to drink tea and meet a company of her guests.
Among them were some ladies who were very gay and friendly; we
can imagine that they were attracted by the handsome eyes and
quaint garb of the young Friend, and by his quick wit and homely
turns of speech, all the more amusing for a rustic flavor. They
tried to tease him a little, but they must have quickly found
their match in drollery, while the lad was already a citizen of
the commonwealth of books. No doubt the stimulus of such a social
occasion brought him, as well as the strangers, into new
acquaintance with his growing gifts. But presently one of the
ladies, evidently the favorite until this shocking moment, began
to speak of the theatre, and asked for the pleasure of his
presence at the play that very night, she herself being the
leading player. At this disclosure, and the frank talk of the
rest of the company, their evident interest in the stage, and
regard for a young person who had chosen such a profession, the
young Quaker lad was stricken with horror. In after years he
could only remember it with amusement, but that night his
mother’s anxious warnings rang in his ears, and he hastened to
escape from such a snare. Somehow this pleasant young companion
of the tea party hardly represented the wickedness of playhouses
as Puritan New England loved to picture them; but between a sense
of disappointment and homesickness and general insecurity, he
could not sleep, and next morning when the early stage-coach
started forth, it carried him as passenger. He said nothing to
his amazed family of the alarming episode of the playing-woman,
nor of his deep consciousness of the home-made clothes, but he
no doubt reflected much upon this Boston visit in the leisure
of the silent fields and hills.
It is impossible to convey to those who never saw Mr. Whittier
the charm of his gift of story telling; the exactness and
simplicity of his reminiscences were flavored by his poetical
insight and dramatic representation. It was a wonderful thing
to hear him rehearse in the twilight the scenes of his youth,
and the figures that came and went in that small world; the
pathos and humor of his speech can never be exceeded; and there
can never be again so complete a linking of the ancient
provincial lore and the new life and thought of New England as
there was in him. While he was with us, his poems seemed hardly
to give sufficient witness of that rich store of thought and
knowledge; he was always making his horizon wider, at the same
time that he came into closer sympathy with things near at hand.
For him the ancient customs of a country neighborhood, the
simple characters, the loves and hates and losses of a rural
household, stood for a type of human life in every age, and were
never trivial or narrow. As he grew older, these became less and
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less personal. He sometimes appeared to think of death rather
than the person who had died, and of love and grief rather than
of those who felt their influence. His was the life of the poet
first of all, and yet the tale of his sympathetic friendliness,
and his generosities and care-taking for others will never be
fully told. The dark eyes had great powers of insight; they could
flash scorn as well as shine with the soft light of
encouragement.
He accustomed himself, of course, to more frequent visits to
Boston after his sister’s death, but he was seldom, if ever,
persuaded to go to the Saturday Club, to which so many of his
friends belonged. Sometimes he would bring a new poem for a
private first reading, and for that purpose would stay to
breakfast or luncheon; but late dinners were contrary to the
habit of his life, and he seldom sat down to one.
“I take the liberty,” he wrote one day, “of inclosing a little
poem of mine which has beguiled some weary hours. I hope thee
will like it. How strange it seems not to read it to my sister!
If thee have read Schoolcraft, thee will remember what he says
of the ‘Little Vanishers.’ The legend is very beautiful, and I
hope I have done it justice in some sort.”
In the spring of 1865 he came to Campton, on the Pemigewasset
River, in New Hampshire, a delightful place for those who love
green hills and the mystery of rivers.
We were passing a few weeks there by ourselves, and it was a
great surprise and pleasure to see our friend. He drove up to
the door one afternoon just as the sun was slanting to the west,
too late to drive away again that day. In our desire to show him
all the glories of the spot, we carried him out at once, up the
hillside, leaping across the brook, gathering pennyroyal and
Indian posy as we went, past the sheep and on and up, until he,
laughing, said: “Look here, I can’t follow thee; besides, I
think I’ve seen more of this life than thee have, and it isn’t
all so new to me! Come and sit down here; I’m tired.” We sat a
while overlooking the wonderful panorama, the winding river, the
hills and fields all green and radiant, listening at times to a
mountain stream which came with wild and solitary roar from its
solemn home among the farther heights. Presently we returned to
supper; and afterwards, sitting in the little parlor which
looked towards the sunset on the high hills far away, his mind
seemed to rise into a higher atmosphere. He began by quoting the
last verse of Emerson’s “Sphinx:” “Uprose the merry Sphinx,
And couched no more in stone;
She melted into purple cloud,
She silvered in the moon;
She spired into a yellow flame;
She flowered in blossoms red;
She flowed into a foaming wave;
She stood Monadnock’s head.”
He talked long and earnestly upon the subject of our spiritual
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existence independent of the body. I have often heard him dwell
upon this subject since; but the awful glory of the hills, the
dark and silence of our little parlor, the assured speech
touching the unseen, of one who had thought much and suffered
much, and found a refuge in the tabernacle not made with hands,
were very impressive. We felt that “it was good for us to be
there.”
Speaking of his faith in the visions of others –though he did
not have these visions himself, and believed they were not
vouchsafed to all– he told us of a prophecy that was written
down twenty-five years before by an old man in Sandwich (a
village among the hills, about fifteen miles from Campton),
predicting the terrible civil war which had just been raging
between the North and the South. This man was in the fields at
noonday, when a darkness fell upon his sight and covered the
earth. He beheld the divided nation and the freed people and the
final deliverance from the terrors of war. The whole series of
events was [were] clearly detailed, and Whittier had stored them
away in his memory. He said that only one thing was wrong. He
foretold foreign intervention, from which we were happily
spared. The daughter of this prophet was living; he knew her
well, — an excellent woman and a Friend who was often impressed
to speak in meeting. “She is good,” said Whittier, “and speaks
from her experience, and for that reason I like to hear her.”
Spiritualism, as it is called in our day, was a subject which
earnestly and steadily held his attention. Having lived very
near to the Salem witchcraft experience in early times, the
topic was one that came more closely home to his mind than to
almost any one else in our century. There are many passages in
his letters on this question which state his own mental position
very clearly.
“I have had as good a chance to see a ghost,” he once said, “as
anybody ever had, but not the slightest sign ever came to me. I
do not doubt what others tell me, but I sometimes wonder over
my own incapacity. I should like to see some dear ghost walk in
and sit down by me when I am here alone. The doings of the old
witch days have never been explained; and as we are so soon to
be transferred to another state, how natural it appears that
some of us should have glimpses of it here! We all feel the help
we receive from the Divine Spirit. Why deny, then, that some men
have it more directly and more visibly than others?”
In his memories of New England country life when he was a child,
this subject was closely interwoven with every association. He
had an uncle, who made one of the family, a man by no means
devoid of the old-fashioned faith in witches, and who was always
ready to give his testimony. He remembered an old woman in the
neighborhood who was accused of being a witch, and that when his
uncle’s opinion was asked about her, he replied that he knew she
was a witch.
“How do you know?” they said.
“Oh,” he replied, “I’ve seen her!”
Whittier recalled this uncle’s returning one night from a long
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drive through the woods; and when he came in and sat down by the
fire after supper, he told them that he had seen three old women
in a clearing around a kettle, “a-stirrin’ of it.” When they saw
him, they moved off behind the trees, but he distinctly saw the
smoke from the kettle; and he recognized the old woman in
question as one of the three beyond the shadow of a doubt. No
doubt some curious rustic remedy or charm was being brewed in
the dark of the moon. Nothing escaped his observation that was
printed or circulated upon this topic. In the summer of 1882 he
discovered that Old Orchard Beach had been made a theatre of new
wonders. Dr. ——— had been there, “working Protestant miracles,
and the lame walk and the deaf hear under his manipulation and
holy oil. There seems no doubt that cures of nervous diseases
are really sometimes effected, and I believe in the efficacy of
prayer. The nearer we are drawn to Him who is the source of all
life, the better it must be for soul and body.”
In Robert Dale Owen he always took a strong and friendly
interest; and when, late in life, reverses fell upon Mr. Owen
in the shape of humiliating revelations of his own credulity,
Whittier’s relations to him were unchanged. “I have read with
renewed interest,” he wrote, “the paper of R. D. Owen. I had a
long talk with him years ago on the subject. He was a very noble
and good man, and I was terribly indignant when he was so
deceived by the pretended materialized ‘Katie King.’ I could
never quite believe in ‘materialization,’ as I had reason to
know that much of it was fraudulent. It surely argues a
fathomless depth of depravity to trifle with the yearning love
of those who have lost dear ones, and ‘long for the touch of a
vanished hand.’”
In the year 1866 a very fine portrait of Abraham Lincoln was
engraved by Marshall. A copy of it was presented to Whittier,
who wrote concerning it: “It was never my privilege to know
Abraham Lincoln personally, and the various pictures have more
or less failed to satisfy my conception of him. They might be,
and probably were, what are called ‘good likenesses,’ so far as
outline and detail were concerned; but to me they always seemed
to lack one great essential of a true portrait, — the informing
spirit of the man within. This I find in Marshall’s portrait.
The old harsh lines and unmistakable mouth are there, without
flattery or compromise; but over all and through all the
pathetic sadness, the wise simplicity and tender humanity of the
man are visible. It is the face of the speaker at Gettysburg,
and the writer of the second inaugural.”
It was during this year, also, that the “Tent on the Beach” was
written. He had said again and again in his notes that he had
this work in hand, but always declared he was far too ill to
finish it during the year. Nevertheless, in the last days of
December the package was forwarded to his publisher. “Tell me,”
he wrote, “if thee object to the personal character of it. I
have represented thee and Bayard Taylor and myself living a wild
tent life for a few summer days on the beach, where, for lack
of something better, I read my stories to the others. My original
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plan was the old ‘Decameron’ one, each personage to read his own
poems; but the thing has been so hackneyed by repetition that I
abandoned it in disgust, and began anew. The result is before
thee. Put it in type or the fire. I am content — like Eugene
Aram, ‘prepared for either fortune.’”
He had intended also to accomplish some work in prose at this
period, but the painful condition of his health forbade it. “I
am forbidden to use my poor head,” he said, “so I have to get
along as I can without it. The Catholic St. Leon, thee knows,
walked alert as usual after his head was cut off.”
I am tempted to quote still further from a letter of this period:
“I inclose a poem of mine which has never seen the
light, although it was partly in print from my first
draft to spare me the trouble of copying. It presents
my view of Christ as the special manifestation of the
love of God to humanity.... Let me thank the publisher
of Milton’s prose for the compliment of the dedication.
Milton’s prose has long been my favorite reading. My
whole life has felt the influence of his writings.”
There is a delightful note on the subject of the popularity of
the “Tent on the Beach,” which shows his natural pleasure in
success. “Think,” he says, “of bagging in this tent of ours an
unsuspecting public at the rate of a thousand a day! This will
never do. The swindle is awful. Barnum is a saint to us. I am
bowed with a sense of guilt, ashamed to look an honest man in
the face. But Nemesis is on our track; somebody will puncture
our tent yet, and it will collapse like a torn balloon. I know
I shall have to catch it; my back tingles in anticipation.”
It was perhaps in this same year, 1866, that we made an autumn
visit to Whittier which is still a well-remembered pleasure. The
weather was warm and the fruit was ripening in the little
Amesbury garden. We loitered about for a while, I remember, in
the afternoon, among the falling pear leaves and in the sweet
air, but he soon led the way into his garden-room, and fell into
talk. He was an adept in the art of conversation, having trained
himself in the difficult school of a New England farmhouse, fit
ground for such athletics, being typically bare of suggestion
and of relief from outside resources. The unbroken afternoons
and the long evenings, when the only hope of entertainment is
in such fire as one brain can strike from another, produce a
situation as difficult to the unskilled as that of an untaught
swimmer when first cast into the sea. Persons long habituated
to these contests could face the position calmly, and see the
early “tea-things” disappear and the contestants draw their
chairs around the fire with a kind of zeal; but to one new to
such experience there was room for heart-sinkings when
preparations were made, by putting fresh sticks on the fire, for
sitting from gloaming to vespers, and sometimes on again
unwearied till midnight.
Mrs. Stowe and Whittier were the invincible Lancelots of these
tourneys, and any one who has had the privilege of sitting by
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the New England hearthstone with either of them will be ready
to confess that no playhouse, or game, or any of the distractions
the city may afford, can compare with the satisfaction of such
an experience. Upon the visit in question Whittier talked of the
days of his anti-slavery life in 1835 or 1836, when the English
agitator, George Thompson, first came to this country. The
latter was suffering from the attack of many a mob, and was
fatigued by frequent speaking and as frequent abuse. Whittier
invited him to his home in the neighborhood of Haverhill, where
he could find quiet and rest during the warm weather. Thompson
accepted the invitation, and remained with him a fortnight. They
used to rake hay together, and go about the farm unmolested. At
length, however, a pressing invitation came for Thompson to go
to Concord, New Hampshire, to speak in the cause of freedom, and
afterwards to continue on to the village of Plymouth and visit
a friend in that place. Whittier was included in the invitation,
and it was settled that they should accept the call. They
traveled peaceably enough in their own chaise as far as Concord,
where the speech was delivered without interruption; but when
they attempted to leave the hall after the address was ended,
they found it almost impossible. A crowd followed them with the
apparent intention of stoning and killing them. “I understood
how St. Paul felt when he was thrice stoned,” said Whittier. The
missiles fell around them and upon them like hail, not touching
their heads, providentially, although he could still remember
the sound of the stones when they missed their aim and struck
the wooden fence behind them. They were made very lame by the
blows, but they managed to reach their friend’s house, where
they sprang up the steps three at a time, before the crowd knew
where they were going. Their host was certainly a brave man, for
he took them in at the door, and then throwing it open,
exclaimed, “Whoever comes in here must come over my dead body.”
The door was then barricaded, and the crowd rushed round to the
back of the house, thinking that their victims intended to go
out that way; but the travelers waited until it was dark, when
Whittier exchanged his Friend’s hat for that of his host, and,
everything else peculiar about his dress being well disguised,
the two managed to pass out unperceived by the crowd, and go on
their way to Plymouth. They stopped one night on their journey
at a small inn, where the landlord asked if they had heard
anything of the riot in Concord. Two men had been there, he said,
one an Englishman by the name of Thompson, who had been making
abominable and seditious speeches, stirring up people about “the
niggers;” the other was a young Quaker by the name of Whittier,
who was always making speeches. He heard him lecture once
himself, he said (a base lie, Whittier told us, because he had
never “lectured” in his life), and it was well that active
measures had been taken against them. “We heard him all
through,” said Whittier; “and then, just as I had my foot on the
step of the chaise, ready to drive away from the door, I remarked
to him, ‘Wouldn’t you like to see that Thompson of whom you have
been speaking?’ I took good care not to use ‘plain’ language
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(that is, the Quaker form). ‘I rather think I should,’ said the
man. ‘Well, this is Mr. Thompson,’ I said, as I jumped into the
chaise. ‘And this is the Quaker, Whittier,’ said Thompson,
driving away as fast as he could. I looked back, and saw him
standing, mouth wide open, gazing after us in the greatest
astonishment.”
The two kept on to Plymouth, where they were nearly mobbed a
second time. Years after, Whittier said that once when he was
passing through Portland, a man, seeing him go by, stepped out
of his shop and asked if his name were Whittier, and if he were
not the man who was stoned, years before, by a mob at Concord.
The answer being in the affirmative, he said he believed a devil
possessed him that night; for he had no reason to wish evil
either to Whittier or Thompson, yet he was filled with a desire
to kill them, and he thought he should have done so if they had
not escaped. He added that the mob was like a crowd of demons,
and he knew one man who had mixed a black dye to dip them in,
which would be almost impossible to get off. He could not explain
to himself or to another the state of mind he was in.
The next morning we walked with Whittier again in his little
garden, and saw his grapes, which were a source of pride and
pleasure. One vine, he told us, came up from a tiny rootlet sent
to him by Charles Sumner, in a letter from Washington.
Later we strolled forth into the village street as far as the
Friends’ meeting-house, and sat down upon the steps while he
told us something of his neighbors. He himself, he said, had
planted the trees about the church: they were then good-sized
trees. He spoke very earnestly about the worship of the Friends.
All the associations of his youth and all the canons of his
education and development were grounded on the Friends’ faith
and doctrine, and he was anxious that they should show a growth
commensurate with the age. He disliked many of the innovations,
but his affectionate spirit clung to his people, and he longed
to see them drawing to themselves a larger measure of spiritual
life, day by day. He loved the old custom of sitting in silence,
and hoped they would not stray away into habits of much speaking.
The old habits of the meeting-house were very dear to him.
One cold, clear morning in January I heard his early ring at the
door. He had been ill, but was so much better that he was
absolutely gay. He insisted upon blowing the fire, which, as
sometimes happens, will struggle to do its worst on the coldest
days; and as the flames at last began to roar, his spirits rose
with them. He was rejoicing over Garibaldi’s victory. The
sufferings of Italy had been so terrible that even one small
victory in their behalf seemed a great gain. He said that he had
been trying to arouse the interest of the Friends, but it usually
took about two years to awaken them thoroughly on any great
topic!
He remained several hours that morning talking over his hopes
for the country, — of politics, of Charles Sumner, of whom he
said, “Sumner is always fundamentally right; “and of John
Bright, for whose great gifts he had sincere admiration. Soon
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afterwards, at the time of this great man’s death, Whittier
wrote to us: “Spring is here to-day, warm, birdfull.... It seems
strange that I am alive to welcome her when so many have passed
away with the winter, and among them that stalwartest of
Englishmen, John Bright, sleeping now in the daisied grounds of
Rochdale, never more to move the world with his surpassing
eloquence. How I regret that I have never seen him! We had much
in common in our religious faith, our hatred of war and
oppression. His great genius seemed to me to be always held
firmly in hand by a sense of duty, and by the practical common
sense of a shrewd man of business. He fought through life like
an old knight-errant, but without enthusiasm. He had no personal
ideals. I remember once how he remonstrated with me for my
admiration for General Gordon. He looked upon that wonderful
personality as a wild fighter, a rash adventurer, doing evil
that good might come. He could not see him as I saw him, giving
his life for humanity, alone and unfriended, in that dreadful
Soudan. He did not like the idea of fighting Satan with Satan’s
weapons. Lord Salisbury said truly that John Bright was the
greatest orator England had produced, and his eloquence was only
called out by what he regarded as the voice of God in his soul.”
When at length Whittier rose to go that winter morning, with the
feeling that he had already taken too large a piece out of the
day, we pressed him to stay longer, since it was already late.
“Why can’t you stay?” urged his host. “Because, I tell you, I
don’t want to,” which set us all laughing, and settled the
question.
Our first knowledge of his arrival in town was usually that early
and punctual ring at the door to which I have referred. He would
come in looking pale and thin, but full of fire, and, as we would
soon find, of a certain vigor. He became interested one morning
in a plan proposed to him for making a collection of poems for
young people, one which he finally completed with the aid of
Miss Lucy Larcom. We got down from the shelf Longfellow’s “Poets
and Poetry of Europe,” and looked it over together. “Annie of
Tharaw” was a great favorite of his, and the poem by Dirk Smit,
on “The Death of an Infant,” found his ready appreciation.
Whittier easily fell from these into talk of Burns, who was his
master and ideal. “He lives, next to Shakespeare,” he said, “in
the heart of humanity.”
In speaking of Rossetti and of his ballad of “Sister Helen,” he
confessed to being strangely attracted to this poem because he
could remember seeing his mother, “who was as good a woman as
ever lived,” and his aunt performing the same strange act of
melting a waxen figure of a clergyman of their time.82
There was some talk, also, that morning of the advantages, in
these restless days, accruing to those who “stay put” in this
world, instead of to those who are forever beating about,
searching
for
greater
opportunities
from
position
or
circumstance. He laughed heartily over the tale, which had just
82. Mr. Pickard, the biographer of the poet, believes that there is some mistake about this, and suggests “that the story of the waxen
image was one told by Whittier’s mother of a happening in another family, possibly of something she herself had witnessed.”
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then reached us, of Carlyle going to hunt up a new residence in
London with a map of the world in his pocket.
We asked Whittier if he never felt tempted to go to Quebec from
his well-beloved haunts in the White Mountains. “Oh no,” he
replied. “I know it all by books and pictures just as well as
if I had seen it.”
This talk of traveling reminded him of a circus which came one
season to Amesbury. “I was in my garden,” he said, “when I saw
an Arab wander down the street; and by and by stop and lean
against my gate. He held a small book in his hand, which he was
reading from time to time when he was not occupied with gazing
about him. Presently I went to talk with him, and found he had
lived all his life on the edge of the Desert until he had started
for America. He was very homesick, and longed for the time of
his return. He had hired himself for a term of years to the
master of the circus. He held the Koran in his hand, and was
delighted to find a friend who had also read his sacred book.
He opened his heart still further then, and said how he longed
for his old, wild life in the Desert, for a sight of the palms
and the sands, but, above all, for its freedom.” This interview
made a deep impression, naturally, upon Whittier’s mind, he, who
was no traveler himself, having thus sung: —
“He who wanders widest, lifts
No more of beauty’s jealous veil
Than he who from his doorway sees
The miracle of flowers and trees.”
The memory of a visit to Amesbury, made once in September,
vividly remains with me. It was early in the month, when the
lingering heat of summer seems sometimes to gather fresh
intensity from the fact that we are so soon to hear the winds
of autumn. Amesbury had greatly altered of late years; large
enough to be a city,” our friend declared; “but I am not fat
enough to be an alderman.” To us it was still a small village,
though somewhat dustier and less attractive than when we first
knew it.
As we approached the house, we saw him from a distance
characteristically gazing down the road for us, from his front
yard, and then at the first glimpse suddenly disappearing, to
come forth again to meet us, quite fresh and quiet, from his
front door. It had been a very hot, dry summer, and everything
about that place, as about every other, was parched and covered
with dust. There had been no rain for weeks, and the village
street was then quite innocent of watering carts. The fruit hung
heavily from the nearly leafless trees, and the soft thud of the
pears and apples as they fell to the ground could be heard on
every side in the quiet house-yards. The sun struggled feebly
through the mists during the noontide hours, when a still heat
pervaded rather than struck the earth; and then in the early
afternoon, and late into the next morning, a stirless cloud
seemed to cover the face of the world. These mists were much
increased by the burning of peat and brush, and, alas! of the
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very woods themselves in every direction. Altogether, as
Whittier said, quaintly, “it was very encouraging weather for
the Millerites.”
His niece, who bears the name of his beloved sister, was then
the mistress of his house, and we were soon made heartily
welcome. Everything was plain and neat as became a Friend’s
household; but as the village had grown to be a stirring place,
and the house stood close upon the dusty road, such charming
neatness must sometimes have been a difficult achievement. The
noonday meal was soon served and soon ended, and then we sat
down behind the half-closed blinds, looking out upon the garden,
the faded vines, and almost leafless trees. It was a cozy room,
with its Franklin stove, at this season surmounted by a bouquet,
and a table between the windows, where was a larger bouquet,
which Whittier himself had gathered that morning in anticipation
of our arrival. He seemed brighter and better than we had dared
to hope, and was in excellent mood for talking. Referring again
to the Millerites, who had been so reanimated by the forest
fires, he said he had been deeply impressed lately with their
deplorable doctrines. “Continually disappointed because we
don’t all burn up on a sudden, they forget to be thankful for
their preservation from the dire fate they predict with so much
complacency.”
He had just received a proof of his poem “Miriam,” with the
introduction, and he could not be content until they had both
been read aloud to him. After the reading they were duly
commented upon, and revised until he thought he could do no more;
yet twice before our departure the proofs were taken out of the
hand-bag where they were safely stowed away, and again more or
less altered.
Whittier’s ever-growing fame was not taken by him as a matter
of course. “I cannot think very well of my own things,” he used
to say; “and what is mere fame worth when thee is at home, alone,
and sick with headaches, unable either to read or to write?”
Nevertheless, he derived very great pleasure and consolation
from the letters and tributes which poured in upon him from
hearts he had touched or lives he had quickened. “That I like,”
he would say sometimes; “that is worth having.” But he must often
have known the deeps of sadness in winter evenings when he was
too ill to touch book or pen, and when he could do nothing during
the long hours but sit and think over the fire.
We slept in Elizabeth’s chamber. The portrait of their mother,
framed in autumn leaves gathered in the last autumn of her life,
hung upon the wall. Here, too, as in our bedroom at Dickens’s,
the Diary of Pepys lay on the table. Dickens had read his copy
faithfully, and written notes therein. Of this copy the leaves
had not been cut; but with it lay the “Prayers of the Ages,” and
volumes of poems, which had all been well read, and “Pickwick”
upon the top.
In the year 1867 Charles Dickens came to America to give his
famous Readings. Whittier, as we have seen, was seldom tempted
out of his country home and habitual ways, but Dickens was for
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one moment too much for him. To our surprise, he wrote to ask
if he could possibly get a seat to hear him. “I see there is a
crazy rush for tickets.” A favorable answer was dispatched to
him as soon as practicable, but he had already repented of the
indiscretion. “My dear Fields,” he wrote, “up to the last moment
I have hoped to occupy the seat so kindly promised me for this
evening. But I find I must give it up. Gladden with it the heart
of some poor wretch who dangled and shivered all in vain in your
long queue the other morning. I must read my ‘Pickwick’ alone,
as the Marchioness played cribbage. I should so like,
nevertheless, to see Dickens and shake that creative hand of
his! It is as well, doubtless, so far as he is concerned, that
I cannot do it; he will have enough and too much of that, I fear.
I dreamed last night I saw him surrounded by a mob of ladies,
each with her scissors snipping at his hair, and he seemed in a
fair way to be ‘shaven and shorn,’ like the Priest in ‘The House
that Jack Built.”’
The large events of humanity were to Whittier a portion of his
own experience, his personal life being, in the ordinary sense,
devoid of incident. The death of Charles Dickens, in 1871, was
a personal loss, just as his life had been a living gain to this
remote and invalid man. One long quiet summer afternoon shortly
after, Whittier joined us for the sake of talking about Dickens.
He told us what sunshine came from him into his own solemn and
silent country life, and what grateful love he must ever bear
to him. He wished to hear all that could be told of him as a
man. Tea came, and the sun went down, and still he talked and
questioned, and then, after a long silence, he said suddenly:
“What’s he doing now? Sometimes I say, in Shakespeare’s phrase,
O for some ‘courteous ghost,’ but nothing ever comes to me. He
was so human I should think thee must see him sometimes. It seems
as if he were the very person to manifest himself and give us a
glimpse beyond. I believe I have faith; I sometimes think I have;
but this desire to see just a little way is terribly strong in
me. I have expressed something of it in my verses to Mrs. Child
about Loring.”
He spoke also of the significance of our prayers; of their deep
value to our spirit in constantly renewing the sense of
dependence; and further, since we “surely find that our prayers
are answered, what blindness and fatuity there is in neglect or
abuse of our privilege!”
He was thinking of editing a new edition of John Woolman. He
hoped to induce certain people who would read his own books to
read that, by writing a preface for it.
The death of Henry Ward Beecher was also a loss and a sadness
to him in his solitary life. “I am saddened by the death of
Beecher,” he wrote; “he was so strong, so generous, so warm
hearted, and so brave and stalwart in so many good causes. It
is a mighty loss. He had faults, like all of us, and needed
forgiveness; but I think he could say, with David of old, that
he would rather fall into the Lord’s hands than into the hands
of man.”
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It is anticipating the years and interrupting the narrative to
mention here a few of the men who gladdened his later life by
their friendship, but the subject demands a brief space before
we return to the current story of his days.
Matthew Arnold went to see him upon his arrival in this country,
and it is needless to say that Whittier derived sincere pleasure
from the visit; but Arnold’s delightful recognition of
Whittier’s “In School Days,” as one of the perfect poems which
must live, gave him fresh assurance of fulfilled purpose in
existence. He had followed Arnold with appreciation from his
earliest appearance in the world of letters, and knew him, as
it were, “by heart” long before a personal interview was
possible. In a letter written after Arnold’s return to England,
he says: “I share thy indignation at the way our people have
spoken of him — one of the foremost men of our time, a true poet,
a wise critic, and a brave, upright man, to whom all the Englishspeaking people owe a debt of gratitude. I am sorry I could not
see him again.”
When the end came, a few years later, he was among the first to
say, “What a loss English literature has sustained in the death
of Matthew Arnold!”
As I have already suggested, he kept the run of all the
noteworthy persons who came to Boston quite as surely as they
kept in pursuit of him.
“I hope thee will see the wonderful prophet of the Bramo
Somaj, Mozoomdar, before he leaves the country.
I should have seen him in Boston but for illness last
week. That movement in India is the greatest event in
the history of Christianity since the days of Paul.
“So the author of ‘Christie Johnstone’ is dead. I have
read and re-read that charming little story with everincreasing admiration. I am sorry for the coarseness of
some of his later writings; but he was, after all, a
great novelist, second only in our times to George
Eliot, Dickens, and Thackeray.? I shall be glad to hear
more about Mr. Wood’s and Mrs. ———’s talks. Any hint or
sign or token from the unseen and spiritual world is
full of solemn interest, standing as I do on the shore
of ‘that vast ocean I must sail so soon.’?
“You will soon have Amelia Edwards again with you. I am
sorry that I have not been able to call on her. Pray
assure her of my sincere respect and admiration.”
And again: “Have thee seen and heard the Hindoo Mohini? He seems
to have really converted some people. I hear that one of them
has got a Bible!”
The phrase that he is “beset by pilgrims” occurs frequently in
his
letters,
contrasted
with
pleased
expressions,
and
descriptions of visits from Phillips Brooks, Canon Farrar,
Governor and Mrs. Claflin, and other friends whose faces were
always a joy to him.
I have turned aside from the narrative of every-day life to
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mention these friends; but it is interesting to return and
recall the earlier years, when he came one day to dine in Charles
Street with Mr. Emerson. As usual, his coming had been very
uncertain. He was never to counted upon as a visitor, but at
length the moment came when he was in better health than
ordinary, and the stars were in conjunction. I can recall his
saying to Emerson: “I had to choose between hearing thee at thy
lecture and coming here to see thee. I chose to see thee. I could
not do both.” Emerson was heard to say to him solicitously: “I
hope you are pretty well, sir! I believe you formerly bragged
of bad health.”
It was Whittier’s custom, however, to make quite sure that all
“lions” and other disturbing elements were well out of the way
before he turned his steps to the library in Charles Street. I
recall his coming one Sunday morning when we were at church, and
waiting until our return. He thought that would be a safe moment!
He was full, as Madame de Sévigné says, “de conversations
infinies,” being especially interested just then in the question
of schools for the freedmen, and eagerly discussed ways and
means for starting and supporting them.
We were much amused by his ingenuity in getting contributions
from his own town. It appears he had taken into consideration
the many carriage-makers in Amesbury. He suggested that each one
of these men should give some part of a carriage — one the
wheels, one the body, one the furnishings, thus dividing it in
all among twenty workmen. When it was put together, there stood
a carriage which was sold for two hundred dollars, exactly the
sum requisite for Amesbury to give.
He had just parted from his niece, who had gone to teach the
freed people in a small Southern village. He could not help
feeling anxious for her welfare. She and her young co-workers
would be the only Northerners in the place. Of course, such new
comers would be regarded with no friendly eye by the “mean
whites,” and their long distance from home and from any
protection would make their position a very forlorn one indeed
if the natives should turn against them. He was fearful lest
they should be half starved. However, they had departed in
excellent spirits, which went a long way to cheer everybody
concerned.
He was also full of sympathy and anxiety regarding the well being
of a young colored girl here at the North, whose sad situation
he had been called upon to relieve; and after discussing ways
and laying plans for her comfort (which he afterwards adhered
to, until in later years she was placed in a happy home of her
own), he went on to discuss the needs of yet a third young
person, another victim of the war, who was then teaching in
Amesbury. He was almost as remarkable as Mrs. Child in his power
of making his own small provision into a broad mantle to cover
many shoulders. He was undaunted, too, in his efforts, where his
own resources failed, to get what was needed by the help of
others. His common sense was so great and his own habits so
frugal, that no one could imagine a dollar wasted or misapplied
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that was confided to his stewardship. His benefactions were
ceaseless, and they were one of the chief joys of his later life.
The subject of what may be done for this or that person or cause
is continually recurring in his letters. Once I find this plea
in verse after the manner of Burns: —
“O well-paid author, fat-fed scholar,
Whose pockets jingle with the dollar,
No sheriff’s hand upon your collar,
No duns to bother,
Think on ’t, a tithe of what ye swallow
Would save your brother!”
And again and again there are passages in his letters like the
following: “I hope the Industrial Home may be saved, and wish I
was a rich man just long enough to help save it. As it is, if
the subscription needs $30 to fill it up, I shall be glad to
give the mite.” “I have long followed Maurice,” he says again,
“in his work as a religious and social reformer — a true apostle
of the gospel of humanity. He saw clearly, and in advance of his
clerical brethren, the necessity of wise and righteous dealing
with the momentous and appalling questions of labor and
poverty.”
He wrote one day: “If you go to Richmond, why don’t you visit
Hampton and Old Point Comfort, where that Christian knight and
latter-day Galahad, General Armstrong, is making his holy
experiment? I think it would be worth your while.”
General Armstrong and his brave work in founding and maintaining
the Hampton School for the education, at first, of the colored
people alone, and finally for the Indians also, was one of the
near and living interests of Whittier’s life. Often and often
in his letters do we find references to the subject; either he
regrets having to miss seeing the general, upon one of his
Northern trips, or he rejoices in falling in with some of the
teachers at Asquam Lake or elsewhere, or his note is jubilant
over some new gift which will make the general’s work for the
year less difficult.
Once he writes: “I am grieved to hear of General Armstrong’s
illness. I am not surprised at it. He has been working in his
noble cause beyond any mortal man’s strength. He must have a
rest if it is possible for him, and his friends must now keep
up the school by redoubled efforts. Ah me! There is so much to
be done in this world! I wish I were younger, or a millionaire.”
And yet again: “I had the pleasure of sending General Armstrong
at Christmas, with my annual subscription, one thousand dollars
which a friend placed in my hand. I wish our friend could be
relieved from the task of raising money by a hundred such
donations.”
The choice of the early breakfast hour for his visits was his
own idea. He was glad to hit upon a moment which was not subject
to interruptions, one when he could talk at his ease of books
and men. These visits were always a surprise. He liked to be
abroad in good season, and had rarely missed seeing the sun rise
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in forty years. He knew, too, that we were not late people, and
that his visits could never be untimely. Occasionally, with the
various evening engagements of a city, we were not altogether
fit to receive him, but it was a pleasure to hear his footstep
in the morning, and to know that we should find him in the
library by the fire. He was himself a bad sleeper, seldom, as
he said, putting a solid bar of sleep between day and day, and
therefore often early abroad to question the secrets of the
dawn. We owe much of the intimate friendship of our life to these
morning hours spent in private, uninterrupted talk.
“I have lately felt great sympathy with ———,” he said one
morning, “for I have been kept awake one hundred and twenty hours
— an experience I should not care to try again.”
One of Whittier’s summer pleasures, in which he occasionally
indulged himself, was a visit to the Isles of Shoals. He loved
to see his friend Celia Thaxter in her island home, and he loved
the freedom of a large hotel. He liked to make arrangements with
a group of his more particular friends to meet him there; and
when he was well enough to leave his room, he might be seen in
some carefully chosen corner of the great piazzas, shady or
sunny, as the day invited him, enjoying the keenest happiness
in the voluntary society and conversation of those dear to him.
Occasionally he would pass whole days in Celia Thaxter’s parlor,
watching her at her painting in the window, and listening to the
talk around him. He wished to hear and know what interested
others. He liked nothing better, he once said, than going into
the “store” in the old days at Amesbury, when it was a common
centre, almost serving the purpose of what a club may be in these
later days, and sitting upon a barrel to hear “folks talk.” The
men there did not know much about his poetry, but they understood
his politics, and he was able to put in many a word to turn the
vote of the town. In Celia Thaxter’s parlor he found a different
company, but his relations to the people who frequented that
delightful place were practically the same. He wished to
understand their point of view, if possible, and then, if he
could find opportunity, he would help them to a higher
standpoint.
I remember one season in particular, when the idle talk of idle
persons had been drifting in and out during the day, while he
sat patiently on in the corner of the pretty room. Mrs. Thaxter
was steadily at work at her table, yet always hospitable, losing
sight of no cloud or shadow or sudden gleam of glory in the
landscape, and pointing the talk often with keen wit.
Nevertheless, the idleness of it all palled upon him. It was
Sunday, too, and he longed for something which would move us to
“higher levels.” Suddenly, as if the idea struck him like an
inspiration, he rose, and taking a volume of Emerson from the
little library he opened to one of the discourses, and handing
it to Celia Thaxter said: —
“Read that aloud, will thee? I think we should all like
to hear it.”
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She read it through at his bidding; then he took up the thread
of the discourse, and talked long and earnestly upon the beauty
and necessity of worship — a necessity consequent upon the
nature of man, upon his own weakness, and his consciousness of
the Divine Spirit within him. His whole heart was stirred, and
he poured himself out towards us as if he longed, like the
prophet of old, to breathe a new life into us. I could see that
he reproached himself for not having spoken out in this way
before, but his enfranchised spirit took only a stronger flight
for the delay.
I have never heard of Whittier’s speaking in the meeting-house,
although he was doubtless often “moved” to do so; but to us who
heard him on that day he became more than ever a light unto our
feet. It was not an easy thing to do to stem the accustomed
current of life in this way, and it is a deed only possible to
those who, in the Bible phrase, “walk with God.”
Such an unusual effort was not without its consequences. It was
followed by a severe headache, and he was hardly seen abroad
again during his stay.
We heard from him again, shortly after, under the shadow of the
great hills where he always passed a part of every year. He loved
them, and wrote eloquently of the loveliness of nature at
Ossipee: “the Bearcamp winding down,” the long green valley
close by the door, the long Sandwich and Waterville ranges, and
Chocorua filling up the horizon from west to northeast.
The frequent loneliness of his life often found expression. Once
he says: —
“I wish I could feel that I deserved a tithe even of the
kind things said of me by my personal friends. If one
could but be as easily as preach! The confession of poor
Burns might, I fear, be made of the best of us: —
“‘God knows I’m no the thing I would be,
Nor am I even the thing I could be.’
And yet I am thankful every day of my life that God has
put it into the hearts of so many whom I love and honor
and reverence to send me so many messages of good will
and kindness. It is an unspeakable comfort in the lonely
and darkening afternoon of life. Indeed, I can never
feel quite alone so long as I know that all about me are
those who turn to me with friendly interest, and,
strange to say, with gratitude. A sense of lack of
desert on my part is a drawback, of course; but then, I
say to myself, if my friends judge me by my aim and
desire, and not by my poor performance, it may be all
right and just.”
The painful solitude of his life after his dear niece’s marriage
was softened when he went to live with his cousins at Oak Knoll,
in Danvers, a pleasant country seat, sheltered and suited to his
needs.
Of this place Mrs. Spofford says, in a delightful biographical
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paper: “The estate of Oak Knoll is one of some historical
associations, as here once lived the Rev. George Burroughs, the
only clergyman in the annals of Salem witchcraft who was hung
for dark dealings, Danvers having originally been a part of the
town of Salem, where witchcraft came to a blaze, and was stamped
out of existence.... The only relic on the place of its tragedy
is the well of the Burroughs’ house, which is still in the hayfield, and over which is the resting-place of the sounding-board
of the pulpit in the church where the witches were tried.”
At Danvers he was able to enjoy the free open air. He loved to
sit under the fine trees which distinguished the lawn, to play
with the dogs, and wander about unmolested until he was tired.
The ladies of the house exerted themselves to give him perfect
freedom and the tenderest care. The daughter became his
playmate, and she never quite grew up, in his estimation. She
was his lively and loving companion. Writing from Danvers, one
December, he says, “What with the child, and the dogs, and Rip
Van Winkle the cat, and a tame gray squirrel who hunts our
pockets for nuts, we contrive to get through the short dark
days.”
Again: “I am thankful that February has come, and that the sun
is getting high on his northern journey. The past month has been
trying to flesh and spirit.... I am afraid my letter has a
complaining tone, and I am rather ashamed of it, and shall be
more so when my head is less out of order.... There are two gray
squirrels playing in my room. Phœbe calls them Deacon Josiah and
his wife Philury, after Rose Terry Cooke’s story of the
minister’s ‘week of works’ in the place of a ‘week of prayer.’”
He showed more physical vitality after he went to Danvers, and
his notes evince a wide interest in matters private and public
outside his own library life. He still went to Portland to see
his niece and her husband whenever he was able, and now and then
to Boston also. But Philadelphia at the time of the Centennial
was not to be thought of. “I sent my hymn,” he wrote from
Amesbury in 1876, “with many misgivings, and am glad it was so
well received. I think I should like to have heard the music,
but probably I should not have understood. The gods have made
me most unmusical.
“I have just got J. T. F.’s charming little book of
‘Barry Cornwall and His Friends.’ It is a most
companionable volume, and will give rare pleasure to
thousands.... I write in the midst of our Quaker
quarterly meeting, and our house has been overrun for
three days. We had twelve to dine to-day; they have now
gone to meeting, but I am too tired for preaching.
“I don’t expect to visit Philadelphia. The very thought
of that Ezekiel’s vision of machinery and the nightmare
confusion of the world’s curiosity shop appalls me. I
shall not venture.”
He was full of excellent resolutions about going often to
Boston, but he never could make a home there. “I see a great
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many more things in the city than thee does,” he would say,
“because I go to town so seldom. The shop windows are a delight
to me, and everything and everybody is novel and interesting. I
don’t need to go to the theatre. I have more theatre than I can
take in every time I walk out.”
No sketch of Whittier, however slight, should omit to mention
his friendship for Bayard Taylor. Their Quaker parentage helped
to bring the two poets into communion; and although Taylor was
so much the younger and more vigorous man, Whittier was also to
see him pass, and to mourn his loss. He took a deep interest in
his literary advancement, and considered “Lars” his finest poem.
Certainly no one knew Taylor’s work better, or brought a deeper
sympathy into his reading of it. “I love him too well to be a
critic of his verse,” he says in one of his letters. “But what
a brave worker he was!”
The reading of good books was, very late in life, as it had been
very early, his chief pleasure. His travels, his romance, his
friendships, were indulged in chiefly by proxy of the printed
page. “I felt very near Dr. Mulford through his writings,” he
said. “He was the strongest thinker of our time, and he thought
in the right direction. ‘The Republic of God’ is intellectually
greater than St. Augustine’s ‘City of God,’ and infinitely
nearer the Christian ideal.”
“That must be a shrewd zephyr,” Charles Lamb used to say,
speaking of his Gentle Giantess, “that can escape her.” And so
we may say of Whittier and a book. “Has thee seen the new book
by the author of ‘Mr. Isaacs’?” he asked (having sent me “Mr.
Isaacs” as soon as it appeared, lest I should miss reading so
novel and good a story). In the same breath he adds: “I have
been reading ‘The Freedom of Faith,’ by the author of ‘On the
Threshold,’ just published by Houghton & Co. It is refreshing
and tonic as the northwest wind. The writer is one of the leaders
of the new departure from the ultra-Calvinism. Thank thee just
here for the pleasure of reading Annie Keary’s biography. What
a white, beautiful soul! Her views of the mission of
spiritualism seem very much like ———’s. I do not know when I
have read a more restful, helpful book.
“How good Longfellow’s poem is! A little sad, but full
of ‘sweetness and light.’ Emerson, Longfellow, Holmes,
and myself are all getting to be old fellows, and that
swan-song might serve for us all. ‘We who are about to
die.’ God help us all! I don’t care for fame, and have
no solicitude about the verdicts of posterity.
“‘When the grass is green above us
And they who know us and who love us
Are sleeping by our side,
Will it avail us aught that men
Tell the world with lip and pen
That we have lived and died?’
“What we are will then be more important than what we
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have done or said in prose or rhyme, or what folks that
we never saw or heard of think of us.”
The following hitherto unpublished poem was written about this
period upon the marriage of the daughter of his friend Mrs.
Leonowens: —
TO A. L.
WITH THE CONGRATULATIONS OF HER MOTHER’S FRIEND
The years are many, the years are old,
My dreams are over, my songs are sung,
But, out of a heart that has not grown cold,
I bid God-speed to the fair and young.
Would that my prayer were even such
As the righteous pray availing much.
But nothing save good can Love befall,
And naught is lacking since Love is all,
Thy one great blessing of life the best,
Like the rod of Moses swallows the rest!
(Signed) JOHN G. WHITTIER.
Oak Knoll, 6th mo. 7, 1878.
Later he describes himself as listening to the “Life of Mrs.
Stowe.” “It is a satisfying book, a model biography, or, rather,
autobiography, for dear Mrs. Stowe speaks all through it. Dr.
Holmes’s letters reveal him as he is — wise, generous,
chivalrous. Witness the kindliness and delicate sympathy of his
letters during the Lord Byron trouble.... Miss W. has read us
some of Howells’s ‘Hazard of New Fortunes.’ It strikes me that
it is a strong book. That indomitable old German, Linden –that
saint of the rather godless sect of dynamiters and anarchists–
is a grand figure; one can’t help loving him.”
The poet’s notes and letters are full of passages showing how
closely he followed public affairs. “If I were not sick, and tomorrow were not election day,” he says, “I should go to Boston.
I hope to be there in a few days, at any rate. You must ‘vote
early and often,’ and elect Hooper. Here we are having Marryat’s
triangular duel acted over by our three candidates. I wish they
were all carpet-bagging among the Kukluxes. It wouldn’t hurt us
to go without a representative until we can raise one of our
own.”...
And again: “I am somewhat disappointed by the vote on the
suffrage question. It should be a lesson to us not to trust to
political platforms. A great many Republicans declined to vote
for it or against it. They thought the leaders of the suffrage
movement had thrown themselves into the hands of Butler and the
Democrats. However, it is only one of those set-backs which all
reforms must have — temporary, but rather discouraging.
“I worked hard in our town, and we made a gain of nearly
one hundred votes over last year.”
“I am happy,” he says later, “in the result of the election —
thankful that the State has sat down heavily on. I never thought
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of taking an active interest in politics this year, but I could
not help it when the fight began.”
And still later in life: I am glad of the grand overturn in
Boston, and the courage of the women voters. How did it seem to
elbow thy way to the polls through throngs of men folk?”
Whittier never relinquished his house at Amesbury, where his
kind friends, Judge Cate and his wife, always made him feel at
home. As the end of his life drew near, it was easy to see that
the village home where his mother and his sister lived and died
was the place he chiefly loved; but he was more inaccessible to
his friends in Amesbury, and the interruptions of a fast-growing
factory town were sometimes less agreeable to him than the
country life at Oak Knoll. He was a great disbeliever in too
much solitude, however, and used to say, “The necessary solitude
of the human soul is enough; it is surprising how great that is.”
Once only he expresses this preference for the dear old village
home in his letters. “I have been at Amesbury for a fortnight.
Somehow I seem nearer to my mother and sister; the very walls
of the rooms seem to have become sensitive to the photographs
of unseen presences.”
As the end drew near, he passed more and more time with his
beloved cousins Gertrude and Joseph Cartland in Newburyport,
whose interests and aims in life were so close to his own.
The habit of going to the White Mountains in their company for
a few weeks during the heat of summer was a fixed one. He grew
to love Asquam, with its hills and lakes, almost better than any
other place for this sojourn. It was there he loved to beckon
his friends to join him. “Do come, if possible,” he would write.
“The years speed on; it will soon be too late. I long to look
on your dear faces once more.”
His deafness began to preclude general conversation; but he
delighted in getting off under the pine-trees in the warm
afternoons, or into a quiet room upstairs at twilight, and
talking until bedtime. He described to us, during one visit, his
first stay among the hills. His parents took him where he could
see the great wooded slope of Agamenticus. As he looked up and
gazed with awe at the solemn sight, a cloud drooped, and hung
suspended as it were from one point, and filled his soul with
astonishment. He had never forgotten it. He said nothing at the
time, but this cloud hanging from the breast of the hill filled
his boyish mind with a mighty wonder, which had never faded away.
Notwithstanding his strong feeling for Amesbury, and his
presence there always at “quarterly meeting,” he found himself
increasingly comfortable in the companionship of his devoted
relatives.
Something
nearer
“picturesqueness”
and
“the
beautiful” came to please the sense and to soothe the spirit at
Oak Knoll. He did not often make record in his letters of these
things; but once he speaks charmingly of the young girl in a red
cloak, on horseback, with the dog at her side, scampering over
the lawn and brushing under the sloping branches of the trees.
The sunset of his life burned slowly down; and in spite of
illness and loss of power, he possessed his soul in patience.
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After a period when he usually felt unable to write, he revived
and wrote a letter, in which he spoke as follows of a poem which
had been sent for his revision: “The poem is solemn and tender;
it is as if a wind from the Unseen World blew over it, in which
the voice of sorrow is sweeter than that of gladness — a holy
fear mingled with holier hope. For myself, my hope is always
associated with dread, like the shining of a star through mist.
I feel, indeed, that Love is victorious, that there is no dark
it cannot light, no depth it cannot reach; but I imagine that
between the Seen and the Unseen there is a sort of neutral
ground, a land of shadow and mystery, of strange voices and
undistinguished forms. There are some, as Charles Lamb says,
‘who stalk into futurity on stilts,’ without awe or selfdistrust. But I can only repeat the words of the poem before
me.”...
One of the last, perhaps the very last visit he made to his
friends in Boston was in the beautiful autumn weather. The
familiar faces he hoped to find were absent. He arrived without
warning, and the very loveliness of the atmosphere which made
it possible for him to travel had tempted younger people out
among the falling leaves. He was disappointed, and soon after
sent these verses to rehearse his experience: —
“I stood within the vestibule
Whose granite steps I knew so well,
While through the empty rooms the bell
Responded to my eager pull.
“I listened while the bell once more
Rang through the void, deserted hall;
I heard no voice, nor light foot-fall,
And turned me sadly from the door.
“Though fair was Autumn’s dreamy day,
And fair the wood-paths carpeted
With fallen leaves of gold and red,
I missed a dearer sight than they.
“I missed the love-transfigured face,
The glad, sweet smile so dear to me,
The clasp of greeting warm and free:
What had the round world in their place?
“O friend, whose generous love has made
My last days best, my good intent
Accept, and let the call I meant
Be with your coming doubly paid.”
But even this journey was beyond his strength. He wrote: “Coming
back from Boston in a crowded car, a window was opened just
behind me and another directly opposite, and in consequence I
took a bad cold, and am losing much of this goodly autumnal
spectacle. But Oak Knoll woods were never, I think, so beautiful
before.”
In future his friends were to seek him; he could go no more to
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them: the autumn had indeed set in.
Now began a series of birthday celebrations, which were
blessings not unmixed in his cup of life. He was in the habit
of writing a brief note of remembrance on these anniversaries;
in one of which, after confessing to “a feeling of sadness and
loneliness,” he turns to the Emerson Calendar, and says, “I
found for the day some lines from his ‘World Soul:’ “Love wakes anew this throbbing heart,
And we are never old;
Over the winter glaciers
I see the summer glow,
And through the wild piled snow-drift
The warm rose-buds blow.’
Reading them, I took heart.”
On another occasion he says: “In the intervals of visitation on
that day my thoughts were with dear friends who have passed from
us; among whom, I need not say, was thy dearest friend. How
vividly the beautiful mornings with you were recalled! Then I
wondered at my age, and if it was possible that I was the little
boy on the old Haverhill farm, unknown, and knowing nobody
beyond my home horizon. I could not quite make the connection
of the white-haired man with the black-locked boy. I could not
help a feeling of loneliness, thinking of having outlived many
of my life-companions; but I was still grateful to God that I
had not outlived my love for them and for those still living.
Among the many tokens of good will from all parts of the country
and beyond the sea, there were some curious and amazing
missives. One Southern woman took the occasion to include me in
her curse of the ‘mean, hateful Yankees.’ To offset this, I had
a telegram from the Southern Forestry Congress assembled in
Florida, signed by president and secretary, informing me that
‘In remembrance of your birthday, we have planted a live-oak
tree to your memory, which, like the leaves of the tree, will
be forever green.”
Birthdays, on the whole, in the face of much sadness, brought
him also much that was agreeable and delightful in remembrance.
One old friend always gave him great pleasure by sending a huge
basket of gilded wicker, in which were placed fruits of every
variety from all quarters of the globe, and covered with rare
flowers and ferns. In this way he visited the gardens of the
Orient, and could see in his imagination the valleys of Napa and
of Shiraz. On the occasion of a dinner given him at the Brunswick
Hotel, on his seventieth birthday, he wrote: “I missed my
friend. In the midst of so much congratulation, I do not forget
his earlier appreciation and encouragement, and every kind word
which assured and cheered me when the great public failed to
recognize me. I dare not tell thee, for fear of seeming to
exaggerate, how much his words have been to me.”
Thus the long years and the long days passed on with scarcely
perceptible diminution of interest in the affairs of this world.
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“I am sorry to find that the hard winter has destroyed some
handsome spruces I planted eight years ago,” he wrote one May
day; “they had grown to be fine trees. Though rather late for
me, I shall plant others in their places; for I remember the
advice of the old Laird of Dumbiedikes to his son Jock: ‘When
ye hae naething better to do, ye can be aye sticking in a tree;
it’ll aye be growin’ when ye are sleeping.’ There is an ash-tree
growing here that my mother planted with her own hands at
threescore and ten. What agnostic folly to think that tree has
outlived her who planted it!”
The lines of Whittier’s life stretched “between heaven and home”
during the long period of eighty-four years. A host of friends,
friends of the spirit, were, as we have seen, forever clustering
around him; and what a glorious company it was! Follen, Shipley,
Chalkley, Lucy Hooper, Joseph Sturge, Charming, Lydia Maria
Child, his sister Elizabeth — a shining cloud too numerous to
mention; the inciters of his poems and the companions of his
fireside. In the silence of his country home their memories
clustered about him and filled his heart with joy.
“He loved the good and wise, but found
His human heart to all akin
Who met him on the common ground
Of suffering and of sin.”
His “Home Ballads” grew out of this very power of clinging to
the same places and the old loves, and what an incomparable group
they make! “Telling the Bees,” “Skipper Ireson’s Ride,” “My
Playmate,” “In School Days,” are sufficient in themselves to set
the seal to his great fame.
As a traveler, too, he is unrivaled, giving us, without leaving
his own garden, the fine fruit of foreign lands. In reading his
poems of the East, it is difficult to believe that he never saw
Palestine, nor Ceylon, nor India; and the wonder is no less when
he writes of our own wide country. Indeed, the vividness of his
poems about the slaves at St. Helena’s Island and elsewhere make
them among the finest of all his local poems. One called “The
Pass of the Sierra” may easily bear the palm among much
descriptive writing.
He watched over his last remaining brother during a long illness
and death, during the autumn and winter of 1882 and 1883 in
Boston. The family all left Oak Knoll and came to be with him
at a hotel, whence he could make frequent visits to his brother’s
bedside; but the unwonted experience of passing several months
in town, and the wearing mission which brought him there, told
seriously upon his health, and caused well-grounded anxiety as
to the result. The day after the last services had been performed
he wrote to a friend: “Indeed, it was a great comfort to sit
beside you and to feel that if another beloved one had passed
into the new life beyond sight and hearing, the warm hearts of
loved friends were beating close to my own. You do not know how
grateful it was to me. Dr. Clarke’s presence and words were full
of comfort. My brother did not approve of a display of flowers,
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but he loved violets, and your simple flowers were laid in his
hand.... Give my love to S., and kiss the dear child for me.”
It was not, however, until 1890 that we could really feel he had
left the years of active service and of intellectual achievement
as things of the past. He was shut out from much that gave him
pleasure, but the spirit which animated the still breathing
frame, though waiting and at times longing for larger
opportunity, seemed to us like a loving sentinel, covering his
dear ones as with a shield, and watching over the needs of
humanity. The advance of the colored people, the claims of the
Indians and their wrongs, opportunities for women, statesmen,
and politicians, the private joys and sorrows of those dear to
him, were all present and kept alive, though in the silence of
his breast.
The end came, the door opened, while he was staying with the
daughter of an old friend at Hampton Falls, in New Hampshire —
that saintly woman whom we associate with one of the most
spiritual and beautiful of his poems, “A Friend’s Burial.” After
a serious illness in the winter of 1892 he was almost too frail
for any summer journeying; but with his usual wisdom and
instinctive turning of the heart towards old familiar places,
he thought of this hospitable house where he seemed to gain
strength, and where he found much happiness and the quietness
that he loved. His last illness was brief; he was ministered to
by those who stood nearest him. And thus the waves of time passed
over him and swept him from our sight.
It is a pleasure now to recall many a beautiful scene in summer
afternoons, under the trees at Danvers, when his spirit animated
the air and made the landscape shine with a radiance not its
own. Such memories serve to keep the whole world beautiful
wherein he moved, and add to his poetry a sense of presence and
a living light.
Old age appears in comparison to every other stage of human
existence as a most undesirable state. We look upon its
approaches and its ravages with alarm. Death itself is far less
dreadful, and “the low door,” if it will only open quickly,
brings little fear to the thoughtful mind. But the mystery of
decadence, the long sunsetting, the loss of power — what do they
mean? The Latin word saga, from which the French get la sagesse,
and we “the sage,” gives us a hint of what we do not always
understand — the spiritual beauty and the significance even of
loss in age.
Whittier, wearing his silver crown, brought the antique word
into use again, and filled it with fresh meaning for modern men.
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1900
Thomas Jefferson had hoped to eliminate religion from his proposed public university by removing theology
from the curriculum. However, as evangelical Protestantism came in the early 19th Century to dominate
Virginia’s culture, he had been forced to compromise and his University of Virginia had begun to provide
nonsectarian religious instruction (under the rubric “Moral Philosophy”). Jefferson’s compromise had then
been reenacted at all the other institutions of higher education in the state, so that even denominational colleges
had been able to adhere to one or another such “nonsectarian” pretense while offering an essentially religious
education. By the end of the 19th Century separation of church and state in Virginia’s public school system
had become compatible with a generalized evangelical Protestantism — complete with all its Bible-thumping,
all its obligatory-lecture “praying,” all its singing of tendentiously worded “hymns,” and all its dissing of any
other religious understanding.
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When asked to nominate the “Americans most deserving representation” for inclusion in a hall of fame that
was being planned in Massachusetts, the Honorable George Frisbie Hoar needed to exclude his world-class
heros William Ewart Gladstone, John Milton, the Marquis de Lafayette, General Simon Bolivar, Giuseppe
Mazzini, Lajos Kossuth, and Miss Florence Nightingale because they were not Americans (well, in addition
to being disqualified as a mere Brit, Miss Florence was not even male and not even yet deceased), and he
excused Henry Wadsworth Longfellow and Nathaniel Hawthorne because to be great a man must possess
“more than the quality of a great artist,” and he banished Benjamin Franklin to the outer darkness for having
been “without idealism, without lofty principle, and, on one side of his character, gross and immoral,” and,
finally, aware that he could not get away with submitting his own name because he wasn’t dead yet (and
besides that it would have been utterly immodest), he submitted the following dozen dead white American
malenesses:
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President George Washington (the most “noble” on the list,
representing “the prime meridian of pure, exalted, human character”)
President Thomas Jefferson (the most “influential” on the list,
because of his alleged authorship of the Declaration of Independence,
a document endorsed by the Honorable George Frisbie Hoar’s grandfather
Roger Sherman)
President Abraham Lincoln
The Reverend Jonathan Edwards
President John Adams
Sam Adams
Secretary of the Treasury Alexander Hamilton
Senator Daniel Webster
Chief Justice John Marshall
Senator Charles Sumner
Waldo Emerson
Friend John Greenleaf Whittier
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Daniel Chester French did an equestrian statue of George Washington, for Paris.

(This isn’t it — bronze horses are so easily mistaken for one another.)
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Oh, all right. How can I keep it from you?

The general had of course ridden various horses at various times. At least two of his mounts had been killed
in combat. “Old Nelson,” “Roger Leo,” “Ellen Edenberg,” and “Blueskin” were among the survivors.
We seem to have lost track of which of these the sculptor was here attempting to render immortal in bronze —
perhaps he was merely immortalizing the spirit of horseness.
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1902
Thomas Wentworth Higginson’s biographies of Henry Wadsworth Longfellow and Friend John Greenleaf
Whittier.

1903
The 4-room home of the Whittiers at 86 Friend Street in Amesbury MA had been enlarged in 1847. In this
year, the house being under renovation, a letter from Lewis Tappan of New-York dating to 1847 was
discovered inside a wall, and it would be noted that the letter, which had included a check for $100.00 in
payment for editorial work performed, had urged the Quaker poet “judiciously” to invest in real estate.
JOHN GREENLEAF WHITTIER
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In this year a politician who had over the decades become something of a pediment of the US federal
government, Senator George Frisbie Hoar, in AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF 70 YEARS (NY: Scribner’s),

was characterizing the Quaker who had lived in the modest house in Amesbury MA, Friend John Greenleaf
Whittier, who looked nothing at all like the Quaker on the Quaker Oats container, as “one of the wisest and
most discreet political advisers and leaders who ever dwelt in the Commonwealth.”

In addition, on pages 70-72 Senator Hoar had the following to point out, to correct the record about one of his
lifelong friends of Concord:
I knew Henry Thoreau very intimately. I went to school with him
when I was a little boy and he was a big one. Afterward I was a
scholar in his school.
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He was very fond of small boys, and used to take them out with
him in his boat, and make bows and arrows for them, and take
part in their games. He liked also to get a number of the little
chaps of a Saturday afternoon and take them out in his boat,
or for a long walk in the woods.
He knew the best places to find huckleberries and blackberries
and chestnuts and lilies and cardinal and other rare flowers.
We used to call him Trainer Thoreau, because the boys called the
soldiers the “trainers,” and he had a long, measured stride and
an erect carriage which made him seem something like a soldier,
although he was short and rather ungainly in figure. He had a
curved nose which reminded one a little of the beak of a parrot.
His real name was David Henry Thoreau, although he changed the
order of his first two names afterward. He was a great finder
of Indian arrow-heads, spear-heads, pestles, and other stone
implements which the Indians had left behind them, of which
there was great abundance in the Concord fields and meadows.
He knew the rare forest birds and all the ways of birds and wild
animals. Naturalists commonly know birds and beasts and flowers
as a surgeon who has dissected the human body, or perhaps
sometimes a painter who has made pictures of them knows men and
women. But he knew birds and beasts as one boy knows another —
all their delightful little habits and fashions. He had the most
wonderful good fortune. We used to say that if anything happened
in the deep woods which only came about once in a hundred years,
Henry Thoreau would be sure to be on the spot at the time and
know the whole story....
It is a singular fact that Emerson did not know Henry Thoreau
until after Thoreau had been some years out of college.
Henry walked to Boston, eighteen miles, to hear one of Emerson’s
lectures, and walked home again in the night after the lecture
was over. Emerson heard of it, and invited him to come to his
house and hear the lectures read there, which he did. People
used to say that Thoreau imitated Emerson, and Lowell has made
this charge in his satire, “A Fable for Critics”:
There comes ----, for instance; to see him’s rare sport,
Tread in Emerson’s tracks with legs painfully short.
I think there is nothing in it. Thoreau’s style is certainly
fresh and original. His tastes and thoughts are his own.
His peculiarities of bearing and behavior came to him naturally
from his ancestors of the isle of Guernsey [actually, the island
of Jersey — Emerson may have originated this mistake].
I retained his friendship to his death. I have taken many a long
walk with him. I used to go down to see him in the winter days
in my vacations in his hut near Walden. He was capital company.
He was a capital guide in the wood. He liked to take out the
boys in his boat. He was fond of discoursing. I do not think he
was vain. But he liked to do his thinking out loud, and expected
that you should be an auditor rather than a companion.
I have heard Thoreau say in private a good many things which
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afterward appeared in his writings. One day when we were
walking, he leaned his back against a rail fence and discoursed
of the shortness of the time since the date fixed for the
creation, measured by human lives. “Why,” he said, “sixty old
women like Nabby Kettle” (a very old woman in Concord), “taking
hold of hands, would span the whole of it.” He repeats this in
one of his books, adding, “They would be but a small tea-party,
but their gossip would make universal history.”
Hoar also had, as might well be expected, some pithy general observations about the course of Massachusetts
political and civil history:
I think no great public calamity, not the death of
Daniel Webster, not the death of Charles Sumner, not
the loss of great battles during the War, brought such
a sense of gloom over the whole State as the surrender
of Anthony Burns.
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1904
A baby who would eventually come to be known as Polly Thayer Starr, the artist, was born as Ethel Thayer in
Boston, the child of Ezra Ripley Thayer and Ethel Randolph Clark Thayer. The father Ezra’s side of the family,
she would later recount, was “from Concord, the Old Manse. I used to visit there. His father was a professor
at Harvard Law School, and — I say invented, I don’t know what the right word is — I think he formulated
the Law of Evidence. And back of that Emerson, and a long line of Ripleys. There was an old Ezra Ripley who
was a minister, I think; but they were mostly legal. Father became Dean of the Harvard Law School.” (She
would become a tall woman, and would live to be interviewed at a hundred in the year 2004 for an exhibition
of her paintings at a gallery in Boston.)

SELF-PORTRAIT
Sarah Alice Huntington agreed to deed her 9-room, 2-story home in Amesbury MA to the New England Yearly
Meeting of the Religious Society of Friends for use as a retirement home for “unmarried women Friends who
devoted most of their lives to teaching” — with a stipulation that she herself would be able to reside there until
her death. (The building, although old and guilty of narrow dark stairs and thus a firetrap, was not at that time
considered inappropriate for the elderly.)
NEW ENGLAND FRIENDS HOME
This structure –although it had more recently been in service as a tavern– was the one that had been made
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famous by Captain Valentine Bagley, protagonist a poem by Friend John Greenleaf Whittier. The building had
been the homestead of Hannah Currier, built in about 1710, and Hannah had become Captain Bagley’s wife
— after the Captain’s death in 1839 the building and its wayside well had become the property of
Daniel Huntington.

The Captain’s Well.
The story of the shipwreck of Captain Valentine Bagley,
on the coast of Arabia, and his sufferings in the
desert, has been familiar from my childhood. It has been
partially told in the singularly beautiful lines of my
friend, Harriet Prescott Spofford, an the occasion of a
public celebration at the Newburyport Library. To the
charm and felicity of her verse, as far as it goes,
nothing can be added; but in the following ballad I have
endeavored to give a fuller detail of the touching
incident upon which it is founded.
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From pain and peril, by land and main,
The shipwrecked sailor came back again;
And like one from the dead, the threshold cross’d
Of his wondering home, that had mourned him lost.
Where he sat once more with his kith and kin,
And welcomed his neighbors thronging in.
But when morning came he called for his spade.
“I must pay my debt to the Lord,” he said.
“Why dig you here?” asked the passer-by;
“Is there gold or silver the road so nigh?”
“No, friend,” he answered: “but under this sod
Is the blessed water, the wine of God.”
“Water! the Powow is at your back,
And right before you the Merrimac,
“And look you up, or look you down,
There’s a well-sweep at every door in town.”
“True,” he said, “we have wells of our own;
But this I dig for the Lord alone.”
Said the other: “This soil is dry, you know.
I doubt if a spring can be found below;
“You had better consult, before you dig,
Some water-witch, with a hazel twig.”
“No, wet or dry, I will dig it here,
Shallow or deep, if it takes a year.
“In the Arab desert, where shade is none,
The waterless land of sand and sun,
“Under the pitiless, brazen sky
My burning throat as the sand was dry;
“My crazed brain listened in fever dreams
For plash of buckets and ripple of streams;
“And opening my eyes to the blinding glare,
And my lips to the breath of the blistering air,
“Tortured alike by the heavens and earth,
I cursed, like Job, the day of my birth.
“Then something tender, and sad, and mild
As a mother’s voice to her wandering child,
“Rebuked my frenzy; and bowing my head,
I prayed as I never before had prayed:
“Pity me, God! for I die of thirst;
Take me out of this land accurst;
“And if ever I reach my home again,
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Where earth has springs, and the sky has rain,
“I will dig a well for the passers-by,
And none shall suffer from thirst as I.
“I saw, as I prayed, my home once more,
The house, the barn, the elms by the door,
“The grass-lined road, that riverward wound,
The tall slate stones of the burying-ground,
“The belfry and steeple on meeting-house hill,
The brook with its dam, and gray grist mill,
“And I knew in that vision beyond the sea,
The very place where my well must be.
“God heard my prayer in that evil day;
He led my feet in their homeward way,
“From false mirage and dried-up well,
And the hot sand storms of a land of hell,
“Till I saw at last through the coast-hill’s gap,
A city held in its stony lap,
“The mosques and the domes of scorched Muscat,
And my heart leaped up with joy thereat;
“For there was a ship at anchor lying,
A Christian flag at its mast-head flying,
“And sweetest of sounds to my homesick ear
Was my native tongue in the sailor’s cheer.
“Now the Lord be thanked, I am back again,
Where earth has springs, and the skies have rain,
“And the well I promised by Oman’s Sea,
I am digging for him in Amesbury.”
His kindred wept, and his neighbors said
“The poor old captain is out of his head.”
But from morn to noon, and from noon to night,
He toiled at his task with main and might;
And when at last, from the loosened earth,
Under his spade the stream gushed forth,
And fast as he climbed to his deep well’s brim,
The water he dug for followed him,
He shouted for joy: “I have kept my word,
And here is the well I promised the Lord!”
The long years came and the long years went,
And he sat by his roadside well content;
He watched the travellers, heat-oppressed,
Pause by the way to drink and rest,
And the sweltering horses dip, as they drank,
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Their nostrils deep in the cool, sweet tank,
And grateful at heart, his memory went
Back to that waterless Orient,
And the blessed answer of prayer, which came
To the earth of iron and sky of flame.
And when a wayfarer weary and hot,
Kept to the mid road, pausing not
For the well’s refreshing, he shook his head;
“He don’t know the value of water,” he said;
“Had he prayed for a drop, as I have done,
In the desert circle of sand and sun,
“He would drink and rest, and go home to tell
That God’s best gift is the wayside well!”

1958
At the Moses Brown School of the Religious Society of Friends in Providence, Rhode Island, Robert
Cunningham took charge as Acting Headmaster under the following stipulations:
that a qualified Friend be employed as Assistant or Dean;
that a special effort be made to add to the faculty some able
and experienced teachers who are Friends;
that the Headmaster take early steps designed to upgrade the
faculty, strengthen the curriculum, and lay the groundwork for
a new Development Program;
and that he will join sympathetically in any studies which may
be undertaken to develop further co-operative activities with
Lincoln School and the possible integration of some of the
activities and/or services of the two schools if they should
prove to be feasible and desirable.
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Friend Whittemore Whittier was made Assistant Headmaster.
A Middle School was created. An advising system was created for Upper School students. Enrollment began
to exceed 500 students.
The building that the Quakers had been using as a residence for retired spinster Quaker teachers, in Amesbury
MA, the Huntington Dixon Home, had been condemned as unsafe for congregate living. Friend Polly Thayer
Starr came to the rescue when her mother Ethel Thayer, an Episcopalian, died, by donating her mother’s lovely
quiet slate-roofed home on Turkey Hill near Hingham MA, which is now the New England Friends Home.
This Georgian-style brick-veneer building had been erected after the larger shingle summer home previously

on the site had burned in 1929. Interestingly, at the back of the property there is a small pet cemetery having
headstones bearing appropriate verses — and among these pet graves there is a headstone for one Peter
Kocche. Mr. Kocche had instructed Mrs. Thayer in German and had once expressed a wish that his ashes might
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be interred there, so when eventually he died, this comment had been taken seriously.

Friend Polly is an artist of note and here is one of her self-portraits:
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Her portrait of her mother Ethel is hanging in the building. The blue tiles used in the building were imported
from Japan, the marble in the fireplaces from Italy, the carved woodwork in the library fireplace from England.
Stone camels and peacocks and pheasants had been added from the San Francisco World Fair in 1935. There
is an oil portrait of Friend John Greenleaf Whittier’s mother, Friend Abigail Whittier, and several depictions
of the poet himself. There is a photograph of the Whittier farmhouse in Haverhill (“Snow Bound”) and a
photograph of the later home in Amesbury MA. A number of nice-to-have items were found in the basement
of the home in Amesbury: spectacles, slipper chairs, sofa, gilt mirror, candlestand, etc. The folding wooden
stand and brass tray were brought from Egypt by Katherine Howland, who also provided the Rose Garden
Memorial. Before the building would be opened for senior occupancy, some $110,000 worth of renovation
work would need to be accomplished, some $40,000 of which would come out of the fund established in 1886
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by Sarah Nichols Pope-Dixon.83
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1966
A new Howard Johnson Motor Lodge in Haverhill, Massachusetts featured a John Greenleaf Whittier room,
presumably for casual nighttime Quaker meditation.

This new HoJo also featured a Hannah Emerson Duston room, presumably for casual nighttime hatchet
murders.

83. Fire escapes and a fire alarm system were added. Some of the rooms on the 2d floor were subdivided, creating 10 bedrooms,
and the 6 bedrooms on the 3rd floor remained unchanged, as did countless bathrooms. Three new bedrooms were created on the 1st
floor from what had been servant quarters. The kitchen was enlarged. As a safety measure, the lily ponds were filled in to create
rose gardens. The driveway was paved and a parking-lot installed. The carpet in the “Whittier Room” was a gift from members of
the Providence, Rhode Island monthly meeting and the carpet in the Library was a gift of the Hartford, Connecticut monthly
meeting. Katherine Haviland, the first director of the Home, planted flowering crabapple trees in front of the house. The renovated
structure would open in 1961.
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1967
Edward Wagenknecht, in his biography of John Greenleaf Whittier, on page 90, as part of his examination of
why Friend John never married, opined that Whittier had “marched to a far-away music.”

DIFFERENT
DRUMMER
Well, if he had marched, he certainly hadn’t marched far (despite the fact that his statue is in southern
California). In fact it is interesting to compare a map of the travels of Henry Thoreau (whose statue is in
Concord, Massachusetts and is thought never to have gone anywhere but did in fact travel to such locales as
Canada and Minnesota) with the stay-at-home Friend John, who was also an avid consumer of travel literature
but never got any farther north than the White Mountains or any farther west than Chambersburg PA —
even after a California town had been named in his honor and had donated to him a plot of land at its center:

“Munich, the Louvre, and the Vatican are doubtless well worth seeing, but I fancy I see all and much more in
my own painted woodlands.”84

84. This in a letter to Waldo Emerson. –You’d never guess from Whittier’s writing that he was so colorblind that he was quite unable
to distinguish red from green!
But then he also was capable of writing, apparently knowingly, of the appearance of Strausburg Cathedral — and of the feeling of the
air of the southern region of Spain!
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2003
When I, Austin Meredith, had come to Providence, Rhode Island from Southern California as a member of the
Religious Society of Friends, as part of making this move, I had promised my spouse that I wouldn’t just as a
retired person hang around our new townhouse on Providence’s East Side — but would find a way to get out
there in our new community and make myself useful. Since the Moses Brown School was a Quaker institution,
and since our new home was just down the street from our new digs, I had begun to plan that I would be able
to fill in the slack hours of my retirement by providing volunteer services for the school.
I had begun by writing up a biography of Friend Moses Brown, founder of the school, and a history of the
legacy that he left to provide for the institution that he had founded. Then I created more and more of these
Quaker biographies, about Friend John Greenleaf Whittier the righteous American Quaker poet, about Friend
Lucretia Coffin Mott the righteous antislavery activist, about Friend Paul Cuffe the righteous black and Native
American sea captain — electronic stuff that the school would be able to use in their teaching if they chose,
stuff that the computer-savvy kids could relate to a whole lot better than dusty old yellowed falling-apart
Quaker paper publications. However, when I made a presentation to their History Department, I got exactly
nowhere. So I attempted to donate a PC to the school, a machine that they could have in their student facility
alongside their other PCs, one that could be available to their students. They stonewalled this, throwing up a
barrier of lies.
Well, the Quaker monthly meeting right next to the Moses Brown School, the Providence Monthly Meeting of
the Religious Society of Friends that I attend every First Day (Sunday), is of course a member of the New
England Yearly Meeting, and the New England Yearly Meeting of course owns the Moses Brown endowment
asset that runs this school. Our Meeting has a library with multiple “PLEASE DONATE” signs posted. Since
the Moses Brown School students are in and out of this building as part of their school day, I donated that PC,
with my Quaker history and Rhode Island history database on it, to our meeting’s library. I figured that the
Moses Brown students might have an opportunity to consult these electronic materials while in the meeting
library. Maybe. –Anyway, I couldn’t figure out any better thing to do, given the strange and unexplained
intransigence I had been running into. What was I supposed to do, lie down and die? I had invested years of
my life in preparing this stuff!
So I presented the machine and the database to our meeting’s Library Committee. A member of the Library
Committee then stood up after Meeting for Worship one First Day and publicly thanked me for my
“magnificent gift,” and briefly described it for the benefit of the members and attenders of the Quaker meeting.
But after this thanks, the machine and the database failed to appear in the meetinghouse library. Finally
I confronted the Library Committee with “What is going on?” I extracted from this committee, over their
reluctance, the information that the Ministry and Counsel committee of our meeting had taken the machine
and the database away from the Library Committee. This Ministry and Counsel committee has members who
are deeply involved with the operation of the Moses Brown School. They were keeping the stuff under lock
and key in a dark room upstairs. Evidently they were looking it over? Then I found out they sabotaged the
machine by ripping up the cover in order to get at the hardware OFF switch — forcing the machine into a hard
shutdown from which it was not possible to restart the database. They had, for reasons of their own, rendered
the machine unusable.
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Well then, I fixed the machine, doing a file system check and restore routine, and getting everything reinitialized. Then I found myself being eldered and warned. I was to examine my conduct! Nobody had asked
me to do this! Nobody wanted me to do this! What did I think I was going to pull off? I should be grateful that
they didn’t just throw the machine, and my Quaker and Rhode Island historical database, into the dumpster!
I found that, for having written these materials on Quaker history and Rhode Island history, and for having
donated this PC to the meeting, I needed to be treated like some kind of criminal.
In sum, I found myself still unable to keep the promise that I had made to my spouse in moving to Providence,
to get out of our East Side townhouse from time to time, and make myself useful during my retirement.
ASSLEY

COPYRIGHT NOTICE: In addition to the property of others,
such as extensive quotations and reproductions of
images, this “read-only” computer file contains a great
deal of special work product of Austin Meredith,
copyright 2013. Access to these interim materials will
eventually be offered for a fee in order to recoup some
of the costs of preparation. My hypercontext button
invention which, instead of creating a hypertext leap
through hyperspace —resulting in navigation problems—
allows for an utter alteration of the context within
which one is experiencing a specific content already
being viewed, is claimed as proprietary to Austin
Meredith — and therefore freely available for use by
all. Limited permission to copy such files, or any
material from such files, must be obtained in advance
in writing from the “Stack of the Artist of Kouroo”
Project, 833 Berkeley St., Durham NC 27705. Please
contact the project at <Kouroo@kouroo.info>.
“It’s all now you see. Yesterday won’t be over until
tomorrow and tomorrow began ten thousand years ago.”
– Remark by character “Garin Stevens”
in William Faulkner’s INTRUDER IN THE DUST

Prepared: October 8, 2013
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ARRGH AUTOMATED RESEARCH REPORT
GENERATION HOTLINE

This stuff presumably looks to you as if it were generated by a
human. Such is not the case. Instead, upon someone’s request we
have pulled it out of the hat of a pirate that has grown out of
the shoulder of our pet parrot “Laura” (depicted above). What
these chronological lists are: they are research reports
compiled by ARRGH algorithms out of a database of data modules
which we term the Kouroo Contexture. This is data mining.
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To respond to such a request for information, we merely push a
button.

Commonly, the first output of the program has obvious
deficiencies and so we need to go back into the data modules
stored in the contexture and do a minor amount of tweaking, and
then we need to punch that button again and do a recompile of
the chronology — but there is nothing here that remotely
resembles the ordinary “writerly” process which you know and
love. As the contents of this originating contexture improve,
and as the programming improves, and as funding becomes
available (to date no funding whatever has been needed in the
creation of this facility, the entire operation being run out
of pocket change) we expect a diminished need to do such tweaking
and recompiling, and we fully expect to achieve a simulation of
a generous and untiring robotic research librarian. Onward and
upward in this brave new world.
First come first serve. There is no charge.
Place your requests with <Kouroo@kouroo.info>.
Arrgh.
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